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About this Guide

Intended Audience
M3 Business Engine User Documentation provides guidance for end users and consultants regarding
understanding basic concepts and using key processes in M3 Business Engine. Further information
about the available programs and functionalities is available as field help texts.

Document Structure
M3 Business Engine User Documentation is a task-oriented documentation, providing descriptions on
performing specific procedures, defining settings and running specific, step-by-step procedures. To
some extent, this documentation set also contains conceptual documents, providing background
information or describing requirements and how they are matched in M3 Business Engine.

The following table provides a brief overview of the most common sections that appears in this document.

Briefly describes what kind of information the document provides.Introduction

Describes the consequence of a process completed or a concept
run.

Outcome

Explains how the results can be used.Uses

Describes, if applicable, any changes that have been implemented
in M3.

How the System is Affected

Describes the prerequisites of a process or a concept.Before you start

Lists all relevant parameters with a detailed explanation.Parameters to Set

Describes, if applicable, the concept or the purpose of the concept
and when and how it is run.

Description

Provides an overview (often as a flow chart) of the activities in the
process.

Outline

Describes all the activities above and provides a summary of when,
where and how to carry them out.

Activity Description

Describes, if applicable, how to carry out a settings instruction.Follow these steps

Lists other documents that contain relevant information.See Also

More Information
Information and help about accessing and using M3 Business Engine User Documentation as an
Infocenter is available as InfoCenter help.

Access the help by clicking the question mark in the top right corner after deploying the Infocenter.
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Related product documentation is available on the Infor Xtreme portal.

• You can find documentation posted to the product records on the Download Products page. Look
here first for installation guides and release notes.

• You can browse or search for product documentation on the Documentation page.

For questions or feedback, contact Infor Xtreme Support.
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1System Administration

API Security
This document describes the M3 application programming interface (API) authentication and security
model. It also gives recommendations on how to configure and set up the environment for access via
APIs.

Introduction
An API is an interface to an M3 program that allows an external application program to execute
transactions to upload or download specific data, activate certain procedures etc.

M3 API implementation
When M3 API technique is used to access M3 software, user credentials must follow the initial log-on.

In all MI programs, users are restricted to the companies to which they can have access. Different MI
programs within different application areas can also have restrictions on the field level and restrictions
on facility, warehouse, and so on.

M3 users can be restricted in their use of MI programs and their transactions by means of program
'Function. Connect API Authority' (SES005).

Follow these steps

1 The first step in using transaction authority is to configure a parameter named
boot.api.authorization which is located in the properties file. It must be set to 1 if the authorization
should be activated and makes use of transaction authority or not. This is a simple ON or OFF
parameter that is passed either in the configuration file or as a parameter on the command line
when starting.

2 Open 'Function. Connect API Authority' (SES005).

3 In (SES005), add users that will have the authority to use M3 API transactions.

The default behavior when running in authorization mode is to not allow any MIs or transactions.
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4 Specific program and transactions that will be allowed for a particular user can be specified.
Both program and transactions are possible to prompt to retrieve their values.

To simplify entry, all transactions for the current program can be retrieved.

Then, remove the transactions that are not relevant.

5 Also it is possible to allow all transactions in a program by entering the value *ALL for a certain
user.

Furthermore, a user access to all programs and all transactions can be allowed by entering
*ALL on program level.

Interaction with M3 API can occur using two different techniques. The traditional way is through a client
component running sockets communication according to a proprietary protocol. Later, communication
through web services has been introduced. The web services allow for HTTP/HTTPS communication
and the Rest protocol.

The client component communicates on open channels and is preferably used within an internal network.
The Java version of the client interfaces also supports SSL communication and authentication through
certificates. Client component communication cannot be used in a Multi tenant Cloud context.

The web services HTTP part likewise communicate on open channels. Using HTTP is therefore also
suited only for internal networks. HTTPS should be used if access is required from external sources.
In a Multi tenant Cloud context, HTTPS is required.

User authentication
Users of M3 API must be registered in M3 using the program MNS150.

User authentication is carried out through the mechanism chosen for the environment in which execution
takes place.

There are two types of user profiles in relation to M3 API. The type used depends mainly on how the
client applications are designed.

• Users can be working from their workstations with client applications that access the M3 application
server directly. They log on as they usually do with their M3 application credentials.

• Users access the client application from an intermediate server such as a web server. They never
log on to the M3 application server. Instead, the application logs on using a shared user profile
specially created for this purpose. Examples of such an application are M3 WebShop or the M3
API SOAP Server.

M3 users are authenticated by the mechanism for the platform they use. User profiles using M3 API
must be defined in the usual way for M3 users.

Shared user profiles used from server applications should, if possible, be defined so that they cannot
log on to the application server using interfaces like M3 Explorer, Telnet, or FTP. In iSeries this is done
by *SIGNOFF in the initial menu.

See also
"M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108
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"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Batch Jobs and Job Queues" on page 82

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Document and Media Management" on page 88

M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Archive and Delete
Transactions
This document describes the archive and delete functionality in M3 Business Engine.

Introduction
An archive is a collection of records from computer files that have been packaged together for backup,
to transport to some other location, for saving away from the computer so that more hard disk storage
can be made available, or for some other purpose.

An archive can include a simple list of files or files organized under a directory or catalog structure.

What Is Deletion?
Deletion is the permanent removal of computer files from the computer or hard disk.

General Background Regarding M3 Business Engine and Disk Space Usage
Tables containing transactions tend to grow fast. This is due to the nature of the business and the
setup of the M3 Business Engine system. M3 Business Engine uses a database where indexed
tables are used. Almost each one of these tables has several indexes connected to it, which also
takes up disk space. Sometimes, a single index can use 30-40 percent of the disk space volume
of its related table, all depending on how the access path is specified. And, if a table contains
deleted records, its indexes will still contain access information for those deleted records.

Important Considerations

Testing
If you are archiving for the first time, it is recommended that you test the archiving first in a separate
test database (a copy of the production database).

Operational and System Requirements
You should consult your responsible system operator, since this routine requires knowledge of how
database schemas are saved and cleared. If many transactions and records are expected to be
archived in a run, the system operator should ensure that the disk usage is not too high before the
archiving begins, since it will not be reduced until the archiving schemas are cleared. If the server
has enough disk space available, previously performed archives can be restored to the archiving
schema before the archiving job is started. Then new data will be added to the existing tables, and
the archive function works faster since the files do not have to be created.
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Permanent Changes Resulting from Archiving
It is important to understand that after you archive, you will not be able to perform certain functions,
view certain information, and restore the information using a standard M3 Business Engine function.

The following are examples of actions that will not be possible:

• Copy invoices for orders that have been archived

• Re-create sales statistics for archived orders

• Re-create balance key information for ledger information that was archived

• View M3 BE Finance Management details from standard inquiry functions (instead the archived
transactions can now be viewed from the 'Information Browser. Open' (CMS100))

New Fields in Table
New fields might be added to a table that already exists in the archiving schema. If you want to
archive more records in this table, you must move the previously archived transactions to another
schema and remove the table from the archive schema before you do the new archiving.

Suggested M3 Business Engine Archiving and Deletion Workflow
This chapter describes the workflow for any of the archiving and deletion functions in M3 Business
Engine.

Workflow

1 Enter or check the archiving library (schema) in function AMS010

The following validations are done against the archiving library name:

• The archiving library must exist

• The archiving library is not allowed to be any of the 'Production libraries'

Important: The 'Production library' is defined in the M3 BE Java properties file under the heading
'# Schema (library) settings'.

Example:

# Schema (library) settings

db.con.libListStrategy=2

db.con.libraryList=MVXvDTeeee, MVXvDTeeee, MVXvDTeeee,MVXvDTeeee,

db.con.defaultschema=MVXvDTeeee

Platform specifics:

For the platforms Windows, Sun Solaris and AIX/Oracle: The archive library MVXARCH is as
previously automatically created. If specific archive libraries should be used per archiving function,
they must be manually created by a Database administrator.
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For the platform System i/IBM i: The archive libraries must, just as before, always be manually
created by a Database administrator, The default library (usually MVXARCH) must be specified
in CRS799, before generating records in AMS100.

2 Check functions per table in MNS120

Check which archiving function to use by per table in MNS120.

3 Define records in AMS100

Define the archiving set-up in AMS100. AMS100 is described in detail in the next chapter.

4 Create M3 BE Control Reports

Run the M3 control report relevant to the archiving function being processed this will be used
to ensure that the stored table values before and after the archive are consistent

5 Run the archive functions

Make your selections in the routine's start panel. These functions will submit a batch job.
Afterwards, check the printed receipt to verify that the selected function has worked as expected.

6 Check status in AMS300 and AMS310

Check the status of the archiving functions in the programs AMS300 and AMS310.

7 Housekeeping and storage of the archived transactions

Save the M3 BE database and archiving schema (library) to suitable media. Clear/delete the
archiving schema (library) from disk.

8 Re-run M3 BE Control reports

Run reports and compare them to the preliminary reports in step 4 above.

Archiving Toolbox (AMS100)
The function 'Archiving. Open Toolbox' (AMS100) is a program where all archiving functions can be
managed.

Here you can:

• List with all archiving functions, the list is generated with Function key F14

• View status per function, 00 = Function is not running, 20 = Function is running

• View next scheduled run date/time, this is information taken from SHS010

• Use Function key F15 to mass update settings on Archiving functions

• Use options to:

• Reset statuses if a job ends abnormally (option 7)

• Run specific function (option 9)

• Display function log (option 11)

• Display included tables (option 21)
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Archiving Policy
The purpose of the archiving policy is to prevent accidental archiving of periods that are recent and
need to be and remain in the live environment. The policy is defined as a number of periods back
in time, calculated from the current period, during which archiving is not allowed. It is checked
against the type of date used by the specific archiving program, such as the invoice date or
accounting date. The number of periods is defined in program 'Archiving. Open Toolbox' (AMS100).
The policy rule always using Period type 1 (see CRS910) to calculate back from the archiving
date(s) entered in the individual archiving function.

For example: The archiving policy is set to 36 periods (months). If the current date is February 25,
2012, you cannot archive transactions with a date later than January 31, 2009.

Archiving Function Log
Every archiving run is logged and given a unique archiving run number. Example of information
that is logged:

• Start and end date/time

• Selection on dates and division

• Name of user starting the archiving run.

The archiving function log is displayed in 'Archiving Log. Open' (AMS300).

Archiving Record Log
For every archiving run, a detail record log can also be created. The following information is logged
per table:

• Number of records in the table at archiving start in production library/schema

• Number of records in the table at archiving end in production library/schema

• Number of archived records (count is done in every archiving program)

• Number of records in the table at archiving start in archiving library/schema

• Number of records in the table at archiving end in archiving library/schema

If an archiving record log should be created is decided by field 'Archiving log table' in (AMS100).
The following alternatives are possible:

• 1 = No

• 2 = Yes, but only for the master table

• 3 = Yes, for all archived tables

The archiving record log is displayed in 'Archiving Log Tables. Open' (AMS310).

Archiving Libraries
The archiving libraries are defined in 'Archiving Library. Open' (AMS010) . It is possible to define:

• Status: 10=Preliminary, 20=Active, 90=Blocked

• Object access group, to restrict access to the library
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When new archiving libraries are defined, checks are made to ensure that the library exists and it
is not a production library.

Every archiving function is connected to a specific archiving library in 'Archiving. Open Toolbox'
(AMS100).

Integration to table master

In 'Table. Open' (MNS120) is it possible to see the archiving function per table and open (AMS100)
and (AMS310) with related options.

Integration to job scheduler

In 'Archiving. Open Toolbox' (AMS100), it is possible to see if an archiving function is scheduled
to be run. The job number, scheduled date and time are displayed on panel E.

If an attempt is made to run an archiving function that is already scheduled, a warning will be
displayed. It is however possible to override the warning and run the archiving function even if it is
scheduled on a later date.

Archiving Viewer
The archiving viewer, 'Archive Viewer. Open' (AMS200), is a program that displays data from any
M3 BE table and archiving library. The data is only presented in the subfile, no detail panels exist.

Authorization checks are performed on different levels in 'Information Browser. Open' (CMS100):

• Program authority - if you are not authorized to run the master program for a specific table, you
will not be able see the data in (CMS100)

• Division authority - you can only see data in the divisions where you are allowed to work

• Facility and warehouse authority - for all tables where facility or warehouse exists in the primary
key, normal facility/warehouse authority checks are performed

• Object Access Group - all records that have a value in the Object Access Group field will be
checked against the Users group for access

• Accounting authority - the setting for access to 'General Ledger. Display Transactions' (GLS210)
will be used to check authority for accounting dimensions 1 - 7. The access is set in 'Settings
- Access Authority Check' (GLS005).

Information Browser Category

What table and archiving library to retrieve the data from is defined by the Information category in
program 'Information Browser Category. Open' (CMS010). By defining an information browser
category and use option 'Activate', the 'Inquiry type', 'Panel version' and 'Field group' are
automatically created. One standard information browser category per table is created by using
function key F14='Standard' in (AMS100).

Information Browser

By selecting the information browser category defined in (CMS010) in 'Information Browser. Open'
(CMS100), records are displayed for the connected table/archiving library.

Archiving Viewer
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Program 'Archive Viewer. Open' (AMS200) is used to start (CMS100). Use option select. By defining
a 'Viewer ID', default values for (CMS100) can be set. (AMS200) is started from the menu or from
(AMS100), (AMS300) or (AMS310).

Archiving Viewer

One standard 'Viewer ID' per table is created by function key F14='Standard' in (AMS100). Default
values that can be set for (CMS100) are Inquiry type, Panel version, Number of filters and Filter
field values.

SLS - M3 BE Sales Management

COP - Customer Order Processing
• 'Batch Customer Order. File Transferred' (OIS080)

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File)Table

TF: Batch order lineOXLINE

TF: Batch order headerOXHEAD

TF: Batch order, control recordsOXCNTR

TF: Batch order, addressesOXADRE

TF: Batch order, text headerOSYTXH

TF: Batch order, text linesOSYTXL
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Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File)Table

WF: Copy parameters for batch ordersOXCOPY

TF: Batch order, CO quotationOXQUOH

TF: Manual Supplier Rebate – Batch order lineOXSREB

TF: Batch order lineOXCOLI

Note: Only batch orders in status 90 in 'Batch Customer Order. Open' (OIS275) are included
in this archive function.

Note: The soft selection on customer order number in (OIS080) refers to the temporary customer
order number, not the final customer order number.

• 'Customer Order. File Deleted' (OIS085)

The soft selection criteria in (OIS085) are the customer order number, customer number, order
date, payer, and customer order type.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Customer order headerOOHEAD

TF: Quotation order headerOOQUOH

Note: Only customer orders in status 90 can be archived. These orders were manually deleted
in (OIS100).

• 'Customer Order. File' (OIS090)

This function archives customer orders.

Note: The statistics on orders received cannot be recreated in (OSS990) based on the customer
order lines if the customer orders are archived. The detailed information tracking for the customer
order from a purchase order number will not be available if the customer order line type is 1 or
2. In addition, the detailed information tracking between customer order and invoice number
will also not be available after the archiving.

Customer orders in (OIS100) with a lowest status in the order header of 77 or 79 will be included
in the archiving. Customer orders with a lowest status of 66 can also be included in the archiving
if invoicing is disabled for the customer order type.
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The soft selection criteria in (OIS090) are the invoice date, accounting date, invoice number,
customer order number, customer number, payer, delivery date, currency, and customer order
type.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Customer order headerOOHEAD

TF: Customer order, detail linesOOLINE

TF: Customer order, documentsOODOCU

TF: Customer order, chargesOOCHRG

TF: Item charges per order lineOOLICH

TF: Customer order, addressOOADRE

TF: Pre-payment invoiceOOPINV

TF: Order text, headerOSYTXH

TF: Order text, linesOSYTXL

TF: Delivery customer order, headerODHEAD

TF: Delivery customer order, detail linesODLINE

TF: Delivery customer order, documentsODDOCU

TF: Rescheduled customer order linesOORESC

MF: Kit discount amt converted to percentageOKITDI

MF: Cumulative amounts for order total discOCUMOT

• 'CO Invoice. File' (OIS095)

Only invoices that have the lowest status 90 in 'Invoice. Display' (OIS350) are included in this
archive function.

The soft selection criteria in 'CO Invoice. File' (OIS095) are the entry date, invoice number,
payer, voucher number, status, accounting date, and filing transaction.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Invoice headerOINVOH

TF: Invoice lineOINVOL
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Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Invoice accountingOINACC

TF: PaymentsOPAYMH

TF: Payments detailsOPAYMD

TF: Invoice referenceOINREF

WF: Selected cash payments for archivalOOAPMT

• 'Bulk Order Batch. Archive' (OIS945)

Note: Only bulk order batch transactions that have status 90 and Work in progress 0 are
included in this archive function.

The soft selection criteria in 'Bulk Order Batch. Archive' (OIS945) are the bulk order batch origin,
customer, message no, blanket agreement no, and start date.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Bulk order - batch entry transactionsOXBETR

TF: Customer agreement - lines BatchOXGRLN

TF: Customer agreement - price BatchOXGRPR

• 'Delivery Schedule. Archive' (RSS190) archives customer delivery schedules viewed in
(RSS300).

Records from the following tables are archived:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Historical delivery schedules, HeadORAHED

TF: Historical delivery schedules, ItemORAITM

TF: Historical delivery schedules, CumORACUM

TF: Historical delivery schedules, Del NoteORADNR

TF: Historical delivery schedules, AddressesORAADR

TF: Historical delivery schedules, InstrORAINS
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SST - Sales Statistics and Performance
• 'Sales Statistics. File' (OSS080)

The only possible selection in 'Sales Statistics. File' (OSS080) is the 'To invoice date'.

This function archives the records in the following table:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Sales statistics/detailsOSBSTD

POS - Point of Sales Integration
• 'Sales Ticket Entry. File Transferred' (OPS080)

The selection criteria in 'Sales Ticket Entry. File Transferred' (OPS080) are Facility, Warehouse,
Transaction date and Entry date.

Note: Only sales ticket entries that have Record status equal to 80 are included in this archive
function.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Sales ticket inputOPSALE

TF: Sales ticket stat infoOXSALE

TF: Sales ticket batch orderOXSCTR

TF: Sale ticket controlOXSERR

TF: Sales ticket control error relatedOPSTAT

• 'Sales Ticket Financial Info. File Transferred' (OPS090)

The soft selection criteria in 'Sales Ticket Financial Info. File Transferred' (OPS090) are Facility,
Warehouse, Accounting date and Entry date.

Note: Only sales ticket entries that have Record status equal to 80 are included in this archive
function.

This function archives the records in the following table:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Sales ticket finance inputOPWFIN
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EQM - M3 BE Equipment Quotation Management
'Quotations in EQM. Archive' (QUS080) archives EQM quotation data. The soft selections in 'Quotations
in EQM. Archive' (QUS080) are Quotation number, Version, Entry date and Status.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

MF: Quotation headerQUHEAD

MF: Quotation lineQULINE

MF: Quotation Line WarrantyQUWARR

MF: Quotation Line. ServiceQUSERV

MF: Quotation Line. MAI AgreementQUMAIA

MF: Quotation Line. FinancingQUFINA

MF: Quotation line promotionQUCAMP

MF: Quotation line miscellaneousQUADDI

MF: Quotation line configurationQUCONF

MF: Quotation Line Trade inQUTRAD

MF: Text, headOSYTXH

MF: Text, lineOSYTXL

SRV - M3 BE Service Management

SAG - Service Agreements
• 'Service Agreement. File' (SAS090)

This function archives invoices from service orders, service agreements, and short-term rental
agreements.

The selection criteria in 'Service Agreement. File' (SAS090) are agreement number, customer
number, agreement order type and agreement type.

Records from the following tables are archived:

Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File,
MF=Master File)

Table

TF: Agreement headerSAHEAD
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Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File,
MF=Master File)

Table

TF: Agreement locationSALOCA

TF: Agreement lineSALINE

TF: Agreement documentsSADOCU

TF: Agreement location chargesSALCHR

WF: Selected agreements for archiveSAARCO

TF: Customer addressSAADRE

MF: Text, headerOSYTXH

MF: Text, lineOSYTXL

TF: Agreement locationSALOCA

TF: Contents of an agreementSAGCON

TF: Preventive maintenance activitiesSPMACT

TF: Agreement header chargesSAHCHR

TF: Preventive maintenance information/agreementSPMINF

TF: Agreement lineSALINE

TF: Agreement meter price scheduleSAMPSD

SAMPSHSAMPSH

TF: Agreement headerSAHEAD

TF: Update/renewal of agreementSARENA

SEP - Service Order Processing
• 'Service Order. File' (SOS090)

This function archives service orders. The selection criteria in 'Service Order. File' (SOS090)
are the invoice date, invoice number, service order number, customer number, payer, planned
delivery date, currency, and service order type.

Records from the following tables are archived:
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Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File,
MF=Master File)

Table

TF: Service order headerSSHEAD

TF: Service order assignmentsSSJOBH

TF: Service order, lineSSLINE

WF: Selected order for archiveSOARCO

TF: SO assignments documentSJDOCU

MF: Text, headerOSYTXH

MF: Text, lineOSYTXL

TF: Delivery service order, locationsSDLOCA

TF: Service order line meter invoiceSSLIND

TF: Delivery service order, lineSDLINE

TF: SO assignment chargesSJOCHR

TF: Delivery service order, headerSDHEAD

TF: Service order header chargesSSOCHR

TF: Service order, addressSSADRE

TF: Distribution order addressesSDOADR

TF: Exchanges of itemsSEXCHG

TF: Selected var. codes per orderSKTCVA

TF: Service order e-mailSOMAIL

TF: Customer replySSCURP

TF: Item charges per SO lineSSLICH

TF: Service order line, extensionSSLIXX

• 'SO Invoice. File' (SOS095)

This function archives invoices for service orders, service agreements, and rental agreements.

The selection criteria in 'SO Invoice. File' (SOS095) are the entry date, invoice number, payer,
voucher number, status, and accounting date.

Records from the following tables are archived:
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Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File)Table

TF: Invoice headerOINVOH

TF: Invoice, lineOINVOL

WF: Selected invoices for archiveSSARIV

TF: Invoice accountingSINACC

TF: Item charges per SO lineSLICHW

TF: Invoice, lineOINVTX

TF: Rental Invoice display/creditSTAGHT

TF: Rental Invoice display/credit – headSTAGHH

TF: File to hold rental agreement lines invSTAGHL

HF: File to hold rental agreement detailsSTAGHD

HF: Hist of rental agreem head chargesSTHCHR

HF: Item charges per rental line – historySTHLCH

MF: Text lineSSYTXL

MF: Text headSSYTXH

TF: Invoice, referenceOINREF

RTM - M3 BE Rental Management

Rental Agreements
'Rental Agreement. Archive' (STS090)

The rental industry often has high volumes of transactions (rental agreements and invoices).
Therefore, archiving is necessary to achieve maximum disk usage and data protection. (STS090)
is used to retrieve and archive rental agreements. This will be run as a batch job. (STS090) archives
processed rental agreements and related service orders used for invoicing. Archiving of rental
invoices and rental history are performed in (SOS095).

The following function keys in (STS090) can be used to access related archive programs for
distribution orders, purchase orders, service agreements, and service orders:

• F14 - File SO (SOS090)

• F15 - File SO Invoice (SOS095)

• F16 - File PO (PPS920)

• F17 - File R/D Order (MMS185)
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• F18 - File Rental stat (STS095)

• F19 - File Serv Agr (SAS090)

All rental agreements and related rental tables that have agreement status 99 or 89 for quotations
will be archived.

If the setting 'Prt changes' is set to 1, a list will be produced for all records that will be archived.

An object access check will be performed for the facility.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File,
MF=Master File)

Table

TF: Agreement headerSTAGHE

TF: Agreement lineSTAGLI

TF: Additional charge per agreement lineSTADCH

TF: Stand down periodSTAGDN

TF: Rental detailsSTLIDE

TF: Documents per agreement lineSTLIDO

TF: Item charge per rental lineSTLICH

TF: Rental agreement header chargeSTOCHR

TF: Rental agreement meter price scheduleSTMPSH

TF: Rental exchange stringSTEXCH

TF: Service order headerSSHEAD

TF: Delivery service order, headerSDHEAD

TF: Service order assignmentsSSJOBH

TF: SO assignment documentsSJDOCU

TF: Service order, lineSSLINE

TF: Service order line, extensionSSLIXX

TF: Item charges per SO lineSSLICH

TF: Service order head chargesSSOCHR

TF: Delivery service order, lineSDLINE

MF: Text, headerSSYTXH

MF: Text, lineSSYTXL
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Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File,
MF=Master File)

Table

MF: Text, lineOSYTXH

MF: Text, headerOSYTXL

When you archive rental agreement in (STS090), you can print a report. The distribution order,
purchase order, requisition order, and service agreement type will be retrieved from the rental order
type and displayed on the report to facilitate easier archiving of related orders.

'Rental Statistics. Archive' (STS095)

(STS095) archives data from the STUTIL table. The selection fields for the From/To period are
mandatory in (STS095). If the setting 'Prt changes' is set to 1, a list will be produced for all records
that will be archived. An object access check will be performed for the facility.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File, MF=Master File)Table

TF: Rental utilization statisticsSTUTIL

MF: Text, headerSSYTXH

MF: Text, lineSSYTXL

FIC - M3 BE Financial Controlling

CAC - Cost Accounting
• 'Internal Account Entry. File' (CAS970)

This function archives internal accounting entries.

Note: Internal account entries with an error code of blank, 0 or 9 can be archived. Internal
account entries with an error code of blank must have been transferred to general ledger to be
included.

Soft selections can be made on 'Accounting/Transaction date' and on internal account entries
with error code 3. The Accounting/Transaction date field indicates the date up to which internal
transactions are archived. The date refers to either the accounting date or the transaction date,
depending on the type of transaction. A combination of accounting date and transaction date
is used for all transactions that have been transferred to the general ledger, that is, both these
dates may not be later than the date selected for the archiving. For transactions with error
status 0, 3 or 9, the date used is the transaction date. The latter is also used if the company
does not use the M3 General Ledger module.

This function archives the records in the following tables:
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Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Internal accounting entryCINACC

TF: Various accounting transactionsCRACTR

• 'Average Cost History. Archive' (CAS975)

This function archives average cost history transactions.

Soft selections can be made on Transaction date, Facility and Item. The Accounting/Transaction
date field indicates the date up to which internal transactions are archived. The date refers to
either the accounting date or the transaction date, depending on the type of transaction. A
combination of accounting date and transaction date is used for all transactions that have been
transferred to the general ledger, that is, both these dates may not be later than the date selected
for the archiving. For transactions with error status 0, 3 or 9, the date used is the transaction
date. The latter is also used if the company does not use the M3 General Ledger module.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Average cost historyFCAAVP

TF: Average cost history - Attribute costFCAAVC

• 'Order Costing. File' (CAS980)

This function archives order costing transactions. Selections are made on 'Finish date'.

Note: Order costing must have Status 1 or 3 in (CAS310) to be included.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File)Table

TF: Order Costing headCPOHED

TF: Order Costing Material linesCPOMAT

TF: Order Costing Operation linesCPOOPE

TF: Order Costing Product costCPOPRO

TF: Order Costing Material componentsCPOCOA

TF: Order Costing Semi finished materialCPOCOS

TF: Order Costing Operation componentsCPOCOM
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TAC - Time Accounting
'Time Report. File' (TAS800) is the function that archives time accounting transactions. Selections
are made on Employee ID, Time report number and Change date.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

DescriptionTable

Time accounting transactions - headerOTHEAD

Master file for time acc transactionsOTTRAN

PCO - Product Costing
'Product Costing. Archive/Delete' (PCS270) is the function that archives or deletes product costings.
Use setting 'Archive/delete' on panel (PCS270/E) to incdicate if the records will be deleted. The
valid alternatives are:

• 1 = Archive

• 2 = Deletion

If Alternative 1 is selected, the costing records will be also be deleted after archiving is completed.

Important: If you select alternative 1 in the Archive/delete field, the values are archived before
they are deleted. The only exception is unanswered costing warnings; they can only be deleted,
not archived.

The setting 'Deletion scope' has the following valid alternatives:

• 1 = Unanswered costing warnings and saved costing data from the product structure. (MCCWAR,
MCBOMS, MCCMAT, MCCSEM, MCROUS, MCCOPE, MCHEAS)

• 2 = Same as alternative 1, with the addition of the total per costing component on all levels.
(MCCOMA, MCCOML, MCCOPU)

• 3 = Same as alternative 2, with the addition of the total amount record for the costing ID. This
is the amount displayed in (PCS300/E). (MCHEAD)

If you select alternative 1, you can still display the costing model with its costing component values
in (PCS300). However, no information on the product structure used as input for the costing is
available.

If you select alternative 2, you can display the costing model head with its total cost in (PCS300)
but no other data is available.

If you select alternative 3, all costing model values are deleted.
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FIM - M3 BE Financial Accounting

ARL - Accounts Receivable
The 'General Ledger. File' (GLS800) function reduces the number of fully paid and reconciled
transactions in Accounts Receivable and General Ledger.

It is recommended that you produce the following reports before starting the archiving routines,
since they are necessary for checking and reconciling the archive:

• 'Accounts Receivable. Print' (ARS500) layout 1 and 2

• 'Customer Balance List' (ARS525)

After the archiving is completed, you should produce the same reports and compare them to the
reports produced before the archiving.

Summary invoice in Accounts Receivable

To replace the archived invoices, new summary invoices will be created in Accounts Receivable
with breaks at the following fields:

• Year

• Payer number

• Customer number

• Accounting dimension 1

• Currency code

The new summary invoices will have the accounting dates, invoice dates, and due dates according
to the following logic:

• Equal to the last date of the selected To period (specified when starting archiving)

• If original invoice year is not the same year as the To period, the last date of the original invoice
year will be used.

Summary voucher in General Ledger

To replace the archived GL transactions, a new summary voucher will be created in General Ledger
with breaks at the following fields:

• Year

Note: Only General Ledger transactions with transaction codes 10 (Customer invoices - AR) and
20 (Payments received - AR) are included in the archiving of Accounts Receivable.

Audit trail

By selecting parameter 'Print changes' in GLS830/E, you can produce a complete report (GLS807PF)
of the invoices that were archived. All archived invoices will also be updated with Accounts
Receivable information category 234, which contains the voucher number of the summary voucher.

Prerequisites:

• Create a voucher number series for archiving (CRS410)
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• Number series - Series Type 55, Number Series A (CRS165) must be defined

• FAM function AR71 Filing accounts receivable (CRS405) must be defined

Hard selections

Only accounts receivable invoices that are paid (the outstanding amount is 0) are included in this
archive function.

Soft selections

At least one filing type connected to filing category 3 must be defined in (GLS830).

A filing template can be connected to each filing type. This makes it possible to only select specific
customers. You can also define whether penalty interest invoicing must be done prior to archiving.

Note: If the setting 'Complete automatic' in (GLS830) is set to 1, the archiving will be performed,
and summary invoices will be created. If this parameter is set to 0, the archiving process will stop
when the status of the filing run is 3 or 4 (depending on whether you selected 'Print changes' or
not). This means that everything will be written to the archiving library, and the invoices will be
deleted from the production library. In this case, FGLEDG and FSLEDG in the production library
will not be updated with summary invoices. Therefore, the balance on accounts will not be the same
as before.

The filing run will remain in the subfile in (GLS800/B) where you can either delete it, or decide to
create summary invoices at a later point.

When you submit (GLS800), you must enter a 'To period'. Only invoices that have both the invoice
(transaction code 10) and the payment (transaction code 20) before the last day in the entered 'To
period' will be selected.

Process and restart

The archiving is started in (GLS800) by using the Select option for the filing type. After the job is
submitted to batch, the archiving status will indicate the process. The following statuses are valid:

• 01 = Query created

• 02 = Work table FGL806 created

• 03 = Work table FGL807 created

• 04 = Printout GLS807PF completed

• 05 = Work table FCR040 created

• 06 = GLS040 started

• 07 = GLS040 finished, FCR040 deleted

• 08 = Work tables deleted, archiving completed

If the job for any reason ends abnormally, it can be restarted by selecting the Restart option in
(GLS800). If the status is 06 or 07 it must be restarted from (GLS047).

This function archives the records in the following tables:
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Description (TF=Transaction File, MF=Master File)Table

TF: Sales ledgerFSLEDG

TF: Sales ledger, extra informationFSLEDX

TF: General ledgerFGLEDG

TF: Cash discount termsFSCASH

MF: Text, headerCSYTXH

MF: Text headerFSYTXH

Impact on Other files and processes

As the balance file/table FSLBAL can be regenerated from the detail accounts receivable table
FSLEDG that is now subject to archiving, then consideration must be given to any future
deletes/rebuilds of records in the customer balance file.

APL - Accounts Payable
The 'General Ledger. File' (GLS800) function reduces the number of transactions in Accounts
Payable and General Ledger.

It is recommended that you produce the following reports before starting the archiving routines,
since they are necessary for checking and reconciling the archive:

• Accounts Payable. Print (APS500), layout 1 and 2

• AP Supplier Balance List (APS225)

After the archiving is completed, you should produce the same reports and compare them to the
reports produced before the archiving.

Summary invoice in Accounts Payable

To replace the archived invoices, new summary invoices will be created in Accounts Payable with
breaks at the following fields:

• Year

• Payee number

• Supplier number

• Accounting dimension 1

• Currency code

The new summary invoices will have accounting dates, invoice dates, and due dates according to
the following logic:

• Equal to the last date of the selected To period (specified when starting archiving).

• If original invoice year is not the same year as the To period, the last date of the original invoice
year will be used.
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Summary voucher in General Ledger

To replace the archived General Ledger transactions, a new summary voucher will be created in
General Ledger with breaks at the following fields:

• Year

Note: Only General Ledger transactions with transaction codes 40 (Supplier invoices - AP) and 50
(Payments - AP) are included in the archiving of Accounts Payable.

Audit trail

By selecting 'Print changes' in (GLS830/E), you can produce a complete report (GLS812PF) of the
invoices that were archived. All archived invoices will also be updated with Accounts Payable
information category 422, which contains the voucher number of the summary voucher.

Prerequisites

• Create a voucher number series for archiving (CRS410)

• Number series - series type 65, number series A (CRS165) must be defined

• FAM function AP71, Filing accounts receivable (CRS405) must be defined

Hard selections

Only Accounts Payable invoices that are paid (the outstanding amount is 0) are included in this
archive function.

Soft selections

At least one filing type connected to filing category 4 must be defined in program (GLS830). A filing
template can be connected to each filing type.

Note: If the setting 'Complete automatic' in (GLS830) is set to 1, the archiving will be performed,
and summary invoices will be created. If this parameter is set to 0, the archiving process will stop
when the status of the filing run is 3 or 4 (depending on whether you selected 'Print changes' or
not). This means that everything will be written to the archiving library, and the invoices will be
deleted from the production library. In this case, FGLEDG and FSLEDG in the production library
will not be updated with summary invoices. Therefore, the balance on accounts will not be the same
as before.

The filing run will remain in the subfile in GLS800/B where you can either delete it, or decide to
create summary invoices at a later point.

When you submit (GLS800), you must enter a 'To period'. Only invoices that have both the invoice
(transaction code 40) and the payment (transaction code 50) before the last day in the entered 'To
period' will be selected.

Process and restart

The archiving is started in (GLS800) by using the Select option for the filing type. After the job is
submitted to batch, the archiving status will indicate the process. The following statuses are valid:

• 11 = Query created

• 12 = Work table FGL809 created
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• 13 = Work table FGL812 created

• 14 = Printout GLS812PF completed

• 15 = Work table FCR040 created

• 16 = GLS040 started

• 17 = GLS040 finished, FCR040 deleted

• 18 = Work tables deleted, archiving completed

If the job ends abnormally, it can be restarted by using the Restart option in (GLS800). If the status
is 16 or 17, the job must be restarted from (GLS047).

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File, MF=Master File)Table

TF: Purchase ledgerFPLEDG

TF: Purchase ledger, extra informationFPLEDX

TF: General ledgerFGLEDG

TF: Cash discount termsFPCASH

TF: Supplier invoice approval distributionFPAPCD

TF: Purchase ledger log fileFPLLOG

MF: Text, headerCSYTXH

MF: Text headerFSYTXH

MF: Text lineFSYTXL

MF: Text, lineCSYTXL

Impact on other financial tables and processes

As the balance file/table FPLBAL can be regenerated from the detail accounts receivable table
FPLEDG that is now subject to the archiving process, then consideration must be given to any
future deletes/rebuilds of records in the Supplier balance file.

GLR - General Ledger
The 'General Ledger. File' (GLS800) function reduces the number of transactions in the General
Ledger. It is recommended that you produce the following reports before starting the archiving
routines, since they are necessary for checking and reconciling the archive:

• General Ledger. Print (GLS525)

• General Ledger. Print Balance Lists (GLS510) report type 1 and 2

• General Ledger. Print Statement of Income (GLS520)
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After the archiving is completed, you should produce the same reports and compare them to the
reports produced before the archiving.

Summary voucher in General Ledger

To replace the archived General Ledger transactions, a new summary voucher will be created in
the General Ledger with breaks at the following fields:

• Year

The accounting dimensions on which the summary voucher should be aggregated are determined
by the 'Filing level' field for every filing type in (GLS830).

Example of General Ledger transactions to archive:

AmountDim 7Dim 6Dim 5Dim 4Dim 3Dim 2Dim 1

-3000.0010001003010

-4000.0020001003010

-5000.0030002003010

-6000.0040002003010

-7000.0050003003010

-8000.0060003003010

-9000.0070004003020

Result when aggregating on dimensions 1 and 2:

AmountDim 7Dim 6Dim 5Dim 4Dim 3Dim 2Dim 1

- 7000,001003010

-11000.002003010

-15000.003003010

-9000.004003020

Result when aggregating on dimension 1:

AmountDim 7Dim 6Dim 5Dim 4Dim 3Dim 2Dim 1

-33000.003010

-9000.003020

The period to which the summary voucher should be posted is determined by the 'Balance per
period' field for every filing type in (GLS830). The valid alternatives are:
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• 0 = Posted balance per period

• 1 = Only at the last period covered.

Example of transactions to archive:

AmountDate

-3000,001999-09-01

-4000,001999-09-15

-5000,001999-09-30

-6000,001999-10-15

-7000,001999-10-22

-8000,001999-11-30

-9000,001999-12-15

Result when posting balances per period:

AmountDate

-12000,001999-09-30

-13000,001999-10-31

-8000,001999-11-30

-9000,001999-12-31

Result when posting balances at end of period:

AmountDate

-48000,001999-12-31

Audit trail

By selecting 'Print changes' in (GLS830/E), you can produce a complete report (GLS802PF) of the
General Ledger transactions that were archived. All archived General Ledger transactions will also
be updated with General Ledger information number 095, which contains the voucher number of
the summary voucher.

Prerequisites

• Create a voucher number series for archiving (CRS410)

• FAM function GL71, General Ledger archiving (CRS405) must be defined
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• Use function (GLS885) to create a 'Hard Close' of the Financial Years to be archived

• Run (GLS940) to ensure Balance File and General Ledger are synchronised, again for the
financial periods being archived

Hard selections

First, dimension 1 accounts must be defined for archiving. This is done in (CRS630).

Soft selections

At least one filing type connected to filing category 1 (Balance accounts) or 2 (Profit and Loss
accounts) must be defined in (GLS830).

A filing template can be connected to each filing type. This enables you to distinguish between
different accounts to be archived at different times, For example, you archive all your cash accounts
first, and later (or less frequently) you might archive your long-term debts.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

DescriptionTable

TF: General LedgerFGLEDG

TF: General Ledger, extra informationFGLEDX

Impact on other financial tables and processes

As the balance file/table FBAVAL can be regenerated from the detail general ledger file FGLEDG
that is now subject to the archiving process, then consideration must be given to any future
deletes/rebuilds of records in the General Ledger balance file.

MAN - M3 BE Manufacturing

MOP - Manufacturing Order Processing
'File Manufacturing Order' (PMS190) is used to archive manufacturing orders.

Note: Only manufacturing orders in status 90 and that have costing performed (PCDO) set to 9
will be archived.

Selections for the archiving is made on panel (PMS190/E)

This function archives the records in the following tables:

Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File)Table

TF: Co-product per operation numberMWOCPN

TF: Operation time per dayMWODAY

TF: Work order headerMWOHED
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Description (TF=Transaction File, WF=Work File)Table

TF: Work order headerMWOHEH

TF: Work order headerMWOHES

TF: Alt. material - manufacturing orderMWOMAA

TF: Work order materialsMWOMAT

TF: Work order operationsMWOOPE

TF: Routing operation activity descriptionMWOOPS

TF: MO operations appendixMWOOP1

TF: Work order used phantomsMWOPHA

TF: Work order production lotsMWOPOL

TF: Operation transactionMWOPTR

TF: Rate compensators per materialMWORCO

TF: MO inspection resultsMWQIRS

TF: MO reporting remarksMWRREM

TF: Manufacturing order tool transactionsMWTOTR

TF: Work order head, splitMWOSPL

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

MF: Text headMSYTXH

TF: Cumulative operation transactionsMWOPTS

TF: Process order relationMWOPREL

For the deletion of production statistics, see to 'PST - Production Statistics' (PMS390), parameter
1-5. For Laboratory and Inspection Control, see the archiving routine for MOP - Manufacturing
Order Processing.

ATM - M3 BE Attribute Management

ATC - Attribute Control
'Attribute. Delete Not Used' (ATS990) cannot archive any records. Only deletion is possible. If a
record is found in any of the files 'Locations' (MITLOC), 'Stock transactions detailed' (MITTRA), or
'Lot master' (MILOMA), the record will not be deleted.

(ATS990) deletes records from the following tables:
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DescriptionTable

TF: Item attribute fileMIATTR

TF: Requirement order attribute fileMOATTR

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

'Attributes. File' (ATS640) archives records from the same tables. Selections can be made on
Creation date, Stock attribute and Order attribute.

PCR - Product Configurator
'Configuration Simulation. File' (PDS640) is used for archiving of configurations and simulations.
Only configurations and simulations with an earlier finish date than entered in program 'Config &
Simulation. File' (PDS640) are included in this archive function.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

MF: Configuration headerMPDCHF

MF: Configuration detailsMPDCDF

MF: Configuration drawing measurementMPDCDM

MF: Configuration not closed item matrixMPDCDX

TF: Simulation design mainMPDSDM

TF: Simulation productMPDSIH

TF: Simulation materialMPDSIM

TF: Simulation operationMPDSIO

TF: Simulation changeMPDCHG

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

TF: Simulation product fileMPDSIS

MF: Configuration detail file loopsMPDCDL
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MAI - M3 BE Maintenance

MCO - Maintenance Customer Order Processing
'Maintenance Customer Order. File' (COS090) archives maintenance customer order information.
Only maintenance customer orders in status 60 or higher can be archived.

Soft selections can be made on the invoice date, invoice number, customer order number, customer
number, and payer.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Order lineACUORL

TF: Order headerACUORH

TF: Order documentsACUORD

TF: Order chargesACUORC

TF: Customer order, addressACUORA

TF: Order invoice headerACUIVH

TF: Order invoice linesACUIVL

TF: Invoice line referenceACUIVR

TF: Order invoice transactionsACUINV

TF: Pre-payment invoiceACUORP

MF: Text, lineOSYTXL

MF: Text, headOSYTXH

WOP - Work Order Processing
'Work Order. File' (MOS190) archives maintenance work order information. Only work orders with
status equal to or greater than 90 can be archived.

Soft selections can be made on the actual finish date, reference order number, facility, product
number, work order number, and responsible.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Work order used phantomsMMOPHA

MF: Rate compensators per materialMMORCO
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DescriptionTable

TF: Co-product per operation numberMMOCPN

MF: Routing operation activity descriptionMMOOPS

TF: Work order operationsMMOOPE

TF: Work order materialsMMOMAT

TF: Maintenance order headerMMOHED

TF: Operation transactionMMOPTR

PF: Order headers network planningMMONET

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

TF: Service historyMWOPLA

TF: WO Inspection resultsMMQIRS

TF: WO reporting remarksMMRREM

TF: Post calculation maintenanceCPOCAW

TG: WO head statisticsMBCHED

TF: MO material statisticsMBCMAT

TF: MO operation statisticsMBCOPE

MF: Equipment break down infoMMODAT

TF: Alt. Material – Maintenance OrderMMOMAA

TF: Maintenance order head several individualMMOSPE

MF: Work order tool transactionsMMTOTR

MF: Operation plan scheduleMOOPPS

TF: WO permitsMOPERM

MF: Service history – WOMWOPLW

MF: Tool transactionsMOTOOL

MF: Routing operation activity, permit linesMMOOPP

TF: Work order OEM operationMMOOEM
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PJM - M3 BE Project Management

PJP - Project Processing
The command 'POS408' starts 'Project. File' (POS400) to archive project order transactions.

A project order can be archived when all processing in relation to the project is completed and the
project is closed (recognized) or cancelled. (POS408) will archive orders between status 80 and
99, as shown in (POS100). The From and To libraries are entered in (CRS799).

Soft selections can be made on the project number.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

MF: Customers per quotationBCUPRJ

TF: Invoice AccountingBINACC

MF: Mail type per project elementBMAILE

MF: Maintenance order proposalBMOOPO

MF: Material planningBMPLAN

TF: Non connected material ordersBMPLAX

MF: Follow-up per element, account interval, totalBPACTO

MF: Budget types/budget itemBPBFTY

WF: Direct accounting from PJMBPBUAC

MF: Period budget/forecast per budget typeBPBUBC

MF: Budget and forecast linesBPBUFO

MF: Budget versionBPBUVE

MF: Resources per project elementBPCAPA

MF: Budget changes per change numberBPCHBU

MF: Changing orderBPCHGO

MF: Project chargesBPCHRG

MF: Follow-up per element, cost/revenue, budget categoryBPCRPC

MF: Follow-up per element, cost/revenue, budget typeBPCRPE

MF: Follow-up per element, cost/revenue, totalBPCRTO

MF: Customer orderBPCUOR

MF: Currency per project/costingBPCUPV
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DescriptionTable

MF: Payers per projectBPCUPY

MF: Project documentsBPDOCU

MF: Project element description per languageBPELAD

MF: Element connectionBPELCO

MF: Accrual accounting outcome, accounting 1-7BPERAC

MF: Accrual accounting outcomeBPEROU

MF: Forecast versionBPFOVE

MF: GST per activityBPGSTR

MF: Follow-up per element, budget componentBPIDPC

MF: Follow-up per element, budget componentBPIDPE

MF: Budget item prices per projectBPIDPR

MF: Budget/forecast per budget itemBPIDTO

MF: Transaction for detailed invoicingBPINDE

MF: Invoice headerBPINHE

MF: Invoice lineBPINLN

MF: Project order items per partnerBPITEM

MF: Manufacturing order proposalBPMOPO

MF: Checklist line/project elementBPOCHK

MF: Overheads per costing versionBPOHEL

MF: Costing version - linesBPPCLI

MF: Costing totalsBPPCTO

MF: Costing versionsBPPCVE

MF: Follow-up per element and budget categoryBPPETC

MF: Follow-up per element and budget typeBPPETO

TF: Project milestone detailBPPMPD

TF: Project milestone headerBPPMPH

MF: Project progress historyBPPRHI
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DescriptionTable

MF: Project progress proposalBPPRPR

MF: Purchase order proposal per activityBPPUOR

MF: Readiness degreeBPREDE

MF: Information versionBPROJH

MF: Information valuesBPROJI

MF: Project structureBPROJS

MF: Activity time per dayBPRPRD

MF: Activity timeBPRPRE

MF: Settlement proposal – headerBPSETH

MF: Settlement transactions/project - linesBPSETP

MF: Settlement transactions/project statusBPSETT

MF: Project tasksBPTASK

MF: Project task elementsBPTOPS

MF: Time planning linesBPTPLI

MF: Time planning versionBPTPVE

MF: Quotation reply per customerBQUREP

HF: Order sales statistic/detailsBSASTD

MF: Project settlement - outcome from GLBSETGL

MF: Settlement historyBSETHI

MF: Settlement statusBSETST

MF: Sequence numberBSQNUM

MF: Comments - headerCSYTXH

MF: Comments - linesCSYTXL

MF: Comments - headerOSYTXH

MF: Comments - linesOSYTXL

Important: The tracking of detailed information on a project from a project order invoice will not
be available after the archiving. Also, the detailed information on a project that is directly linked to
an order such as a purchase order or customer order will not be available.
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PJQ - Project Quotations
The command 'POS409' starts 'Project. File' (POS400) to archive project quotation transactions.
A project quotation can be archived when all processing in relation to the quotation is completed.
(POS409) will archive quotations with a status between 80 and 99, as shown in (POS100). The
From and To libraries are entered in (CRS799).

Soft selections can be made on the project number in (POS400/E).

Records from the same tables as for command 'POS408' (see section PJP - Project Processing)
are archived.

Important: The tracking of detailed information on a project quotation will not be available after
the archiving.

'Project Invoices. File' (POS095) archives invoices for project orders. The selection criteria in
(POS095) are the entry date, invoice number, payer, voucher number, status, and accounting date.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Invoice headerOINVOH

TF: Invoice, lineOINVOL

TF: Invoice accountingBINACC

TF: Invoice referenceOINREF

TF: PaymentsOPAYMH

TF: PaymentsOPAYMD

TF: Invoice, lineOINVTX

SCE - M3 BE Supply Chain Execution

DOP - Distribution Order Processing
'Requisition/Distribution Order. File' (MMS185) archives fully processed requisition orders and
distribution orders. The orders must be fully processed (low and high status = 99) and all
corresponding stock-transactions (records in MITTRA) must be recorded, in other words the
accounting number should be greater than zero.

Several selections can be applied in (MMS185/E), for example order number, transaction date,
order type, transaction type, facility and warehouse.

This function archives the records in the following tables:
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DescriptionTable

TF: Stock transaction, headerMGHEAD

TF: Stock transaction, detailMGLINE

TF: Stock transaction, delivery addressMGDADR

TF: Transaction line change logMGLLOG

TF: Planning proposal archivedMDOPLA

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

MF: Text headMSYTXH

WIS - Inventory Statistics
'Item Statistics. File' (MMS280) archives records from the MITSTA table. Note that the MITSTA
table can be rebuilt based on remaining records in the stock transaction history table (MITTRA).
Soft selections can be made on warehouses and/or item numbers.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

DescriptionTable

HF: Stock transaction statisticsMITSTA

WHM - Warehouse Management
• 'Delivery Data. File/Delete' (MWS820) archives or deletes transactions from all transaction files

used for outbound deliveries. For further information on Supply Chain Execution/Handling
Outbound Goods/Handling Dispatch Flows, refer to the following document:

If shipments are used, the high and low shipment statuses must be 60 or 90, and all deliveries
connected to the shipment must have status 90 or 95. For deliveries that are not connected to
any shipment, the status must be 90 or 95.

Soft selections can be made on for example shipment, delivery number and warehouse.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

RemarkDescriptionTable

TF: ShipmentsDCONSI

TF: DeliveriesMHDISH
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RemarkDescriptionTable

TF: Delivery linesMHDOSL

TF: Packages per deliveryMPTRNS

TF: Packages – detailsMFTRNS

TF: Package – cross referenceMFTRND

TF: Picking listsMHPICH

TF: Document referencesDDOCUX

Can also be deleted (not
archived) from (MHS810) with
function key F10='Mass delete'.

TF: Picking list addressMHPICA

Can also be deleted (not
archived) from (MHS810) with
function key F10='Mass delete'.

TF: Picking list headerMHPICL

Can also be deleted (not
archived) from (MHS810) with
function key F10='Mass delete'.

TF: Picking list detailMHPICD

Can also be deleted (not
archived) from (MHS810) with
function key F10='Mass delete'.

WF: Picking list textMHPICT

TF: United customs document –
header

DUDHEA

TF: United customs document –
details

DUDLIN

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text linesMSYTXL

• 'Stock Transaction. File' (MMS195) archives or deletes records in the stock transaction history
file.

Prerequisites:

• Each record must have an assigned accounting number to be qualified (it is possible to
use 9999999 works). Create accounting numbers in (OIS180) and transfer them to (CAS950)
(internal accounting).

• The archiving of stock transactions is not possible if LIFO (last in – first out) is used for
inventory evaluation. See parameter 270 in 'Settings - Cost Accounting' (CAS900).
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• The On hand balance in MITBAL must be 0 (MMS002/H).

• If you have selected an item with several MITTRA transactions in different statuses, for
example one MITTRA record in status 1 - inspection and one in status 2 - approved and
one of these statuses does not have an assigned accounting number, then this item will
not be included in the archiving.

• 'To Library' (schema for the archive library) must exist in the database. This schema must
be enabled for journaling. This must be verified by a system operator.

• Work file 'MMSTFI' must be cleared after an abnormal end. If, for any reason, the archiving
job ends abnormally, this work file must be cleared by the system operator before a new
archiving job is started.

Note: The archiving will take some time to finish.

Hard selections

Each record must have an assigned accounting number to be qualified. The minimum number
of transactions saved will always be sufficient to rebuild the current on-hand balance for each
combination of item number and warehouse. This means that for some items there will be an
earlier date than the entered transaction date when there are not enough transactions after the
transaction date entered.

Soft selections

Several soft selections are available, for example warehouse and item number.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

DescriptionTable

TF: Stock transaction historyMITTRA

MF: Sublots transaction historyMTRSUB

• Items. Qualify for Filing/Deletion' (MWS810) qualifies, archives, and deletes records from several
item related files. For further information on Supply Chain Execution/Handling In house Activities,
see

Hard selections: There are several criteria that must be met, and all of them are tested
automatically. The result of the test is stored in a separate log file.

Several soft selections are available. In addition, there is a separate settings routine (MWS815)
that must be updated.

This function archives the records in the following tables:

DescriptionTable

MF: ItemsMITMAS
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DescriptionTable

MF: Item/warehouseMITBAL

MF: Item/facilityMITFAC

MF: Item/vendorMITVEN

MF: Alias numbersMITPOP

MF: Alternative unitsMITAUN

MF: Related itemsMITALT

MF: Item description per languageMITLAD

MF: MSDS dataMITMSD

MF: Item/styleMITMAH

MF: Item name free searchMITSMN

MF: Related itemsMITHAZ

MF: Risk and protection phrases per itemMITPHR

MF: Custom field information valueMTEINF

MF: Planning calculation controlMITPCC

TF: Stock transactionsMITTRA

MF: Inventory build-upMITBSS

TF: Alt Material – Manufacturing orderMWOMAA

MF: Product data alt. materialMPDMAA

MF: Production ratesMRPRAT

MF: Text headMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

WHI - Warehouse Management Interfaces
For upload functions, only messages with status 90 (Executed and finished) can be deleted. You
must activate the '235 Filing' field in 'Stock Message Partner. Open' (MMS865). You can select the
number of days after a received and executed inventory transaction that a message is archived.
This is done in 'Stock Message Partner. Open' (MMS865).

For download functions, the 'Download' field must be 1, which means that the record is processed
by the external system and can be deleted. The 'Days before delete' field indicates that the mass
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delete function will delete records older than this number of days. This is defined on the P panel
for the download programs (MHS800, MHS805, and MHS810).

Note: Transactions for downloading (MHS800, MHS805, and MHS810) are deleted. Transactions
for uploading (MMS850, MHS850) are archived in archiving tables. Deletion must be done manually
by using SQL (or similar).

• 'Expected Receipt. Display' (MHS800) (download) deletes transactions from all transaction
files used for the download of expected receipts. Expected receipts are purchase order,
distribution orders, CO returns, manufacturing orders (material put-away). On the (MHS800/B)
panel, press F10='Mass delete'.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Expected receipts headerMHEXRH

TF: Expected receipts detailMHEXRD

• 'Pre-allocation. Display' (MHS805) (download) deletes transactions from the file used for
pre-allocations. On the (MHS805/B) panel, press F10='Mass delete'.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Pre-allocations fileMHPREA

• 'Picking List. Display' (MHS810) (download) deletes transactions from the files used for
downloaded picking lists. On the (MHS810/B) panel, press F10='Mass delete'.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Picking list addressMHPICA

TF: Picking list headerMHPICL

TF: Picking list detailMHPICD

WF: Picking list textMHPICT

• 'Internal Stock Messages' (MMS850) (upload) archives transactions from the files used for
internal stock messages. On the (MMS850/B) panel, press F10='Filing'. The transactions tables
(MMIHED, MMIINS, and MMIIDE) will be stored in archiving tables (MMAHED, MMAINS, and
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MMAIDE). The only way to delete them from the archiving tables is to do it manually by using
SQL (or similar).

If you want to restore the transactions in the production tables, select option 21='Execute
message'.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Message Interface – received headersMMIHED

TF: Message Interface – received instructionsMMIINS

TF: Message Interface – received identitiesMMIIDE

Archived transactions are displayed in 'Internal Stock Msg. Display Filed' (MMS890). Option
11='Lines' starts (MMS891), where lines (items) are displayed.

• 'Order Init Stock Msg. Manage' (MHS850) (upload) archives transactions from the files used
for order initiated stock messages. On the (MHS850/B) panel, press F10='Filing'. The
transactions tables (MHIHED, MHIPAC, and MHLIN) will be stored in archiving tables (MHAHED,
MHAPAC, and MHALIN). The only way to delete them from the archiving tables is to do it
manually by using SQL (or similar).

If you want to restore the transactions in the production tables, select option 21='Execute
message'.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Received headerMHIHED

TF: Received packagesMHIPAC

TF: Received linesMHLIN

Archived transactions are displayed in 'Order Init Stock Msg. Display Filed' (MHS890) option
11='Packages' starts (MHS851), where lines (packages) are displayed.

PUR - M3 BE Procurement

POP - Purchase Order Processing
• 'Filing Purchase Orders' (PPS920) archives purchase orders transactions viewed in (PPS200).

Purchase orders can be archived after purchase statistics are created, normally after invoicing.
If 'Delivery schedules' is set to 0: Orders between status 75 and 99 in (PPS200) can be archived.
It depends on whether the 'Invoice Reporting' parameter on panel (PPS095/J) is set on the
assigned purchase order type. If invoice reporting is set to 0 (No), then purchase orders in
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status 75 and 99 will be included in the archiving. If the parameter is set to 1 (Yes), purchase
orders in status 85 and 99 will be included in the archiving. If 'Delivery schedules' is set to 1:
Only orders with status 99 in (PPS200) can be archived.

Soft selections can be made on the order type, receipt date, last invoice date, and whether only
purchase orders created via delivery schedules should be selected.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Purchase order, headerMPHEAD

TF: Purchase order, linesMPLINE

TF: Purchase order line transactionsMPLIND

TF: Purchase order, line repairMPLIRE

MF: Purchase order payment tableMPPOPA

MF: Purchase order expeditingMPPOEX

MF: Purchase order addressMPPOAD

TF: Planning proposal archivedMPOPLA

TF: Whole sale calculation order lineMPOEXP

TF: Delivery schedule printMPDEPR

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

TF: Goods receipt line chargesFGRPCL

TF: Goods receipt linesFGRECL

WF: Selected purchase order lines for archiveMPARPL

MF: PO External referenceMPEXOR

MF: Revision tableCREVTB

Important: The tracking of detailed information on the purchase order from a purchase invoice
will not be available after the archiving. Also, the tracing for detailed information on a purchase
order that is directly linked to a customer order will also not be available after archiving.

• 'Claim. File' (PPS925) archives transactions for claims. The program selects from claims with
status 90 in (PPS390). Soft selections can be made on the facility, warehouse, and claim date.

Records from the following tables are archived:
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DescriptionTable

MF: Purchase order claim, headerMPCLAH

MF: Purchase order claim, lineMPCLAL

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

• 'Inspection Result. File' (PPS940) archives quality inspection statistics viewed in (PPS465).
Soft selections can be made on the facility, warehouse, and entry date.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

MF: Quality data for follow up - headerMPQFUH

MF: Quality data for follow up - taskMPQFUT

MF: Text headerMSYTXH

MF: Text lineMSYTXL

• 'Supplier Delivery Note. File/Delete' (PPS990) archives supplier delivery note viewed in
(PPS360). Soft selections can be made on the warehouse, supplier, and delivery note number.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: Delivery note, headPDNHEA

TF: Delivery note, linePDNLIN

TF: Delivery note, packagePPTRNS

TF: Delivery note, package detailsPFTRNS

PSS - Supplier Evaluation and Statistics
• 'Purchase Statistics. File' (PPS930) archives purchase statistics transactions viewed in (PPS450).

Soft selections can be made on the facility, warehouse, receipt date, order date and minimum
number of records to save.

Records from the following tables are archived:
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DescriptionTable

HF: Purchase statisticsMPURST

• 'Supplier Statistics. File' (PPS935) archives supplier statistics transactions viewed in (PPS440).
Soft selections can be made on the period.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

HF: Vendor statisticsMVENST

POB - Purchases Order Batch Entry
' Purchase Order Batch. File' (PPS945) archives purchase order batch transactions viewed in
(PPS370). The batch orders must be transferred to Purchased orders (status = 90). Soft selections
can be made on PO batch origin, supplier, message no, PO number and order date.

Records from the following tables are archived:

DescriptionTable

TF: PO batch entry transactionsMXBETR

TF: PO batch accounting stringsMXCCST

TF: PO head. BatchMXHEAD

TF: PO line. BatchMXLINE

TF: PO charges. BatchMXOEXP

TF: PO address. BatchMXPOAD

TF: PO text lines. BatchMXTEXT

MSF - M3 Application Foundation

AHR - Ad Hoc Reporting
'Ad Hoc Report Run. Delete' (AHS900) deletes Ad Hoc Report runs viewed in (AHS160). Soft
selections can be made on the Report run, User, Ad hoc report group, Ad hoc report, Start date,
Finish date and whether only report lines should be deleted.

Records from the following tables are archived:
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RemarkDescriptionTable

Ad hoc report - online display viewCSYRED

Only deleted if 'Deletion
scop' = 2

Ad hoc report runCSYREJ

Ad hoc report on-line displayCSYRES

OUT - Output Data. Delete
'Output Data. Delete' (MNS906) deletes output data viewed in (MNS206).

Note: Output jobs that is active in the system can not be archived.

Soft selections can be made on the Printer file, Responsible, Entry date, Entry time, Output status
and Server address.

Records from the following tables are archived:

RemarkDescriptionTable

Only if 'Output data' = 1Control Stream FileCCTLSF

Only if 'Output data' = 1Header data to StreamServerCSFOUT

Only if 'Output data' = 1Control Stream File - PartnerCCTLSP

Only if 'Output data' = 1Event storeCEVTST

Only if 'Output data' = 1M3 Business Message - statusCBMSTA

Only if 'Output data' = 1M3 Business Message - logCBMLOG

Only if 'Output data' = 1M3 Business Message - initiatorCBMINH

Only if 'Output data' = 1M3 Business Message - record fieldCBMINF

Only if 'Archived event' = 1Event store archiveCEVTAR
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See Also

M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Auxiliary Functions
(AUX)

This document contains a functional description of the AUX - Auxiliary Functions menu. The functions
start different M3 programs and are divided in the following processes:

• Night run

• Periodic Run

• Special Occasion Run

Important: Some of the listed AUX functions include important note and recommendations. Not following
these recommendations might risk corrupt data in the database.

The document is intended for business consultants and project managers.

❏ Before you start - Starting Auto Start Job After a Shutdown
If you want to run a batch job for any or the Auxiliary functions with no autojobs, you have to shut
down the subsystem for auto start jobs and then start CMNGJOB in the server view.

___1 Shut down the Subsystem for Auto Start Jobs

The subsystem for auto start jobs is called MVXCASJ (subsystem for M3 database updating).
Enter the Server View and shutdown Sub:A (MVXCASJ). This stops all auto start jobs that
are defined in 'Subsystem. Job. Open' (MNS051) for MVXCASJ.

___2 Start CMNGJOB

Click on Run and the 'Run job' window is displayed. In the Program field enter CMNGJOB
(Auto Start Job Driver). Select Auto in the 'Type' field. Click on Run.

Note: To be able to run a batch job, CMNGJOB must run.

___3 Run the Batch Job (AUX-function

Run the batch job. For example if you will recreate allocated balance ids you must run batch
job MMS925S1. This batch job is started by function MMS925, on the AUX-menu.

___4 Start the Subsystem for Auto Start Jobs
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In the Program field enter CSRVASJ. You can select Batch in the 'Type' field. Click on Run.
This starts all auto start jobs, defined for sub system MVXCASJ, that are stopped. All auto
start jobs you want the system to run must be defined in 'Subsystem. Job. Open' (MNS051).

Auxiliary functions run in the night run
The following programs are mandatory to run when you run 'Night Run. Start' (CRS999). You don't
need to run these programs separately, but if needed, they can be run from the AUX menu.

Before you start If you want to run a batch job with no autojobs, you have to shut down the subsystem
for auto start jobs and then start CMNGJOB in the server view. See instructions in Before you start -
Starting auto start job after a shutdown.

• 'Inventory Record. Delete Out of Stock' (MMS981)

This function removes the expired records in MITLOC. This function should be run when you want
to remove the expired records in MITLOC. The program has no selections.

• 'Material Plan. Re-calculate' (MMS999)

This is an MRP run that calculates all items that are ready for recalculation i.e. it will calculate all
items that has the 'Next calculation date' in the MITPCC table less than or equal to today. This
function is always run in the Night run CRS999 and it should therefore normally not be run separately.

• 'Load. Create for Past' (CPS930)

This function moves all work center loads in past time to the Monday in the current week or in the
previous week. Which week is controlled by parameter 'Overdue load' in (CRS786). The function
can be selected to run in the night run (CRS999).

• 'Load. Re-create' (CPS990)

This function recreates the work center load according to existing manufacturing order.

• 'RCCP. Create' (RCS998)

This function starts the 'RCCP. Create' (RCS998) M3 program.

• 'Restart Interrupted MO Issues PMS065' (PMS998)

This function starts the 'Restart Interrupted MO Issues PMS065' (PMS998) M3 program. Interrupted
MO issues are back flush issues that have not been reported. Normally these issues are reported
when exiting the program that trigger the issue, for example PMS050 or PMS070. If the triggering
program is not finished in a correct way by using F3=Close or F12=Cancel, PMS065 will not be
called and consequently no issues will be reported. When using PMS998, all issues in queue to
be reported will be reported. This function is always run in the Night run CRS999 and it should
therefore normally not be run separately.

• 'Product. Restart Interruption aft PDS001' (PDS998)

This function takes care of calculations that normally should be done by submitting the PDS001CL
job when exiting the 'Product Structure. Open' (PDS001) M3 program. When a product structure
is changed it could affect the lead time of the product, such as change of work center and change
of run time. If an item is added as a component in the structure it could affect the items low level
code. If PDS001 is not finished in a correct way by using F3=Close or F12=Cancel, PDS001CL
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will not be submitted and consequently the lead time and low level codes will not be recalculated.
Using this 'Product. Restart Interruption aft PDS001' (PDS998) M3 program will calculate those
structures which are in queue to be calculated.

• 'Work Center. Re-create Capacity' (PDS950)

This function starts the 'Work Center. Re-create Capacity' (PDS950) M3 program.

Running auxiliary functions periodically
The following functions should be run occasionally or periodically in order to keep the size of the
database to a minimum and to have valid and correct data.

Before you start If you want to run a batch job with no autojobs, you have to shut down the subsystem
for auto start jobs and then start CMNGJOB in the server view. See instructions in Before you start -
Starting auto start job after a shutdown.

• 'Attribute. Calculate Search Sequence' (ATS995)

This function should be run periodically.

Important: The attribute functionality does not depend on whether or not this function is used. It
does, however, affect the performance of allocation and stock searches if you have many attributes
with several valid values per attribute.

The function calculates the search sequence in the order attribute file in the following sequence:

1 Counting the number of different attribute values per item and attribute identity in the stock.

Once completed, the values are turned into negative and are placed in the search sequence
field.

2 Using this calculation, the search starts to validate the attribute where the most different values
exist.

If you start to validate the attribute, the result will be the least possible number of balance
identities.

• 'Attribute. Delete Not Used' (ATS990)

This function should be run occasionally or periodically in order to keep the size of the database
to a minimum.

The function performs a clean-up of the database with the following activities:

• Deleting attribute searches

Attribute searches in the, for example, 'Balance Identity. Display' (MMS060) and 'Balance
Identity. Open Toolbox' (MWS060) M3 programs, creates a record attribute with a negative
number. These are normally not deleted when the user exits the function and therefore remain
in the database. This is done for performance reasons.

• Deleting not connected attribute records
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To do this, the function scans through the attribute files and confirms that each attribute number
has a corresponding order. Normally, these records are deleted when an order is deleted, but
if the user session is interrupted for any reason, these records will remain in the database.

Important: When this function is run, the attribute records found are deleted - not archived.

• 'Macro Orders. Delete Not Used' (PMS992)

This function starts the 'Macro Orders. Delete Not Used' (PMS992) M3 program.

• Product. Re-create Lowest Levels (PDS910)

This function should be run periodically when there are many changes in the product structure.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Running auxiliary functions when required
The following functions can be run occasionally, e.g. at go live date or in case if some data got corrupt.

Before you start If you want to run a batch job with no autojobs, you have to shut down the subsystem
for auto start jobs and then start CMNGJOB in the server view. See instructions in Before you start -
Starting auto start job after a shutdown.

Auxiliary functions - FOR
• 'MITAFO, MITMDS and MITFFO. Recreate' (FCS950)

This function re-creates the forecast. MITAFO and MITFFO are re-created from MITDFO and
MITMDS from MITDDS. The daily forecast (and MDS) is added to a periodic forecast/demand.
The family forecast is also updated (MITFFO). This function should only be used if something
has gone wrong and the forecast data is corrupt, not on a routine basis.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Auxiliary functions - MAP
• 'Material Plan. Re-create' (MMS995)
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Warning: Skipping this step will create mismatch in the system between material plan
and pre-allocation tables.

This function re-creates the material plan (MITPLO). If there are mismatches between MITPLO
and the planning files/tables, such as MMOPLP and MPOPLP, this function can be run.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'Pre-allocation. Re-crt MITPLO via MPREAL' (MWS930) must be run after you have run
MMS995.

Running MWS930 without using pre-allocations will not cause any harm.

• 'Available to Promise. Re-create (MMS994)

This function re-creates the ATP. This is however done in the night run (by function MMS912),
for all items that need to be calculated (that is those items that have been part of the MRP run).
Therefore this function should normally not be run separately. Note that in MMS994 only items
that have ATP calculation 1 in the CTP policy will be included.

Auxiliary functions - MCO
• Maint Agrmnt. Re-Create Totals' (COS985)

This function starts the Maint Agrmnt. Re-Create Totals' (COS985) M3 program.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Auxiliary functions - MOP
• 'Manufacturing Order. Reset Status' (PMS140)

This function starts the 'Manufacturing Order. Reset Status' (PMS140) M3 program.

Status x1 (create MO), x4 (delete MO )means that a autojob should do something to the order.
Resetting these orders will delete the orders.

Status x2 means that someone is locking the MO or that the MO is about to be rescheduled.
Resetting these orders will trigger a reschedule of the order.
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Important: No other user in the system working with the TO that will be reset.

• 'Restart Interrupted MO Issues PMS065' (PMS998)

This function starts the 'Restart Interrupted MO Issues PMS065' (PMS998) M3 program.

The function will activate all pending 'backflush issues'. The same function is part of the night
run.

Auxiliary functions - PDA
• 'Material. Recalculate No. of Options' (PDS970)

This function starts the 'Material. Recalculate No. of Options' (PDS970) M3 program. The
function recalculates the number of options that are connected to material lines and operations
included in configured product structures.

Important: No other user in the system working with the structure records.

• 'Structure Sequence Number. Generate' (PDS975)

This function starts the'Structure Sequence Number. Generate' (PDS975) M3 program. All
structure records (operations and material) must have a structure sequence number. PDS975
add a sequence number for all records that do not have such a number.

Important: No other user in the system working with the structure records.

Auxiliary functions - PJM
• 'Project. Generate Actuals from GLR' (POS990)

This function re-creates project budget actuals, selective by project. There is also an option to
run a comparison with the GL and another option to print the detailed postings by project.
Actuals from GLR normally update projects in the auto job POS950.

Important:
• Should only be executed when a re-creation of the project follow-up in PJM is requested.

• Set auto job POS950 in hold.

• No reporting on project related activities for selected project is allowed while POS990 is
active. Examples of activities are project invoicing, transfer of time reports to GLR etc.

• Work with budget and forecast is not allowed while POS990 is active.

• 'Project. Update Committed' (POS994)

This function gives the possibility to execute the following:

• Re-creation of the committed value for In Progress based on outstanding Customer Orders,
Purchase Orders and Time Reports. Normally the updates are done in the night job.
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Note: It is recommended to use this update if a project follow-up in PJM is requested before
the next night job is executed.

• Generation of project messages and due dates. Normally the updates are done in the night
job. Infor Recommends using this if project messages are requested before next night job
is executed.

• Calculation of Earned Value. Normally the updates are done in the night job. Infor
recommends using this if an updated earned value in PJM is requested before next night
job is executed.

Auxiliary functions - POP
• 'Item. Update from Purchase Agreement' (PPS950)

In this function the lead time is updated in MITBAL. The value is retrieved from the agreement.

Auxiliary functions - PRM
• 'Service. Re-create Lowest Levels' (MOS395)

This function starts the 'Service. Re-create Lowest Levels' (MOS395) M3 program.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Auxiliary functions - WHM
• 'Reservation. Remove' (MWS950)

This function delets all reservations in (MWS330) that are no longer valid, that is the reservation
valid date is in passed time. This program has no selections.

• 'Balance ID. Reset for MITPCE via MITLOC' (MWS990)

This function recalculates the number of balance IDs on a location level (MITPCE) and clear
the location locks.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'Lead Time. Mass Update' (MMS987)
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This function should be run if changes in lead time have been made that concerns many items.
For example, if the inspection lead time in 'Goods Receiving Method. Open' (PPS345) or
transportation lead time in 'Supplier. Connect Transp Lead Times' (PPS010) has been changed.

• 'Location Replenishment. Re-create' (MMS983)

This function creates replenishment orders based on on-hand balance and item/location in
'Item. Connect Location' (MMS065). The program has no selections.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'Location Statistic. Re-create' (MMS997)

This function re-creates the location statistic. This function could be run when something has
been changed in how the statistics is measured. The program has no selections.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Note: Archived data is not re-calculated.

• 'On-hand. Re-create in MITFAC via MITBAL' (MMS984)

This function re-creates MITFAC via MITBAL. This function should only be run when facing
corrupt quantity on-hand data. Facility and item number can be selected in the run.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'On-hand. Re-create per Function Number' (MMS967)

This function starts the 'On-hand. Re-create per Function Number' (MMS967) M3 program.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.
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• 'Pre-allocation. Re-crt MITPLO via MPREAL' (MWS930)

This function could be run when facing corrupt pre-allocation data on MITPLO. MWS930 can
safely be run independently. It should normally be run only for a selected item/warehouse where
a problem is known to exist.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'Weight and Volume. Re-create' (MMS996)

This function recalculates the current volume, weight and fill rate on location level (MITPCE).
The program has no selections.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Auxiliary functions - WOP
• 'Meter Statistics. Re-create' (MOS276)

This program recreates the Meter statistics file (MROOPS) that can be viewed in program
'Equipment. Display Meter Stats' (MOS275). The statistics is recreated for one individual or
operational unit. The origin number is prompted before the generation is started. The program
shall normally be password protected(MNS110) Pwd check = 1.

Before you start Operating cycles exist (MOS270/MROOPC) and Operating Cycle Meters
exists in (MOS271/MROOPM).

The old statistics is cleared and the statistics is totally regenerated from the start from MROOPC
and MROOPM.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'As-Built Structure. Re-create' (MOS248)

This function starts the 'As-Built Structure. Re-create' (MOS248) M3 program. This procedure
should be used when the as-build structure or as-build list needs to be re-built. The as-build
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structure is essentially a flat file which is used by the System as an efficient way to read the
equipment structure (rather than, for example, using the MOS446 structure).

This file can however sometimes become out-of-synchronization and must be rebuilt, if

• the next higher position is changed in MOS445

• the highest position in the structure is changed

• the planning position is changed in MOS440

• a position is deleted

The effects of rebuild that the existing as-build structure as seen in MOS253 is deleted and
recreated based on the current structure. This process normally runs quickly although this will
be dependent on the number of positions and equipment and machine loading.

This process can be run while users are active, but it may cause performance issues.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'WO. Restart Interrupted Issues - MOS065' (MOS998)

This function starts the 'WO. Restart Interrupted Issues - MOS065' (MOS998) M3 program.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'Master Schedule. Regenerate' (MOS999)

In Net Change mode, only equipments/positions with continuous net change code = 0 that are
due for calculation on the current date or earlier, are processed. Nothing is deleted prior to the
calculation. If you consequently use continuous net change = 1, then you will never have any
reason to manually launch MOS999 in Net Change mode. MOS999 now runs in Net Change
mode every night as part of the night job.

The Regenerative mode starts with deleting planned work orders, then re-calculating all
equipments and positions that are in the result set of the selection criteria of MOS999/E. SRP
triggers (table MITPCC) will be re-created wherever missing. This is useful at go-live occasions.

The following exceptions apply for running 'Master Schedule. Regenerate' (MOS999):

• Forecast planned work orders (generation reference 62) are never deleted.

• Removal planned work orders (generation reference 63) are never deleted.

• Pre-M3 planned work orders (generation reference 64) are never deleted.
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• Condition-based maintenance planned work orders (generation reference 67) are never
deleted.

• Manually entered planned work orders (generation reference 68) are never deleted.

• Inspection planned work orders (generation reference 69) are never deleted.

• Engineering order planned work orders are never deleted.

• Complaint planned work orders are never deleted.

• Concession planned work orders are never deleted.

• Planned work orders with reference to customer order (reference order category 7) are
never deleted.

In addition, a status field has been added to the MOS999/E panel, including what work orders
(in status planned) should be deleted. This makes it possible to keep e.g. planned work orders
in status 20 (then enter 10 in the MOS999/E status field).

Note: If planned WOs are in status 15, set the status in MOS999/E to value less than 15.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Auxiliary functions - FIM
• 'GL Balance File. Start Annual Run' (GLS905)

By totaling previous transactions to generate opening balances for the next fiscal year from the
closing balances of the current year, you increase the system's performance during queries
and report generating. This is the only purpose of the annual run in M3. The opening balances
are saved in period 00, which you never have to define. Most of the transactions from the
previous year should be entered before this is done. However, transactions for the new year
can be entered before this activity, and transactions for the previous year can also be entered
afterwards. If transactions are entered in a previous year after an opening balance is generated
for a new year, that balance is automatically adjusted. If an annual run is not done, the previous
opening balance will be added to existing transactions. If no opening balance has been calculated
before, all transactions from when the system was configured will instead be totaled to create
the opening balance for the new year. You generate the opening balance in 'GL Balance File.
Start 'Annual Run' (GLS905) by specifying the year from which the closing balance is retrieved.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.
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• 'GL Balance File. Update with Outcome' (GLS915)

This can be done when the balance file does not agree with the general ledger transaction file
(FGLEDG), or when a new balance key is to apply to historical values also. You do this in 'GL
Balance File. Update with Outcome' (GLS915) for selected period(s) and a range of balance
keys. You can chose to delete the balance file entries within that range before transfer to the
balance file instead of adding the new values to the current ones. By using period ranges you
can limit the number of transactions and perform the update in several runs, if the number of
transactions to process is large.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'GL Balance File. Update with Budget' (GLS920)

You update the balance file with budget values when:

• the balance file does not agree with the budget transaction file

• a new balance key is to apply to historical values, or

• you want to include a new budget, for which the 'Update balance file' check box previously
was not selected in 'Budget. Open' (BUS100). You do this in 'GL Balance File. Update with
Budget' (GLS920) for the selected budgets, period(s), and a range of balance keys. You
can chose to delete the existing balance file entries for those balance keys before the
transfer.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'GL Balance File. Delete Records' (GLS930)

This can be done when:

• an entire balance keys must be deleted

• the definition of a balance key or accounting structure is changed

• the transaction file does not agree with the balance file.

When transactions are deleted due to any changes, new balance transactions should be created
immediately before any new transactions are entered in the system. This is especially important
when the current period is deleted and re-created. (As mentioned above, previous transactions
may also be deleted when transferring new transactions.) You do this in 'GL Balance File.
Delete Records' (GLS930). You can select to delete outcome and/or budget values (for selected
budgets) for specific period(s) and a range of balance keys.
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Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'AR Balance File. Start Annual Run' (ARS910)

Annual run in AR is used to update the balance file for accounts receivable for a new year. For
this, the current year' balance is transferred to opening balance for the next year. The only
purpose is to total previous transactions to enhance the performance of the system.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'AR Balance File. Create/Delete' (ARS915)

The function re-creates the balance file for accounts receivable. The function should only be
used when facing corrupt data in the balance file for accounts receivable. Payer, customer,
currency and division can be selected in the run.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'AR Invoice Class. Update' (ARS920)

The function is used to update existing invoice records in the Account Receivable Ledger (table
FSLEDG) with an invoice class from the FAM function that was used to create these records.

The function is run as the last step of the configuration of the financial system for the invoice
class functionality and is only required if the use of Invoice class has been activated in 'Settings
- General Ledger' (CRS750/F).

If required, the invoice class can be changed afterwards for specific invoices in 'Customer
Invoice. Change' (ARS201). It is possible to run these auxiliary program several times, for
example, if an invoice class was missing for a FAM function after the invoice class functionality
was activated. Settings required when the function is started:

• Accounting Date

The field indicates the accounting date from/to which invoice transactions in the sub-ledger
should be updated with an invoice class.
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• AR10 FAM function for split invoice

The field indicates the detail record of FAM function AR10 from which to default an invoice
class to customer invoices that were previously split manually in 'Customer Invoice. Split'
(ARS202) and recorded based on FAM function AR65.

Since the FAM function AR65 has no invoice class field, these invoice records in the
Accounts Receivable Ledger (table FSLEDG) must be updated in arrears with an invoice
class retrieved from FAM function AR10. Otherwise, these records will not be included as
is legally required in the fiscal book report created in 'Sales Book. Print' (ARS610).

• AR10 FAM function for doubtful invoices

The field indicates the detail record of FAM function AR10 from which to default the invoice
class to customer invoices that are classified as doubtful debts and transferred to 'Customer
Invoice. Process Doubtful' (ARS360) based on FAM function AR90.

Since the FAM function AR90 has no invoice class field, these invoice records in the
Accounts Receivable Ledger (table FSLEDG) must be updated in arrears with an invoice
class retrieved from FAM function AR10. Otherwise, these records will not be included as
is legally required in the fiscal book report created in 'Sales Book. Print' (ARS610).

Important: It is highly recommended to run this auxiliary program when there are no other
users working in M3 Business Engine.
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'AP Balance File. Start Annual Run' (APS910)

Annual run in AP is used to update the balance file for accounts payable for a new year. For
this, the current year' balance is transferred to opening balance for the next year. The only
purpose is to total previous transactions to enhance the performance of the system.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'AP Balance File. Create/Delete' (APS915)

The function re-creates the balance file for accounts payable. The function should only be used
when facing corrupt data in the balance file for accounts payable. Payee, supplier, currency
and division can be selected in the run.
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Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

• 'AP Invoice Class. Update' (APS920)

The function is used to update existing invoice records in the sub-ledger with an invoice class
defaulted from the FAM function that was used to create these records.

To use the auxiliary functions, the invoice class functionality must be activated in the function
'Settings - General Ledger' (CRS750), invoices classes must be entered in the function 'Invoice
Class. Open' (CRS409) and connected to the FAM functions in the functions 'FAM Function.
Open Details. (CRS406), 'Order Type. Connect FAM Function' (CRS407) and 'FAM Function
Exception. Open (CRS412).

The function is run as the last step of the configuration of the financial system for the invoice
class functionality and is only required if the use of Invoice class has been activated in 'Settings
- General Ledger' (CRS750/F).

If required, the invoice class can be changed afterwards for specific invoices 'Acc
Payable.Change Sep Invoice' (APS201).

It is possible to run this auxiliary program several times, for example, if an invoice class was
missing for a FAM function after the invoice class functionality was activated.

Settings required when the function is started:

• Accounting Date

The field indicates the accounting date from which or to which invoice transactions in the
sub-ledger should be updated with an invoice class.

• AP FAM function for Split Invoice

The field indicates the detail record of FAM function AP10 from which to default an invoice
class to supplier invoices that have been split manually in 'Supplier Invoice. Split' (APS202)
and recorded based on FAM function AP65.

Since the FAM function AP65 has no invoice class field, these invoice records in the
Accounts Payable Ledger (table FPLEDG) must be updated in arrears with an invoice class
retrieved from FAM function AP10. Otherwise, these records will not be included as is
legally required in the fiscal book report created in 'Purchase Book. Print' (APS610).

Important: It is highly recommended to run this auxiliary program when there are no other
users working in M3 Business Engine.
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.
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• 'Tax Asset Group. Update' (FAS310)

The function is only used for Industry 'Equipment' for association of an asset to a Tax Asset
Group to enable the maintenance of balances for Purchases, Sales, Gains or Losses that can
later be used for the Like Kind Exchange process of the US Tax Code 1031.

Tax Year and Tax Asset Group update may be done when assets are encoded late into the
system or when the Tax Start date in 'Settings - Fixed Asset Acquisition' (FAS900) has been
changed.

The fixed asset record should be correctly linked to a Tax Asset Group before running the Tax
Year and Tax Asset Group update.

For specific Tax Asset Group or Tax Period update, 'Tax Asset Group. Display' (FAS300/B)
can be used instead.

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

The below menu items must be added to the M3 Menu.

In (MNS110) - Enter menu items.

Description (F-
panel)

ProgramFunction
Cat

Component
group

FileConstantFunction

Tax Asset Group.
Display

FAS300DSPFASMVXCONFA30001FAS300

Tax Asset Group.
Update

FAS310FNCFASMVXCONFA31001FAS310

In MNS111 - Connect menu items to menu and menu version.

FunctionMenu OptionMenu

FAS300270FAS

FAS310280FAS

FAS310100AFIM

Auxiliary functions - RTM
• 'Price List. Convert to Selection Matrix' (STS910)
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The function is used when switching from legacy pricelist retrieval logic to the new logic, based
on the new Rental Pricelist Selection Matrix.

It is required to set up a Price List Table in advance of the data migration. This Price List Table
is entered on the E-panel of STS910. Running STS910 will populate the Rental Pricelist Selection
Matrix with values from the legacy pricelist priorities:

• Customer specific pricelist in SOS017 (replaced by STS017)

• The five Service Order Pricelists on CRS611/E that resides in OCUSMA.

STS910 also populates Rental Price List Table field in Customer Master (OCUSMA) and Rental
Agreement Head Master (STAGHE).

Important:
• No other user in the system.

• STS910 must not be run before fix program F11100MM45 has been run (F11100MM45
copies SOS017 records to STS017 records).

• 'Price List. Convert to CO Sel Matrix' (STS913)

The auxiliary program 'Price List. Convert to CO Sel Matrix' (STS913) creates a sales costing
model defined with the price list according to the same search hierarchy as the replaced price
logic.

The replaced price list retrieval routine to the rental agreement line for line type 1, 2 and 6
includes the following hierarchy levels:

1 Customer specific pricelist in SOS017 (replaced by STS017)

2 The five service order price lists on (CRS611/E) from OCUSMA

3 Default price list (STS699).

Before running the auxiliary program, it is required to manually copy the price list IDs from 'Serv
Price List. Open' (SOS017) to 'Sales Price List. Open' (OIS017). If the price list ID does not
exist in (OIS017), the record is dropped. The price lists can be created via a copy function in
'Serv Price List. Open' (SOS017). Note that the discount percentage, discount amount and net
price indicator in (SOS017) are not supported functionality.

• 'Rental Agreement. Update' (STS915)

When upgrading from a previous version of M3, an update of already existing rental agreements
must be done in order to make the functionality work.

Already existing rental agreements that are migrated to the new version of M3 has no depot
defined on the agreement header. The existing agreements should be updated with a rental
depot and this is done by using the auxiliary program (STS915).

The auxiliary program will update existing rental agreements with a rental depot. The selected
agreement order type decides which rental agreements to be updated. If a rental depot has
not been set on the agreement head, it will be updated with the rental depot selected in this
dropdown list. If the depot has already been set on the agreement, no update will take place.
If the rental depot field (DPOT) is blank on the agreement order header, then the rental
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agreement has been migrated from a previous version of M3 and should be updated with a
rental depot.

Auxiliary functions - SEC
• Authority per User. Re-create (SES990)

A program to be able to correct/update SES401 table CMNPUS according to the entries in
MNS110/MNS112/MNS150/MNS151/MNS405/MNS410/SES400. This is an easy way to remove
scrap data in CMNPUS and re-build so only valid data is there, especially when customers
installs new fix regarding security.

Important:
• This program should be called with autojob (SES900) running. While running (SES990),

users may experience accessibility issues with affected programs. It is recommended not
to allow users accessing the system while (SES990) is running.

• No other user in the system.

• No auto start job activated for the component.

• Max 1 active job allowed for the job queue.

Auxiliary functions - SRV

Important: Restriction: Whilst the activities described below explain the process by which Service
Management data can be migrated for use by the Maintenance Management functionality, it should
be noted that data traceability and reporting capability is not currently available to support this
functionality, and it is the end users responsibility to manage and monitor the data migration activities
in accordance with their business process requirements.

When upgrading from a previous version of M3 using the Service Management (SRV) functionality
to a version of M3 using the Maintenance Management (MAI/MNT) functionality, a conversion of
data must be performed in order to make the functionality work. The auxiliary programs for SRV
convert data in (SRV) to data in (MAI/MNT).

There are important dependencies between some of the auxiliary programs that must be considered
as they affect the order in which the data should be migrated.

Service expenses should be migrated with 'Service Expense. Convert to MAI' (SAS914) before
migrating service kits with 'Service Kit. Convert to Service' (SAS916). This is because the service
kit lines can be created from service expenses.

Service agreements should be migrated last using 'Service Agreement. Convert to MAI' (SAS930).
Because the service agreement lines contain contract items and individual items, 'Contract Item.
Convert to Service' (SAS927) and 'Individual Item. Convert to Equipment' (SAS925) must be
migrated before service agreements. If the service agreements have content defined in (SAS128)
it is important to migrate service expenses with (SAS916), as agreement content may include
service expense lines.
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The recommended order of running the auxiliary programs is listed below, however the order can
be deviated from as long as the above mentioned dependencies are taken into consideration. If,
for example, service kits with lines consisting of service expenses are migrated before running
(SAS914) then the service kit expense lines will be dropped during migration. This rule set applies
to all the listed SRV-auxiliary functions:

1 'Individual Item. Convert to Equipment' (SAS925)

The auxiliary function 'Individual Item. Convert to Equipment' (SAS925) creates serialized items
in 'Equipment/Serialized Item. Open' (MMS240) based on a selected range of individual items
from 'Individual Item. Open' (SOS419).

2 'Contract Item. Convert to Service' (SAS927)

The auxiliary function 'Contract Item. Convert to Service' (SAS927) creates service definitions
in 'Service. Open' (MOS300), with pricing in 'Service. Enter Prices' (MOS306) from a selected
range of contract items in 'Contract Item. Open' (SAS450).

3 'Service Expense. Convert to MAI' (SAS914)

The auxiliary function 'Contract Item. Convert to Service' (SAS927) creates service definitions
in 'Service. Open' (MOS300) with pricing in 'Service. Enter Prices' (MOS306) from a selected
range of contract items in 'Contract Item. Open' (SAS450).

4 'Service Kit. Convert to Service' (SAS916)

The auxiliary function 'Service kit. Convert to Service' (SAS916) creates service definitions in
'Service. Open' (MOS300) from a selected range of service kits in 'Service Kit. Open' (SOS450).

5 'Service Agreement. Convert to MAI' (SAS930)

The auxiliary function 'SRV Agreement. Convert to MAI' (SAS930) creates maintenance
agreements in 'Maint Agrmnt. Open' (COS410) from a selected range of service agreements in
'Service Agrmt. Open' (SAS100).

Note: For converting price lists (SOS017) the RNT auxiliary function (STS913) should be used.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Batch Jobs and Job Queues" on page 82

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73
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M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler
The M3 Java Job Scheduler allows standard M3 BE report or batch functions to run automatically
according to a specified schedule. For mass processing that can negatively affect system performance,
the function should be run in batch at night (such as CAS950).

Scheduling Functions in M3 BE Job Scheduler
This section explains how to define the settings required for M3 BE Job Scheduler and how to use it
to schedule functions. In this context, a job schedule function is a function that allows time-dependent
scheduling for batch jobs.

Important: This function is not related to the M3 program in 'Function. Open' (MNS110).

Workflow
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1 Define Job Schedule Category (CSYTAB table)

Define the different types of jobs to run in 'Job Schedule Category. Open' (SHS050). For each
category you select the earliest and latest time a job connected to the job category can be scheduled
to run. Such a specification can be necessary when batch jobs must be run in a certain order.

2 Define job scheduling function in job scheduling routine (CSHFNC table)
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In 'Job Schedule Function. Open' (SHS030), you define for each function (menu program) whether
it is allowed to be scheduled or must be scheduled. You also define the actual program file that runs
the job (usually a program file with the suffix CL).

This definition can be done for all users or for a specific user. The difference between the two is
that the latter enables you to review scheduled jobs per user (see below). To each program to be
included, you can connect a job schedule category.

3 Define job scheduling programs and fields (SHS031) (SHS035)

4 Schedule jobs for function (SHS230) (SHS231)

Whenever you manually start a function included in the job scheduling routine, 'Job Schedule
Information. Open' (SHS230/E) is displayed before the job is submitted to the job queue. There you
define when and with which frequency the menu program should be run.

If you define an interval for the job, for example every Thursday, the sub-program 'Job Schedule
Constant. Open' (SHS231) is then automatically displayed. This program enables you to add or
subtract days from the date fields used in the selected function. For example, when scheduling
printing of invoices in 'CO Invoice. Print' (OIS180), you can select to print invoices for all deliveries
with planned delivery date three days ago.

5 Review and Adjust Scheduled Jobs

To review and change the dates and times for scheduled jobs, use 'Job Schedule Entry. Update'
(SHS010) (displaying all jobs) and 'Job Schedule Entry. Update/User' (SHS011) (displaying all jobs
for current user).

The jobs are listed per menu program and version number. (The first menu program scheduled gets
a version number, and for subsequent schedules of the same function, the version number is
increased by one each time.)

You can also print lists with information for each menu program included in 'Job Schedule. Print'
(SHS800/1) and 'Job Schedule. Print/User' (SHSS800/2).

6 After the function is scheduled, you still have the option to

• Change or delete function schedule (SHS010)

or

• Run the function on schedule

These steps are described in detail in the following sections.

Define job scheduling category (SHS050)
Job schedule categories are used to define the time limits during which scheduled functions can be
run. You can use the job schedule category when you define job schedule functions. The new job
schedule category is inserted in the CSYTAB table.

It is recommended to have only one job category, however, more than one category allows you to gain
more control over the scheduled functions.

1 Select 'Job Schedule Category. Open' (SHS050).
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2 Enter a unique name for the job schedule category.

3 Enter the following information on panel E:

From time: The start time that functions using this category should run, on a 24-hour clock.

To time: The end time that functions using this category should run.

Define job scheduling function (SHS030)

Important: You must first define the job schedule category in (SHS050) before you can proceed to
define a job scheduling function.

A job schedule function must first be defined in 'Job Schedule Function. Open' (SHS030) before it can
be scheduled in M3 BE Job Scheduler. The new job schedule function is inserted in the CSHFNC table.
Job schedule functions can be defined for all users or for specific users. To define job schedule functions
for all users, leave the User field blank.

1 Start 'Job Schedule Function. Open' (SHS030).

2 Create a new record for a function, and if necessary for a user.

3 Enter the following information on panel E:

• Job Schedule allowed

The scheduling possibilities for the function. The following values are valid:

0 = Scheduling this function is not allowed.

1 = The function can be scheduled or run immediately.

2 = The function can only be scheduled.

3 = The function will be scheduled to run at the earliest time for the job category, without any
user intervention.

• Job Schedule category

The job schedule category that should be used with this function.

• Program

The program that is run by the function. This corresponds to the entry in the Command field in
'Function. Open' (MNS110).

• Job

The job name under which the batch job will be run, if the function you have selected starts a
batch job.

The program name that should be entered in this field is the CL-program. There can be some
exceptions, such as whether OIS180 should be scheduled. In that case, the job name is
OIS180S1. However, for most of the programs it is the CL-program.

Prior to a batch job being submitted, standard M3 programs call 'Job Attributes. Select' (MNS230)
to see if there are job attribute overrides. One of the parameters passed to this program is the
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job name. This job name is used to find a job schedule function and check whether the job allows
scheduling. If it does, the job scheduling panel is displayed for the user.

Define job scheduling programs and fields (SHS031)

1 On the (SHS030/B) panel, activate the scheduled function and select option 11 = Programs.

This starts 'Job Schedule Program. Open' (SHS031). Open the E panel and fill in the name of the
display file.

2 Redisplay the B panel and select option 11= Fields.

This starts 'Job Schedule Fields. Open' (SHS035).Here you display the fields from the display file.
Open the E panel for each field and connect to field in the data structure. This connection between
the fields in the panel and the fields in the data structure is necessary for CSCHJOB to be able to
adjust the dates and the selections.

3 Press Enter. (SHS031) is redisplayed. Press Close. (SHS030) is redisplayed.

Run Scheduling - Schedule Information

Important: You must first define the job schedule category and a job schedule function before you can
run scheduling.

When a user runs a function that is defined in M3 BE Job Scheduler, with scheduling allowed, two new
panels are displayed for the user before the job is submitted. These are panels (SHS230/E) and
(SHS231). Here, the user decides the times and frequency with which the function is run.

Important:  When scheduling a job for the first time it is the dates you've entered in the selection screen
that will be used. It's first when the following run is scheduled in CSCHJOB that the dates are adjusted
according to the movement parameter.

The function will be scheduled to run at the dates, times, and frequency that you entered. The information
about when the function is run is stored in CSHHED and CSHDAT.

1 Select a function that is defined in M3 BE Job Scheduler (with scheduling allowed). Panel E in 'Job
Schedule Information. Open' (SHS230) is displayed.

2 Enter the following information on panel E:

• Schedule type

Select which type of run you want to define. The value in this field controls which fields that
should be open in SHS230/E.

• Now

Select this check box if you want the job to run immediately. This is only possible if the Job
Schedule allowed field was set to 1 for this function. The job would then run as normal.
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• Today

Select this check box if you want the job to run on the current date at a scheduled time.

• Every month

Select this check box if you want to repeat the job every month.

• On day

Enter one of the following two-digit values if you want the job to run on a specific day: 01-28:
The job will run on the specified day each month. 29-31: The job will run if the day exists in
the month. 98: The job will run on the last calendar day of the month. 99: The job will run
on the day designated as the period end date according to the period type in the function
header.

• Next Monday - Next Sunday

Select one of these check boxes if you want the job to run once on the next occurrence of
the specified day and at a scheduled time.

• Every Monday - Every Sunday

Select one of these check boxes if you want the job to run on a weekly basis on the specified
day.

• Specific date

Enter a specific date on which you want the job to run.

• Rec action

Recovery action indicates whether the job is started later if the system was down when it
should be run, or whether it should wait until the next time to run (if it is scheduled to be run
several times).

• Job schedule calendar

If you want to schedule a run on irregular dates this can be set up by using a job schedule
calendar in SHS060/061. In these programs you freely define a calendar that can be used for
controlling at which dates the job should run.

• Time

Enter the time you want the job to be released from the scheduler to the job queue.

Note: The job will not actually start at the specified time; this will depend on whether other jobs
are ahead of it in the job queue. The time must be within the limits defined for the job category
attached to this function.

• Description

Enter a description of the job, for example 'Month end statement run' or 'Daily picking lists.'

3 Press Next and the (SHS231/B) panel is displayed.

4 Open the E panel for all fields and enter the following information on panel E:
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• Movement

Indicates the movement for the date.

• Add value and Subtract value

Indicate a number to add or subtract to the date, based on days for normal dates and periods
for period dates, in order to arrive at a new date or period. Does not apply to fixed dates.

Change or delete function schedule (SHS010)

Important: The function must be scheduled for the current user or for all users.

Scheduled functions can have their schedules changed or deleted. This is done in 'Job Schedule Entry.
Update' (SHS010). This program contains a record for each scheduled job, showing the time the job
is run, how the last run was performed, and so on. If a function should only be run once, it is removed
from this program when it is completed.

The information about when the function is run is stored in CSHHED.

1 Start 'Job Schedule Entry. Update' (SHS010).

2 On the B panel, the Status field indicates the available statuses:

00 = The job is scheduled but not yet run.

10 = The job has already been run.

50 = Job is held

If a job should be run every Monday, the status will be 00 before the first run and 10 after the first
run, regardless of how many times the job has been run.

3 To delete a scheduled function, select its record and delete it.

4 To hold/release a job use option 21/23. To recalculate the dates for a held job before releasing it
use option 22.

5 To change a scheduled function, open its record for editing.

6 On panel E, change one or more of the entries as described in Run Scheduling - Schedule
Information.

7 Press Next. (SHS231/B) is displayed. Open the E panel for all fields and fill in the Movement, Add
value, and Subtract value fields.

Runtime Scenario
This section describes what happens in M3 when a function is run in M3 BE Job Scheduler.

1 M3 BE Job Scheduler initiates cPXMNS230, which starts SHS230.

In SHS230, a quick check is run to verify if a function should be scheduled. If a scheduled run is
needed, SHS230 is displayed to the user.
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2 When the user has decided on the schedule, CSHHED is updated with relevant information. The
program cPXMNS230 then initiates SBMJOB.

3 In SHS235, a verification of the to-be-scheduled job is performed. After that the program copies the
relevant job commands from CJBCMD to CSHLIN.

When the records are copied to CSHLIN they are deleted from CJBCMD.

4 Based on the scheduling, the first time (often the only) run of the function is calculated in SHS235.

After that, the program CSHCTL gets updated with the schedule information.

5 To schedule a run at a later time, the job CSCHJOB must be run.

The CSCHJOB job receive the information from the CSHCTL program on the schedule. If there is
no job to run immediately, CSCHJOB job will be delayed for another 15 seconds, when CSHCTL
is read again.

Once a scheduled job is detected, the relevant job commands is copied from CSHLIN to CJBCMD
in CSCHJOB. The job initiates QCMDEXC to create records in CJBCTL. In this way the job is
submitted to CMNGJOB as any other submitted job from M3.

The CSCHJOB job also performs a check to verify if a scheduled job should be run once or if it
should be run again, at a later time. If it is a one time schedule, the records in CSHHED, CSHLIN
and CSHCTL are deleted. If the job should be run multiple times, information in CSHCTL is updated
with the upcoming schedule.

Technical Overview
This section describes the entities that are involved in the M3 BE Job Scheduler, and also the run-time
scenario for M3 BE Job Scheduler.

• Entities Added for Job Scheduling

The following entities have been added to enable M3 BE Job Scheduler.

Table 58. Classes

DescriptionClass

mvx.app.pgm.SHS010

mvx.app.pgm.SHS030

Used to define time limits between which
scheduled functions can be run.

mvx.app.pgm.SHS050

mvx.app.pgm.SHS060

mvx.app.pgm.SHS230

mvx.app.pgm.SHS231
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DescriptionClass

Server program that continuously checks whether
there are scheduled jobs and whether they are
to run.

mvx.app.pgm.CSCHJOB

Table 59. Tables

DescriptionTable

Functions that could be scheduled.CSHFNC

Header information for a certain function to be scheduled.CSHHED

The job command lines for a function that is scheduled.CSHLIN

Job control file for scheduling. Compare to CJBCTL.CSHCTL

Job scheduler date criteriaCSHDAT

Job scheduler programsCSHPGM

Job scheduler fieldsCSHFLD

Job schedule calendarCSHCAL

Job schedule calendar detailsCSHCAD

• Entities Modified for Job Scheduling

The following entities have been modified to enable M3 BE Job Scheduler.

Table 60. Classes

DescriptionClass

mvx.app.plist.cPXMNS230

mvx.app.pgm.SBMJOB

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Batch Jobs and Job Queues" on page 82

"API Security" on page 8

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Document and Media Management" on page 88
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M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Batch Jobs and Job
Queues
This document describes how batch jobs managed in M3 and how interruption in a batch job can be
detected.

Managing Batch Jobs
A batch job is a job that is submitted to a non-interactive environment for execution. A batch job can
be a job that includes thousands of transactions, as e.g. in a weekly invoice procedure, but it can also
be a job that only contains one main transaction such as an order confirmation.

A batch job can be initiated from the job scheduler (or more correct, the job scheduler initiate a program
which starts a batch job) or by another transaction. A batch job can also be a part of a mainly interactive
job, where the interactive part submits the batch part with specific settings attached to it. The batch job
performs in that way as an extension of the interactive environment, to obtain better performance in
the time-critical operations.

Many jobs that update M3, and especially those creating output from M3, are submitted. This submitted
job is in control of the business transaction after submission.

The batch environment is thus an essential part of M3, and this environment must be up and running
to get most business processes to function properly.

Data Model of Tables Controlling Batch Jobs
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Submitting Batch Jobs
The most common way to submit a job is through the M3 Job Scheduler (CSCHJOB) or from an
interactive program. The submitted jobs are managed by M3 Job Manager (CMNGJOB).

For further information on M3 Job Scheduler, refer to "M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for
Job Scheduler" on page 73

• Submit by Job Scheduler

CSCHJOB is continuously examining the queue of scheduled job to determine if the condition to
start a job is met. The most common conditions are only dependent on the start time/date and
periodicity of the scheduled job. Another condition can be to run the job in a certain sequence. If
all conditions are met, CSCHJOB submits the job.

• Manually Submitted by User or Automatically as Part of a Workflow

When the job is submitted from the interactive environment, the user normally controls the
submission, such as ordering a printout or another batch job. But it can also be a part of a process
as described above, to reduce the time the user has to wait by submitting non time-critical updates
and other processes in a background job.

When running a batch job from the AUX – Auxiliary Functions menu in M3, it is recommended to

• have no other user logged onto the system

• stop all auto start job (ASJ) for the component

• have no more than one active job allowed for the job queue (defined in MNS300/E)

Example:

When running 'Allocated Quantity. Re-created' (MMS925), the allocation auto start job should not
be running, and no users should be performing any allocations (run it on a restricted system). The
reason for this is that all selected records are first cleared, and then they are rebuilt one-by-one.
Allocations that occur between clearing and rebuilding for any particular item/warehouse record
will be counted twice. This restrictions are not normally necessary when rebuilding a single
item/warehouse, since the risk that an allocation occurs between clearing and update is minimal.

Start and Execute Batch Job
When the job is submitted, a record is written to a table that controls the execution of the batch, the
Job Control file (CJBCTL.) The CJBCTL manages the administration of the submitted jobs and controls
and monitors the execution on the highest level.

A second table, the job command file (CJBCMD) holds details about the job, as to what program to
execute and other settings. This file controls the detail execution in the batch environment and may
hold the settings/parameters for selection of data, job control information, execution information and
printing information. Several records may be created for each job in the file CJBCMD. Not all information
is needed for every job.

When a job is submitted, M3 Job Manager (CMNGJOB) is in command and controls the execution.
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CMNGJOB tries to start the submitted jobs. To control this process one or several job queues are
supplied for execution of the jobs. Each queue has a maximum limit for the number of job that is allowed
for parallel execution, to avoid overloading the batch processor. This is set in 'Job Queue. Open'
(MNS300).

For further information on Job Queue management, see the 'Manage Job Queue' section in this
document.

Running a Batch Job with Auto Start Job Subsystem Stopped
If you want to run a batch job with no autojobs running you have to shut down the subsystem for auto
start jobs and then start CMNGJOB in the serverview.

1 Shut down the Subsystem for Auto Start Jobs

Enter the Managment Pages and shutdown the subsystem.

2 Start CMNGJOB

Click on Run. The ''Run job'' window is displayed.

Enter CMNGJOB (Auto Start Job Driver). Select Auto in the 'Type' field. Click on Run.

To be able to run a batch job, CMNGJOB must run.

3 Run the Batch Job

Run the batch job.

For example if you will re create allocated balance id's you must run batch job MMS925S1. This
batch job is started by function MMS925, on the AUX-menu.

4 Start the Subsystem for Auto Start Jobs

Enter CSRVASJ. You can select Batch in the 'Type' field. Click on Run.

This starts all auto start jobs that are stopped. All auto start jobs you want the system to run must
be defined in 'Subsystem. Job. Open' (MNS051).

Finding Interrupted Batch Jobs

Status Code in CJBCTL
A status field is supplied to monitor the execution of the job in the CJBCTL table.

The status can be one of the following:

• 00 = Job is waiting for execution. This status is set when the job is submitted.

• 15 = Start of job failed. This status is set by CMNGJOB.

• 20 = Job is executing /active, or actually started, not finished.

• 25 = Job has finished abnormally (a dump log has been created).

• 30 = Job has finished in a normal way (OK).
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CMNGJOB checks at short intervals if any job with status 00 is available, and if it is possible to
start this in the requested job queue, according to the limits set on job queue and subsystem activity
level. If so, the job is started and the status is set to 20. If a technical failure is detected, so the job
cannot be started, the status is set to 15. A technician must analyze what caused of the problem.

If the application program dumps during execution, the status of the job is set to 25, and also in
this case an analysis is required. The cause can be a program error, settings or parameters errors
or an error in the database.

If the job is completes execution normally, the status is set to 30 and the job is finished.

Function to Display Interrupted Jobs
The contents of the job control file CJBCTL and job command file can be displayed using M3
functions 'Job. Connect to Job Queue' (MNS310) and 'Submitted Job. Open' (MNS250). By selecting
on status in 'Job. Display History' (MNS320) the interrupted jobs can be displayed and examined.
Several list views exist in the program:

• The file can be viewed for a specific job queue, job queue priority, user, user and date or date.

• (MNS250) can be used to show details in file CJBCMD, and be viewed by job number, job (file),
user or date.

Restarting Batch Jobs
Content in the job control file CJBCTL and job command file can be displayed using M3 functions 'Job.
Display History' (MNS320) and 'Submitted Job. Open' (MNS250).

Some jobs can be restarted in (MNS250) if status is 15 or 25. However, in most cases this is not a
good idea unless the original problem has been analyzed. In most cases a restart will only cause a
new dump.

Important: Restarting jobs from (GLS040), 'Update of sales, purchases and general ledger' called
from various functions shall be performed from 'Trans Work File. Restart Interrupted Jobs' (GLS047),
and not from (MNS250).

For further information, refer to the General Ledger documentation under Financial Accounting.

The execution of the jobs can stop in different ways:

• If a single job is finished abnormally this is managed by CMNGJOB and the status in CJBCTL is
updated.

• If the whole computer dumps, or CMNGJOB dumps the status is not updated in CJBCTL for active
job. The jobs that were executing when the crash occurred will still have status 20, active, in the
CJBCTL file.

To take care of this a check is performed each time the CMNGJOB is re-started. All jobs currently with
status 20 are checked on all active JVMs. If the jobs with status 20 are not active, the status shall be
updated to 25, and normal procedure for investigation of the course can be performed.

A submitted job can be in different statuses when the problem occurs:
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ActionDescriptionStatus

No action required. The job remains in status 00 and will
be started when CMNGJOB is restarted.

Submitted but not started00

Examine the cause, and when fixed, try to restart from
(MNS250) or (GLS047).

Start of the job failed. This
status is set by CMNGJOB.

15

This is normally harmless to do, as the job failed before
the execution actually begun.

Normally this job is set to status 25 when the CMNGJOB
is restarted. If not, manually set status to 25 and proceed
with action on that status (see below).

The job was active when the
crash occurred.

20

Examine the cause and try to fix the problem. This is the
trickiest part as we actually don't know what happened.

The job had dumped or was
in status active when the
crash occurred.

25

The transaction will normally take care of all unfinished
database updates, so it shall be OK to restart from
(MNS250) or (GLS047).

However some jobs cannot be restarted without deleting
work files or restoring backup.

No action requiredFinished30

As the job manager CMNGJOB does not release a job if it decides that the execution subsystems are
fully occupied, it is important to check that the restart function works properly. If not, the subsystem
can be empty, but the job manager assumes that the subsystem is fully occupied as many CJBCTL
records are in status '20' (but were actually interrupted and should have status 25). A job in status 20
cannot be restarted as the system still treats it as active.

If a 'full load stop' occurs, it can result in no jobs being started. CMNGJOB will make the wrong
assumption that all subsystems are busy. This can temporary be managed by changing the number
of jobs in the subsystem until the situation is under full control and the problems are sorted out.

To cleanup a job control file, the files CJBCTL and CJBCMD must be examined and cleaned up on a
regular basis as no automatic function can manage to clear these files for interrupted jobs.

Tip: It is recommended to cleanup job control files on a weekly basis.

Manage Job Queue
When a job is submitted, M3 Job Manager (CMNGJOB) is in command and controls the execution.

CMNGJOB tries to start the submitted jobs. To control this process one or several job queues are
supplied for execution of the jobs. Each queue has a maximum limit for the number of job that is allowed
for parallel execution, to avoid overloading the batch processor. This is set in 'Job Queue. Open
(MNS300).
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The queue is determined by the job control record in CJBCMD. Jobs without a specific queue assignment
are placed in the default queue QBATCH.

The submitted jobs are executed in priority order. First are all jobs with priority 1 executed, and then
all jobs with priority 2 and so on.

Example:

Queue A has 100 jobs with priority 1 and 70 jobs with priority 2. Queue B has 50 jobs with priority 1.

The execution order will be:

1 Queue A, priority 1 (100 jobs)

2 Queue B, priority 1 (50 jobs)

3 Queue A, priority 2 (70 jobs)

Job Queues and Subsystems for Different Job Types
It is a good idea to create separate queues for different types of jobs, e.g. a special queue for jobs
with long execution time, another for medium and yet another for quick running jobs. Specific queues
can also be assigned for a given group of jobs. Different queues combined with an appropriate limit
for maximum number of jobs can be a powerful, albeit simple, way to improve system utilization
and availability.

Maximum Number of Jobs per Subsystem
How many jobs that actually can be started are controlled by a maximum jobs setting for each
subsystem. These settings are defined in the M3.properties file and M3 Script file.

• boot.server.maxsubs=0

Maximum number of subsystems that can be started by server (0 - no limit)

• boot.supervisor.balanceload

Should load balancing between M3 Subsystems be used? Value 0= False, 1= True.

• boot.subs.maxjobs

How many jobs can be started in a M3 Subsystem at the same time? This property may be
used to load balance between different subsystems running in different M3 servers. Value 0=
No limit

Important: This setting is not used anymore and must be set to zero.

boot.subs.maxjobs=0

Settings are instead made in M3 Script file

Example:

If 20 jobs are allowed in SUB:B subsystem and three job queues with a maximum of 8,3 and 1
parallel jobs are attached to that subsystem, the load on the subsystem will be a maximum of 8 +3
+1 = 12 jobs.

If 10 jobs are allowed in SUB:B subsystem and three job queues with a maximum of 8,3 and 1
parallel jobs are attached to that subsystem, the load on the subsystem will be a maximum of 8 +3
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+1 = 12 jobs. That is 2 more than allowed. Here load balancing between M3 Subsystems can be
used, depending on the settings in the M3.properties file.

Preparing a Job to be placed in a Job Queue
Follow these steps to prepare a job to be placed in a job queue (in a file) instead of being sent
directly to run in batch.

Before you start You have to set up and started jobs in the subsystem. For further information,
refer to "M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108.

Define a Job Queue

1 Start 'Job Queue. Open' (MNS300). Enter an ID for the job queue.

MNS300 – Here are two queues created, one with a maximum of ten parallel jobs running and
one with a maximum of one job running.

2 Open the E panel. Fill in Max active jobs running at the same time in this job queue.

Press Next.

MNS300/E

Place a Job in Job Queue

1 Start 'Job. Connect Job Queue' (MNS310). Fill in a job in the Job field. The User/group field
indicates the control of the start of the database job. A blank user indicates all users.

2 Open the E panel. Select the job queue in which this job should be placed. Select a priority
for the job.

Select if you want the user to confirm job start or not and the type of confirmation to be used.
Select if the job history should be saved in the job history file. The saved jobs are displayed
in (MNS320). Press Next.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

"M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108

M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Document and Media
Management
This document describes the document and media management solution in M3 Business Engine and
is intended for those administrators who needs to set up, manage, administrate, and maintain documents
and media management in M3.

Important: This document does not describe the StreamServe solution.
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Overview
• M3 Document and Media Management

M3 Document and Media Management enables you to control output from M3 Business Engine in
the form of documents and their different media, regardless of whether they are printed on paper,
faxed, e-mailed, or sent as an EDI message. For one output request, such as printing a set of
purchase orders, one single document can be formatted in different ways and distributed to multiple
receivers using different media and different formats.

M3 Document and Media Management is based on the idea that document media should be user
defined. This way, an organization can fully determine how its business communication takes place
via M3 documents in the way that is sees fit. This in turn enables a more user-friendly media control
of the documents in the business process. Media includes output on any printer or a specific printer,
documents sent as a facsimile or an e-mail, or documents distributed for the purpose of sharing
information with another application, such as EDI, flat files, or XML messaging over different
communication protocols. The media code determines a range of background settings that control
the output flow. However, the user is fully encapsulated from that information and only controls the
media code and the business data.

The media selection can be defined and determined on several functional levels:

• By the user who requests the output

• By the receiver of the output and the receiver's own business standards for receiving output

• Based on document content (different object values)

• Media Selection Based On the User

The most common media selection scenario is one in which the user determines the output media.
M3 Business Engine provides highly flexible settings for this purpose. The requesting user can
determine the media based on different combinations of M3 application area or printer file (the
technical instance of a document), user ID, and the user's current location. The combination of
these values then determines a media code, with additional attributes for that media, such as for
specifying the printer or printer queue.

Examples

• A user wants all output to always be printed on the same printer. The ID of that user therefore
determines the media selection. The user simply selects the printer and output server.

• A specific document should always be printed on a specific printer. The document therefore
determines the media selection.

• All documents for an entire application in M3 Business Engine should be printed on a specific
printer. In this case, only the first two letters of the application area must be set.

• Only the location (workstation) determines the printer to which all printouts are sent. In this
case, the location is the only controlling object. Of course you can specify combinations of
these controlling objects, in order to be more specific.

• Media Selection Based On the Receiver

In some cases, the output media must be determined by the receiver and the business standards
used by the receiver. For example, you want to send purchase orders to all of your suppliers by
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e-mail. Since each supplier has a different e-mail address, the purchase orders should be
automatically sent based on those settings. The receivers and their processing information are
then retrieved as objects from the document content to determine the output for each purchase
order for multiple orders. The settings for each receiver of the purchase order therefore override
the settings for the user.

• Media Selection Based On Document Content

In some cases, the media selection must be determined by one or more combinations of objects
within the document content. M3 supports this for a small set of documents.

• Documents Read by a Person

From a usage view, documents can be separated into those oriented for humans or those oriented
for applications. Documents to be read by humans are managed via output servers such as M3
OUT (StreamServe). In this case, the process is to generate the document content within M3
Business Engine via printer programs. The content is then distributed to the output server for layout
and distribution.

• Documents Shared with an External System

For documents to be shared with other systems, the output is still triggered in M3 Business Engine
via printer programs. Although no document content is created, a document initiator with keys to
the related information is shared with Infor Enterprise Collaborator (IEC). Here, the document
content is created by detecting who is the sender, who is the receiver, and which document initiator
was sent. IEC then finds the correct definition for how document content should be created and
runs a script, which uses the keys in the document initiator to retrieve the correct information from
M3 Business Engine via M3 APIs. When the entire document content is created, the document can
then distributed to a syntax manager. This syntax manager, which can be a part of IEC or any
software, such as an integration broker, formats the correct syntax and forwards the document to
a communication engine. Here, the document is communicated to the receiving application. Also,
the communication engine can be a part of IEC as well as being software.

Technical Solution
In M3 Document and Media Management, documents are initiated in M3 Business Engine but are
finalized in an output server via a software service, called an output service, such as M3 OUT or Infor
Enterprise Collaborator. One output service can support one or more media, and thereby one output
software can support one or more media. This is defined by the output software capabilities in media
support.

Depending on the type of output you want to create, all document information is pushed out from M3
Business Engine to the output service. Alternatively, only one document is pushed out. The created
initiator is sent to the output service, and the document is created in the output service by retrieving
document content information from M3 Business Engine using APIs. In the first case, the document is
formatted according to rules in the output service and then distributed via the correct channel for the
media. In the second case, both the content and format are managed according to rules in the output
service. If the output software cannot manage the final requested format or communication, additional
software is requested for the output service. This is the case, for example, for facsimile and EDI in
EDIFACT format, where fax software and an EDI syntax server are requested as additions to M3 OUT
and Infor Enterprise Collaborator.
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The output file formats are distributed via a TCP/IP socket connection to an output service. (For more
information, see the description of the OUT interface.) Technically, the service is defined as a port at
a host, which is the output server. The different software programs on the output server are in M3
Business Engine called the output server types, and they set the limit on the output formats they can
manage from M3 Business Engine. The different formats, STREAM and XMLOUT, are used for different
purposes. STREAM is intended for human readers, while XMLOUT is intended for use in an
application-to-application integration situation.

STREAM is technically a stream file with a name-value format. It contains three sections: the media
control section, the front page section, and the document data. In the media control area you have the
control information to the output service in order to control the output of the desired media. Multiple
media can be specified in the media control section. The front page section declares the document
output ordering data and selection criteria that were used for the output. Finally, the document data is
grouped by a set of 'records' of data. For example, the document starts with header attributes, grouped
within a header record. It is then followed by address attributes in an address record. After that, multiple
detail lines are declared by several line records.

XMLOUT is also technically a stream file, although in XML format. Compared to STREAM, the XMLOUT
file only contains control information and keys to the business data, instead of declaring the full set of
data. This approach is chosen, since the target with XMLOUT is to utilize event-driven architecture for
integration of applications. This means that M3 only publishes documentation of what has happened.
It is up to the receiving application (the output service) to interpret what to do with the event and to
create the full content, since that is connected to the interpretation of the event. The way to build up
content is then made through the M3 APIs. Finally, the output service creates the media format out of
the content and publishes it through the defined channel. This architecture might seem complicated at
first, but it is highly efficient in the long run. For more detailed information about the XMLOUT format,
see the detailed documentation about the M3 Business Message Initiator.

The Challenges of Document Output Management
Outputs from enterprise applications that are not published via user interfaces are commonly viewed
as printouts, since that is the most common output media. However, output must also be distributed
in different ways within and outside the enterprise. These different distribution channels or media
require different technologies and infrastructures. Even if only printouts are needed, different
companies have different infrastructures for it, such as printers, printer servers, and perhaps output
servers. These are based on different technologies and therefore require adaptations in the printout
flows for an enterprise application. Different companies also have different names for the same
media, which can also be a source of confusion.

Follow these steps - Document and Media Settings
In order to make the appropriate settings for managing output, you must describe the relationship
between the media code and the technical output formats that M3 supports as well as the relationship
between M3 and the output servers and its software that will be used. You must also define the
documents that will be used in your business processes and the media that will be supported for each
document.

1 Generate Document Media (CRS116)
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To define the media codes and their relationship to the technical output format support in M3 Business
Engine, generate standard document media in 'Document Media. Open' (CRS116) by clicking
F14='Generate standard'. Enter a name and description. The media code also determines the
technical format it will generate and the appearance of the media settings for each document screen.

The valid interfaces are STREAM and XMLOUT. STREAM is a tagged file format with the entire
document content inside. XMLOUT is an XML format with only key values to the document's business
object. XMLOUT is also known as M3 Business Message Initiator.

The media category is the screen-controlling parameter for the document media settings and can
have values for print, fax, mail, file, EDI, MBM, and send net file.

2 Define Output Server (MNS218)

To define the available servers as output servers in order to describe the output infrastructure for
M3, create the output server definition in 'Output Server. Open' (MNS218). The output server definition
consists of an ID and a description of the output server, as well as its location and IP address or
host name.

3 Define Output Service Type (MNS217)

To define the output managing software as output service types (which determine the technical
output formats from M3 that they can receive), you need to define the output service type in 'Output
Service Type. Open' (MNS217). The output service type definition consists of an ID and a description
of the software application (for example IEC or StreamServe), as well as the interface format of the
interchange file that it can receive.

4 Define Output Service (MNS216)

Define the output service in 'Output Service. Open' (MNS216). The definition consists of and ID and
a description of an output service, as well as a specific instance of an output service type on a
specific server by determining an output service type and an output server together with the socket
port that the socket communication that the service resides on.

Tip: The defined output servers and output service types can support a variety of media that can
be distributed. The easiest way to separate what they can perform is to split them into multiple output
services. Separating the different services into multiple ports technically does this via the output
service definition. Thereby one output server can have one or more services that support the creation
of different media via one or more output service types (software packages). This is based on the
fact that the service might require different technical setups for each media. However, one service
can still support multiple media, such as print or fax.

5 Connect Media to Output Service (MNS214)

Connect the media to the output service in 'Output Service Type. Connect Media' (MNS214). By
connecting the media to the output service, you define that the output service can support that
media. Standard media is defined in 'Document Media. Open' (CRS116).

6 Generate Standard Documents (CRS928)

Generate standard documents and document variants in 'M3 Document. Open' (CRS928) by clicking
F14='Generate standard'. This is a global program; it involves all companies in M3 Business Engine.
You can also click F15='Gen all' in (CRS928). This generates document media in (CRS116) and
also generates the connection between document media and standard documents in 'M3 Document.
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Connect Media' (CRS929). This describes which documents and variants are supported by the
system and contains many attributes for controlling the document and media management process,
such as the name of a document, the partner-controlling objects, and the connection to the printer
file.

7 Generate Documents per Company (CRS027)

Select F14='Generate standard' to generate all standard documents for the company you are working
in. A simple way to define the documents to use is to generate all and then remove the ones you
do not want.

8 Connect Media to Documents (CRS929)

You connect the media to documents in 'M3 Document. Connect Media' (CRS929).

The definition states the media support per document number. By connecting a document number
to a media code, it is declared that the combination is valid for the company.

You can also generate the records in (CRS929) by selecting F15='Gen all' in 'M3 Document. Open'
(CRS928).

9 Define Printers (CRS290)

Define the printer on which the document should be printed in 'Standard Document. Open' (CRS290).
The definition consists of an ID, description, name, priority, and printer queue.

Follow these steps - Media Selection Based On the User
These settings determine the media selection for approximately 900 available document outputs in M3
Business Engine. Together with potentially thousands of users in different locations, the setup must
be flexible enough to suit groups of users or documents and be specific enough to suit a single user
and document combination.

The usual media setting per user and printer file combination needs to enable one output request to
generate multiple outputs via multiple media. You also need to determine which output service will do
the job. Usually, only a few output services should be used for a company, and this is why many
connections must be described; they must logically interact with the media settings for the documents.

1 Make Output Service Selections (MNS204)

Make the output service selections in 'Output Service Selection. Open' (MNS204). In order to ensure
the correct combination of settings, the following rules apply:

DescriptionField

If this field is left blank, the setup will be valid for all printer files.Printer file

Specifies whether the output is sent to 'Output. Manage per Job'
(MNS206) and then held there and not distributed further. This is
desirable when testing new output services.

Hold output
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DescriptionField

Specifies whether the output is saved after it is sent to the output
service. This acts as an archive function if it does not exist in the
output service type software or used for tests.

Save output

Specifies whether the output is confirmed or changed in (MNS212)
before it is printed.

Confirm output

Lets you connect media control objects from 'Output Media Selection.
Open' (MNS205) and 'M3 Document. Connect Media' (CRS949)
to the output service settings.

Media control selection

These fields are settings for StreamServe.Layout and Overlay

2 Select Output Media (MNS205)

Select the media for user-controlled output in 'Output Media Selection. Open' (MNS205). Multiple
media records can be set for one output selection. Alternatives are:

*PRT = Printer - opens (MNS205/E).

*FILE = File - opens (MNS205/H).

*FAX = Telefax - opens (MNS205/G).

*MAIL =E-mail - opens (MNS205/F).

In order to ensure the correct combination of settings, the following rules apply:

• If the Printer file field is left blank, the setup will be valid for all printer files.

• If you want to enable all printer files to use the same server, you should leave both the 'User'
field and the 'Printer file' field blank.

• If you want to define settings without division, you must log on and enter the program as only a
company user. You are then allowed to define division values.

The build-up of the layout directive in the StreamServe is built up in the following way:

Event id _ Paper size _ Country _ Modification _ Overlay.

Example: PPS6010H_A4_GB_XXX_Layout1

The logic for finding media settings and output services is as follows:

1 Media settings in (MNS205) are read until one or more records are found.

To enable a highly flexible setup, the following logic is applied until a record in (MNS205) is found:
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Table 63. (MNS205), Division XXX

LocationPrinter fileUserDivisionSequence

Filled inFilled inFilled inFilled in1

BlankFilled inFilled inFilled in2

BlankFilled inBlankFilled in3

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

Filled inFilled in4

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

BlankFilled in5

BlankBlankFilled inFilled in6

BlankBlankBlankFilled in7

Another loop takes place on the company level (in other words, the division is always blank).

Table 64. (MNS205), Blank division (company level)

LocationPrinter fileUserDivisionSequence

Filled inFilled inFilled inBlank1

BlankFilled inFilled inBlank2

BlankFilled inBlankBlank3

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

BlankBlank4

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

BlankBlank5

BlankBlankFilled inBlank6

BlankBlankBlankBlank7

When one or more media records in (MNS205) are found, the process restarts in order to find the
output service to use 'Output Service Selection. Open' (MNS204). The media and output service
selections that are found in (MNS204) are then used in the output process. If the Confirm setting is
activated in (MNS204), you are also allowed to change the media settings for the current output
and so momentarily override the settings from (MNS205).

Follow these steps - Media Selection Based On Partner
Since a document requester is not always the receiver you need to be able to override the receiver
and the output media. M3 provides a function for partner-based media selection to address this issue.
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Each document contains definitions of the document content objects that are valid for partner media
selection. They are defined in M3 documents in 'M3 Document. Open' (CRS928). Normally, the receiving
party of the document is the object, but in some cases you need multiple objects to define the receiver.
The document can be partner controlled if the Media control selection field is 1='Yes' for the current
document. This is displayed in (CRS928).

Another way to check if the document can be partner controlled is to open 'Standard Document. Open'
(CRS027) and select option 12='Media'. If 'Std Document. Connect Media Ctrl Object' (CRS945) is
opened the document can be partner controlled. Otherwise, the following message is displayed:
Document number xxx document variant xx is not allowed on the partner level.

1 Define Media Profile in (CRS033)

The media profile defined in 'Media Profile. Open' (CRS033) can be set in an M3 transaction, such
as a purchase order, as one of the components that will determine the media during printing. For
example, if a media profile is set in a purchase order it will, together with the supplier number, be a
media-controlling object for the purchase order printout. If the combination is not found in the media
control table, the system searches for the media profile only. If that combination is not found, the
system searches for the supplier number only. If that combination is not found, the system finally
searches for a blank media profile and a blank supplier number. When a valid combination is found,
the purchase order will be printed for all the media that are set for the valid combination.

2 Connect Partner to Standard Document in (CRS945)

Start 'Standard Document. Open' (CRS027), select a document, and select option 12='Media'. 'Std
Document. Connect Media Ctrl Object' (CRS945) is opened.

You define the partner object values that will determine the media. In our example, the order
confirmation document is determined by the customer number and possibly the address ID. If a
blank object value is set, this setting will determine the media for any customer and address for the
document.

In some cases (mainly within the procurement process) the media profile is transaction-based. By
storing the media profile in, for example, the purchase order, you can determine the desired media
from the transaction. The media profile is used as a filter and can determine which partner record
to select, since one partner can have several records with different media profiles.

You can also have records with only media profiles set and no partner object values. In this case,
the media is only determined by the media profile. For example, if you set media profile 1 in a
purchase order and then print the purchase order, the media profile will determine a set of media
regardless of the partner.

3 Connect Media Profile to Media (CRS949)

In 'Std Document. Connect Media Ctrl Object' (CRS945), select option 12='Media' to start 'Doc
Media Control Object. Connect Media' (CRS949). You can define several media for one media
profile. Due to technical restrictions, you are limited to using only one service ID for the
stream-file-dependent media codes. The same is true for SPOOL records. For XMLOUT records
you can define as many as you like.

When you add a media record, you must add additional attributes that determine the media and
that are unique for each media code. However, you always need to set a service ID to indicate the
output service to use for executing the media. Regardless of whether you want a copy of your output
request, since all the documents are controlled by the media profile you will often receive a copy of
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the front page. If you do not want to receive this copy on a printer or as a file, you should just send
it to a 'non-existing service.'

Generate Documents and Partner Objects (CRS947)

1 Start 'M3 Document. Open' (CRS928). Click F14='Generate standard' to generate all standard
documents.

Note:  'M3 Document. Open' (CRS928) is a global program - it involves all companies in M3.

2 Select a document and click option 12=Partner reference object. This starts 'Standard Document.
Connect Partner Ref Obj' (CRS947). On the E panel you define partner reference settings for this
document.

3 Redisplay (CRS928), and select F15='Gen all'. This will generate all settings in (CRS928) and
(CRS947) for each document.

4 You can also create variants for documents in (CR928) and define partner reference settings for
the variant 's' in (CRS947).

Example: Document 915 variant 10 sends package information to the external system when the
picking list is printed. Document 915, variant 20 sends transportation information to the external
system when the outbound delivery is reported. Because there are two different document variants
in this example, the external system will know which information each transfer ID contains.

Follow these steps - Media Selection Based on Document Content
This type of media selection is only used for just-in-time (JIT) call-off documents. It is often used in the
automotive industry, usually together with EDI business messages.

Media selection based on document content is a very flexible solution, since it enables you to determine
the output media based on any field from the transaction table.

Media selection based on document content is intended for output processes that are used in-house
but that must be determined by document data. For example, you want to print item labels in production
and send them to the printer closest to the workstation. The workstation and/or the item are therefore
the objects used to determine the output media. You might also want different layouts for the label,
based on the item type or the receiver's requirements. These objects can therefore control the output
process.

Object-controlled and partner-controlled media selections cannot be used for the same document
number. Therefore, object-controlled media only works for some documents and partner-controlled
media for other documents.

The following documents are for JIT release management:

• C30 = Item label

• C31 = Transport label

• C32 = Packing proposal list

• C33 = Picking list.

Define Object Control Table for JIT Documents (CMS016, CMS017)
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1 Start 'Available Object Control Parameters. Open' (CMS016). Select JIT Output Control and select
option 11='Object table detailed lines'.

2 'Generic Object Control Table. Open' (CMS017/B) is started. Four JIT documents are displayed
(C30-C33).

3 Set the panel sequence to E (T) 1.

4 Select a document and select Change.

5 On the (CMS017/E) panel, enter the following information:

• Priorities from 1 to 10 in the Priority fields.

By default, sequence 10 corresponds to priority 1, 20 to priority 2, and so on up to sequence
100, which corresponds to priority 10.

• Field 1 (2, 3 and 4) with selections made in field group (CRC30-CRC33).

Click F4 to select the valid fields.

6 Select the fields and redisplay (CMS017/E).

7 Press Enter until you start 'Output Control Selection Table. Open' (CRS029).

Create Values for the Object Control Table (CRS029)

You must define values for the defined control fields. Repeat these steps for each priority value.

1 On the (CRS029/B) panel, define values for the fields.

The Value 1, (2, 3 and 4) fields are the first, second, third, and fourth values to be compared to the
contents of a control object.

2 On the (CRS029/E) panel, enter the following information:

Printer file, Workstation, User, and Media settings - This combination points to one or more entries
in 'Output Media Selection. Open' (MNS205).

Request Document Output and Monitor Output
• Manually Requested Document Output

The usual document output is requested manually by a user in M3. This request can be initiated
in many ways, but the most common way is to select an option in a business transaction, select a
function key in a business transaction, or simply invoke a print program.

Regardless of how the manual output is requested, it follows the same pattern, which is described
in this chapter.

• Document Output Requests

As the first step in a request for document output, a selection screen is displayed, where you
can select the From and To values. The transactions included within the range will be put into
the documents.
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In some cases you can also determine whether only originals (first time output) or only copies
(transactions that already have been on document output) should be included in the selection.

In some cases, you can also override the selections and instead use specific transactions as
the selection criteria.

All output requests have a report header panel, where you can add information about this single
output that will be printed on the front page, if used.

• Select Output Media (MNS212)

If Confirm output was selected in MNS204/E, the program 'Output. Select Media' (MNS212)
appears after the completed output selection.

In MNS212 you can override the user-controlled settings made in MNS205 so that they can be
changed for the actual output.

For example, if you usually print a specific document but instead want to e-mail it to a colleague,
you can remove the suggested *PRT record and add a *MAIL record instead with your
colleague's e-mail address.

• Auto Start Job (ASJ) Requested Document Output

Certain documents that can be manually requested for output can also be requested by an auto
start job (ASJ), which automatically starts the output. This is done through the user-controlled media
settings with the ASJ user as the requesting user. This user and the user's data are key values for
the output definition selection search when the auto start job executes an output initiation.

Example

A picking list should be printed via an auto start job. It uses the ASJ user, for example M3, and its
user data to find the appropriate settings in MNS204 and MNS205. The company number and
division in addition to the user ID are retrieved from the user and, together with the actual printer
file name, become the keys for the selection.

The rules for when and what initiates document output for each document is part of the current
function and is described in the documentation for the function.

• Monitor User-Controlled Document Output

To monitor the output you have requested, in order to follow it within M3 and to confirm that it has
been delivered to the correct output server the following process is valid.

Note: All output files, which can include one or more documents, all have an ID that is normally
the same as the job ID, which is why that is the name of the ID. That ID is unique within an M3
installation and is also used as the unique ID for the physical files when they are distributed to
output servers.

Manage Output per User (MNS206)

The output monitoring and tracking is performed in MNS206, which holds the processing status
and processing control information.

If the Save field is activated in MNS204, then the correctly processed output will save the record:
Otherwise it will be automatically removed and only records with status MSG (An error has occurred)
will be stored here. I
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If the Hold output setting is activated, the output will end up here but will not be distributed further
to the output server until it is sent manually using option 1.

For managing user-controlled output, choose view 5 in MSN206 as this allows monitoring the output
per user, printer file, date, and time.

The record in MNS206 is the control record for the output, which except for process status and
process control also includes information about technical addresses as well as messages back
from the output server.

• Monitor Partner-Controlled Document Output

A partner-controlled output takes place within a user-controlled output job. When media overrides
per partner takes place, a new document file is created and sometimes also one per document
and media is created. The document data is now not written in the user-controlled file, rather in the
new partner controlled file together with its media controls. Since the media codes can force a
separation to several output servers, the document sometimes must be multiplied in order to be
distributed to each and every server. Each document receives a new ID number, job number, which
have the same features as the one for user-controlled output. Then all user-controlled document
output ends up in one file and the overriding partner controlled ends up in multiple files, at least
one per document. Each output file has its record in MNS206. Though all files are connected through
one single record in MNS206, namely the one connected to the user-controlled output.

To know which output jobs that have a partner related files, the user controlled record has a '!' flag
on the MNS206/B panel. Then there is several connected output files and they can be reached via
option 13-Partner.

Manage Output per Partner (MNS206)

Partner-controlled document output is managed in MNS207, which you access from MNS206 by
selecting option 13=Partner from the records that are marked with an exclamation mark (!).

When MNS207 is started, you can also see the document ID, such as the order number, and the
partner controlling objects, such as the supplier.

Example

Select five purchase orders and send them to a printer. Two of these orders have overriding partner
control. The first has *edi and *fax and the second has *mail. The first receiver actually wants the
purchase order as an EDI message with a fax copy, probably for control purposes. The second
receiver wants to receive the purchase order by e-mail.

When the print job is in progress, three purchase orders will be sent to the printer. The EDI document
will probably be distributed via IEC to the EDI server as an EDI message. The fax version of the
same document will be distributed via the output server to the fax server. The e-mail will be
distributed via the output server to the e-mail server.

You get one user-controlled output record with partner-related output, marked with a '!' in MNS206
and three partner-related output files connected to the user record in MNS207, one for EDI, one
for fax, and one for e-mail.

• Monitor Object-Controlled Document Output

Object-controlled documents are managed in the same way as user-controlle, since the object
selection uses the user control settings.
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Manage Errors and Tracking Output
Administrators can search for specific documents based on the output status, requesting user, ordering
time, and ID in MNS206 and MNS207.

Tracking and administrator monitoring processes include the following:

• Manage Output Errors (MNS206,View 6)

Document output is managed based on the output status in MNS206, view 6.

Using status 'MSG', all the erroneous document outputs are shown.

Setting date and time allows you to limit the error search as well as by assigning printer file and
user.

Message status log can be viewed by using option 11=View which will start the Server View.

• Track Output per User (MNS206, View 5)

Use MNS206, view 5, to search for document output by user, and perhaps by printer file and date
and time.

• Track Output per Printer File (MNS206, View 7)

Use MNS206, view 7, to search for certain printer files, and perhaps the date, time, and user.

• Track Output per Document ID (MNS207, View 2)

Partner-controlled output is displayed in 'Output. Manage per Partner' (MNS207).

If the documents are partner-media-controlled, you can search for document IDs (such as the
purchase order number) using MNS207, view 2. By assigning the combination of document ID and
printer file, the unique combination is shown. If the document has been distributed for output several
times, multiple records are shown.

• Track Output per Partner (MNS207, View 3)

To track the documents that were distributed to certain partners, you can view the documents that
were distributed to a specific partner in MNS207, view 3, By assigning the printer file and the partner
objects, all documents of that type for that partner will be shown.

Resend and Delete Output
• Manual Resending of Output Files (MNS206)

Output files can be resent to the output server using the MNS206 function, option 1=Send. The file
is then interactively retransmitted to the output server.

• Automatic Resending of Output Files (ASJ MNS950)

To resend output files automatically when the out server cannot be reached, you must set up the
MNS950 auto start job in MNS051. The MNS950 job will for each run try resend each output file
that has status "MSG" in MNS206 for a maximum of 24 hours.

• Manual Deletion of Output Files

You manually delete output files in MNS206 by selecting the Delete option. You remove the control
record, the output file, and the related records and files.
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• Mass Deletion of Output Files

A mass delete is done in the MNS906 function. You submit the delete job by selecting F10=Delete.
This starts the MNS907CL job. If the MNS906 job is controlled in the M3 job scheduler, the delete
function can be controlled by a schedule.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Batch Jobs and Job Queues" on page 82

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

"API Security" on page 8

M3 Business Engine Administrator’s Guide for Auto Start Jobs and
Subsystems

Introduction
This document is intended for those who manage the subsystems and the auto start jobs. It describes
the programs and methods used to manage auto start jobs (ASJs) in M3 Business Engine.

The subsystem management programs are used for auto start jobs only. An auto start job is a batch
job doing repetitive work or one-time initialization work. Defined auto start jobs are automatically started
each time the ASJ subsystem is started. M3 contains a number of predefined auto start jobs. It is
possible to run parallel auto start jobs.

The document "M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" available in M3 BE User
Documentation Infocenter lists all auto start jobs. It also contains a table with dependencies and other
comments about the auto start jobs.

Authorities for subsystems
It is recommended to let only few users have access to the programs that are used to maintain the
subsystems. This means that the following programs should be provided with restricted access:

• 'Subsystem. Open' (MNS050)

• 'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051)

For further information about security, see the document "Function Security", available in M3 BE User
Documentation Infocenter.

Auto start job subsystems
The subsystems used for auto start jobs are managed in one program, 'Subsystem. Open' (MNS050).
The jobs in a subsystem can be started and stopped from the Management Pages, or via 'Subsystem
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Job. Open' (MNS051). Start and stop from Management Pages is described below. Start and stop via
(MNS051) is described in section "'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051)".

Start and stop the jobs in subsystem from Management Pages
When you start jobs from server view with program CSRVASJ, you start all subsystems entered
in (MNS050) and their underlying auto start jobs, defined in (MNS051).

Run program CSRVASJ from the Management Pages to start new, previously stopped or un-started
auto start jobs. Jobs already started are not affected by CSRVASJ. If the subsystem is down
completely, you must run CSRVASJ as type "Autojob" from the Management Pages, to start the
subsystem.

CSRVASJ starts the jobs specified by 'Subsystem. Open' (MNS050) and 'Subsystem Job. Open'
(MNS051). These jobs are run for the user, company, division and system language specified in
these two programs.

If you, for example, want to run a batch job with no use of auto start jobs, you have to shut down
the subsystem for auto start jobs and then start CMNGJOB (manager of submitted jobs) in the
Management Pages.

To shut down an auto start job, navigate to the Management Pages and select shut down (for
example) Subsystem:A. This stops all auto start jobs that are defined in 'Subsystem Job. Open'
(MNS051) for the subsystem.

Auto start job names must be unique
The Management Pages displays all jobs for all subsystems. If, for example, there are two
subsystems created in (MNS050); ASJ and TST, you must have unique IDs for the connected jobs.

For example, if subsystem ASJ has job MMS901, subsystem TST must have a unique ID for this
job, for example MMS90101. All jobs must have unique IDs, even if they belong to different
subsystems.

'Subsystem. Open' (MNS050)
Panel B displays the subsystem. ASJ is the only valid subsystem type. Use option 1='Create' to
create a new subsystem.

Use related option 11='Job in subsystem' on a subsystem record to see the connected jobs in
'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051).

Panel E contains the detailed information about the subsystem. The 'Delay' field specifies the
default delay in seconds that a job "sleeps" between iterations. The value is normally 60 seconds.

The 'User' field displays the ID of the user that usually starts the subsystem and runs the jobs. This
setting can be overridden by entering a user in 'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051).The value is
normally M3. The user value can define different configurations per user in (MNS100/L) (retrieved
from (MNS102), (MNS104)). If you have different system configurations, then there will be different
subsystems with their jobs. If you have the same system configuration there will be one subsystem.
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'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051)
Panel B displays all the jobs in the subsystem and enables you to add new jobs. You can select
F14='Crt standard' to automatically create the default set of jobs, or you can select option 3='Copy'
to manually create the jobs.

Option 11='Sel records' displays 'Subsystem Job. Select Records' (MNS052), where you can select
specific jobs to be included.

F14= 'Crt standard' creates the standard auto start jobs. This function creates all auto start job for
one subsystem. If you want to create auto start jobs connected to another subsystem, you must
select option 3= 'Copy', in front of the current job.

F19 = 'Start all' starts all jobs in (MNS051). If there are several subsystems in (MNS050), this
function starts all jobs for all subsystems.

F20 = 'End all' ends all jobs in (MNS051). If there are several subsystems in (MNS050), this function
ends all jobs for all subsystems.

Option 9 = 'Start job' starts the selected job.

Option 10 = 'End job' ends the selected job.

Note: The tasks of starting and stopping jobs can also be done from the Management Pages.

The 'Status' of a job has the following valid values:

• 10 = Preliminary

• 20 = Definite

• 90 = Blocked/expired.

Note: Only jobs with status 20 will run when the subsystem is started.

The 'Delay' field shows the time, in seconds, that elapses from when the job has stopped processing
units of work until it should start again. The processing stops when there are no more units of work
to process. The delay time entered in 'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051) does not affect the batch
job manager, CMNGJOB. That time is set in the M3 properties file.

When the auto start job is activated by a work file, the delay starts to look for new data when the
queue does not contain any more records, that is, when the 'No rec' field is equal to 0.

When the auto start job is activated by a transaction file, the delay starts to look for new data after
all transactions are run and updated.

The 'File' field defines the work file that activates the auto start job. If this record is blank, the auto
start job is activated by a transaction file.

The 'No records' field shows the number of records that are queued and waiting to be processed
by the auto start job.

The 'Active' field shows if the job is active and in use. Only jobs with status 20 can be active.
However, jobs with status 20 can also be inactive for certain reasons.

The 'Select/Omit' (S/O) field shows if a record is selected with option 11='Sel records' to be displayed
in 'Subsystem Job. Select Records' (MNS052), where you can restrict the jobs to be included. For
some auto start jobs, a subset of units of work can be selected by using 'Subsystem Job. Select
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Records' (MNS052). This is useful when more than one instance of a job is needed to increase
throughput. For example, one job processes units of work for company 001 and another job
processes units of work for company 999.

The 'Active change rate' field is updated from the Management Pages. It displays how active the
job is during a period of time. In the Management Pages in a subsystem, you can see that every
auto start job has a status. Possible statuses are SLEEP (a number of seconds), CHAIN (logical
file), READ, READ_LOCK, or CONNECTING TO SUPERVISOR. All status changes do not require
the same amount of time; for example, SETLL requires almost no time, while a READ_LOCK can
take a few seconds. Therefore, the change rate is not an absolute measure of how fast a job is
running. It only indicates the frequency of activity in a job.

In (MNS051/E), the following fields are displayed:

• Program - The program that controls the job.

• Delay - See above

• File - See above

• Company, Division – The company and division for which the job is run. If company is not
specified here, the default company and division for the user specified in the 'User' field will be
used. If no user is specified in the 'User' field, the default company and division for the user
entered in 'Subsystem. Open' (MNS050) will be used.

• System Language - The system language for which the job is run. If system language is not
specified here, the default system language for the user entered in the 'User' field will be used.
(If the user is not connected to a system language, the job will be run with the language of the
program.)

• User – The user for which the job is run. If no user is entered here, the job is run for the user
entered in 'Subsystem. Open' (MNS050).

How to create auto start jobs connected to another subsystem
You must manually copy/create all jobs to be connected to another subsystem. F14 = 'Create all' only
creates jobs for the first subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1 Select option 3='Copy' for the job to be copied/created.

2 On (MNS051/C), you must give the job a unique name. Specify the new subsystem ID. For example:
copy MHS855 from subsystem ASJ to subsystem TST. Then you can name the job MHS85501 and
select TST in the subsystem field.

3 On the (MNS051/E) panel, the applicable values are retrieved. You can also enter 'User', 'Company'
etc.

Selecting records for auto start jobs
For some of the auto start jobs, a subset of units of work can be selected via 'Subsystem Job. Select
Records' (MNS052). This is useful when more than one instance of a job is needed to increase
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throughput. For example, one job processes units of work for company 001 and another job processes
units of work for company 999.

The selection is performed in 'Subsystem Job. Select Records' (MNS052). On panel B, enter the
conditions for the records to be selected.

The 'Select/Omit' (S/O) field indicates if a record is to be selected. 'Select' = Select the records that
have field values within (or equal to) the following values. 'Omit' = Omit the records that have field
values within (or equal to) the following values.

The 'Selection 1' field shows the lowest and highest value in the current field in order for the record to
be selected or omitted for the job. The field can for example contain the value Company.

The 'Selection 2' field shows the lowest and highest value in the current field in order for the record to
be selected or omitted for the job. The field can for example contain the value Warehouse.

The following rules apply to the conditions specified in this panel:

1 If nothing is entered in the S/O field, S=Select is used as default value.

2 If at least one of the entries in the S/O field is O=Omit, everything else is selected.

3 If at least one of the entries in the S/O field is S=Select, everything else is omitted.

4 The specified conditions are evaluated from the top and downwards. When a condition is met, no
more conditions are evaluated. This is further described by the examples below.

Example 1
Scenario: Select Company 100-110. Omit company 105.

Result: If the current company is 105, it will be selected since the first condition is met. (The second
condition is not evaluated.)

Example 2
Scenario: Omit company 105. Select company 100-110.

Result: If the current company is 105, it will be omitted since the first condition is met. (The second
condition is not evaluated.)

Auto start jobs
The M3 auto start job subsystem has a number of predefined jobs that are performed according to the
settings in the subsystem maintenance programs described in this document. The predefined jobs can
be used for purposes such as:

• Allocating order lines

• Rescheduling manufacturing orders

• Processing and printing picking lists

• Printing order confirmations

• Releasing stock locations

• Updating transaction history
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The units of work, for example records to be processed, are stored in queues within work tables until
the corresponding auto start job has processed them.

When for example customer orders are entered, records are created and stored in the work table. The
auto start job continuously monitors the work table and processes the records.

In the auto start job functionality for M3 Business Engine, it is possible to run parallel jobs against a
work table to consume the queue faster. As an alternative, you can set priorities in 'Subsystem Job.
Select Record' (MNS052).

Subsystem control
The following properties describe the auto start jobs:

• Job start - The auto start jobs are automatically started each time the subsystem is started.
When the subsystem is active, the auto start job functionality is active and works as described
in the figure above.

• Inactive subsystem - Even when the subsystem is not active, the necessary records are written
to the work tables. When the auto start jobs are started again, all records are processed. The
records are sorted according to the first in, first out principle. It must be observed, however,
that when the subsystem is down, certain data, (for instance available to promise), may not be
completely up to date.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions" on page 108
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M3 Business Engine Auto Start Job Descriptions
This guide includes a description of the available Auto Start Jobs in M3 Business Engine.

COS900 - Invoice Specification
The auto start job 'Invoice Specification' (COS900) creates records for invoice specification transactions
for Maintenance customer orders, and retrieves sales price and costing for reported operation, material
and subcontracting transactions from a work order.

Table 65. Programs that create records in the ASJ table

DescriptionProgram

Maint CO. Open LineCOS101

Maint Quotation. Open InformationCOS115

Maint CO. Quick EntryCOS130

Maint Invoice. Open SpecificationCOS170

Fnc: Call for update of invoice specificationCOS171

Fnc: Stock transactions - External functionsMMS905

Fnc: Planning overview - External functionsMMS915

Fnc: Report Maintenance operations - External f.MOS071

Report Maintenanvce operations - External f.MOS074

WO material and operations - detailMOS105

Handling external repairPPS322

Handling external purchasePPS324

Table 66. Input parameters - COS900

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyIUCONO

2,0Stock transaction typeIUTTYP

10To order numberIUATOR

3,0To order lineIUATPO

1,0Reference order categoryIURORC

10Reference order numberIURORN
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SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Reference order lineIURORL

5,0Transaction numberIUALI1

1,0Line typeIUALNT

1Function typeIUAFUN

15Job reference 1IUGSR1

15Job reference 2IUGSR2

60Text line 1IUTXT1

60Text line 2IUTXT2

30Operation descriptionIUOPDS

3FacilityIUFACI

3WarehouseIUWHLO

3Service processIUPRCS

20ServiceIUSUFI

15Item numberIUITNO

3Product structure typeIUSTRT

10LocationIUWHSL

12Lot numberIUBANO

12ContainerIUCAMU

10,0Receiving numberIUREPN

1,0UsedIUAUSE

1,0ExchangeIUAEXH

15,6Transaction quantity - basic U/MIUTRQT

7,2Used labor run timeIUUMAT

7,2Used machine run timeIUUPIT

7,2Used machine setup timeIUUSET

7,2Used labor setup timeIUUMAS

15,6Manufactured quantityIUMAQT
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SizeDescriptionField name

1,0Manual completion flagIUREND

30RemarkIUREMK

3Unit of measureIUUNIT

15,2Sales priceIUASP1

15,2Handling chargeIUAHPR

8Work centerIUPLGR

1Costing typeIUPCTP

4,0Operation numberIUOPNO

10Order numberIURIDN

6,0Order lineIURIDL

3,0Order indexIURIDI

4,0YearIUYEA4

8,0Voucher numberIUVONO

3Voucher number seriesIUVSER

1,0Machine timeIUAMCH

5,0Number of daysIUANDY

6Miscellaneous cost typesIUAMTY

8,0Transaction dateIUTRDT

6,0Transaction timeIUTRTM

3,0Time suffixIUTMSX

17,6Inventory accounting priceIUTRPR

1,0QuotationIUAQUO

1,0Manually updatedIUMAUP

3Transaction reasonIURSCD

10Changed byIUCHID

10PayerIUPYNO

10Payer agreementIUPYAG
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SizeDescriptionField name

1,0Split codeIUASP9

15Configuration positionIUCFGL

17,0Attribute numberIUATNR

1,0ReworkIUREWK

10Employee numberIUEMNO

10Work elementIUACTR

26TimestampIUTSTM

Table 67. External parameters - COS900

Specified inParameter

COS895, panel EDetail job ref

CRS780, panel EStandard rate type

PCS001, panel ECosting type - ordering cost

PCS001, panel ECosting model - product cost

PCS001, panel ESubtotal - standard cost

CRS789, panel FIssue warning message at what percent of max value

Table 68. Updated tables - COS900

DescriptionTable

TF: Order HeadACUORH

TF: Order LineACUORL

TF: Order invoice time & material & subcontracting & misc.
& loan

ACUINV

TF: Order period costsACUPER

MF: Order line summaryACUOLS

MF: System tablesCSYTAB
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Table 69. Input parameters - COS900

DescriptionName

NoneASJ:

Fnc: Fetch record from table MITWHLCRTVMITFunctions:

Fnc: Fetch record from table MMOOPECRTVMOO

Fnc: Fetch record from table MMOMATCRTMOM

Fnc: Update ACUORL and MMOHED statusCOS913

Fnc: Retreive ordertype parametersCOS914

Fnc: Retrieve workcenter pricesCOS916

Fnc: Calculate to/from currency amountCLCCUR

Fnc: Check Components in modelCCOMCHK

Fnc: Change owner when exchange inPPS323

Fnc: Move purchase calc. - movePPS298

Fnc: Retreive purchase price and discountsPPS106

Fnc: Retrieve sales price list from customerCORTVPPR

Fnc: Generate automatic mailCRS428

MHS855 - WHI Order Related Messages
You can start one auto start job for each task in WHI. This way, several jobs can execute WHI messages
in parallel without any overlap or other timing =problems. For example, during partial picking the last
pick might start to be reported before the previous pick has been completed; this would occur if multiple
jobs are run simultaneously.
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Order Related Messages up load after enhancement

MHS855T1 - T9
• Receipts:

• MHS855T1: MO put away (QLFR=10 calls PMS050BE)

• MHS855T2: PO receipt (QLFR=20 calls PPS300BE) PO Close QLFR=23

• MHS855T3: CO returns (QLFR=30D calls MHMNGRET)

• MHS855T4: DO/RO receipts (QLFR=40, 50 calls MHMNGGRC)

• MHS855T5: System Directed Put Away (QLFR=PACF calls MMMNGPPC)

• MHS855T6: PO QI inspection (QLFR=21, calls PPS310BE)

• Pick reporting:

• MHS855T7: Pick list reporting (QLFR=11, 31, 41, 51, PLRN, CFMP, 92, calls MMUPDREP)

• Various tasks:

• MHS855T8: Create RO/DO (QLFR=51CR calls MMS100BE)

• MHS855T9: Create PO ASN (QLFR=29 calls PPS365CL)
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MMS855 - WHI Internal Stock Messages
• The functions MMS853BE and MHS853BE are used for an event driven flow.

• The MI programs MMS850MI and MHS850MI can either write records to the control tables for the
auto jobs or they could call MMS/MHS870 interactive via the process transaction.

Internal stock messages upload

MMS901 - Transaction History
The auto start job 'Transaction History' MMS901 monitors the actual stock movements for items with
inventory accounting code 1.

For these items, MMS901 updates the transaction history, item statistics, number of transactions for
each location and the new average price in those cases where the items have inventory valuation
method 2.
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Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table

Table 70. Input parameters - MMM901

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyMTCONO

3WarehouseMTWHLO

15Item numberMTITNO

8,0Entry dateMTRGDT

6,0Entry timeMTRGTM
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SizeDescriptionField name

8,0Transaction dateMTTRDT

10ResponsibleMTRESP

3Order typeMTTRTP

2,0Stock transaction typeMTTTYP

10LocationMTWHSL

12Lot numberMTBANO

12ContainerMTCAMU

10,0Receiving numberMTREPN

12Lot reference 1MTBREF

12Lot reference 2MTBRE2

7Order numberMTRIDN

6,0Order operationMTRIDO

6,0Order lineMTRIDL

3,0Order indexMTRIDI

30Reference textMTRFTX

1,0Reference order categoryMTRORC

7Reference order numberMTRORN

6,0Reference order lineMTRORL

1,0Representative transactionMTRPRT

4Revision numberMTECVE

1Status - balance identityMTSTAS

15,6Quantity in basic U/MMTTRQT

15,6New on-hand balanceMTNSTQ

15,6New on-hand balance per transaction dateMTNSTT

1,0Physical inventory errorMTINER

1,0Updating code for transactionMTTUPC

17,6Inventory accounting priceMTTRPR
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SizeDescriptionField name

17,6Transaction price orderMTTRPO

17,6Acquisition costMTMFCO

7Project numberMTPROJ

8ElementMTELNO

3Transaction reasonMTRSCD

10Program nameMTPGNM

10Changed byMTCHID

15,6On-hand for inspection per entry dateMTNQUQ

15,6Rejected on-hand entry dateMTNRJQ

15,6On-hand balance - facilityMTFANO

15,6On-hand balance for inspection -facilityMTFANQ

15,6Rejected on-hand balance - facilityMTFANR

2Purchase order categoryMTPOTC

15,6Catch weightMTCAWE

15,6Catch weight lossesMTCWLO

15Next item numberMTNHAI

12Next serial numberMTNHSN

15Configuration positionMTCFGL

10,0Origin identityMTBIRT

1,0Lot control methodMTINDI

7,0ComplaintMTDEID

7,0Process manufacturing order numberMTPRMF

26TimestampMTTSTM

10OwnerMTOWNC

8User-defined accounting control objectMTACRF

9Attribute numberMTATNR

9Attribute number lotMTATNB
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SizeDescriptionField name

1Cross dock typeMTCDTP

8Transaction quantity in alt U/MMTTRQA

20Delivery note numberMTSUDO

10Package numberMTPANR

10Job nameMTJNA

MMS902 - Transaction Date
The auto start job 'Transaction Date' (MMS902) manages all stock-affecting stock transactions and
calculates accounted stock per transaction date at the transaction time.

Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table
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Table 71. Input parameters - MMM902

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyMTCONO

3WarehouseMTWHLO

15Item numberMTITNO

8,0Transaction dateMTTRDT

10Program nameMTPGNM

8,0Entry dateMTRGDT

6,0Entry timeMTRGTM

10Changed byMTCHID

26TimestampMTTSTM

10Job nameMTJNA

MMS911 - MRP Calculation
The auto start job 'Planning Overview' (MMS911) monitors planned stock transactions for each
combination of item and warehouse, and performs the MRP calculations for items trigged for continuous
net change (see parameter in MMS002/E).
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Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table
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Table 72. Input parameters - MMM911

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyMCCONO

3WarehouseMCWHLO

15Item numberMCITNO

1,0Continuous net changeMCCONC

2,0Lowest levelMCLEVL

8,0Calculation dateMCCALD

2,0Reason for planning calculationMCRFPC

12Lot numberMCBANO

15NHA configuration positionMCCFGH

1,0Location historyMCLOCH

10Job nameMCJNA

26TimestampMCTSTM

MMS920 - Auto Allocation
The auto allocation process is triggered when a new demand for allocation arise or at goods receipt
when there is new stock that can be allocated. The trigging, which can be executed from a number of
functions listed in the database model, is done by writing a record to the work table MMM920.

The MMM920 work table is then read by the auto start job 'Auto Allocation' (MMS920) which monitors
reservations in the material plan (see MMS080) for items that should be automatically allocated. The
auto allocation sequence could be by planning date or by order priority and then planning date depending
on the setting of 'Auto allocation sequence' (MMS005/G). Auto allocation is performed for reservations
inside the demand time fence (see MMS002/E, CRS701 and MMS005/G) if they are qualified according
to the allocation method stated in MMS002/G).

Further on MMS920 calls MMS921 where it is decided what stock to allocate. In an attempt to simplify
the process one could say that MMS920 decides which orders that should get the stock and then
MMS921 is called to decide which balance identity that should be allocated.
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Programs that create records in the ASJ table
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Table 73. Parameters - MMM920

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyMACONO

3WarehouseMAWHLO

15Item numberMAITNO

10Order numberMARIDN

10Program nameMAPGNM

8,0Entry dateMARGDT

6,0Entry timeMARGTM

10Changed byMACHID

26TimestampMATSTM

(MMS930) - Release of Location Used
The auto start job 'Release of Location Used' (MMS930) monitors the locations that may not be divided,
that is that have multi-storage location 0. When the delay entered has passed, the auto start job changes
the location from occupied to vacant.

The process is triggered form the program MMS900 (Fnc: Stock transactions) which writes a record
to the work table MMM930 when processing a transaction that affects a location for which the 'Number
of balance identities' field becomes 0 under the processing and for which the 'Delay' field in (MMS010)
is set to greater than 0.
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Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table

Table 74. Input parameters - MMM930

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyMTCONO

3WarehouseMTWHLO

10LocationMTWHSL

5,3Delay in hoursMTDEHO

10Program nameMTPGNM

8,0Entry dateMTRGDT

6,0Entry timeMTRGTM

10Changed byMTCHID

26TimestampMTTSTM

MMS975 - Update status depending of aging
MMS975 is used to set statuse in MITLOC/MILOMA depending of Aging parameters.
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1 Job is started if a transaction with ORCA=961 is found in MITPLO.

2 Control if Planning date PLDT and Time TIHM is less then todays date.

3 Read all corresponding MITPLO items ITNO included in MITLOC. Key is CONO, PLDT, WHLO and
ITNO.

4 If Inspection code QACD=0 is status set to 2 and MITTRA records are created.

5 If QACD=1 is a check done against MWOHED, status=90. Then is status set to 2 and MITTRA
records are created.

6 If QACD=2 is a check first done against MLIAHE, status=70. Then is status set to 2 and MITTRA
records are created.

There are no input parameters.

MMS940 - Create MO/PO from Planned Orders
The auto start job 'Create MO/PO from Planned Orders' (MMS940) is used to monitor order proposals
that are to be converted to purchase orders, manufacturing orders, or distribution orders. Auto start
job MMS940 creates the final orders based on released order proposals.

Final ordersOrder proposals

PPS200PPS170Purchase

PMS100PMS170Manufacturing

MMS100DPS170Distribution
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Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table

Table 76. Input tables to MMS940CL

DescriptionTable

Planning proposal purchaseMPOPLP61
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DescriptionTable

Planning proposal manufacturing orderMMOPLP31

Planning proposal distribution orderMDOPLP41

Planning proposal maintenance orderMWOPLP31

Location replenishment ordersMITILS01

Table 77. Input Parameters - MPOPLP61

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyPOCONO

3FacilityPOFACI

3WarehousePOWHLO

15Item numberPOITNO

3Service processPOPRCS

20ServicePOSUFI

7,0Order proposal numberPOPLPN

3,0Order proposal subnumberPOPLPS

5,0Order proposal subnumberPOPLP2

2Generation referencePOGETY

8,0Shortage datePORPLD

2Action message (AM)POACTP

3,0Priority valuePOPRIF

15,6Shortage quantityPORPLQ

5,0Number of automatic updatesPONUAU

8,0Release datePORELD

8,0Planned delivery datePODLDT

8,0Planning datePOPLDT

8,0Follow-up datePOFUDT

15,6Planned quantityPOPPQT

10ResponsiblePORESP
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SizeDescriptionField name

10Technical supervisorPOTERE

10BuyerPOBUYE

2Status - order proposalPOPSTS

2Lowest status - purchase orderPOPUSL

2Warning messagePOMSG1

2Warning messagePOMSG2

2Warning messagePOMSG3

2Warning messagePOMSG4

10Requisition byPOPURC

10ReferencePORFID

36Your referencePOYRE1

10AuthorizedPOAURE

3Order typePOORTY

2Purchase order categoryPOPOTC

2Communication codePOCMCO

16Facsimile transmission numberPOTFNO

7Reference order numberPORORN

6,0Reference order linePORORL

1,0Reference order categoryPORORC

10Via addressPOOSHV

10Final destinationPOOFID

8,0First printout datePOLEDT

2,0Number of printoutsPOLEDN

3Terms of deliveryPOTEDL

3Delivery methodPOMODL

3Terms of paymentPOTEPY

1PriorityPOPRIP
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10Supplier numberPOSUNO

10Our reference numberPOOURR

1Reference typePOOURT

7Purchase order numberPOPUNO

3CurrencyPOCUCD

30Supplier item numberPOSITE

30Purchase order item namePOPITD

60Purchase order item descriptionPOPITT

17,6Purchase pricePOPUPR

3Purchase price U/MPOPPUN

3Purchase order U/MPOPUUN

5,0Purchase price quantityPOPUCD

1,0Price textPOPTCD

5,2Discount 1POODI1

5,2Discount 2POODI2

5,2Discount 3POODI3

2Co-sorting identity order proposalPOPPSQ

10ManufacturerPOPROD

1,0Telephone orderPOTEOR

4Revision numberPOECVE

1,0Revision printoutPONOED

6PackagingPOPACT

20RecipientPOIRCV

3Monitoring activity listPOFUSC

3Goods receiving methodPOGRMT

60NotePOPTXT

3External instructionPOETRF
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1,0Charge activePOEXAV

1,0Accounting linePOACLI

2Stock zonePOSLTP

1,0Update material planPOUPAV

1,0Representative pricePOREPP

3Product structure typePOSTRT

1,0Item categoryPOTPCD

10Next supplierPONSUN

6Address numberPOADID

6Via addressPOADVI

36Your referencePOYRE3

10Our reference numberPOOUR1

10Final destinationPOOFI1

3WarehousePOWHL1

2Stock zonePOSLT1

10Via addressPOOSH1

3WarehousePOWHL2

8Free accounting control objectPOACRF

8Cost centerPOCOCE

12Lot numberPOBANO

15Next item numberPONHAI

12Next serial numberPONHSN

10Approved byPOAPRB

3Transaction reasonPORSCD

1,0Hole or material oriented servicePOHOMA

1,0Item or configuration oriented servicePOBLTA

7Engineering order numberPOAECN
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7,0ComplaintPODEID

15,6Meter value 1POMVA1

15,6Meter value 2POMVA2

15,6Meter value 3POMVA3

15,6Meter value 4POMVA4

1,0Selected meterPOMETE

15,6Actual meter value 1POMVB1

15,6Actual meter value 2POMVB2

15,6Actual meter value 3POMVB3

15,6Actual meter value 4POMVB4

6Meter 1POMES1

6Meter 2POMES2

6Meter 3POMES3

6Meter 4POMES4

1,0First servicePOFSER

7Concession numberPOEXNO

3,0NumberPONUM2

15Main product numberPOMPRN

3Main structure typePOMSTR

20Main servicePOMSUF

10Registration identityPOUPID

10Program namePOPGNM

13,0Text identityPOTXID

7Project numberPOPROJ

8Project elementPOELNO

8,0Operational tolerance - datePOOPED

8,0Economical tolerance date 1POETD1
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8,0Economical tolerance date 2POETD2

1,0Drawing copiesPODWCP

4,0Time hours & minutesPOTIHM

7,0Configuration numberPOCFIN

15Service productPOPRNS

15NHA configuration positionPOCFGH

15Configuration positionPOCFGL

15Main productPOHDPR

3,0Simulation roundPOECVS

10User-defined field 1 - itemPOCFI1

15,2User-defined field 2 - itemPOCFI2

3User-defined field 3 - itemPOCFI3

5User-defined field 4 - itemPOCFI4

1User-defined field 5 - itemPOCFI5

1,0Scheduled maintenance servicePOSCHD

8,0Entry datePORGDT

6,0Entry timePORGTM

8,0Change datePOLMDT

3,0Change numberPOCHNO

10Changed byPOCHID

Table 78. Input Parameters - MMOPLP31

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyROCONO

3FacilityROFACI

3WarehouseROWHLO

15Product numberROPRNO

7,0Order proposal numberROPLPN
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3,0Order proposal subnumberROPLPS

2Generation referenceROGETY

2Action message (AM)ROACTP

5,0Number of automatic updatesRONUAU

8,0Release dateRORELD

8,0Start dateROSTDT

8,0Finish dateROFIDT

4,0Start timeROMSTI

4,0Finish timeROMFTI

8,0Planning dateROPLDT

15,6Ordered quantity - alternate U/MROORQA

3Manufacturing U/MROMAUN

15,6Planned quantityROPPQT

10ResponsibleRORESP

2Status - order proposalROPSTS

7Reference order numberRORORN

6,0Reference order lineRORORL

1,0Reference order categoryRORORC

1PriorityROPRIP

2Lowest status - MOROWHST

2Alternative routing IDROAOID

8Work centerROPLGR

5,2Production daysROPRDY

1,0Order dependentROORDP

7Reference order numberRORORH

4Revision numberROECVE

3,0Share of lead-timeROLTRE
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3Order typeROORTY

3Product structure typeROSTRT

10Program nameROPGNM

7Project numberROPROJ

8Project elementROELNO

10Group technology classROGRTI

8,0Schedule numberROSCHN

2, 0Material shortage purchase/manufacturingROMSPM

1,0Tool shortageROTSPM

8,0Date for latest material shortage checkROMSCD

8Production lineROWCLN

7,0Configuration numberROCFIN

15Main productROHDPR

3,0Simulation roundROECVS

1,0Process codeROPCCO

8,0Reschedule in - filter dateRORIFD

8,0Reschedule out - filter dateROROFD

8,0APP timestampROTSDA

6 0APP timestampROTSTE

1 0Pull-up of delayed ordersROPULD

1 0Pull-up of early ordersROPULN

1 0Subnetwork markROSUBN

8 0Subnetwork due dateROSUBD

2 0Color groupROCLGP

2 0External network priorityRONTWP

8 0Latest APP updateROACHD

4 0APP change timeROACHT
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1 0APP processedROPRAP

7 0Proposal number - overlying levelROPLLO

7 0Proposal number - highest levelROPLHL

8,0Entry dateRORGDT

6,0Entry timeRORGTM

8,0Change dateROLMDT

3,0Change numberROCHNO

10Changed byROCHID

15,6Released configuration ordersRORLSR

Table 79. Input Parameters - MDOPLP41

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyDOCONO

3FacilityDOFACI

3To warehouseDOTWHL

15Item numberDOITNO

3From warehouseDOFWHL

7,0Order proposal numberDOPLPN

3,0Order proposal subnumberDOPLPS

2Generation referenceDOGETY

2Action message (AM)DOACTP

5,0Number of automatic updatesDONUAU

8,0Release dateDORELD

8,0Planned delivery dateDODLDT

15,6Planned quantityDOPPQT

3Basic unit of measureDOUNMS

10ResponsibleDORESP

2Status - order proposalDOPSTS
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3Delivery methodDOMODL

3Terms of deliveryDOTEDL

1PriorityDOPRIP

10Forwarding agentDOFWNO

3,0Transportation daysDOTRDY

2Lowest status - stock transactionDOTRSL

3Order typeDOORTY

60NoteDOPTXT

1,0Reference order categoryDORORC

7Reference order numberDORORN

6,0Reference order lineDORORL

4,0Time hours & minutesDOTIHM

7,0Configuration numberDOCFIN

15Main productDOHDPR

3,0Simulation roundDOECVS

13,0Text identityDOTXID

8,0Entry dateDORGDT

6,0Entry timeDORGTM

8,0Change dateDOLMDT

3,0Change numberDOCHNO

10Changed byDOCHID

Table 80. Input Parameters - MWOPLP31

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyQOCONO

3FacilityQOFACI

3WarehouseQOWHLO

15Product numberQOPRNO
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12Lot numberQOBANO

15Equipment numberQOEQNO

3Product structure typeQOSTRT

20ServiceQOSUFI

7,0Order proposal numberQOPLPN

3,0Subnumber - order proposalQOPLPS

5,0Subnumber - order proposalQOPLP2

2Generation referenceQOGETY

2Action message (AM)QOACTP

5,0Number of automatic updatesQONUAU

8,0Release dateQORELD

8,0Start dateQOSTDT

8,0Finish dateQOFIDT

4,0Start timeQOMSTI

4,0Finish timeQOMFTI

8,0Planning dateQOPLDT

8,0Alternate planning dateQONNDT

15,6Ordered quantity - alternate U/MQOORQA

3Manufacturing U/MQOMAUN

15,6Planned quantityQOPPQT

10ResponsibleQORESP

2Status - order proposalQOPSTS

7Reference order numberQORORN

6,0Reference order lineQORORL

1,0Reference order categoryQORORC

1PriorityQOPRIP

2Status - manufacturing orderQOWHST
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2Alternative routingQOAOID

8Work centerQOPLGR

5,2Production daysQOPRDY

1,0Order dependentQOORDP

7Reference order numberQORORH

4Revision numberQOECVE

3,0Share of lead timeQOLTRE

3Order typeQOORTY

10Program nameQOPGNM

7Project numberQOPROJ

8Project elementQOELNO

10Group technology classQOGRTI

8,0Schedule numberQOSCHN

2,0Material shortage purchase/manufacturingQOMSPM

8,0Date for latest material shortage checkQOMSCD

1,0Tool shortageQOTSPM

1,0Update material planQOUPMP

1,0Maintenance requirement proposalQOMRPR

7Engineering order numberQOAECN

7,0ComplaintQODEID

8,0Operational tolerance - dateQOOPED

8,0Economical tolerance date 1QOETD1

8,0Economical tolerance date 2QOETD2

15Next item numberQONHAI

12Next serial numberQONHSN

10Approved byQOAPRB

3Transaction reasonQORSCD
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1,0Hole or material oriented serviceQOHOMA

1,0Item or configuration oriented serviceQOBLTA

15,6Meter value 1QOMVA1

15,6Meter value 2QOMVA2

15,6Meter value 3QOMVA3

15,6Meter value 4QOMVA4

1,0Selected meterQOMETE

15,6Actual meter value 1QOMVB1

15,6Actual meter value 2QOMVB2

15,6Actual meter value 3QOMVB3

15,6Actual meter value 4QOMVB4

6Meter 1QOMES1

6Meter 2QOMES2

6Meter 3QOMES3

6Meter 4QOMES4

1,0First serviceQOFSER

7Concession numberQOEXNO

3,0NumberQONUM2

15Main product numberQOMPRN

3Main structure typeQOMSTR

20Main serviceQOMSUF

7,0Work order numberQOMWNO

15,6Released configuration ordersQORLSR

15NHA configuration positionQOCFGH

15Configuration positionQOCFGL

10AuthorizedQOAURE

17,6Request budget amountQORBAM
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10Event typeQOEVTY

40DescriptionQOTX40

10User-defined field 1 - itemQOCFI1

15,2User-defined field 2 - itemQOCFI2

3User-defined field 3 - itemQOCFI3

5User-defined field 4 - itemQOCFI4

1User-defined field 5 - itemQOCFI5

1,0Scheduled maintenance serviceQOSCHD

5Specific requirement categoryQOSPR1

5Specific requirement categoryQOSPR2

5Specific requirement categoryQOSPR3

5Specific requirement categoryQOSPR4

5Specific requirement categoryQOSPR5

15Specific requirementsQOSPR6

15Specific requirementsQOSPR7

15Specific requirementsQOSPR8

15Specific requirementsQOSPR9

15Specific requirementsQOSPR0

8,0Calendar dateQOCADA

3Process typeQOTOFP

5Service groupQOSRGP

1,0Inventory maintenanceQOWMLI

1,0ShutdownQONSTP

13,0Text identityQOTXID

2,0Color groupQOCLGP

8,0Reschedule in - filter dateQORIFD

8,0Reschedule out - filter dateQOROFD
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8,0APP timestampQOTSDA

6,0APP timestampQOTSTE

1,0Pull-up of delayed ordersQOPULD

1,0Pull-up of early ordersQOPULN

1,0Sub-network markQOSUBN

1,0APP processedQOPRAP

8,0Entry dateQORGDT

6,0Entry timeQORGTM

8,0Change dateQOLMDT

3,0Change numberQOCHNO

10Changed byQOCHID

15Service productQOPRNS

5Specific requirement categoryQOSPRQ

15Specific requirementsQOSPRT

Table 81. Input Parameters - MITILS01

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyMQCONO

3WarehouseMQWHLO

15Item numberMQITNO

2From stock zoneMQFSLT

2To stock zoneMQTSLT

10To locationMQTWSL

7,0SequenceMQSEQN

10ResponsibleMQRESP

2StatusMQSTAT

7Order numberMQTRNR

3,0Line numberMQPONR
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2,0Line suffixMQPOSX

15,6Transaction quantity - basic U/MMQTRQT

8,0Entry dateMQRGDT

6,0Entry timeMQRGTM

8,0Change dateMQLMDT

3,0Change numberMQCHNO

10Changed byMQCHID

MNS950 - Output Resend
The purpose of MNS950 is to resend output to servers that have not responded.

MNS950 resends output that is not older than 24 hours, after that they have to be manually resent from
MNS206.

Table 82. Updated tables - Output Resend

DescriptionTable

Control Stream tableCCTLSF

Entry of MO - MOS005
The auto start job 'Entry of MO' (MOS005) monitors the new requests for manufacturing orders and
creates maintenance orders accordingly.

Table 83. Programs that create records in the ASJ table MMO005

DescriptionProgram

Register work ordersMOS001

Create WO from Planned WOMOS914

Create WO direct for Planned WOMOS917
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Table 84. Programs that create records in the ASJ table MMO001

DescriptionProgram

Register work ordersMOS001

Create work orderMOS005

Create W/O from order proposalsMOS914

Create WO direct for Planned WOMOS917

Table 85. Input parameters - MMO005

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3,0CompanyZACONO

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

2,0Sequence number intervalZASACC

1,0OriginZAGETP

1,0Costing decimalsZACDCD

10Program nameZAPGNM

10Job nameZAJNA

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 86. Input parameters - MMO001

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyZACONO

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD
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6,0Job timeZAPRT

2,0Lowest levelZALEVL

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Configuration numberZACFIN

3,0Simulation roundZAECVS

8,0Finish dateZAFIDT

8,0Start dateZASTDT

4,0Start timeZAMSTI

4,0Finish timeZAMFTI

3Order typeZAORTY

3,0Share of lead-timeZALTRE

9,0Share of lead timeZALTEX

15,6Ordered quantity - alternate U/MZAORQA

3Manufacturing U/MZAMAUN

10ResponsibleZARESP

3WarehouseZAWHLO

10LocationZAWHSL

12Lot numberZABANO

15Equipment numberZAEQNO

10Reference order numberZARORN

6,0Reference order lineZARORL

1,0Reference order categoryZARORC

2,0Number of put-away cardsZANUC1

2,0Number of material requisitionsZANUC2

2,0Number of labor ticketsZANUC3

2,0Number of shop travelersZANUC4
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2,0Number of routing cardsZANUC5

2,0Number of picking listsZANUC6

2,0Number of design documentsZANUC7

1,0ExplosionZABDCD

1,0PriorityZAPRIO

2Lowest status - MOZAWHST

5,0Number of batchesZANUBA

1,0Load dependentZAWLDE

1,0Same date for batchesZASDTB

15Product variantZAVANO

15Product number highest levelZAPRHL

7,0MO-number highest levelZAMFHL

15Product number overlying levelZAPRLO

7,0MO-number higher levelZAMFLO

4,0Serial number overlying levelZAMSLO

9,0MO reporting numberZAWOSQ

3,0Level sequenceZALVSQ

2,0Lowest levelZALECD

5,0Number of batchesZARNBA

1,0ZADONE

3Product structure typeZASTRT

3DivisionZADIVI

2Alternative routing IDZAAOID

8,0Structure dateZASTRD

7,0Configuration numberZACFI1

3,0Simulation roundZAECV1

7,0Order proposal numberZAPLPN
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3,0Subnumber - planned orderZAPLPS

5,0Subsubnumber - planned orderZAPLP2

10Program nameZAPGNM

7Project numberZAPROJ

8Project elementZAELNO

11,0Schedule numberZASCHN

20ServiceZASUFI

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

15Next item numberZANHAI

12Next serial numberZANHSN

15Configuration positionZACFGL

3Transaction reasonZARSCD

1,0Competing metersZABLTA

1,0Hole or material oriented serviceZAHOMA

1,0Scheduled maintenance serviceZASCHD

1,0Service levelZAZSET

1,0RemovalZAINSR

15Highest itemZAHIIT

12Serial number highest levelZAHISN

7Engineering order numberZAAECN

7,0ComplaintZADEID

15Main product numberZAMPRN

3Main structure typeZAMSTR

20Main serviceZAMSUF

2Stock transaction typeZATTYP

1,0Multiple part removalZAMUIN

1,0ZADOPC
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1,0ZAMSRE

8Production lineZAWCLN

13,0Text identityZATXID

10AuthorizedZAURE

10Event typeZAEVTY

40DescriptionZATX40

1,0ShutdownZANSTP

5Specific requirement categoryZASPR1

5Specific requirement categoryZASPR2

5Specific requirement categoryZASPR3

5Specific requirement categoryZASPR4

5Specific requirement categoryZASPR5

15Specific requirementZASPR6

15Specific requirementZASPR7

15Specific requirementZASPR8

15Specific requirementZASPR9

15Specific requirementZASPR0

7,0Work order numberZAMWNO

8Work centerZAPLGR

13,0Text identityZAPRTX

13,0Text identityZAPOTX

7,0DisturbanceZADISI

15Registration number/siteZATAIL

2,0SequenceZASEQC

8,0Log dateZAALD2

7,4DepartureZAATOT

17,0Attribute numberZAATNR
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8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

3,0Time suffixZATMSX

8,0Change dateZALMDT

3,0Change numberZACHNO

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 87. Updated tables - MOS005

DescriptionTable

Maintenance order proposalMWOPLP00

Planning proposal maintenance orderMWOPLA00

ComplaintsADECPL00

Serial numberMILOIN00

Create work orderMMO00100

Create work orderMMO00110

Work order proposal operationMMO00200

Work order materialsMMO00300

Work order several individualMMO00400

Change work orderMMO01500

Work order headerMMOHED00

Work order materialsMMOMAT00

Work order materialsMMOMAT20

Work order operationsMMOOPE00

Accounting stringCACCST00

Routing operation activity descriptionMMOOPS00

Routing operation activity, permit linesMMOPP00
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Table 88. Related ASJs and functions - MOS005

DescriptionFunctions Name

Check if main product > variance productCCHKMTN

Text, copyCRS983

Copy text between different tablesCRS985

Retrieve numberCRTVNBR

Calculate quantities on work orderMOS900

Calculate lead-time on work orderMOS905

Create CJBCMD for simulation and calculationMOS997

MOS015 - WO Rescheduling
The auto start job 'Reschedule WO' (MOS015) monitors the request for re-planning of manufacturing
orders and re-plans accordingly.

Table 89. Programs that create records in the ASJ table MMO015

DescriptionProgram

Maintenance Order - WO. RescheduleMOS010

WO Operation. RescheduleMOS020

Combined rescheduleMOS025

Work order schedulingMOS130

Replan MO after operation finish reportMOS985

Action Message. Open per ItemRPS002

Manage work orders. Function programMOMNGWOP

Table 90. Input parameters - MMO015

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3,0CompanyZACONO
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2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

10Job nameZAJNA

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 91. Input parameters - MMO010

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

4,0Operation numberZAOPNO

8,0Finish dateZAFIDT

8,0Start dateZASTDT

4,0Start timeZAMSTI

4,0Finish timeZAMFTI

3,0Lead-time reductionZALTRE

15,6On order alternate U/MZAORQA

3Manufacturing U/MZAMAUN

1,0PriorityZAPRIO

1,0Load dependentZAWLDE

1,0Operation split not allowedZANSOP

1,0Re-scheduling lower levelsZARPLL
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1,0Re-scheduling upstream operationsZARPOE

1,0Re-scheduling downstream operationsZARPOA

15Product number overlying levelZAPRLO

7,0MO-number higher levelZAMFLO

4,0Serial number overlying levelZAMSLO

15Product numberZAPROB

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFOB

4,0Operation numberZAOPOB

2,0Lowest levelZALEVL

3,0Level sequenceZALVSQ

1,0ZADONE

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

8,0Change dateZALMDT

3,0Change numberZACHNO

10Changed byZACHID

3New facilityZANFAC

1,0Defer work orderZADEFR

1,0Material reservationZAMRES

8,0Start dateZASTD2

15,6Meter value 1ZAMVA1

15,6Meter value 2ZAMVA2

15,6Meter value 3ZAMVA3

15,6Meter value 4ZAMVA4
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Table 92. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Start record for change/delete MOMMO01010

Start record for change/delete MOMMO01015

Work order headerMMOHED00

Work order headerMMOHED40

WO operationsMMOOPE00

Table 93. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

NoneASJ:

Calculate quantities of WOMOS900Functions:

Calculate lead time on WOMOS905

Remove workloadPMS910

MOS035 - WO Deletion
The auto start job 'Deletion of WO' (MOS035) monitors request for deletion of manufacturing orders
and deletes accordingly.

Table 94. Programs that create records in the ASJ table

DescriptionProgram

Maintenance Order - WO. DeleteMOS030

Change facility on WOMOS031

Mass deletion of WOMOS641

Table 95. Input parameters - MOS035

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT
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3,0CompanyZACONO

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

10Job nameZAJNA

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 96. Input parameters - MMO010

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

4,0Operation numberZAOPNO

8,0Finish dateZAFIDT

8,0Start dateZASTDT

4,0Start timeZAMSTI

4,0Finish timeZAMFTI

3,0Lead-time reductionZALTRE

15,6On order alternate U/MZAORQA

3Manufacturing U/MZAMAUN

1,0PriorityZAPRIO

1,0Load dependentZAWLDE

1,0Operation split not allowedZANSOP
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1,0Re-scheduling lower levelsZARPLL

1,0Re-scheduling upstream operationsZARPOE

1,0Re-scheduling downstream operationsZARPOA

15Product number overlying levelZAPRLO

7,0MO-number higher levelZAMFLO

4,0Serial number overlying levelZAMSLO

15Product numberZAPROB

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFOB

4,0Operation numberZAOPOB

2,0Lowest levelZALEVL

3,0Level sequenceZALVSQ

1,0ZADONE

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

8,0Change dateZALMDT

3,0Change numberZACHNO

10Changed byZACHID

3New facilityZANFAC

1,0Defer work orderZADEFR

1,0Material reservationZAMRES

8,0Start dateZASTD2

15,6Meter value 1ZAMVA1

15,6Meter value 2ZAMVA2

15,6Meter value 3ZAMVA3

15,6Meter value 4ZAMVA4
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Table 97. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Item calculation valuesMITCOS20

Configuration header tableMPDCHF20

Simulation design main tableMPDSDM00

Simulation product tableMPDSIH00

Start record for change/delete WOMMO01010

Start record for change/delete WOMMO01015

Co-product /operation numberMWOCPN00

Work order headerMMOHED00

Work order headerMMOHED40

Work order materialsMMOMAT00

WO operationsMMOOPE00

Work order used phantomsMMOPHA00

Co-product per operation numberMMOCPN00

Routing operation activity descriptionMMOOPS00

Routing operation activity, permit linesMMOOPP00

Rate compensators per materialMMORCO00

Simulation product tableMPDSIS00

Costing header tableMCHEAD30

Costing component aggregatedMCCOMA00

Costing component this levelMCCOML00

Calculation warningsMCCWAR00

Serial numberMILOIN00

Stock transaction, detailMGLINE30

Stock transaction, headMGHEAD00

Transaction line change logMGLLOG00

Planning proposal maintenance orderMWOPLA30

Maintenance Customer Order HeadACUORH00
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DescriptionTable

Post calculation maintenanceCPOCAW00

Planning calculation controlMITPCC00

EO ProgramMOOPGM00

Maintenance order head several individualMMOSPE00

Customer order lineOOLINE00

Table 98. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

NoneASJ:

Delete textCRS984Functions:

Update planning overviewMMS910

AllocationMMS921

WO ProposalMOS912

Create proposal lines from orderMOS935

PO ProposalPPS912

Remove workloadPMS910

MOS930 - WO Operation Time Calculation
The auto start job 'Calculate Operation Times' (MOS930) calculates time of reported operations in
maintenance orders and/or work orders.

Table 99. Programs that create records in the ASJ-table

DescriptionProgram

Update of Maintenance order operationMOS880

Start and stop of work group on Maintenance order operationMOS885

Table 100. Input parameters - MOS930

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0Company numberDECONO
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SizeDescriptionField name

2Transaction typeDETRTY

8,0Transaction dateDESDAT

6,0Transaction timeDESTTE

10,0Card numberDECANO

9,0Reporting number MO or WODEWOSQ

1,0Transaction from Maintenance order 0/1DEMXMO

1,0Transaction from Work order 0/1DEMXPM

10Job nameDEJNA

8,0Registration dateDERGDT

6,0Registration timeDERGTM

10Changed by UserDECHID

26Time markDETSTM

Table 101. External parameters

Specified inParameter

MOS990Settings - Reporting/facility

MOS991Time calculation method when reporting operation

MOS960 - WO Load
The auto start job 'Load' (MOS960) recalculates work-load based on signals from the auto start jobs
'Entry of WO' (MOS005), 'Reschedule WO' (MOS015) and 'Deletion of WO' (MOS035). Programs that
create records in the ASJ table.

Table 102. Programs that create records in the ASJ-table

DescriptionProgram

Stop operationDCS0H0

Auto report WO materialMOS065

WO Operation. ReportMOS070

Maintenance time reportMOS070MI
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DescriptionProgram

Inspection results - printMOS085

InspectionsMOS085MI

Work order documents - printMOS143

Update operationsMOS872

Calculate lead time on WOMOS905

Handling external repairPPS322

Table 103. Input parameters - MOS960

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyZACONO

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

4,0Operation numberZAOPNO

10Program nameZAPGNM

10Job nameZAJNA

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 104. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Change workloadMOS960RR
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Table 105. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

Remove workloadPMS910

Calculate remaining time on WO operationMOS970

Re-create workloadCPSS991

MWS910 - Rescheduling Planning Date
MWS910 - Rescheduling Planning Date is designed to handle all types of orders. It functions as follows:

1 Detect that an acquisition order has changed date/time.

This mostly happens in MMS910. We save the date for the MITPLO record that is being changed,
then check after the change if the date/time changed. If it did, then we also check if any links exist
(a link can be either an order initiated link or a pre-allocation). If any links exist then we write a record
to table MMW910 to trigger a rescheduling.

MMS910 checks for the change and calls MMMNGPRR with *RESC if a link exists. MMMNGPRR
calls MMMNGPRA with *DATE to write to MMW910.

A number of programs write to MMW910 directly. This is usually because they update MITPLO
directly OR they deal with line type 2 (no MITPLO exists).

2 Write a record to MMW910.

3 Perform or trigger the reschedule.

This is done by MWS910. This is an auto start job.

MWS910 waits for new records to be written into table MMW910. When a new record arrives it is
processed by MWS910, then deleted.

MWS910 first checks if the order to be rescheduled has rescheduling turned on (this is a flag on
the various order types). If so, then it performs a reschedule according to the type of order. In all
cases notification is done if required according to a parameter passed in MMW910 (message 256
in M3 Mail).

• CO is done in MWS910 by calling OOLINEPI.

• Service orders are done inside MWS910 itself.

• RO/DO is done inside MWS910.

• MO rescheduling is done by writing a record to MPM010. Note that we reschedule the start date
of the connected operation in all cases except when the acquisition order that triggered the
reschedule is a subcontract PO. For subcontract operations we reschedule using the new date
as the finish date.
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MWS970 - Delivery Time Trigger
The auto start job 'Delivery Manager Time Trigger' (MWS970) monitors the deliveries (MHDISH) of
status 01. If the current date/time exceeds the transaction date/time a trigger record is written to the
work table MMW971 for further processing.
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Programs that create records in the ASJ table
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MWS971 - Delivery Status
The auto start job 'Manage Delivery Status' (MWS971) monitors the trigger records of MMW971 and
calls MMMNGDST where the deliveries are processed according to the dispatch settings of the delivery.

The programs that create records in the MMW971 table are shown in the chart for MWS970.

Table 106. Input parameters - MMW971

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyJ1CONO

10Delivery numberJ1DLIX

3WarehouseJ1WHLO

10Wave numberJ1PLRI

10Program nameJ1PGNM

10Operation codeJ1OPC

1/0Wave lineJ1COPL

10Job nameJ1JNA

8/0Entry dateJ1RGDT

6/0Entry timeJ1RGTM

10Changed byJ1CHID

26TimestampJ1TSTM

MWS972 - Printout Picking Lists
The auto start job 'Manage Printout Picking List' (MWS972) monitors the work table MMW972 and calls
MWS435, MWS46, MWS437 and MWS438 which reads through the work table MITDPR for records
related to the specific program and finally generate the printout/stream table.
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Programs that create records in the ASJ table

Table 107. Input parameters - MMW972

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyJ2CONO

3WarehouseJ2WHLO

18Job numberJ2BJNO
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SizeDescriptionField name

10Program nameJ2PGNM

10Job nameJ2JNA

8/0Entry dateJ2RGDT

6/0Entry timeJ2RGTM

10Changed byJ2CHID

26TimestampJ2TSTM

MWS973 - Auto Receipt DO
This auto start job is used when alternative 2=Auto DO receipts, is selected in 'Dispatch Policy. Open'
(MWS010), parameter 220 Auto DO receipt is selected.

Automatic DO receipt reporting based on an estimated receiving date (transaction date and time of the
inbound delivery). This date is calculated by auto start job MWS973 as being the departure date and
time of the outbound delivery + the transportation time defined in (DPS001).

MWS973 monitors the work table MMW972 and updates MMW973.

MWS975 - Create Inbound Delivery
This auto start job is used when alternative 1=At Order Entry, is selected in 'Dispatch Policy. Open'
(MWS010), parameter 220 Create inbound Delivery is selected.

For receipt of DO inbound delivery is needed first when dispatch of DO is done. If not activating 220
then the Inbound delivery is created when outbound is fully dispatched. By activating 220 it will be
possible to monitor the inbound side directly after order is entered in Delivery toolbox MWS490.

MMMNGDIS updates MMW975.

DRS900 - Shipment Time Triggers
This auto start job monitors all shipments (table DCONSI) that have a lowest status of >=10 and manual
connect flag of 0 or 1. If it is found that the deadline date/time has passed, then the manual connect
flag is changed to 2.

When this occurs, if it is found that the lowest status is 60, then the SHIPMENT_ISSUED event is
triggered.

DRS901 - Process SHIPMENT_ISSUED Event
This ASJ processes all occurrences of the SHIPMENT_ISSUED event that have occurred in DRS900.

DRS901 monitors the work table DRD901.
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MWS974 - Asynchronous Document Production
This auto start job is used document production from Event Based Document Control triggers a document
to be produced asynchronously. Asynchronous production of EDC documents is controlled via the flag
on MWS145/E.

MWS974 monitors the work table MMW974.

OIS950 - Print Out of CO Documents
The auto start job 'Next Manual Function' (OIS950) is used to initiate printout of customer order
documents marked for automatic printout.

Programs that create records in the ASJ table
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Table 108. Input parameters - OOI950

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyOZCONO

3DivisionOZDIVI

7Customer order numberOZORNO

3,0Delivery indexOZDLIX

3WarehouseOZWHLO

1,0Next manual functionOZNEXT

1 ,0Next manual functionOZNEX1

10WorkstationOZDEVD

1,0Next manual functionOZNEXX

10Job nameOZJNA

10Program nameOZPGNM

8,0Entry dateOZRGDT

6,0Entry timeOZRGTM

10Changed byOZCHID

3,0CompanyZDCONO

1Decimal formatZDDCFM

3Date formatZDDTFM

10User group - function accessZDAUPF

1,0Display item name in own languageZDREPF

1,0Company typeZDCMTP

3Local currencyZDLOCD

1,0Currency conversion methodZDDMCU

1,0Number of decimal placesZDLCDC

2System languageZDLANC

40Authority fieldsZDAUFI

10TableZDTTBL

1,0Accounting priceZDACMT
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SizeDescriptionField name

1,0Excess generates DO returnZDMXDR

1,0Costing parameter companyZDPCPA

1,0Costing decimal placesZDCDCD

78Information line 3 - panel/reportZDROW3

3DivisionZDDIVI

10ResponsibleZDRESP

1,0ZDMXMS

3Product structure typeZDSTRT

3Standard product structure type for kitZDSTTK

1,0Yes/noZDMUNI

26TimestampOZTSTM

OSS900 - Order Entry Statistics Detail
The auto start job 'Order Entry Statistics Detail' (OSS900) monitors the customer order lines that should
be included in the detailed order entry statistics (OSASTD) and checks whether the order line is new,
changed or deleted. OSS900 updates the order entry statistics with these lines.
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Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table
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Table 109. Input parameters - OOS900

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyOUCONO

3DivisionOUDIVI

7Customer order numberOUORNO

3,0Line numberOUPONR

2,0Line suffixOUPOSX

3, 0Delivery indexOUDLIX

1,0Split codeOUSPLT

10Program nameOUPGNM

1,0Company typeOUCMTP

3Product structure typeOUSTRT

1,0OriginOUORIG

7Project numberOUPROJ

8Project elementOUELNO

10Job nameOUJNA

8,0Entry dateOURGDT

6,0Entry timeOURGTM

10Changed byOUCHID

26TimestampOUTSTM

OSS980 - Sales Entry Statistics Detail
The auto start job 'Sales Statistics Entry' (OSS980) monitors the customer order lines and service order
lines, that have been delivered but not invoiced, that should be included in the 'Sales statistics'
(OSBSTD). OSS980 updates the sales statistics with these lines.
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Programs that create records and get updated in the ASJ table

Table 110. Input parameters - OOS980

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyOUCONO

3DivisionOUDIVI

7Customer order numberOUORNO

3,0Delivery indexOUDLIX

3,0Line numberOUPONR

2,0Line suffixOUPOSX

3WarehouseOUWHLO

10Program nameOUPGNM

1,0OriginOUORIG

1,0DeleteOUDLCD

10Job nameOUJNA

8,0Entry dateOURGDT
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SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Entry timeOURGTM

10Changed byOUCHID

26TimestampOUTSTM

PMS005 - Entry of MO
The auto start job 'Entry of MO' (PMS005) monitors the new requests for manufacturing orders and
creates manufacturing orders accordingly.

Table 111. Programs that create records in the ASJ table MPM005

DescriptionProgram

Customer Order. Open (if auto MO is 1 or 2)OIS100

Read OXCNTR & INIT order tablesOIS273

Customer Order. Open ToolboxOIS300

Update available for preliminary orderOIS916

Manufact Order. EnterPMS001

Create W/O from order proposalsPMS914

Create records for MPM001 work ordersPMS995

Table 112. Programs that create records in the ASJ table MPM001

DescriptionProgram

Create records for MPM001 work ordersOIS937

Create W/O from order proposalsPMS914

Create work orderPMS005

Create records for MPM001 work ordersPMS995

Create W/O direct for MO proposalPMS917

Manufacturing Order. Open LinesPMS101
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Table 113. Input parameters - MPM005

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3,0CompanyZACONO

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

2,0Serial number rangeZASACC

1,0OriginZAGETP

1,0Costing decimalsZACDCD

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 114. Input parameters - MPM001

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyZACONO

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

2,0Lowest levelZALEVL

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Configuration numberZACFIN

3,0Simulation roundZAECVS

8,0Finish dateZAFIDT

8,0Start dateZASTDT
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SizeDescriptionField name

4,0Start timeZAMSTI

4,0Finish timeZAMFTI

3Order typeZAORTY

3,0Share of lead-timeZALTRE

15,6Ordered quantity - alternate U/MZAORQA

3Manufacturing U/MZAMAUN

10ResponsibleZARESP

3WarehouseZAWHLO

10LocationZAWHSL

12Lot numberZABANO

7Reference order numberZARORN

6,0Reference order lineZARORL

1,0Reference order categoryZARORC

2,0Number of put-away cardsZANUC1

2,0Number of material requisitionsZANUC2

2,0Number of labor ticketsZANUC3

2,0Number of shop travelersZANUC4

2,0Number of routing cardsZANUC5

2,0Number of picking listsZANUC6

2,0Number of design documentsZANUC7

1,0ExplosionZABDCD

1,0PriorityZAPRIO

2Lowest status - MOZAWHST

5,0Number of batchesZANUBA

1,0Load dependentZAWLDE

1,0Same date for batchesZASDTB

15Product variantZAVANO
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SizeDescriptionField name

15Product number highest levelZAPRHL

7,0MO-number highest levelZAMFHL

15Product number overlying levelZAPRLO

7,0MO-number higher levelZAMFLO

4,0Serial number overlying levelZAMSLO

9,0MO reporting numberZAWOSQ

3,0Level sequenceZALVSQ

2,0Lowest levelZALECD

5,0Number of batchesZARNBA

1,0ZADONE

3Product structure typeZASTRT

3DivisionZADIVI

2Alternative routing IDZAAOID

8,0Structure dateZASTRD

7,0Configuration numberZACFI1

3,0Simulation roundZAECV1

7,0Order proposal numberZAPLPN

10Program nameZAPGNM

7Project numberZAPROJ

8Project elementZAELNO

8,0Schedule numberZASCHN

20ServiceZASUFI

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

1,0ZADOPC

1,0ZAMSRE

8Production lineZAWCLN

8,0Entry dateZARGDT
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SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

8,0Change dateZALMDT

3,0Change numberZACHNO

10Changed byZACHID

15Item numberZAITNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 115. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Manufacturing order proposalBPMOPO00

Configuration header tableMPDCHF20

Simulation design main tableMPDSDM00

Simulation product tableMPDSIH00

Create work orderMPM00100

Create work orderMPM00110

Create work order phantom tableMPM05P00

Co-product per operation numberMWOCPN00

Work order headerMWOHED00

Work order materialsMWOMAT00

Work order materialsMWOMAT20

Work order operationsMWOOPE00

Work order used phantomsMWOPHA

Rate compensators per materialMWORCO00

Customer order, lineOOLINE00

Work Order Production LotsMWOPOL
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Table 116. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

NoneASJ:

Check if main product > variance productCCHKMTNFunctions:

Retrieve formula/matrix/feature valueCRS975

Text, copyCRS983

Copy text between different tablesCRS985

Retrieve numberCRTVNBR

Calculate quantities on work orderPMS900

Calculate lead-time on work orderPMS905

Create CJBCMD for simulation and calculationPMS997

Create alt. material for MOPMS901

Reschedule MO (PMS015)
The autostart job 'Reschedule MO' (PMS015) monitors the request for re-planning of manufacturing
orders and re-plans accordingly.

Table 117. Programs that create records in the ASJ table MPM015

DescriptionProgram

Manufact Order. ReschedulePMS010

MO Operation. ReschedulePMS020

Action Message. Open per ItemRPS002

Material Plan. ReschedulingRPS102

Table 118. Input parameters - MPM015

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3,0CompanyZACONO
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SizeDescriptionField name

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 119. Input parameters - MPM010

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

3,0Operation numberZAOPNO

8,0Finish dateZAFIDT

8,0Start dateZASTDT

4,0Start timeZAMSTI

4,0Finish timeZAMFTI

3,0Lead-time reductionZALTRE

15,6On order alternate U/MZAORQA

3Manufacturing U/MZAMAUN

1,0PriorityZAPRIO

1,0Load dependentZAWLDE

1,0Operation split not allowedZANSOP

1,0Re-scheduling lower levelsZARPLL

1,0Re-scheduling upstream operationsZARPOE
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SizeDescriptionField name

1,0Re-scheduling downstream operationsZARPOA

15Product number overlying levelZAPRLO

7,0MO-number higher levelZAMFLO

4,0Serial number overlying levelZAMSLO

15Product numberZAPROB

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFOB

4,0Operation numberZAOPOB

2,0Lowest levelZALEVL

3,0Level sequenceZALVSQ

1,0ZADONE

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

8,0Change dateZALMDT

3,0Change numberZACHNO

10Changed byZACHID

1,0Create new subcontract orderZACRNS

Table 120. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Start record for change/delete MOMPM01010

Start record for change/delete MOMPM01015

Work order headerMWOHED00

Work order headerMWOHED40

MO operationsMWOOPE00

Work Order Production LotsMWOPOL10

Routing operation activity descriptionMWOOPS00
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Table 121. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

Calculate quantities of MOPMS900

Calculate lead time on MOPMS905

Remove workloadPMS910

Deletion of MO (PMS035)
The autostart job 'Deletion of MO' (PMS035) monitors request for deletion of manufacturing orders and
deletes accordingly.

Table 122. Programs that create records in the ASJ table

DescriptionProgram

Manufact Order. DeletePMS030

Mass deletion of MOPMS641

Table 123. Input parameters - MPM035

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3,0CompanyZACONO

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM
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Table 124. Input parameters - MPM010

SizeDescriptionField name

6,0Job numberZAJNU

6,0Job dateZAPRD

6,0Job timeZAPRT

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

3,0Operation numberZAOPNO

8,0Finish dateZAFIDT

8,0Start dateZASTDT

4,0Start timeZAMSTI

4,0Finish timeZAMFTI

3,0Lead-time reductionZALTRE

15,6On order alternate U/MZAORQA

3Manufacturing U/MZAMAUN

1,0PriorityZAPRIO

1,0Load dependentZAWLDE

1,0Operation split not allowedZANSOP

1,0Re-scheduling lower levelsZARPLL

1,0Re-scheduling upstream operationsZARPOE

1,0Re-scheduling downstream operationsZARPOA

15Product number overlying levelZAPRLO

7,0MO-number higher levelZAMFLO

4,0Serial number overlying levelZAMSLO

15Product numberZAPROB

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFOB

4,0Operation numberZAOPOB

2,0Lowest levelZALEVL
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SizeDescriptionField name

3,0Level sequenceZALVSQ

1,0ZADONE

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

8,0Change dateZALMDT

3,0Change numberZACHNO

10Changed byZACHID

1,0Create new subcontract orderZACRNS

Table 125. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Item calculation valuesMITCOS20

Configuration header tableMPDCHF20

Simulation design main tableMPDSDM00

Simulation product tableMPDSIH00

Start record for change/delete MOMPM01010

Start record for change/delete MOMPM01015

Co-product /operation numberMWOCPN00

Work order headerMWOHED00

Work order headerMWOHED40

Work order materialsMWOMAT00

MO operationsMWOOPE00

Work order used phantomsMWOPHA00

Rate compensators per materialMWORCO00

Customer order delivery lineODLINE00

Customer order lineOOLINE00
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DescriptionTable

Customer order lineOOLINE55

Alt. Material - ManufacturingMWOMAA

Table 126. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

Delete textCRS984

Update planning overviewMMS910

AllocationMMS921

Remove workloadPMS910

Calculate Operation Times (PMS930)
The autostart job 'Calculate Operation Times' (PMS930) calculates time of reported operations in
maintenance orders and/or work orders.

Table 127. Programs that create records in the ASJ table

DescriptionProgram

Update of Maintenance order operationMOS880

Start and stop of work group on Maintenance order operationMOS885

Start and stop of Manufacturing order operationPMS510

Start and stop of work group on Manufacturing order operationPMS515

Start and stop of Manufacturing order operationPMS510

Report Come and GoTMS005

Table 128. Input parameters - PMS930

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0Company numberDECONO

2Transaction typeDETRTY

8,0Transaction dateDESDAT

6,0Transaction timeDESTTE
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SizeDescriptionField name

10,0Card numberDECANO

9,0Reporting number MO or WODEWOSQ

1,0Transaction from Maintenance order 0/1DEMXMO

1,0Transaction from Work order 0/1DEMXPM

8,0Registration dateDERGDT

6,0Registration timeDERGTM

10Changed by UserDECHID

26Time markDETSTM

Table 129. External parameters

Specified inParameter

PMS490Time calculation method for reporting operation

MOS991Time calculation method when reporting operation

Table 130. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

Calculation of operation time Manufacturing orderPMS501

Calculation of operation time Maintenance orderMOS871

Load (PMS960)
The autostart job 'Load' (PMS960) recalculates work-load based on signals from the autostart jobs
'Entry of MO' (PMS005), 'Reschedule MO' (PMS015) and 'Deletion of MO' (PMS035).

Table 131. Programs that create records in the ASJ table

DescriptionProgram

Stop operationDCS0H0

Auto report MO materialPMS065

MO Operation. ReportPMS070

Calculate lead time on MOPMS905
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DescriptionProgram

Auto-report quality inspection work centerPMS945

Re-create workloadPMS991

Handling subcontractingPPS321

Table 132. Input parameters - MPM960

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyZACONO

2,0Stock transaction typeZATTYP

3FacilityZAFACI

15Product numberZAPRNO

7,0Manufacturing order numberZAMFNO

3,0Operation numberZAOPNO

10Program nameZAPGNM

8,0Entry dateZARGDT

6,0Entry timeZARGTM

10Changed byZACHID

26TimestampZATSTM

Table 133. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Change workloadMPM960RR

Table 134. Related ASJs and functions

DescriptionName

NoneASJ:

Remove workloadPMS910Functions:

Calculate remaining time on MO operationPMS970

Re-create workloadPMS991
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Transactions from GLR to POM (POS950)
The autostart job 'Transactions from GLR to POM' (POS950) transfers transactions from the table
BPO950 to Project Order Management. The table BPO950 contains accounting transactions from
General Ledger (GLR) created from program GLS040. The transactions affect Outcome, Forecast and
Committed amounts and quantities per project in POM/PJM.

The records in the BPO950 table are created under the following conditions: POM/PJM is installed
(installation parameter MNS100/H, PO=1).

The transaction is not a recognition accounting transaction (Accounting event PO30).

Project and element number exist in the accounting dimensions given by parameters in 'Settings -
Project Management' (CRS590).

Outcome management in PJM
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Table 135. Programs that create records in the ASJ-table

DescriptionProgram

Update and printout of journalGLS040

Table 136. Input parameters - BPO950

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyP6CONO

3DivisionP6DIVI

4,0YearP6YEA4

2,0PeriodP6PERI

8Accounting dimension 1P6AIT1

8Accounting dimension 2P6AIT2

8Accounting dimension 3P6AIT3

8Accounting dimension 4P6AIT4

8Accounting dimension 5P6AIT5

8Accounting dimension 6P6AIT6

8Accounting dimension 7P6AIT7

3CurrencyP6CUCD

3Local currencyP6LOCD

1,0Currency conversion methodP6DMCU

8,0DateP6DTUM

15,2Actual amount local currencyP6OUAL

15,2Actual amount actual rateP6OURR

15,6Actual quantityP6OUQT

Table 137. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

Budget and forecast linesBPBUFO

Material budgetBMPLAN
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DescriptionTable

Currency per project or costingBPCUPV

Budget and forecast totals on identityBPIDTO

Budget and forecast totals on acc dimBPACTO

Budget and forecast totals of cost or revenueBPCRTO

Accrual accounting outcomeBPEROU

Accrual accounting outcome acc dimBPERAC

Monitoring Delivery Schedules (RSS950)
The autostart job 'Monitoring Delivery Schedules' (RSS950) monitors Customer Delivery Schedules
that are expected to be received through M3 EDI Solution within a specific time interval.

The monitoring is based on partner parameters created in 'Settings - Partners' (RSS015). Through field
240 'Delivery schedule interval' and field 255 'Latest received delivery schedule', RSS950 determines
if a delivery schedule from a specific partner is overdue. If this is the case, an application message is
sent informing the responsible user about the situation. The application message sent is 507 'Expected
delivery schedule not received' and it has to be enabled in 'Settings - Application Messages' (CRS424)
and in 'Partner. Define Application Messages' (RSS017). The application message 507 can be monitored
via 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420).

Once a new delivery schedule is received via M3 EDI Solution, field 255 'Latest received delivery
schedule' is updated with date and timestamp. The message flag indicating that a message has been
sent is also reset. Once this update is performed RSS950 will once again monitor the partner and send
a new application message when the number of days and hours in field 240 'Delivery schedule interval'
has passed.

RSS950 does not use a regular ASJ table as input for processing. It uses the master table ORSPPT
that is created through 'Settings - Partners' (RSS015).
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Program that create records in the ASJ table

Table 138. Input parameters - RSS950

SizeDescriptionField name

3,0CompanyRPCONO

3DivisionRDIVI

1Message directionRPE0IO

17PartnerRPE0PA

6Message typeRPE065

14Application referenceRPE026

30Access referenceRPE068

10ResponsibleRPRESP

8,0Date generatedRPGEDT

6,0Time generatedRPGETM

3,0Delivery schedule interval - DaysRPDSIV

2,0Delivery schedule interval - HoursRPDSIU

1,0Message sentRPMSND
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Table 139. External parameters

Specified inParameter

RSS017, panel EAct appl msg tp

RSS017, panel EResponsible

CRS424, panel EAct appl msg tp

Table 140. Updated tables

DescriptionTable

MF: Partner parametersORSPPT

MF: MailCMAILB

TF: Mail - program parametersCMAILP

Managing Permissions (SES900)
The autostartjob Managing Permissions (SES900) monitor security settings regarding role based
security - MNS405, MNS410, SES400. SES900 reads from the Permissions trigger' (MSE900) table
and updates the 'Manage permissions' (SEMNGPER) program. See data model below.
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CMS910 - Event subscription - Db update
This auto start job subscribes to event sent from the event hub. The events to subscribe to are defined
in the function Event subscription (CMS045). When an event is received then content of the event is
mapped to a M3 BE table according to the definition in the function Event mapping (CMS046). Please
note that the delay setting in the auto jobs is not applicable for this program. The program is only
activated when an event is received.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Batch Jobs and Job Queues" on page 82
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Database Update Manager

Abstract
M3 delivers a new standard for fix programs that enables database updates with full tracabillity and
the capability to monitor the run’s progress.

Background
Many database update programs are delivered for each base and feature pack of M3. A net change
report for a base delivery of M3 contains the instructions on how to run these programs. For a new
base delivery, the Migration Center will normally manage the migration using a set of programs that
makes changes to the database as smoothly as possible. For example, some programs are replaced
by SQL scripts in order to improve performance.

Limitations
The new standard for fix programs is available for all programs, however, customers who are upgrading
from versions prior to 15.x must run older fix programs separately.

Before you start

1 Open CMS950.

2 To generate the desired fix program, the version that M3 was upgraded from should be indicated.

3 Set the From Version in the settings panel to indicate the versions for which the fix programs metadata
should be generated.

4 Click F16 from the Action menu to generate the metadata. You can also do this by clicking Next
and then closing and opening the program.

5 All the fix programs released after the From Version entered in the settings are generated.

For more information about running fix programs, see the M3 Core Installation Guide..

Follow These Steps
To run a fix program

1 Right click on the fix program and select option 09 (Run).

Only programs with status 05 (Ready) can be run. The status may be changed to 05 (Ready) in the
detailed panel if needed.

To pause a fix program

1 Before you run a program, set the logging increment to indicate when to pause the program. So, if
the logging increment is set to 10 then for every 10 records read the program checks for a pause
signal to pause.
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2 While the program is running, right click on it and select option 08 (Pause migration).

To resume a program

1 Right click on the paused program in status 06 (Pause) and select option 09 (Run) to resume a fix
program.

To discard a program

1 Click on the program and select option 07 (Discard). The discarded programs are the programs that
are already run in the system using a method other than the database update manger.

To delete a program

1 You can only delete programs that are in status 00 (Not found). To delete a program, use the Delete
option on any program in status 00.

To update a program

1 You can update only certain information directly from the database update manager. To update the
sequence number or migration status (with limitations) or migration log increment or migration
reference, select option 02 (Change) to change and update a program

Outcome
After you run a fix program, the data in a related table is adjusted with the required modifications. The
status of the fix program in the migration table CSYMIG is updated to 90 (Finished). The number of
records in the modified table and the number of read/updated/written/deleted records is written to the
migration table. Furthermore, the information about the submitted job is updated, such as job number,
job name, user, and start and finish time and dates.

If the fix program is safe to run several times, you can reset the status to 05 (Ready) and run it again
in the future. Otherwise, the program cannot be run again anymore.
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MCE Packages
The MCE packages related to the new fix programs released for a correction may contain the fix
program itself and an updated version of migration utility cCMMigrationMetadata. The updated version
of the utility contains an array element of newly added fix programs. This means that after you install
the MCE package and correctly configure the database update manager, the new fix program
automatically appears in the list in status 05 (Ready).

Logging increment
The logging increment is a feature that lets you track the progress of tables that have a high importance.
This feature adds the functionality to log the number of records read and the record
updated/written/deleted in runtime. For example, if the logging increment is set to 10 then for every 10
records read the program will log this information.

Important: Use caution when you set the logging increment, since it can affect program performance.
The recommended logging level is the highest possible. With every increment, the program calls a
utility and updates the migration table.

In addition, logging is used for the pause option. If the program has the pause option set and the logging
increment is set to a value greater than zero, then for every increment the fix program listens for a
pause signal to pause its operation.

CMS950MI - API for database update manager
The database update manager comes with an API that has the same full functionality as CMS950 itself.

Define Number Series

Number series are used for assigning unique identities to each individual order or transaction in M3.

This document explains how to define number series for customer, distribution and requisition orders,
as well as for the M3 financial system, or for customer invoices and internal invoices.

Outcome
Number series are defined for the one or several of the areas described above.

Number series are used for assigning unique IDs (numbers) to each individual order and/or transaction
in M3. Each number series is connected to a specific number series type. The number series type
indicates the purpose of the number series, for example, customer orders, purchase orders, customer
returns, package number, picking list, reclassification number, etc.

Number series are stored in the (CSYNBR) file.
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Before you start
• You must complete the steps described in .

• You must be in the correct division and commands to switch between divisions must be defined in
'Function. Open' (MNS110). You must have authority for the divisions. Authority is assigned in
'User. Open' (MNS150).

Follow these steps
Select one of the following alternatives and continue with the steps for the selected procedure.

• Define Number Series for Customer, Distribution and Requisition Order and/or for the
Financial System

1 Start 'Number Series. Open' (CRS165/B).

2 Specify the number series type and the identity of the number series. Select New.

3 On the E panel E, specify a name, describing the purpose of the number series. Specify also
the start value and the end value for the number series.

4 If necessary, specify a date when this number series should end, and the identity of the number
series that should replace it. Press Enter.

The 'Last number' field specifies the last number used in the number series, and is incremented
automatically when a number is used.

• Define Number Series for Customer Invoices and Internal Invoices

1 Start 'Internal Invoice Series. Open' (MFS165/B).

2 Specify the identity of the number series and the year for which it applies. Select New.

3 On the E panel, specify a name, describing the purpose of the number series. Specify also the
start value and the end value of the number series. Press Enter.

The 'Last number' field specifies the last number used in the number series, and is incremented
automatically when a number is used.
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Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/Panel

…the purpose of each number series.Number series
type

(CRS165/B) or
(MFS165)

Click F1 in this field to see the purpose and area
(application) for each number series type. Next to each
type, information is displayed about which number series
can be used for the type. If an asterisk (*) is displayed
instead of a number series identity, that means that the
number series is optional, which also means that you can
define more than one number series for that type.

…the number series.Number series(CRS165/B) or
(MFS165)

See also

Enter System Periods and Seasonal Curves

This document explains how you define system periods and seasonal curves in a MUC configuration.

Outcome
Up to five systems periods are entered for each specified division and for the blank division.

At least one seasonal curve is entered for each specified division and for the blank division.

System periods are used to enter different kinds of data that use different periods. For instance, the
manufacturing area may have different periods than the financial area. Seasonal curves is used to
describe how a value (for example, sales) varies in percent over a year

Seasonal curves primarily influence budgeting and forecasting.

System periods are stored in the (CSYPER) file, and seasonal curves are stored in the (CSYSCH) file.
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Before you start
• You must know what period interval your company uses for different applications.

Periods and curves must be defined for each of the divisions included in a MUC configuration.

• You must complete the steps described in .

• You must be in the correct division and commands to switch between divisions must be defined in
'Function. Open' (MNS110). You must have authority for the divisions. Authority is assigned in
'User. Open' (MNS150).

Follow these steps
Define System Periods

1 Start 'Division. Open' (MNS100/B).

This instruction is based on panel sequence EF.

2 Select Open for the division and press Enter until you reach the F panel.

3 On the F panel, specify the period type to use for the respective area (MPM, SLS, FIN, etc.) and
the number of periods for each area's period type. Press Enter and F3.

4 Start 'System Calendar. Open Period' (CRS910/B).

This instruction is based on panel sequence E1.

5 Specify the period type and year. Select New.

6 On the E panel, specify the name of each period in the Text field (for example January, February,
etc.) and adjust the proposed start date for the period in the 'From date' field, when necessary. Press
Enter.

In addition to the from date, information is also displayed about the end date, the number of calendar
days, workdays, and bank days for each period.

Define Seasonal Curve

1 Start 'Seasonal Curve. Open' (CRS915/B).

The instruction is based on panel sequence E.

2 Specify period type, year, and an identity for the curve you will create. Select New.

3 On the E panel, specify a description and a name for the curve.

4 Specify a seasonal index for all the relevant periods in the curve. Press Enter and F3.

The total percentage field displays the total of the specified percentages. To leave the panel, the
total must be equal to 100%.
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Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/Panel

1. Define System Periods

…the period type which is to be
used in the different
applications.

Period type MPM/MAI(MNS100/F

… the number of periods per
year that are included in a
period type.

Number of periods –period type
1 (2,3,4,5 )

(MNS100/F)

Examples

If period type 1 is defined as
month, then you specify 12 in
this field.

If period type 2 is defined as
week, then you define 52 in this
field.

… the period type defined in
(MNS100/F).

Period type(CRS910/B)

For each record in the system
calendar, you can see that the
day is connected to one of five
different period types.

It makes it possible to work
simultaneously with up to five
different period types in each
division.

Tip

Besides the five different period
types, period type 9 can be used
in the forecast application to
enable forecasting item numbers
per week. The number of
periods for period type 9 is 52
by default.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/Panel

… the calendar year as defined
in the system calendar.

Year(CRS910/B)

… the start date for the period.From date(CRS910/E)

… the end date for the period.To date

This date is calculated
automatically as the date before
the next from date. The only
exception is for for the last
period where the to date must
be entered manually.

2. Define Seasonal Curves

… the period type which is to be
connected to a seasonal curve

Period type(CRS915/B)

Seasonal curve can be used
when you have a fluctuation
over a year, for example a sales
fluctuation.

It is possible to have more than
one seasonal curve per period
type.

… the ID for the seasonal curve.Seasonal curve(CRS915/B)

The seasonal curve can, for
example, describe sales
fluctuations during the year

For instance, your company are
selling skies. The peak season
for that is on the winter.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/Panel

… the period's percentage of the
annual totals defined in the
seasonal curve.

Seasonal index(CRS915/E)

The sum of the seasonal indices
for all of the year's periods must
equal 100%.

See also

Create and Change a System Calendar

This document explains how you create a system calendar and define days in the system calendar.

Outcome
You have created a system calendar for a division. (A system calendar must be created for each
division.) Normally at least two calendar years from the current date should have been defined.

For MUC configuration, a system calendar must be defined for each of the divisions included in the
configuration. This means that a calendar must be defined for the central (blank) division, even if the
division is not used to process information.

You have changed one or several values in the following fields:

• Generated capacity on each day

• Production days

• Goods receiving days

• Delivery days.

When a date is entered in M3, the system checks that the date has been defined in the system calendar.

The system calendar is stored in the CSYCAL file.
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Before you start
• You must be in the correct division and commands to switch between divisions must be defined in

'Function. Open' (MNS110). You must have authority for the divisions. Authority is assigned in
'User. Open' (MNS150).

• If you want to change a day in 'System Calendar. Open' (CRS900), a system calendar must have
been defined in 'System Calendar. Create Days' (CRS905).

Follow these steps

Create system calendar

1 To create the system calendar, start 'System Calendar. Open' (CRS900).

2 Select 'Settings' (F13) on the B panel.

3 On the P panel, select 'Generate calendar' (F13).

This displays 'System Calendar. Create Days' (CRS905/A).

4 Enter a range in the fields 'From Year' and 'To year'.

5 Specify values in the following fields on the E panel: 'General capacity,' 'Production day,' 'Goods
receiving day,' 'Delivery day.'

6 Select 'Start generation' (F13). The generation takes place online and not in a batch job.

7 Repeat the procedure to define one more calendar year, since you should define at least two
calendar years. Press F3.

Change system calendar

1 To define the system calendar day, start 'System Calendar. Open' (CRS900/B).

2 Select a date in the display file, then on the File menu, click Open.

3 Specify values in the following fields on the E panel: 'General capacity,' 'Production day,' 'Goods
receiving day,' 'Delivery day.'

4 Click Next to finish.
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Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the portion of a workday that can be load planned. This
portion is entered as a percentage for each day.

General
capacity(CRS900/E)

(CRS905/E)
Example A: A company normally works 8 hours on Mondays.
If on a certain Monday it only works 4 hours, 50% should be
entered as the general capacity percentage in (CRS900) for
that Monday. If the employees in a certain work center only
work 2 hours this particular Monday, 50% should be entered
as the actual capacity percentage for the current combination
and for Monday.

… whether the date selected is flagged as a production day
in the system calendar. You cannot create capacity for a work
center on days that are not flagged as production days.

Production day(CRS900/E)

(CRS905/E)

… whether the actual day is a so-called bank day in the
calendar.

Bank day(CRS905/A)

The purchase ledger, for instance, uses the ledger in the
financial management system.

… the payment day that is displayed as the default according
to the day of the week on which the due date falls.

Adjustment
days payment
day

(CRS905/A)

Example

If the real due date happens to be on a Sunday, you can as
default set the payment date to be on the following Monday.

During automatic creation of a system period, the adjustment
days are updated as follows:

• Mon 1 payment default Tuesday

• Tue 0 payment default same day

• Wed 0 payment default same day

• Thu 0 payment default same day

• Fri 0 payment default same day

• Sat 1 payment default Friday

• Sun 2 payment default Tuesday
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

... whether goods can be entered as received in M3 on a
specific weekday.

Goods receiving
day(CRS900/E)

(CRS905/E)
Example: If goods receiving can take place on a Monday, enter
1 in the Monday field. If goods receiving cannot take place on
a Saturday, enter 0 in the Saturday field.

… whether deliveries can be entered in M3 on a specific
weekday.

Delivery day(CRS900/E)
(CRS905/E)

… the year from which and to which the calendar is to be
created.

From year To
year

(CRS905/E)

See also
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2Security Administration

This document provides information on Authority Security in M3 Business Engine.

This document does not describe the security management for:

• access to database objects outside of M3 Business Engine. An end user retrieves access to the
database when starting M3 BE

• communication security such as port allocation schema and firewalls

• security management regarding M3 user interfaces

• other products not included in M3 Business Engine.

For information on communication security, please refer to the IBM Redbook, M3 BE on the IBM iSeries
Server, an Implementation Guide.

M3 BE Security Model Overview
This document describes the security system available in M3 Business Engine. The following limitations
apply:

1 Access to database objects outside of M3 Business Engine. An end user retrieves access to the
database when starting M3 Business Engine.

2 Communication security such as port allocation schema and firewalls.

3 Security management regarding M3 Workplace and the Smart Office user interfaces.

• Company and Division Security

The security system in M3 Business Engine consists of many different components. The most
central one is the M3 BE user definition, which is managed in the program 'User. Open' (MNS150).
With this definition as the basis, more detailed information is maintained to define the companies
and divisions to which a specific user is authorized, and to specify the authority the user has to
specific functions within a specific company and division. M3 Business Engine Security is
independent of any underlying security mechanisms of the operating system. In addition, the
definitions can be made using different grouping levels to ease maintenance.

• Function Security
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Security on the function level is ensured by making an association between a function and a user
and specifying whether or not the combination is allowed. Maintaining function-level security can
be simplified by using function groups and user groups. This security is also applicable for programs
(programs are not started from the menu; they are only started through functions).

M3 Business Engine provides the following methods to manage security on a functional level:

• Authorities (SES003)

• Authorities by roles 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400).

The method to be used is determined by the app.pgm.CAUTCHK.mode property file. This property
is activated (1) for SES400 and deactivated (0) for SES003.

• Data Authority

Authority to data is managed by object access groups, which will qualify users to monitor and
maintain different objects in M3 Business Engine, such as sales price lists, statistic reports, orders,
and facilities. These objects can be connected to an object access group, and different users can
be connected to user groups. For each user group, you can specify a number of object access
groups. Therefore, if an object is connected to an access group, access is only granted to users
that belong to a user group connected to that access group.

• Field Audit Trail Manager

The Field Audit Trail Manager is used to display changes that are made in each field. The field
audit shows information about the changes made, the user who made the changes, the programs
used, and the date and time the changes were made. The field audit trail in M3 Business Engine
is important to use when a field contains vital information such as bank account numbers.

See Also
"Company and Division Security" on page 207

"Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions" on page 204

"Function Security" on page 210

"Data Authority Security" on page 214

"Field Access Security" on page 216

Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions

Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions
This section describes the attributes of M3 Business Engine functions that relate to security.
Use'Function. Open' (MNS110) to access the definitions of menus and functions within M3 Business
Engine.
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Note: M3 considers a menu to be a special type of function. A menu has many of the characteristics
of an 'executable' function, such as having the need to be secured, or the capability of being attached
to another menu. Creating a menu is done by creating a function with the category MNU.

The attributes of a function that relate to security are:

• Function

A function consists of an ID and a name. A function is in the menu and you start the program by
entering the function. The function ID is often the same as the ID of the function/program you start,
but it does not have to be. You can, for example, name the function MMS001 as 'ITEMS' in the
function ID field. It is the value in the Program field that determines which program is connected to
'your' function ID.

The function name is entered on the 'Function. Open' (MNS110)/F panel.

You can name MMS200 "My Item Register" with the function ID "ITEMS." If you want your function
start MMS200, you enter MMS200 in the Program field.

• Function Category

There are several categories of functions: those that actually run programs, menus, text functions
(which are used to place remarks or comments on menus), function groups, and functions that
change to a different company or division. Although you can apply security to most of these
categories of functions, only two categories have a specific role to play in M3 BE Security: the
categories GRP and MNU.

• Function Category GRP

A function with a category of GRP is a function group. Other functions can be placed into a
function group. Groups are used to simplify security maintenance by reducing the number of
entries made to the list of authorized functions/users.

A function with the category GRP cannot be placed in other groups. That is, you cannot have
function groups within groups. Also, a single function cannot be a member of more than one
group. A function can either be in one group or no groups at all.

• Function Category MNU

Menus are defined by the function category MNU. This allows you to use option 12='Menu' in
'Function. Open' (MNS110) to attach menu options to the menu. A function with the category
MNU can be placed into other MNU functions. That is, you can have MNU groups within MNU
groups. This is also done by selecting option 12.

• Password Check

Before the function runs, the user must enter the correct login password. This prevents unauthorized
users from running a function at an unattached panel.

• Authority Required

In 'Function. Open' (MNS110)/E, the Authority required field has the following settings:

• Not selected (0) means that authorization for the function is checked according to the entries
made in 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401) for the user. If no entries exist in 'Authority by
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User. Display' (SES401) for the user, the function is considered approved and open. This means
that the system is open for all users if no entries are made in SES400/401, but can be partly
limited for some user, user/groups by adding records in SES400/401 for these user/groups.

• Selected (1) means that authorization for the function is checked according to the entries made
in 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401) for the user. If no entries exist in 'Authority by User.
Display' (SES401) for the user, the function is considered denied and restricted. This means
that the system is closed for all users if no entries are made in SES400/401, but can be opened
in selected areas and functions for user, user/groups by adding records in SES400/401 for
these user/groups.

The default setting for M3 Business Engine inactivated (0) for all functions.

Important: If you want to restrict access in all company and divisions for a specific function, then
you should activate the Authority required field in 'Function. Open' (MNS110)/E for all functions
you made entries in 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400).

To mass change the value for all functions (except MNU functions) to 1, you can run the following
SQL command:

update mvxjdta.cmnfng set jfauty ='1' where jfpgnm >' '  mvxjdta = the name of the
library/schema where the database is.

• Program

The Program field is the actual program that should be started when you enter the current function
ID.

The function consists of an ID and a name. A function is in the menu and you start the program by
entering the function. The function ID is often the same as the ID of the function/program you start,
but it does not have to be. You can, for example, name the function MMS001 as 'ITEMS' in the
function ID field. It is the value in the Program field that determines what program is connected to
'your' function ID.

The function name is entered on the 'Function. Open' (MNS110)/F panel.

You can name MMS200 "My Item Register" with the function ID "ITEMS." If you want your function
start MMS200, you enter MMS200 in the Program field.

See also
"M3 BE Security Model Overview" on page 203

"Company and Division Security" on page 207

"Data Authority Security" on page 214

"Function Security" on page 210

"Field Access Security" on page 216
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Company and Division Security
This document describes the programs and methods used to define users in M3 Business Engine and
to control user access to companies and divisions.

User definitions
In order to use M3, each user must be defined in the program 'User. Open' (MNS150). This program
contains all the environmental information that is assigned to each user to set up the correct environment
when the user starts a new session. The user can override some, but not all of, the settings within the
session.

User definitions are created on the E panel. They include the default values for the company and
division, language, date format, and so on, for a user.

On the F panel, the Menu version prompts to 'Menu Version. Open' (MNS080). A menu version must
be entered if the Smart Office user interface is used.

Menu versions are variants of a menu that can be created in M3 Business Engine and attached to
copies of existing menus. Any menu can have a number of versions. All menus are created with a
blank menu version by default. The version of a menu carries the original menu name and the version
name. It can be an identical copy of the original menu or a variant of the original. In practice, it is often
a complete copy.

The Start menu is defined in 'Function. Open' (MNS110).

Controlling user access to companies and divisions
Since M3 is delivered as an open system, users have access to all companies and divisions. In order
for users to have restricted access to companies and divisions, they must be defined in 'User. Open'
(MNS150) and must also be authorized to use the companies and divisions in question. This authorization
is specified in the function 'Authorization. Specify for Company' (MNS151).

A list of user access can be printed through 'User Access Report. Print' (SES500).

Option 11='User permissions to Cmp/Div' displays 'User. Access per Company Division' (MNS151),
allowing you to selectively control user access. It is used for interactive maintenance of the list of
companies and divisions to which the user is authorized.

Option 21='Update User Access all Cmp/Div' grants the user access to all companies and divisions. It
is used as a reset. This option is often followed by option 11 to trim the list. There is no display panel
with option 21. As soon as you press Enter the data is updated.

Important: This mass update is only done for existing companies and divisions. If a new company or
division is entered afterwards, all users that should be authorized to that combination must be updated.
This mass update should be used with care. In many cases, not all users should be authorized to all
of the existing companies or divisions.

Authorization to Company

Information entered in 'User. Open' (MNS150) can be overridden by information entered in 'User.
Access per Company Division' (MNS151) for the specific combination of user, company, and division.
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This can be helpful if one division operates under a different date format or another language, for
example.

In 'User. Open' (MNS150), select option 11='User permissions to Cmp/Div'. This starts 'User. Access
per Company Division' (MNS151).

To grant access to a company/division, enter the name of the company/division and select New. On
the E panel you can override some of the fields specified in ('User. Open' (MNS150)), such as start
menu or user group.

To remove access to a company/division, select Delete.

Differences between option 1 and option 3 when creating user
When you create a new user in 'User. Open' (MNS150), the user is initially only authorized to the
company/division defined in 'User. Open' (MNS150)/E. Authorizing a user to other companies and/or
divisions must be done manually in (MNS151). In addition, option 21='Update User Access all Cmp/Div'
on the 'User. Open' (MNS150)/B panel for a certain user will authorize the user to all companies/divisions
in the database.

If you use option 3='Copy' to create a new user based on an existing one, only the responsibilities
(defined in MNS151) of the based-on user are assigned to the new user.

Important: This means that it is convenient to have some template users, with the correct authority
set, entered in this program and then use Copy record to add new users to the system.

See also
"M3 BE Security Model Overview" on page 203

"Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions" on page 204

"Function Security" on page 210

"Data Authority Security" on page 214

"Field Access Security" on page 216

"Create and Configure User Defined Menu" on page 295

Create Function

This document explains how you create a system function and define its settings. Standard M3 functions
are provided when the M3 Business Engine is installed, but you may create additional functions as
needed.

Outcome
Various functions are created. Each function contains information about which program to use. It is
typically connected to a menu tree. Functions also may be used for:
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• Shortcut commands in the start box

• Security as set up in Function. Connect Authority (SES003)

• Security by Role as defined in Function. Connect Authority by Role (SES400)

Follow These Steps

1 Start 'Function. Open' (MNS110).

2 On the B1 panel, enter an identifier in the Function field.

3 Select the Create option.

4 On the E panel, enter these fields and settings:

a Constant - enter an ID of the constant from which the description is retrieved and displayed on
the menu for this function.

b File - enter a file ID where the defined constant ID is to be stored.

c Component group - enter the group to which this new function belongs.

d Function category - select one of the pre-defined alternatives to indicate the function type/category
to be used. This category helps control how each function should be processed in the M3 menu
system.

e Function group - select the group into which the function should belong. Each group can be used
to define authorization in (SES003).

Note: The function group(s) must be defined in (MNS110) with the function category to set 'GRP'.

f Authorization required - select this check box to require an authorization check for this function.

g Password check - select this check box to apply an extra password check. For example, this can
be used to force system users to enter their passwords to start this function.

h Program - enter a program name to indicate which program or Java class should be executed
when this function is called by the user.

5 Click Next to save your changes. The function record and corresponding details display on the F
panel.

See Also
"Function Security" on page 210

"Company and Division Security" on page 207
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Function Security
Security on the function level is ensured by making an association between a function and a user and
specifying whether or not the combination is allowed. Maintaining function-level security can be simplified
by using function groups and user groups. This security is also applicable for programs (programs are
not started from the menu; they are only started through functions).

M3 Business Engine provides the following methods to manage security on a functional level:

• Authorities - 'Function. Connect Authority' (SES003)

• Authorities by roles in - 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400).

The method to be used is determined by app.pgm.CAUTCHK.mode property file. This property is
activated (1) for 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400) and deactivated (0) for 'Function.
Connect Authority' (SES003).

Note: This document only describes Authorities by roles 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400).

Security entries made at the company level
Security entries made at the company level (blank division) will also apply to any division in that company
which has no security entries of its own.

The number of records in 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401) (CMNPUS) will be fewer, especially
for companies with many divisions and roles and many combinations of security settings. Also the load
on program SEMNGPER and auto job SES900 will decrease.

This is valid if you use 'Function. Connect Authority' (SES003) or 'Function. Connect Authority by Role'
(SES400) security.

• Relationship between company and division

There is a referential link between company and division in M3 Business Engine Security. Security
entries made at the company level (blank division) will also apply to any division in that company
which has no security entries of its own. This can be thought of as the divisions having no need for
their own security, and therefore adhering to company policy.

• Restricting company and division

Restricting Company and Division with options 11='User permissions to Cmp/Div' and 21='Update
User Access all Cmp/Div' in 'User. Open' (MNS150), as described in the earlier section Controlling
Access to Companies and Divisions.

Further, if any new company/divisions were created, and it was forgotten to enter the restriction in
these, users could then have access to these.

Note:  If the new user was created using New, a responsibility is given for all companies and
divisions.

If the new user was created using Copy (copied from an existing user), only the responsibilities of
the based-on user are assigned to the new user.
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Checking security
When a user requests a function, the security entries specified in 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401)
are searched for a matching combination of user and function by authority check program (CAUTCHK)
to assure full functional coverage.

M3 BE Security will use company-level entries if the requesting user is working at the division level
and there are no security entries at division level. Remember the relationship between company and
division.

If the search is unsuccessful, M3 Business Engine Security refers back to the Authority required setting
in the function definition 'Function. Open' (MNS110). If this is 1, the request is denied; if this is 0, the
request is permitted.

Security using authorities
Here you connect a function or a program to a user and then define restrictions for this combination.
You can also secure function groups and user groups.

Important: When you use this method, a single user cannot be a member of more than one group. A
user can either be in one group or no groups at all.

Security using authorities by roles
Authorities by roles is a method for controlling user access rights in M3 Business Engine. The role
based authority decides, for example, what programs the user is authorized to use or what features
within a program the user is authorized to use.

Role based security is not about data authority via object access groups, for example what price lists,
customers, or items a user is authorized to view or maintain.

If the authorities by roles method is not used, the authority check will work via security setup in 'Function.
Connect Authority' (SES003).

Roles
Roles are introduced to manage large numbers of M3 users regarding authorities by roles. Roles
define a set of authorizations in M3 Business Engine.

By connecting a role to a user, you grant the set of authorizations that the role defines to the user.

Authorities by roles - Setup per role and function
For the authorities by roles setup in 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400), define the functions
a role is permitted to use in different companies and divisions.

The authorities by roles set up enables control of authorities by roles for all options (option 1 - 99) and
for all function keys.

A role can have different authorities by roles in different companies and divisions. For example, the
role SALESCLERK can have different authorities by roles in Company 100 and 200, or different
authorities by roles in division AAA and BBB within the same company.
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Authorities by roles - direct
Authorities by roles can be applied directly to programs with panels for user interactions. This only
applies if the program does not exist as a function in 'Function. Connect Program' (MNS112).

If you want a user or a user group to be restricted to a specific program (not in the menu), you have
to specify a connection between a function and this program in (MNS112) and activate the restriction
in 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400).

When authorities by roles are applied directly to programs that inherit authorities by roles, the direct
setup will override the inheritance.

Authorities by roles - Least restrictive principle
The least restrictive principle applies if a user is connected to several roles with different authorities
by roles for a certain function.

Authorities by roles - Settings

Roles. Open (MNS405)
Roles are defined independently of company in 'Roles. Open' (MNS405), so the same roles apply
for all companies in the database.

In (MNS405/E), it is possible but not mandatory to automatically create authorities by roles setup
records (see SES400) and authorities by users (see 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401)) for a
specific company and division.

Authorities by roles 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401) will be created for all users connected
to the role. Only functions where authorization is required (see 'Function. Open' (MNS110)) will be
considered and only new combinations will be generated (existing authorities by roles will not be
changed or removed).

Important: If you want to restrict access in all company and divisions for a specific function, then
you should activate the 'Authority required' field in (MNS110/E) for all functions you made entries
in (SES003) or (SES400). This is recommended.

If you only want to restrict access in a specific division, or some divisions in a single company, then
you should deactivate the 'Authority required' field in MNS110/E.

Roles per User. Open (MNS410)
Roles per user are defined independently of company with or without validity dates. A user can be
connected to several roles at the same time. Each connection of user and role can have validity
dates to enable temporary authorities by roles, such as vacation replacements.

Function. Connect Authority by Role (SES400)
In the authorities by roles setup, you define which functions are permitted per role and per company
and division.

Note: Functions where an authority check is required must be defined here if they should be
accessible to users connected to the current role.
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A role can, for the same functions, have different authorities by roles in different companies.

Only active records (status 20) will create authorities by roles. Direct setup to programs is possible
(the function does not need to exist in MNS110).

In the authorities by roles setup details, you define the basic options, related options, and functions
keys that will be permitted.

Buttons are provided to select or clear check boxes for all options or function keys before fine-tuning
the setup.

Note: The status must be set to 20 (Active) to create authorities by roles.

Important: If a function is connected to several roles and you delete one of the function/role records,
then you must select option 2=Change for the remaining function/role records to activate them
again.

If, instead of deleting a function record, you deactivate it to status 10 (SES400/E), then you do not
need to select option 2 for the remaining function/role records. They will continue to be activated.

Authorities by User. Display (SES401)
It is always possible to monitor records in the authorities by roles file by viewing the result of the
setup by 'Authority by User. Display' (SES401). Despite that, setup is done by function and role,
authorities by roles are created per program and user to gain system performance and to enable
special setup per user interaction programs. The authorities by roles file contains one record for
each combination of program, user, company, and division.

Note: Programs that inherit functional security are included in the authorities by roles file. The
authorities by roles file is automatically updated when:
• A record is created, changed, or deleted in the authority setup 'Function. Connect Authority by

Role' (SES400).

• A record is created, changed, or deleted in 'Roles per User. Connect' (MNS410).

• A record is deleted in 'Roles. Open' (MNS405).

• System date changes (The authorities by roles are rebuilt, including validity date check, when
auto-job SES900 is started).

In (SES401/E), you can view the details for display authorities by roles as a result of the authorities
by roles setup.

Authorities by roles are valid per user and program, not per role and function as the permission
setup in SES400 manages.

Note: Authorities by roles are updated in a background job (SES900). It can take a minute until
the authorities by roles are updated.

Creating new role
When creating a new role it can be useful also to copy the connected users and/or to also copy
the connected authorities by roles.
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'Authority per User. Re-create' (SES990)
'Authority per User. Re-create' (SES990) allows you to correct or update CMNPUS in 'Authority by
User. Display' (SES401) according to the entries in
MNS110/MNS112/MNS150/MNS151/MNS405/MNS410/SES400.

Important: This program should be called with auto job (SES900) running. While running (SES990),
users may experience accessibility issues with affected programs. It is recommended not to allow
users accessing the system while (SES990) is running. While running 'Authority per User. Re-create'
(SES990), users may experience accessability issues with affected programs. It's recommended
not to allow users accessing the system while (SES990) is running.

See also
"Create Function" on page 208

"M3 BE Security Model Overview" on page 203

"Company and Division Security" on page 207

"Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions" on page 204

"Data Authority Security" on page 214

"Field Access Security" on page 216

"Create and Configure User Defined Menu" on page 295

Data Authority Security
This document describes data authority security to apply to restrictions in order to prevent users and
user groups from entering specific records within a function.

Follow these steps - Authority to access object groups
Authority to Access Object Groups will qualify users to monitor and maintain different objects in M3
BE, such as sales price lists, statistic reports, orders, facilities etc. These objects can be connected to
an object access group, and different users can be connected to user groups. For each user group,
you can specify a number of object access groups. Therefore, if an object is connected to an access
group, access is only granted to users that belong to a user group connected to that access group.

1 Create User Groups for Object Access Group

Start 'User Group. Open' (CRS004) Create an optional group identity, for example USRGRP-ONE.

2 Connect Users to User Group

Start 'User. Open' (MNS150), and select the user to be connected to a user group for object access
groups. You can also connect a user of type GRPPRF, which actually is a user group. See section
User Groups.
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Start 'Authorization. Specify for Company' (MNS151) by using option 11=User ID in 'User. Open'
(MNS150). A list of companies and divisions the user is authorized to will be displayed. Enter the
Company/Division, by selecting Open, for which the user should be connected with the user group.
Enter the User group - object access field, on the E panel with the user group for object access
groups. Press Enter.

Repeat this step for each company/division that should be connected to a user.

Important: The same user could be connected to different User Groups (for object access) in
different companies and/or divisions. If the specific combination of company and division are missing
for a certain user, the record containing company and 'blank' division will be used when performing
the authority check.

3 Create Object Access Group

Start 'Object Access Group. Open' (CRS006). Create an object access group identity, for example
ACCGRP-ONE.

Repeat this step for each company/division that should be connected to a user.

4 Connect the User Group to the Object Access Group.

Start 'Object Access Group. Connect User Group' (CRS007) by using option 11 in 'Object Access
Group. Open' (CRS006). Connect one or several user groups to the object access group.

Repeat this step for each company/division that should be connected to a user.

5 Connect the Object Access Group to an Object

This step can be completed in different functions, e.g. 'Facility. Open' (CRS008), 'Sales Price List.
Open' (OIS017), 'Sales Stats/Budget Report. Open' (OSS412).

Select the object (record) and press Open. Enter the Object access group field and select the actual
object access group for this object (function). When an object is connected to an access group,
access is only granted to users that belong to a user group connected to that access group.

Authority to items, orders, general ledger
You can make authority for users and restrict not authorized users to certain functions as item types,
item categories, order types, general ledgers, purchase orders. You can set up the following authorities
in M3 BE:

• Authority for General Ledger - 'Settings - Access Authority Check' (GLS005)

• Authority for Customer Orders - 'Authorization Group for CO Type. Open' (OIS007)

• Authority for Purchase Orders - 'Purchase Authority. Open' (PPS235)

• Authority for Work Orders - 'Work Order Authorization. Open' (MOS175)

• Authority for Items - 'Item. Connect Authority' (MMS014)
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See also
"M3 BE Security Model Overview" on page 203

"Company and Division Security" on page 207

"Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions" on page 204

"Function Security" on page 210

"Field Access Security" on page 216

Field Access Security
Field security allows you to control user access to a much finer degree than function security.

Field level security uses field groups to control access to individual fields. A field group has two attributes:
a description and a default public access level. Fields are attached to a field group. Users are then
attached to the field group with an individual access level. Users view the fields 'through' the field group
with either the public level of access or their individual level of access. Field groups are always required,
even if you are securing only one field. (There is an alternative way of defining access level for fields
in some programs which contain many fields. The purpose is then only to simplify the workflow, not to
adjust any security settings.)

A field group has a default access level defined in 'Field Group. Open' (SES100).

You can attach individual users or user groups to determine different access levels for the field group
in 'Field Group. Connect Authority' (SES010). However, all users outside these attached individuals
and groups are still governed by the field groups default access level.

Field level security enables you to restrict users from displaying or changing specific fields in specific
display panels. The valid alternatives are:

0 = The field is not displayed.

1 = The field is displayed, but its contents cannot be changed.

2 = The field is displayed and its contents can be changed.

Important: Field security control 3 = the field is mandatory to enter, exists in some programs; for
example, 'Req/Distr Order type. Open' (CRS201). This is not a part of the field-level security concept
and is not discussed here.

Field level security based on Company/Division
Field groups exist at company level. This allows you to have distinct security policies in different
companies. However, you cannot have separate field groups existing at division level. Even if the group
was created by a user working at division level, it is considered to belong to the company, not the
division. Since field groups have a default public access level, as soon as a field group is created, we
automatically have a company-wide default access level in field-level security. This is quite unlike
function-level security.
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A significant difference between field-level security and function-level security occurs when working at
division level. In field-level security, company entries are considered in addition to divisional entries in
all cases. Contrast this with function-level security, where the company entries are considered only if
there are no divisional entries. In function-level authority, an absence of divisional security implies the
division is adhering to company policy; whereas if there were entries at division level, it means the
division has established its own security policy, and would never refer to company security; the link to
company was broken.

M3 Business Engine checks the field level security by first searching for security settings at division
level. If no settings are found there, the search continues at company level.

The steps involved in field-level security
There are four steps required to set up field-level security:

1 Preparing for field-level security

2 Defining a field group

3 Attaching fields to a field group

4 Attaching users to a field group

In the first step you need to establish two things:

• The identity of the field as it appears in the database and the identity of the reference field.

• The field is possible to secure.

This preparatory step is necessary because field-level security is not available for all fields in the
M3 Business Engine panels.

Follow these steps
Define whether the field can be secured

1 Verify that it is possible to secure the field.

2 Note the field name, the program ID and the panel ID as they appear in the database.

3 Start 'Field. Display per Program' (SES200), to review the list of fields.

The B panel lists all fields, panels, field groups and reference fields by program.

4 Select a suitable sorting order to find the fields to secure.

5 Select Display for a field to check on the E panel whether it can be secured.

Important: Do not select the Change option for the field in (SES200/B) to define field security unless
absolutely necessary; see below. The purpose of (SES200) is only to display available fields and
to which extent they can be secured. The only exception is when you really need to restrict access
to a specific field

The 'Ind - Protect' ('Indicator for protection', PR) and the 'Ind Non-display' ('Indicator for non-display',
ND) fields determine whether the field can be secured. If any values are displayed in the 'Indicator
- Protect' fields, the field can be protected (access level 1=displayed but not editable). If any values
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are displayed in the 'Ind Non-display' fields, you are able to hide the field on the panels in the specific
program (access level 0= Not displayed). If there are no values for these fields in (SES200/E), the
field cannot be secured.

Define a field group

1 Start 'Field Group. Open' (SES100).

2 Enter an ID for the field group in the 'Field group' field. Click Create.

3 On the E panel displayed, enter a description of the field group in the 'Name' field.

4 Select one of the access levels below in the 'Field selection' field. Press Enter.

• 0 = Do not display field heading or content.

• 1 = Display field (heading and content) but changes cannot be made.

• 2 = Display field (heading and content) and contents can be changed.

Connect fields to a field group

1 Start 'Field Group. Connect Fields' (SES102). Can also be started by option 11 in (SES100/B).

The program can also be reached by selecting related option 11 = 'Fields/field group' for the field
group in 'Field Group. Open' (SES100/B).

2 Select the field group and enter the ID of the field to add to the field group. Click Create.

Important: If you enter the "real" field ID, the security restrictions will only apply to this specific field
in the the current program and its panels. If you enter the ID of the reference field instead, the
security restrictions will apply to all fields connected to this reference field, not only in the current
program.

As soon as a field is connected to a field group, the field group determines the security settings for
the field. Users have the default public access level of their user group until they are connected to
the field group.

3 Add the selected or required groups to the field. Press Enter.

4 In (SES100/B), select related option 21 = 'Where used' to display in which programs and on which
panels the field group and its connected fields appear.

Connect users to field group

1 Start 'Field Group. Connect Authority' (SES010).

2 Select a 'blank' division if the field level security for the user should apply throughout the entire
company; otherwise select a specific division. Then select a field group and a user or user group.
Click Create.

3 On the E panel, select the field access level in the 'Field selection' field. Press Enter.

Add or modify field level security manually for existing fields in (SES200)
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To secure a field in a program that is listed in 'Field. Display per Program' (SES200) but nevertheless
lacks values in the indicator fields ('Ind - Protect' and 'Ind - Non-display'), you need access to the
development environment and a screendesigner tool.

1 Go to panel (SES200/E).

2 Enter the appropriate indicators, two previously not entered, in the 'Ind - Protect' and the 'Ind -
Non-display' fields.

All field selection indicators (1–40) are available. Normally, indicators 1–20 are reserved for 'Ind -
Protect' and indicators 21–40 for 'Ind - Non-display'. It is possible to secure up to 20 fields per panel,
but the same indicators can be used for several fields. Note that indicator 45 often is already entered,
since it is being used for protection of fields when the Display option is used.

See also
"M3 BE Security Model Overview" on page 203

"Company and Division Security" on page 207

"Security Aspects of M3 Business Engine Functions" on page 204

"Function Security" on page 210

"Data Authority Security" on page 214

Manage E-Signature

The e-signature functionality allows users to sign and approve electronic records within the system.
Selected programs, files, and objects can be set up to trigger a request for an e-signature to ensure
that review or approval of the electronic record is performed before changes are saved.

This document describes the basic data set up required to activate this functionality in addition to the
activities involved in e-signature creation, signature, and error handling.

Basic data for e-signature

Perform the following activities to set up basic data for e-signature:
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Define programs and files for e-signature
Programs and files for e-signature are defined in 'E-Signature Program. Open' (SES410). This
program is used to identify programs and files that require an e-signature. Records are stored in
table CESPGM.

A program is an entity that updates data in electronic records stored in a file. A program can update
records in multiple files. A combination of the two - program and file - comprise the e-signature
program that requests an e-signature from the user when changes are made.

The following settings are defined for an e-signature program:
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DescriptionField

Determines how often an e-signature is required per program. Alternatives are
'1-First Panel' and '2-Every Panel'. When alternative 1 is selected, the e-

Signature
Event

signature will be required only once, in the first panel of the program or the
first panel where a field requiring signature is changed. The signature will be
applied throughout the program. In alternative 2, the e-signature will be required
in every panel of the program where a field requiring signature is changed. If
comments are required, based on the set up in (SES411), the e-signature is
displayed in every panel regardless of the setting, allowing the user to enter
the required comments.

Determines if the e-signature program is '10-Prelimary' or '20-Released'. Only
released e-signature programs will trigger a request for an e-signature.

Status

Define objects for e-signatures
E-signature objects are defined in 'E-Signature Object. Open' (SES411). This program can be
accessed directly or started from 'E-Signature Program. Open' (SES410) using related option
11='E-signature object'.

Only programs and files that are defined in (SES410) can be used to define an e-signature object.
Fields from the identified program and file are set up to trigger an e-signature request. When
changes are made in the field, an e-signature will be required. The combination of these three -
program, file, and field - form the e-signature object. This is stored in the CESTRG table.

A blank field can be entered to enable e-signature when creating or deleting records in the
e-signature program.

The following settings must be defined for an e-signature object:

DescriptionField

The reason for requiring an e-signature for the object. This will be displayed
when the e-signature is triggered.

Reason

Determines the method used when signing the e-signature. When alternative
'1-System' is selected, signing is performed within the system by entering user
and password. No external system or security product is used.

Signature
Method

Determines the strategy used when signing the e-signature. When alternative
'1-Simple' is selected, no other signatory is required. The user who made the
changes to the record will also be the one to sign.

Signature
Strategy
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DescriptionField

Determines the process used in signing the e-signature. When alternative '1-
Synchronous' is selected, e-signature will immediately be prompted and must

Sign Process

be completed without interruption. Signing must be made before a new
transaction can be started.

Determines whether comments are required when updating an object or
executing the e-signature. Alternatives are '0-Not Applicable', '1-Optional' or

Comment
Input

'2-Mandatory'. When alternative '0-Not Applicable' is selected, the comment
box is not displayed.

Determines if the e-signature object is '10-Prelimary' or '20-Released'. Only
released e-signature objects will trigger an e-signature when changes are
made.

Status

Note: (SES411) may also be used to set up comment input when updating a record. To do this,
signature method, strategy, and process are set to '0-No Signature' and comment input should
either be '1-Optional' or '2-Mandatory'.

Settings for application messages are also defined in this program. The following settings are
defined for successful signature and failed signature:

DescriptionField

Determines if an application message should be sent after a successful or
failed signature.

Send Message

Determines to whom the application message will be sent.Receiver

Indicates if the created application message should be sent to ION in the form
of a business object document.

BOD Enabled

Indicates the name of the workflow to be started in ION when an application
message is created.

Workflow
Name

Define exceptions for e-signature
By default, e-signature is required for all changes in objects defined in 'E-Signature Object. Open'
(SES411). In program 'E-Signature Exception. Open' (SES412), exceptions per e-signature object
are defined. It is better to define exceptions to avoid missing definition of conditions where e-signature
will be applied. This program can be accessed directly or started from 'E-Signature Object. Open'
(SES411) using related option 12='E-signature exception'. The exceptions are stored in table
CESEXC.
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• Validations

New exception records can only be created for existing (SES411) records (CESTRG) with
status 20.

The table to be validated for exception is the object table being signed. Related tables defined
in 'Related Tables. Connect' (CMS011) can also be used. This can be accessed from 'List and
Printer programs. Configure' (CMS005), using related option 11='Related Tables'. Note that
use of related tables are valid only for programs using the new list standard.

• Assumption

Verification is not performed between conditions. It is the responsibility of the user to specify
correct exception criteria. Exception conditions are specified per e-signature object. The following
are defined for each condition in (SES412/E):

DescriptionField

Sequence (SQNU) starts from 1 and can be manually inputted. If not entered,
last sequence will be incremented with 1.

Sequence

Multiple conditions can be joined by 'AND' or 'OR'. The first condition should
always have value of '0-Blank' and will mark the beginning of the entire
process exception.

Join

The same as the object table being signed or one of the related tables
defined in (CMS011).

File

The specific table field to be validated if the record will be exempted from
signature processing.

Field

Determines the comparison to be performed for the specified value field.Condition

Specific value to be tested if met to enable exception.Value field

If there are multiple exceptions created for an e-signature object, the relation between the conditions
should be logical to represent the business condition where the e-signature is not required.

E-signature process

Creation of e-signature record
When changes are made to specific fields that require an e-signature in the program, electronic
records are created in 'E-Signature Record. Open' (SES440) with 'Pending' as status. Multiple
records are created depending on how many fields for e-signature are changed. The records will
be assigned the same unique number series (per panel) called 'E-signature number'.

Records contain the following information:
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DescriptionField

The e-signature program where changes were made.Program

The file containing the changed field or object.File

The changed field or object.Field

The old value of the field changed.Old value

The proposed new value of the field.New value

The reason for requiring the e-signature.Reason

Determines when the changes were made.Change Date
and Time

The user who made the changes in the record.Changed by

Determines when the e-signature record was signed.Sign date and
time

The user who last signed the record.Signatory

Sign method, Sign strategy, Sign process, and Comment Input.Settings of the
e-signature
object at time
of creation

When adding or deleting a record in the e-signature program, an electronic record is created in
'E-Signature Record. Open' (SES440) with reason 'Record Creation' or 'Record Deletion'. These
records initially get status 'Pending'. Fields 'Old Value' and 'New Value' fields are blank.

Signing of e-signature record
When clicking 'enter' in the program, 'E-Signature. Open' (SES450/B) will be displayed. The timing
of the display is dependent on the basic option used (e.g. add, delete, or change) in additon to the
'Signature Event' setup in 'E-Signature Object. Open' (SES411). Records will be created in
'E-Signature. Open' (SES450) with 'Pending' as status. Single or multiple records are created
depending on the number of fields changed for e-signature.

When adding a new record, (SES450/B) will be displayed after the record creation panel. Only one
line with reason 'Record Creation' will be displayed in the subfile.

When deleting a record, (SES450/B) will be displayed after confirming in Panel D in the e-signature
program. Only one line with reason 'Record Deletion' will be displayed in the subfile.

When updating a record, (SES450/B) will be displayed after the first panel or every panel, depending
on the 'Signature Event' setting in 'E-Signature Program. Open' (SES410). Single or multiple fields
or objects will be displayed in the subfile, depending on the numbers updated.

In all cases, 'E-signature number', 'workflow', and 'signatory' will be displayed in the header.
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After reviewing the subfile, 'Process All' under Actions is selected to sign the records. If one or
more fields in the panel require signature, password prompt will be displayed. Once the password
is provided and entered, the records in (SES440) and (SES450) will be updated with 'Signed' status.

Once signed, date and time of signing and the last signatory will be updated.

If password is not entered and (SES450) is closed, the record in (SES440) and (SES450) will be
updated with 'Rejected' status.

Error logging of e-signature record
Errors in the signing process will create a record in 'E-Signature Err Log. Open' (SES490). Cancelling
or closing (SES450) or the password prompt will trigger the creation of error log in (SES490) with
error 'Cancellation'. Entering a wrong password will trigger the creation of error log in (SES490)
with error 'Cancellation' or 'Invalid Password'.

In the scenario when two users make changes to the same record at the same time, only the first
signed record will be saved. The second record in (SES440) will be updated with status 'Discarded'
and a record in (SES490) is created with error 'Change overruled'.

When e-signature is cancelled or an error is encountered, no changes will be made in the database
and the original program and panel will be displayed.
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Functional limitations
Only those programs that have the program infrastructure can be enabled to request electronic signature.
In order to enable e-signature in other programs, changes should be made according to a template.
This should be done prior to setup in (SES410), (SES411), and (SES412).
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Application Message Authority
This document explains how you give another user temporary authorization to view and use your
application messages.

Follow these steps

Give a User Temporary Authorization

1 Start 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420).

2 In the Receiver field on the B panel, specify the ID of the person that normally receives the
application message.

3 Select action Authority (F18).

4 On the B panel in 'Application Message. Connect Authority' (CRS422), enter the authority level
of the temporary receiver.

The valid alternatives are:

1=Work with messages. The other user is allowed to work with the application messages. If this
alternative is selected, you can specify which options and function keys can be used by the
temporary user.

2=Messages rerouted. The application messages are rerouted to the other user, who can only
review the messages. Note that it is only possible to reroute from one user to another user, and
not in a chain of users.

3=Messages forwarded. A copy of the application message is forwarded to the other user, who
is only able to review the messages. Note that it is only possible to forward from the original
user to another user, and not in a chain of users.

5 Specify the user that will receive temporary authorization.

6 Specify the date when the authorization will become effective. Select Create.

7 On the E panel, specify the date when the authorization will end.

8 If you selected authority level 1 (Work with messages), select the check boxes for all the options
and/or function keys that you want the temporary user to be able to use. Press Enter.

The valid alternatives are: Option Change (2), Copy (3), Delete (4), Display (5), Print (6), 21,
22, File (24), Create messages types (F14), Print application messages (F16), and Authority
(F18).

9 On the B panel, select one of the following alternatives:

• If you want the authorization defined above to apply for all application messages generated
for the original user, press F3.

• If you want the authorization defined above to apply only for some application messages
generated for the original user, go to Limit the Authorization for Specific Application Messages.
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Limit the Authorization for Specific Application Messages
Note that you limit the authorization per authority record. For example, you can create a general
authority record with authority level 3 (Messages forwarded) for user B with no limitations, and then
an authority record with authority level 1 (Work with messages) for user B, but limit this authority
to a few application messages.

1 Select option 'Message types' for the authority record.

2 In 'Application Message. Mail Authority' (CRS423/B), enter the application message type that
the authorization will apply for. Select Create.

3 On the E panel, select the 'Activate the application message type' check box.

4 Type 1 (e-mail) in the 'Send e-mail/sms' field if you want the application messages to be sent
as e-mails. Press Enter.

Note: None of the other fields displayed on the E panel are used.

See also
"Set Up the M3 Application Message System" on page 370

"Application Messages and Detailed Messages" on page 366
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3System Maintenance Run

System Maintenance Run Overview
There are several functions in M3 Business Engine that are controlled by date, and when the date
changes several checks and updates have to be done. System Maintenance Run in M3 Business
Engine executes a number of programs which 'clean up' certain elements of M3 database. Some of
the programs are always executed when the System Maintenance Run starts, while others are started
optionally.

Using System Maintenance Run
The system maintenance run is an alternative to the normal night run (CRS999 - Night Run. Start). It
adds some flexibility since you can define your own runs. For example, you can have different night
runs for different occasions like a Weekend Night run or a Monday Night run etc.

Important:  It is recommended to execute the System Maintenance Run each night.

System Maintenance Run and Job Scheduler

The M3 Business Engine Job Scheduler is used to run programs on schedule. In order for a function
to run on a schedule, M3 Business Engine System Maintenance Run must be defined in the M3 Business
Engine Job Scheduler as a scheduled job. M3 Business Engine System Maintenance Run runs a
number of predefined programs once each night, while other scheduled jobs in M3 Business Engine
Job Scheduler often runs one defined program.

For further information on Job Scheduler, refer to "M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job
Scheduler" on page 73.

Solution for Parallel Run

It is possible to run all System Maintenance Runs in parallel.

Parameters on the E panel in 'Night Run.Start (CRS999)' and the Run function field in SHS101 indicate
whether the auto jobs required to be shut down automatically during the System Maintenance Run.

Shutting down the auto jobs are not necessary from a data consistency point of view but could be
selected if you want to minimize the impact on the System Maintenance Run from other activities in
the system.
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Important: Running MRP with automatic release of proposals with A2 messages where the grouping
of, e.g. purchase order proposals might be affected.

In case of Multi Company installation, the M3 Business Engine database must have its own System
Maintenance Run job set up and scheduled. Different database System Maintenance Runs can be
submitted to run concurrently. It is also possible to select which companies and divisions are to be
included in the System Maintenance Run for the database.

Ordering a System Maintenance Run

A System maintenance run can be ordered by in one of the following ways:

• Order system maintenance run by the Job Scheduler.

• Order system maintenance run by option 9=Run on the SHS100/B panel.

For more details, refer to "Enabling System Maintenance Run" on page 231.

System Maintenance Run Process
The System Maintenance Run parameters are specified in SHS100, SHS101 and SHS105. Before
performing System Maintenance Run, the job needs to get scheduled. This is done in 'Job Schedule
Category. Open' (SHS050) and 'Job Schedule. Open' (SHS030).

After a System Maintenance Run is scheduled in 'Job Schedule Category. Open (SHS050)' and in 'Job
Schedule Function.Open (SHS030)' it needs to get ordered in 'System Maintenance.Open (SHS100)'.
When completed, the SHS999CL is added to the CSHCTL file in 'Job Schedule Entry. Update (SHS010)'.

The job CSCHJOB 'Scheduled Job Driver' in the auto-job subsytem controls if there are any jobs in
the CSHCTL file that should get started. At start time, the job CSCHJOB 'Scheduled Job Driver' in
SHS999CLsubmits the file to CMNGJOB 'Batch Job Driver' which starts the System Maintenance Run.

When the System Maintenance Run process is finished, the job SHS999CL is again placed in the
CSHCTL file in 'Job Schedule Entry. Update (SHS010)'.

Important: You can run System Maintenance without stopping the auto start jobs, however it is
recommended to stop the auto start jobs before System Maintenance Run.
• System performance is better if auto start jobs are stopped during System Maintenance Run.

• If the auto start job 'Create MO/PO from planned orders (MMS940)' is stopped, no planned order
will be released during System Maintenance Run. As a result, the grouping of released orders will
work better.

System Maintenance Run Operations
• Changing Parameters in a Scheduled System Maintenance Run

1 Start 'Job Schedule Entry. Update' (SHS010).

2 If you will make changes, click Change, the E panel is opened. This panel is the same as the
(SHS230/E) panel. Fill in the changes you want to make in the following fields.
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The last user who affected SHS100.User

The field indicates the number used to identify different submissions of
the same function. Each time a job is placed on the job scheduler, a
check is made for the last version submitted for the function and 1 is
added to it for the current version.

Version

Job number is used in the operating system to distinguish different batch
jobs.

Job number

• Display and Re-start Executed System Maintenance Runs

1 Start 'Submitted Job. Open' (MNS250).

2 On the E panel you find the Command field which indicates the command used to start the job.

3 You can also restart an already executed System Maintenance Run by option 9=Run.

System Maintenance Run History
If the Record history is selected on the E panel in 'System Maintenance.Open (SHS100)', information
about the night run is stored in 'System Maintenance Run. Analyze' (SHS300). Here you can see the
different night runs. A status indicates if the night run has performed ok, has failed, or is currently
running. You can also see the start/finish time of the night and a run time.

If the night run has failed you can restart the night run from the beginning via option 9 'Run'.

Option 11 'Details' takes you to 'System Maintenance Details. Analyze' (SHS301) where you can se
the same information about each individual job and also the number of records that has been processed.
Here it is possible to restart a failed night run, via option 9=Restart, starting from the program that failed
(or any other program). This will run the selected program and all programs with a higher sequence
number. There are two additional inquiry types present also, so that you can compare several runs for
one function within one job identity or one function within several job identities.

See Also
"Enabling System Maintenance Run" on page 231

"Programs Included in System Maintenance Runs" on page 234

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Auxiliary Functions (AUX) " on page 54

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

Enabling System Maintenance Run
This document describes the required settings to enable System Maintenance Runs.
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Before you start
• The subsystem ASJ - 'Subsystem for M3 data base updating must be defined in 'Subsystem. Open'

(MNS050). You can create ASJ by select F14=Create standard.

• CSCHJOB 'Scheduled Job Driver' and CMNGJOB 'Batch Job Driver' must be connected to the
auto-job subsytem in 'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS051).

• 'System Maintenance. Open' (SHS100) has to be set up as a scheduled job.

If you want to include Engineering Change Order (ECS435) in System Maintenance Run, you must
activate the '309 Engineering change order' field in (MNS100/J).

Follow these Steps
Proceed with the following steps to enable System Maintenance Run.

If you don't want to schedule the System Maintenance run, Start 'System Maintenance. Open' (SHS100)
and select option 9=Run.

1 Start 'Job Schedule Category. Open' (SHS050) and enter the job category.

This field indicates a category, which can be attached to a function in order to determine which job
queue and at what time of day the function can be run.

2 Open the E panel and enter the following information

From time - The field indicates the earliest time a job (belonging to a job schedule category) can
be scheduled to run.

To time - The field indicates the latest time a job (belonging to a job schedule category) can be
scheduled to run.

3 Start 'Job Schedule Function. Open' (SHS030) and Enter 'SHS100' in the Function field.

Leave the User field blank.

4 Open the E panel and enter 'JS allowed' field. The available options are the following:

This function is not allowed to be scheduled.0

This function can be scheduled or run immediately1

This function must be scheduled.2

This function will be scheduled to run once at the earliest time allowed for function
category.

3

5 In the 'JS category' field you select your job category defined in 'Job Schedule Category. Open'
(SHS050).

Enter 'SHS998' in the Program field.

Enter 'SHS999CL' in the 'Job' field.
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Before a batch job is submitted, M3 Business Engine standard programs calls program 'Select Job
Attribute' (MNS230) to see if there are job attribute overrides. One of the parameters passed to this
program is the job name. This job name is used to find a job schedule function and check if the job
allows scheduling. If scheduling is allowed, the job scheduling screen (SHS230/E) is displayed.

Press Enter

6 Start 'Job Schedule Program. Open' (SHS031). Can also be started via option 11=Program from
SHS050/B.

7 Enter SHS998 in the Program field and open the E panel and fill in Description and the display file
SHS998DSP.

For further information on Job Scheduler, refer to "M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for
Job Scheduler" on page 73.

8 Start 'System Maintenance. Open' (SHS100) and enter a Job identity.

This field indicates the user defined identity of the system maintenance run. For example, you can
have different system maintenance runs for different occasions like a Weekend Night run or a MRP
Night run etc.

9 On the E panel you enter a Description for the job.

DescriptionField

This field indicates the user to be notified about the results of the run.User

This field indicates if the user should be notified when the system
maintenance run has finished ok.

Notify finish

This field indicates if the defined user should be notified when the system
maintenance run has failed.

Notify failed

This field indicates if the system maintenance run should generate history
records. The history records are used for monitoring and comparing earlier
runs in 'System Maintenance Run. Analyze' (SHS300).

Record history

This field indicates the maximum number of hours the System maintenance
run is allowed to run before it's considered to be abnormal. When the

Time out time

specified number of hours has been passed the System maintenance run
responsible will be notified.

10 Start 'System Maintenance. Open Details' (SHS101), via option 11=Details on SHS100/B.

(SHS101/B) contains a F14 key that generates the std night run set up i.e. the same programs and
sequence as currently are used in the 'Old' night run (CRS999).

Here it is possible to define if a program should be included in the night run or not. This can be done
by deleting the program or by ticking the checkbox 'Run function' in (SHS101/E). It's also possible
to further fine tune the content by the 'from and to date'.
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Important: Activating Run function in SHS101/E is recommended at least for mandatory programs
listed in "Programs Included in System Maintenance Runs" on page 234 to ensure a complete System
Maintenance Run.

It is possible to change the sequence of the included programs, however, it is not recommended.
Changing sequence is done by adding a new record (new sequence) with the program you want to
move and deleting the old sequence.

11 Open SHS100/B and select option 17=Selections. This starts 'System Maintenance. Open Selections'
(SHS105). Here you can define the company and division (one or several) where the night run
should be performed.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Auxiliary Functions (AUX) " on page 54

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

"System Maintenance Run Overview" on page 229

"Programs Included in System Maintenance Runs" on page 234

Programs Included in System Maintenance Runs
There are optional and mandatory programs included in a System Maintenance Run. While the
mandatory programs keep various parts of the system updated, the optional programs clear redundant
data record files and recalculate loads/capacities.

Important: Since a M3 Business Engine installation always contains all database files, all System
Maintenance Run programs can be run although only parts of M3 Business Engine are in use. That is,
you don't have to install all M3 Business Engine applications to be able to run System Maintenance
Run.

Mandatory programs
The following programs must be run in a M3 Business Engine System Maintenance Run.

Program NameProgram ID

Update Agreement info on individualsSAS920

Restart interrupted transactions after PDS001PDS999

Restart interrupted MO issuesPMS999A

Create Action Message C2PMS966
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Program NameProgram ID

Create action message C2MOS966

Create past time workloadCPS931

Update customer with invoice amount from ledgerCRS930

Move data to historical filesRSS310

Re-create CTP validation fileRCS999

Restart interrupted WO issuesMOS999A

Deletion of Canceled Planned Work OrdersMOS984S1

Service Requirements Planning CalculationMOS999S2

Important: You should activate Run function in SHS101/E for all programs that are mandatory to
ensure a complete System Maintenance Run.

• Update Agreement Information on Individuals (SAS920)

This program updates the individual item file (SINDIV) with valid service agreements information.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Restart Interrupted Transactions after PDS001 (PDS999)

If the product structure, processed in 'Product Structure. Open' (PDS001) has been interrupted;
(PDS999) restarts this processing. The program first calls program (PDS900) to complete the
transactions, and then program (PDS906) to update lower levels of product structure, etc.

This restart can also be made in 'Product. Restart Interruption aft PDS001' (PDS998), available on
the AUX menu.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Restart Interrupted MO Issues (PMS999A)

This program restarts interrupted manufacturing order (MO) issues. If a MO issue is interrupted,
then program (PMS065) is called to complete the processing. This situation occurs mainly when
using back flush materials and the user does not leave 'MO Operation. Reporting' (PMS070) before
e.g. the back up starts. The back up routine will terminate all programs in use, including this one,
and therefore no triggering is done in order to execute the back flush transactions. These transactions
will not process until (PMS999) has run.

This restart can also be made in 'Restart Interrupted MO Issues PMS065' (PMS998) available on
the AUX menu.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Create Action Message C2 (PMS966)
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An action message suggests performing a certain planning action. It is automatically created by
the system either at change of date or when change has occurred in the material plan for an item.

The action message should be regarded as a signal to the planner. The whole philosophy is based
on exception technique, giving signals only for transactions that need action. Therefore the setup
of parameters and lead-time relating to planning are of great importance. All action messages are
related to time fences, which involves usage of the item lead-time.

The C2 message (Released order will be delayed) gives an indication that a released order may
be delayed. When calculating if the C2 should be applied the system considers operations and
remaining time to estimate a possible delay. Generally it is generated when a manufacturing order
has not started or started operation that cannot be finished in time.

To manually create C2 messages for transactions you must run 'Action Message. Create C2'
(PMS965) from the MAP menu. The System Maintenance Run program (PMS966) creates the C2
messages automatically.

The following criteria must be fulfilled for a C2 message:

• It must be a released manufacturing order.

• Item/warehouse must exist.

• Orders must be qualified for selected facilities/warehouse in the run.

• The item uses a planning policy where the parameter 130 Create AM for potential delays in
(MMS037/F) is activated.

• No other action message is active for the manufacturing order.

• The planned start date on the manufacturing order head is earlier than time filter date (today's
date minus the number of time filter days on the planning policy).

• Any operation on the order with status ≥ 60 and ≤ 70 where the calculated finish date is later
than the planned finish date. The calculated finish date is calculated by distributing the remaining
time according to the capacity in the capacity calendar for the work center.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Create Action Message C2 (MOS966)

This program is used to create C2 messages for work orders. The following criteria must be fulfilled
for at C2 message.

• It must be a released manufacturing order.

• Item/warehouse must exist.

• Orders must be qualified for selected facilities/warehouse in the run.

• The item uses a planning policy where the parameter 130 Create AM for potential delays in
(MMS037/F) is activated.

• No other action message is active for the manufacturing order.

• The planned start date on the work order head is earlier than time filter date (today's date minus
the number of time filter days on the planning policy).
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• Any operation on the order with status ≤ 50 (not started) and planned start date earlier than
the time filter date.

• Any operation on the order with status ≥ 60 and ≤ 70 (started, partly reported) where the
calculated finish date is later than the planned finish date. The calculated finish date is calculated
by distributing the remaining time according to the capacity in the capacity calendar for the
work center.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Create Past Time Workload (CPS931)

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Update Customer with Invoice Amount from Ledger (CRS930)

This program updates customer records with the number of overdue days, current outstanding and
overdue invoices amounts from the sales ledger.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Move Data to Historical Files - CDS (RSS310)

This program goes through the Customer Delivery Schedules (CDS) and archives those that match
the criteria. Archiving of delivery schedule is set up per partner in 'Settings - Partner' (RSS015),
and the following parameters must be set:

• 240 Delivery schedule interval

• 245 Archiving

• 250 Days before archiving/deletion

Parameter 245 must be set to 1 to enable archiving. In this case all delivery schedules with start
date less than current date - delivery schedule interval - Days before archiving/deletion will be
archived, no matter what status they have. It is possible to view archived delivery schedules in
'Delivery Schedule. Display Historical' (RSS300) where option 21=Trf to prod may be used to move
them back to the production files.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Re-create CTP Validation File (RCS999)

• Planned orders of different order categories are the basis for creating load for the CTP validation
(Global Capable to Promise) in the system. Loads are created on-line at CTP validation for the
requesting order, but changes in the material plan will not update the loads in the rough cut
capacity plan. Then System Maintenance Run will re-create the load and base it on the current
situation in the material plan.

• Load will be generated for items that have a corresponding resource profile and are set as
master scheduled in 'Item. Connect Warehouse' (MMS002). Planned manufacturing orders are
always included in the update of load, while other order categories are included if they are
defined in 'Product Structure. Connect Item' (CRS784).

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Restart Interrupted WO Issues (MOS999A)
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This program restarts interrupted work order (WO) issues. If a WO issue is interrupted, then program
'Auto report Work Order Material' (MOS065) is called to complete the processing. This situation
occurs mainly when using back flush materials and the user doesn't leave 'WO Operation. Reporting'
(MOS070) before e.g. the back up starts. The back up routine will terminate all programs in use,
including this one, and therefore no triggering is done in order to execute the back flush transactions.
These transactions will not be processed until (MOS999A) has run.

This restart can also be made in 'Restart Interrupted WO Issues MOS065' (MOS998) available on
the AUX menu.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Deletion of Canceled Planned Work Orders (MOS984S1)

The program goes over all work requests that have status 90 (= "cancelled") and start date earlier
than or equal to the current date. These work requests are deleted and then moved to the service
history (MOS180), just as if they had been performed on the start date. The latest service date per
meter (MMS242) will also be updated in the same way.

This job can also be started from 'Work Request. Delete Canceled' (MOS984) available on the
AUX menu.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Service Requirements Planning Calculation (MOS999S2)

This program recalculates the master schedule for maintenance (MOS170 work requests and
MOS180 open released work requests) for serialized items with continuous net change = 0 in
(MMS240), I. e is the batch net change SRP program.

The work flow of the program is as follows:

1 (MOS999S2) reads the whole MITPCC file and selects all serialized items that have a Next
calculation date (MCCALD) equal or less than today's date.

2 For every item that is selected a record will be written in MITPCC. This record is updated with
a 9 in Continuous net change code (MCCONC).

3 When all the MITPCC records have been read, the program calls (MOS950) that will do the
actual SRP calculation. The items that are calculated in (MOS950) are the ones marked with a
9 in MITPCC. These records are deleted prior to calling MOS950. When the MOS950 has run
for a serialized item, a new MITPCC record is created with a new calculated Next calculation
date and Continuous net change code according to the serialized item.

4 This recalculation can also be started in 'Master Schedule. Regenerate' (MOS999), available
on the AUX menu. Please be aware however, that when you run this program manually, you
can choose from batch net change run or regenerative run.

5 Regenerative run means that all work requests below a given status are deleted (with some
exceptions) before they are regenerated. When MOS999S2 runs in the System Maintenance
Run, it is always in net change mode - never regenerative.

Night Run - CRS999: The Reclassify lots field in (CRS999) must be activated.
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Optional programs
The following programs are optional to run in a M3 Business Engine System Maintenance.

Field

(valid when the night
run is executed by
CRS999)

Program NameProgram ID

MXECEngineering change order implementECS435

CMRPRecalculate planning pictureMMS999S2

IFCLRemove expired lots in MITLOCMMS981S2

RCLAMove lots (MILOMA) to rejected depending on
date

MMS978

BLOGUpdate payer with order-value not invoicedOIS935

GMPOGenerate mail from project orders and project
quotations.

POS999

GEXPGenerate expected days for the project order
schedule

POS998

GCOMUpdate the value from not yet been delivered PO
on the project orders

POS997

CRORCreate Rental Invoice Orders AutomaticallySTS840

AAPAUpdate Status on IndividualsSTS970

CTAACalculate time and attendance from Portable
Device Support.

TMS960

REDGCalculate degree of completion for each element
in a project order.

POS996

Remove old reservationsMWS951

Set status 90 to attributesATS993

• Update Engineering Changes (ECS435)

Engineering changes refer to changes in the construction or design of parts from the perspective
of a product structure. These changes often result in changes to the product structure. They are
made by adding, deleting, exchanging components in t he structure or changing structure quantities.
Engineering changes are defined in an engineering change order (ECO) for the object of the change,
such as the item, document, drawing or bill of material.
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Important: If you want to include Engineering Change Order (ECS435) in System Maintenance
Run, you must activate the 309 Engineering change order field in (MNS100/J).

1 (ECS435) will first call (ECS437) in order to calculate the projected on-hand balance. This
information is used on order to find an implementation date for the ECO change. (ECS438) will
then copy the product structure information from the product structure files to the work files. In
(ECS436) the ECO change are implemented to the product structures in the work files and is
then copied back to real product structure files in (ECS439). When all ECO changes have been
implemented, (PDS906) is run in order to calculate the low level codes

2 (ECS435) will only run if module EC is installed (activate the 309 Engineering change order field
in (MNS100/J).

3 (ECS435) implements all engineering changes that are approved i.e. in status 80.

4 (ECS435) can also be started manually via function key F16=Act changes in (ECS420).

5 System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Recalculate Planning Picture (MMS999S2)

This program recalculates the material plan and is mainly used for the items with continuous net
change = 0 in (MMS002), I. e is the batch net change MRP program.

The work flow of the program is as follows:

1 (MMS999S2) reads the whole MITPCC file and selects all items that have a Next calculation
date (MCCALD) equal or less than today's date.

2 For every item that is selected a record will be written in MITPCC. This record is updated with
a 9 in Continuous net change code (MCCONC).

3 When all the MITPCC records have been read, the program calls (MMS911) that will do t he
actual MRP calculation. The items that are calculated in (MMS911) are the ones marked with
a 9 in MITPCC.

4 When the MRP calculations have been done for an item, the record in MITPCC is deleted and
a new one is created with a new calculated Next calculation date and the right Continuous net
change code.

This recalculation can also be started in 'Material Plan. Re-calculate' (MMS999), available on
the AUX menu.

System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Remove Expired Records in MITLOC (MMS981S2)

This program removes expired records from the Stock Identities file MITLOC, if all of the following
criteria are met:

• Auto delete field is 1 (MMS010)

• Auto deletion delay field has passed the number of days (MMS010)

• On hand quantity is 0
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• Allocated quantity is 0

This removal can also be started from 'Inventory Record. Delete Out of Stock' (MMS981), available
on the AUX menu.

The record may not be labeled for inventory, which means that the field MLINON must be 0. If
MLINON is 1 the balance ID first either has to be reported as calculated in the physical inventory
(MMS300) or removed from the physical inventory list. Either one of these actions will set MLINON
to 0 so that the balance ID can be removed.

• Night Run - CRS999: The Check expired balance records field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Move MILOMA to Rejected Depending on Date (MMS978)

This program reclassifies and re-analyzes expired lots. The check means that approved expired
lots (status 2) are reclassified to quarantine status 3, if no allocated quantity exists. Lots are expired
when the expiration date has been passed. Re-classified lots will create a LI request, if LI is used.
Lots with a passed follow up date will create a LI print out.

• Night Run - CRS999: The Reclassify lots field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Update Payer with Order-Value not Invoiced (OIS935)

This program updates customer records with the order value not invoiced, also referred to as the
backlog. The program calculates the backlog based on all customer orders that are not yet invoiced.
If there are a lot of customers and a lot of customer orders that are not invoiced, then this calculation
will take a lot of time. If the calculation is not performed, then the backlog value might not always
be correct. The backlog value is used for credit check against credit limit 3, defined in (CRS610).

• Night Run - CRS999 Update customer backlog field must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

Tip: OIS935 should only be executed included in a System Maintenance Run (SHS999) if Credit
Limit 1 or 4 is used for past due invoices. Credit limit 1, 2, 3 and 4 are defined in 'Customer. Open'
(CRS610/J). If not credit limit 1 or 4 is used, OIS935 should only be executed if there has occurred
errors in the OCUSMA table.

1 Start 'Customer Order. Stop' (OIS120)

2 Select the customer with error in the OCUSMA table and open the E panel.

3 On the E panel, select F15=Refre inv amt.OIS935 is started

• Generate Mail - Projects (POS999)

This program generates messages for the M3 Business Engine mailbox from PJP - Project
Processing and PJQ - Project Quotations.

To assist the project manager in keeping control of the various projects he is in charge of, M3
Business Engine offers the possibility to have messages and mails generated for specified occasions.
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Supported occasions are among others ''Activity xxx has been started'' and ''Actual costs exceeds
budget''.

Some of these messages are generated interactively during the day, such as ''Activity has been
started'' but others are trigged because no action has been taken. Therefore there is a need for
System Maintenance Run checking.

The messages will be sent to project manager and sub project manager as entered in 'Project.
Open' (POS100). The messages can be viewed in 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420).

The Following setup is necessary:

• The project manager must have the Msg recipient field set to 1 on the (POS015/E) panel.

• The Send message field in 'Project Element. Open' (POS001) should be set to 1. This could
be changed in 'Project. Open' (POS100).

• The Message type field must be set to 1 in 'Settings - Application Messages' (CRS424). Message
types for projects starts at 800.

• In order to get e-mails, and e-mail address for the project manager, this must be specified in
'e-mail Address. Open' (CRS111).

• Night Run - CRS999:

The Generate application messages POM field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Messages included in the System Maintenance Run will be sent for the following events for
active projects:

• Planned starting date has been passed.

• Planned finish date has been passed.

• Planned starting date is the same as current date.

• Planned finish date is the same as current date.

• Follow-up date is the same as current date.

• Follow-up date has been passed.

• A milestone date has been passed.

• Generate Expected Days - Projects (POS998)

This program updates the Project order time planning with:

• Delivery date from connected purchase orders

• Start/end date from manufacturing orders

• Delivery date from stock transactions

The general idea behind the program is that the fulfillment of orders connected to an project element
should be reflected in the project time planning. Consequently, if a Purchase order connected to
an element gets Valid delivery date 20030701 then the element could be expected to end no earlier
than that, hence the Expected finish date L8EXPF is set to 20030701.
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Messages will be sent for the following events for active projects:

• Delivery date for a connected Purchase order is outside the planned range.

• Completion date for a connected Manufacturing order is outside the planned range.

• Completion date for a connected Maintenance order is outside the planned range.

• Completion date for a connected Stock transaction is outside the planned range.

• The Gen dates POM field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• Night Run - CRS999

The Gen dates POM field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Update Committed from PO - Projects (POS997)

This program is used to calculate the outstanding committed amount for purchase orders connected
to projects.

The committed amount represents the amount that is to be accounted as outcome in the project
accounting when a purchase order is received or checked for invoicing.

To identify purchase orders as committed the following conditions apply:

• The Calculate PO committed field in 'Settings - Project Management' (CRS590) decides if the
committed amount should be calculated and at what stage to reduce the committed amount
(goods receipt or invoice check).

• Purchase order lines (PPS201/F) have to be connected to Project number and Project element.

• The outcome has to be accounted against the project. This is prepared in 'Accounting Rule.
Set' (CRS395) where project and element must be accounted in the Accounting dimensions,
defined in 'Settings - Project management' (CRS590).

• The committed amount is updated in the System Maintenance Run program if the parameter
Calculate purch POM is activated. In (CRS999), which results in a complete update of all
projects?

• When outcome is recorded in PJM only the project elements retrieving outcome is updated.
The update is performed in the same way as when the cost for a purchase order is accounted
against a project.

• If the committed amount is to be reduced at goods receipt, accounting event PP10 is used
together with accounting type 903 if the item is not inventory accounted and accounting type
910 if the item is inventory accounted.

• If the committed amount is to be reduced at invoice checking, accounting event PP20 is used
together with accounting type 260 if the item is not inventory accounted and accounting type
225 if the item is inventory accounted. Note that the amount recorded for these events is the
same amount as for accounting type 909 at goods receipt PP10.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Create Rental Invoice Orders Automatically (STS840)
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This program creates rental invoice orders for all rental invoice proposals that have been created
with an agreement order type (SRS020) where the Create SO auto field is activated on the
(STS020/F) panel.

• Night Run - CRS999

The Create orders field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Update Status on Individuals (STS970)

This program updates if an employee(s) should be automatically allocated to work orders, and if
so, at what point.

The valid alternatives are:

0 = No

1 = Yes, when planned WO is created

Note: Before an employee is allocated, a check is made to ensure that the employee has the
required skills.

• The Automatic allocation of employee's field must be activated

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Calculate Time and Attendance (TMS960)

This program calculates time and attendance times, which can be reposted in many different ways,
for example from time clocks, in 'Clock-In/Out Trans. Report' (TMS001) or in 'Clock-In/Out Trans.
Open Schedule Day' (TMS215), etc.

The calculation for an employee is either started from the day before the current day, or it is started
from Calculate to date (EACTOD) in CEAMP if EACTOD is less than the date for the day before
the current day. The calculation is ended either the current day, or the Calculated to date (EACTOD)
id EACTOD is greater than the current day. Calculated to date is shown on the (CRS530/F) panel.

When the time calculation begins, all previous calculated times, if any, are first backed up to the
start date for the calculation. Then the new calculations starts, and the reported times are checked
against each employee's calendar. If there are any employees working night shift the current night,
no times will be calculated for those employees for the current night but only for earlier nights.

If there are any times that already have been authorized, they will become unauthorized after the
calculation.

The result of t he calculation depends on how each employee has been defined in 'Person. Open'
(CRS530) with regards to overtime code, flextime model, variable workday, etc. The result of the
calculation also depends on how the different time types have been defined in 'Time Type. Open'
(TMS100). 'Work Hour Group. Connect Time Type' (TMS110) and 'Absence Type. Connect Time
Type' (TMS140).

This calculation can also be made in the following ways:

• Manually, in 'calculated Time. Calculate' (TMS400)
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• Using F17=Calculate in 'Calculated Time. Approve on-Screen' (TMS230)

• Night Run - CRS999

The Calculate Time and Attendance field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Calculate Readiness Degree - Project (POS996)

This program calculates the degree of completion for each project element in a project order. The
records can be viewed in 'Project. Display Progress' (POS305), but it is only in (POS996) that they
will be updated or added. The program will also calculate the current values of BCWP and BCWS,
as they are function of time passed since the element was started.

• Night Run - CRS999

The Calculate degree of completion - project field in (CRS999) must be activated.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Remove old reservations (MWS951)

Running this program depends on using the reservation functionality (MWS330).

• This program removes all old reservations i.e. where the valid to date has passed.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

• Set status 90 to attributes (ATS993)

Running this program depends on using the attribute functionality (ATS101).

• This program removes set status 90 to all MOATTR records if the connected order doesn't
exist in MITPLO. It also sets status 90 to all MIATTR records if the record doesn't exist in
MILOMA and MITLOC.

• System Maintenance Run SHS101/E - Run function must be activated.

See Also
"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Auxiliary Functions (AUX) " on page 54

"M3 Business Engine Administrator's Guide for Job Scheduler" on page 73

"System Maintenance Run Overview" on page 229

"Enabling System Maintenance Run" on page 231
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4Accessing Information in M3

Defining Access to Information in M3

This document explains how to define the user access to information in M3 by working with groups of
users.

Outcome
User access to specific components and financial information is defined by having connected user
groups to object access groups. The object access groups are connected to specific components and
accounting identities.

Furthermore, financial programs are selected and included in the automatic authorization check routine.

The access definitions are used to ensure that the users can retrieve the information and work with
the components relevant to their respective role within the company. When a user tries to access
information from these components - or accounting identities - there is an automatic check that the
user is connected to the valid user group.

Consequently, it is also used to prevent unauthorized persons from monitoring or maintaining specific
data in M3.

See the respective settings instruction for further information.

Before you start
See the respective settings instruction for further information on starting conditions.

Follow these steps

1 Create User Group

Begin by creating an empty user group by giving it an identity in 'User Group. Open' (CRS004). The
group can be accessed from every company and division.

2 Connect User to User Group
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Connect each user to a user group in 'Authorization. Specify for Company' (MNS151); the program
is called via 'User. Open' (MNS150).

A user does not have to be a member of a user group. Note, however, that a single user cannot be
connected to more than one group if user groups are used.

3 Create Object Access Group

Create an empty group by giving it an identity in 'Object Access Group. Open' (CRS006). The group
can be accessed from every company and division.

4 Connect User Group to Object Access Group

Connect the user group to the object access group in 'Object Access Group. Connect User Group'
(CRS007); the program is called via (CRS006). If the user group for a user is not connected to an
object access group this way, the user does not have access authority to components or accounting
identities with connected object access groups.

5 Connect Components to Object Access Group

Define who should be permitted to work with specific objects or components by connecting the
respective component to the desired object access group. Examples of such components are facility,
sales price list, and sales statistics.

To limit the user access to specific accounting identities in the financial system, connect the object
access groups to any number of such identities in 'Accounting Identity. Open' (CRS630).

Note: If no object access group is connected to the component or accounting identity, it has no
access security and can be accessed by all users.

For a list of programs where an object access group can be entered, see "Connect User Group to
Object Access Group" on page 252.

6 Define Check of Information Access for Financial Programs and Accounting Dimensions

Specify the financial programs and the accounting dimensions that should be included in the
authorization check in 'Settings - Access Authority Check' (GLS005).

When the affected accounting dimensions are identified, the accounting identity used for the
respective dimension is automatically checked against 'Accounting Identity. Open' (CRS630). See
above.

See also
"Create a User Group" on page 248

"Connect User to User Group" on page 248

"Create Object Access Group" on page 251

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252

"Define Check of Information Access for Financial Programs and Accounting Dimensions" on page 253
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Create a User Group

This document explains how to define a user group. A user group is a group of users that have the
same access to files and records in M3. For example, all users who are responsible for price and
discount maintenance can be defined as one user group.

Follow these steps

1 Start 'User Group. Open' (CRS004) and the B panel is displayed.

2 Specify an identity for the user group you are creating. Press Enter to proceed to the E panel.

3 On the E panel, fill in the user group’s name and description. Press Enter and you will return to the
B panel.

4 To define additional user groups, repeat the procedure from step 2. Close the program when there
are no more user groups to be defined.

Outcome
A user group is created and it is now possible to connect users to the user group. User groups are
saved in the parameter file (CSYTAB).

User groups can be used together with object access groups. In this way, only a limited number of
people in a user group will have access to, for example, a company’s price lists. This limited number
of people forms an object access group.

See also
"Create a User" on page 296

"Object Access Control" on page 250

"Connect User to User Group" on page 248

"Defining Access to Information in M3" on page 246

"Create Object Access Group" on page 251

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252

Connect User to User Group

This document explains how you group users depending on their role or responsibility by connecting
them to a user group. These groups are then used when defining access to information in M3.
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Follow these steps

Before you start
• A user must be defined in 'User. Open' (MNS150).

• User groups must be defined in 'User Group. Open' (CRS004).

1 Start 'User. Open' (MNS150) and the B panel is displayed.

2 Select a user and select option 11=User ID. The B panel in 'User. Access per Company Division'
(MNS151) is then displayed.

3 On the B panel, select the company/division to which you want the user to be authorized to connect
to. Press Enter and the E panel is displayed.

4 On the E panel, specify the user group in the 'User group – object access' field. Press Enter and
you will return to the B panel in (MNS151).

5 Repeat the procedure from step 3 to connect the user to user groups in other companies/divisions.

Outcome
You have connected a user to a user group, and by doing so have given the user the authorization to
have access to and maintain certain records.

Connecting users to user groups is the final step in the process of activating object access control.
This prevents unauthorized users from being able to maintain records in master files.

A list of object access groups can be printed through 'Object Access Group. Print' (SES505).

Important: The same user could be connected to different user groups (for object access) in different
companies and/or divisions. If the specific combination of company and division is missing for a certain
user, the record containing company and 'blank' division will be used when performing the authority
check.

See also
"Object Access Control" on page 250

"Create a User Group" on page 248

"Defining Access to Information in M3" on page 246

"Create Object Access Group" on page 251

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252
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Object Access Control

This document explains what object access control is. It also lists the different programs in Sales and
Distribution where this functionality can be implemented.

Before you start
• User groups, object access groups and the connections between them must be defined before you

can begin using object access control. Each user who is to be included must be connected to a
user group.

• A user must be defined in 'User. Open' (MNS150).

• A user group must be defined in 'User Group. Open' (CRS004).

• An object access group must be defined in 'Object Access Group. Open' (CRS006) and be connected
to a user group in 'Object Access Group. Connect User Group' (CRS007).

Description

Purpose
Object access control is a security feature for functions in M3.

You can use object access control to ensure that only authorized personnel have access to certain
records.

When a user tries to access a record that is connected to an object access group, the system
checks to see whether the user belongs to a user group that is connected to the relevant object
access group. If so, the user is granted access. If not, a message appears on the screen telling
the user that he/she has been denied access.

Example: Using object access control
You have created an object access group called Prices for price maintenance.

You have also created a user group called Pricemaint for personnel who are responsible for pricing.
All qualified users must be connected to this user group.

To make object access control work, the object access group and the user group need to be
connected to each other.

A price list has to be connected to the object access group Prices in the function 'Sales Price List.
Open' (OIS017/E).

If a user who is not connected to the user group Pricemaint tries to open that particular price list
after it has been connected to the object access group Prices, he/she will be denied access.

The following functions can be connected to an object access group:

• 'Customer Blanket Agreement. Open' (OIS060)

• 'CO Charge. Open' (OIS030)

• 'Order Line Charge Model. Open' (CRS278)
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• 'Sales Costing Model. Open' (OIS022)

• 'Discount Campaign. Open' (OIS820)

• 'Promotion. Open' (OIS840)

• 'Bonus/Commission Agreement. Open' (OIS412)

• 'Sales Price List. Open' (OIS017)

• 'Sales Price Report. Open' (OIS530)

• 'Purchase Costing Model. Open' (PPS285)

• 'Purchase Agreement. Open' (PPS100)

• 'Customer. Open' (CRS610)

• 'Customer. Open Local Exceptions' (MFS610).

Outcome
A user group and an object access group have been created. These two groups are subsequently
connected to each other in order to obtain object access control.

Object access control can be used when a company, for security reasons, wants only a limited number
of employees to have access to records in various programs such as price lists.

See also
"Create a User Group" on page 248

"Connect User to User Group" on page 248

Create Object Access Group

This document explains how you create an empty object access group, to which different user groups
can be connected. This is done for information access purposes.

Outcome
A designation for an object access group is defined.

Connect one or several user groups to the object access group in 'Object Access Group. Connect User
Group' (CRS007).

The object access group is saved in the parameter file (CSYTAB).

Before you start
There are no specific starting conditions for this instruction.
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Follow these steps

1 Start 'Object Access Group' (CRS006.

2 On the B panel, set the panel sequence.

3 This instruction is based on panel sequence E.

4 Enter an identity for the group. Press New.

5 The identity can be alpha-numeric and consist of up to ten characters.

6 On the E panel, enter a description and a name. Press Enter.

See also
"Defining Access to Information in M3" on page 246

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252

Connect User Group to Object Access Group

This document explains how you define the rules for user access to information in M3 by connecting
groups of users to object access groups.

Outcome
One or several user groups are connected to an object access group.

Connect specific components or accounting identities to the respective object access group to control
the information access.

The access group file (FACCES) is updated.

Before you start
An object access group must be created in 'Object Access Group. Open' (CRS006).

Follow these steps

1 Start 'Object Access Group. Open' (CRS006).

2 On the B panel, select option 11='User groups' for the object access group to work with.

3 'Object Access Group. Connect User Group' is called.

4 On panel (CRS007/B), enter the identity of the user group to connect. Press New.

5 On panel (CRS007/E), check the description of the user group to make sure that the right group is
selected. Press Enter.
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6 To add more user groups to the same object access group, repeat steps on panel (CRS007/B) and
(CRS007/E).

See also
"Defining Access to Information in M3" on page 246

"Create Object Access Group" on page 251

"Create a User Group" on page 248

Define Check of Information Access for Financial Programs and
Accounting Dimensions

This document explains how you set the rules for accessing information in the financial system.

Outcome
Programs within the financial system are included in the authorization check routine. For each program,
the accounting dimensions to be checked are selected.

When you start one of the included programs, the accounting identity used for the selected dimension
is automatically checked against the object access group in 'Accounting Identity. Open' (CRS630/F)
to verify that the user is authorized.

The parameter file (CSYTAB), key AACH, is updated.

Before you start
• Accounting dimension names should be defined in 'Accounting Dimension. Enter Names' (CRS012).

• The company's chart of account must be defined in 'Accounting Identity. Open' (CRS630).

• Object access groups should be connected to the relevant accounting identities in (CRS630/F).

Follow these steps

1 Start 'Settings – Access Authority Check' (GLS005).

The B panel is displayed, listing the relevant financial programs with indications on whether they
are included in the access check.

If you call (GLS005) for the first time, import a standard setup of programs by pressing F14 on the
B panel.

2 Select a program with option Open.
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3 On the E panel, change the standard description and name, if desired.

4 Select the 'Access check' checkbox whether the program should be included in the authorization
check.

5 Select the check boxes for the accounting dimensions you wish to be checked when starting the
program. Press Enter.

See also
"Defining Access to Information in M3" on page 246

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252

Functions that Use Fields with Object Access Group Checking
Routines

Data model
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Functions where object access groups can be attached
Object access groups are used to grant or deny access to users for monitoring and maintaining different
objects in M3 Business Engine, such as sales price lists, statistic reports, orders, and so on.

List of functions
In the following functions you can fill in the 'Object Access Group' field with the object access group
you defined in 'Object Access Group. Open' (CRS006).

DescriptionProgram name

Ad-hoc report locationAHS010

Ad-hoc reportAHS100

Archiving libraryAMS010

Archiving logAMS200

AP Standard Document. OpenAPS060

Budget definitionBUS100

Resource driver units versionCAS006

Resource driver rate versionCAS007

Resource driverCAS040

Cost center modelCAS050

Cash flow models headerCFS020

Information Browser - MICMS015

FacilityCRS008

Object access groupCRS006

Access group entriesCRS007

Bank account indicatorCRS072

SalespersonCRS100

Address format rulesCRS117

Charge modelsCRS278

FAM Function. Open DetailsCRS406

Program Problem. SolveCRS418

Customer. Select FieldsCRS609
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DescriptionProgram name

CustomerCRS610

Chart of accounts fileCRS630

Bank accountsCRS692

Customer local exceptionsMFS610

WarehousesMMS005

Supply Model. OpenMMS056

DivisionMNS100

Template for list panelsMMS250

Sales price list masterOIS017

Sales price calculation modelsOIS022

Customer agreement headerOIS060

Bulk Order Batch. Open ToolboxOIS370

Bonus agreementsOIS412

Price list - selectOIS530

Discount modelsOIS800

Discount campaignsOIS820

PromotionsOIS840

Supplier rebate agreementOIS860

Stat. and Bud. report definitionsOSS412

AgreementPPS100

Procurement cost IDPPS285

FAM report generatorRGS600

Report generator - list definitionRGS640

Object access group reportsSES505

Price listsSOS022

Rental pricelist masterSTS017

ProjectTAS001
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DescriptionProgram name

Project activityTAS002

Connect activity projectTAS003

Prices, headerTAS010

Approval identityTAS045

Authorization identityTAS050

Programs using object access group checking routines

Check access authority for bank accounts - CCHKABA
CCHKABA uses parameter list cPLCHKBA. cPLCHKBA is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgram name

Bank Statement. OpenABS100

Check access authority for bank accountCCHKABA

Bank accountsCRS692

Check access authority for accounting items - CCHKACA
CCHKACA uses parameter list cPLCHKAC. cPLCHKAC is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgram name

Check authorityAUTCHKMI

Budget entryBUS101

Details in budgetBUS200

Cost center analysisCAS200

Cost center analysisCAS201

Check access authority for accounting dimensionsCCHKACA

Information browserCMMNGXML

Information browserCMS100

Information browserCMS990
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DescriptionProgram name

Manage GL balance fileGLMNGBAL

Error transactionsGLS039

Petty cash - EntriesGLS096

External reconciliationGLS180

Internal reconciliationGLS185

Voucher numberGLS200

Details in general ledgerGLS210

Transaction in general ledgerGLS211

Balance fileGLS215

Period analysisGLS217

Balance file informationGLS218

GL. Display Stmnt of AccountGLS220

Contra Account Entry. Accounts PayableGLS221

Contra Account Entry. Accounts ReceivableGLS222

Revision - printoutGLS506

Balance listsGLS512

Profit and loss reportGLS523

General ledger - printoutGLS526

Account specification - crt openingGLS536

Account specification - crt detailGLS537

Reversing of journals - start pgmGLS900

Generic MIMDBREADMI

CCHKACA - Check access authority for acc itemMTS072

Report generator - selectRGS651

Check access authority for budgets – CCHKACB
CCHKACB uses parameter list cPLCHKAB. cPLCHKAB is used by the following programs:
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Budget definitionBUS100

Budget definition interfaceBUS100MI

Budget entryBUS101

Decentralized budgetBUS110

Prop/upd create next years budgetBUS120

Prop/upd currency simulationBUS140

Activity planBUS160

Resource planBUS170

Details in budgetBUS200

Create fixed/variable budgetCAS160

Resource Driver. Calculate RateCAS260

Check access authority for budgetsCCHKACB

Balance fileGLS215

Period analysisGLS217

Balance file informationGLS218

Group accounting, proposal for transfer to FCGMS220

Financial transfer proposalPCS480

Financial transfer proposalPCS490

Budgeting maintenance proposalPCS495

Budgeting maintenance proposalPCS495MI

Budgeting maintenance proposalPOS149

Check access authority for company – CCHKACC
CCHKACC uses parameter list cPLCHKCC. cPLCHKCC is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgram name

Check access authority for CompanyCCHKACC

Interface to DCDCS001MI
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MO backflushPMS055MI

Create service order job header from SOS100MISOS941

Manage service order lines from SOS100MISOS942

Create service order job header from SOS100MISOS943

Add meter reading from SOS100MISOS944

Retrieve SCP versionsSPS100MI

Check access authority for divisions – CCHKACD
CCHKACD uses parameter list cPLCHKAD. cPLCHKAD is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgramDescriptionProgram

Bank branchesCRS691MIStandard Audit File. CreateAAS300

Bank accountsCRS692Manage Journal Entry
Report

AAS350Fnc

CSYPAR/Stock interest
parameters

CRS725Accounts Receivable Audit
Report. Start

AAS370

CSYPAR/Special order costCRS730Electronic Chart Of Account
Report

AAS640

CSYPAR/Accounting error
method

CRS736Manage Electronic Chart Of
Account Report

AAS640Fnc

CSYPAR/Parameters for GL
entry

CRS750Transaction typeABS010

GL parametersCRS750MIBusiness transaction codeABS020

CSYPAR/Purchase
parameters

CRS780Bank Statement. OpenABS100

System calendarCRS900Bank identitiesABS900

Document text headerCRS940Settings - Scenario number
priority

ABS910

Partner referenceCRS945Scenario Number. OpenABS911

Filing attributes - selectCSS090Payment variance controlABS920
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Time zoneDRS045MIAdditional information
structure

ABS930

Shipment package detailsDRS151Text identifierABS940

Parameters for access
authority check

EMU090Trade codeAPS010

Eco-Transaction. SubmitENS105Specify Bank Fee / Supplier
Payment

APS015

Send table dataEVS002MIAP bank quotasAPS030

SubscriberEVS040Company information for tax
reporting

APS035

API fixed assetsFAMNGCAFSupplier Tax. Open
Exemption Letter

APS037

Disposal of fixed assetsFAMNGDISAP Standard Document.
Open

APS060

Fixed assetsFAS001AP Standard documents
Text

APS062

Print depreciationFAS015Debit note reason codeAPS064

Coefficient for declining
method

FAS025Payment StopAPS080

Coefficient for declining
method

FAS026Void Code / CheckAPS085

Column templates for listFAS045Bank account connectionsAPS090

Prop/upd Depreciations -
select

FAS100Recurring Payments HeaderAPS095

MACRS Proposal/update
depreciation - select

FAS105Payment tolerance APAPS098

Asset revaluationFAS110Record Supplier InvoiceAPS100

Prop/upd Cost of capital
calc - sel

FAS120Recode Supplier InvoiceAPS110

Sales of assetsFAS130Supplier invoices, accountingAPS112

Accelerated depreciations -
select

FAS140Recode Supplier InvoiceAPS115
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Scrap of assets - selectFAS145Enter Manual Supplier
Payment

APS120

Physical count of assetsFAS151Supplier paymentsAPS121

Physical count of assets -
changes

FAS155Supplier Payment ProposalAPS130

Assets in work - selectFAS160MI-program for APS130APS130MI

Prop/upd Budgets - selectFAS170Payment proposal - Proposal
creation

APS131

Transfer cost of capital to
budget

FAS175Payment proposal - Chg/DspAPS137

Year end routine - selectFAS190Change Check NumberAPS145

Fixed AssetsFAS200CheckAPS147

Value informationFAS210Drafts confirmation and tick-
off

APS175

Value informationFAS220Drafts reconciliation (detail
level)

APS176

Fixed Asset. Display
Vouchers

FAS230Report Bank Confirmation /
Supplier Payment

APS190

Assets mirror list - selectFAS310Accounts PayableAPS200

Fixed assets catalog - selectFAS500Single invoiceAPS201

Value reports - selectFAS510Supplier Invoice / Invoice
Number

APS205

Periods changes - selectFAS520AP Statement of AccountAPS210

Assets mirror list - selectFAS530Separate Supplier InvoiceAPS215

Detailed value list - selectFAS550Extra information for an AP
invoice

APS216

Insurance reports - selectFAS560Payment reconciliationAPS217

Print 5 years history of fixed
asset groups

FAS565Supplier Invoice / Due DateAPS220

Standard voucher headerFAS700Accounts Payable BalanceAPS225

Payment proposalFAS701AP balance file - period
analysis/payee

APS226
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Standard voucher headerFAS703AP balance file / payee/
supplier

APS227

Automatic generation of
depreciation plan

FAS800AP balance file - period
analysis/supplier

APS228

Move depr adjustment to
extraordinary

FAS805Nonauthorized Supplier
Invoice

APS230

Depreciation Plan
Simulation. Select Op

FAS845Separate Supplier InvoiceAPS235

Recalculation FA files -
values & historic

FAS950Payment Stopped Supplier
Invoice

APS240

Cash flow model - Elements
PI

FCFMDEPIReconciliation numberAPS245

Cash flow model - Header
PI

FCFMDHPIAccounts Payable Additional
Info

APS250

Cash flow model - Acc
range PI

FCFMDIPIExtra information detailAPS251

Cash flow model - Lines PIFCFMDLPIAP CheckbookAPS300

Cash flow model - Version
PI

FCFVERPIAP Check book - detailsAPS301

Manage GL accountingsGLMNGACCStop Old CheckAPS310

Manage GL Balance fileGLMNGBALUpdate Batch Cashed CheckAPS315

Parameters for access
authority check

GLS005Supplier invoice. Auto Match
GR Line

APS375

Value date calculation
method

GLS010Non accepted draft payment
- Open

APS380

Account Translation
Scenario. Open

GLS030Statem of acc - selectAPS401

Translation scenario. DetailsGLS031Service code per paymentsAPS425

Error jobsGLS037Supplier Tax Report. Display
Deductions

APS426

Restart of file FCR040GLS047Supplier TAX reporting -
select

APS431
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Distribution base table -
header

GLS060Supplier invoice batchAPS450

Distribution base table -
details

GLS061Manage Supplier invoice
batch

APS450Fnc

Distribution target table –
header

GLS062Supplier invoice batchAPS450MI

Distribution target table –
details

GLS063Manage Supplier invoice
batch - lines

APS451Fnc

Distribution selection table
– header

GLS064Manage Supplier invoice
batch - Reject history

APS452Fnc

Distribution select table -
details

GLS065Manage Supplier invoice
batch - Additional information

APS453Fnc

Accounts distribution
template

GLS070Manage GCM settlementAPS454Fnc

Accounts distribution
elements

GLS071Supplier Invoice Batch -
Select Operation

APS455Fnc

Petty cash entryGLS095GRNI round proposalAPS460

Journal entriesGLS100Pre Payments linesAPS470

Accounting, called from
various functions

GLS120Accounts PayableAPS500

Prop/upd Acc distribution -
select

GLS130Supplier Invoice
Specification

APS505

Prop/upd Accounts
allocation - select

GLS140AP Statement of AccountAPS510

Fnc Official renumeration of
Entries

GLS150AP Payment Forecast/Age
Distribution

APS515

Offical Renumeration of
Entries

GLS155Nonauthorized Supplier
Invoice

APS520

Unrealized currency gainGLS160AP Clearing AccountAPS525

Recurring journal voucherGLS170Accounts Payable BalanceAPS530

External reconciliationGLS180Payment Stopped Supplier
Invoice

APS540
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MI program for GLS180GLS180MIReconciliation number -
select

APS545

Internal reconciliationGLS185Payee TurnoverAPS550

GLS190Supplier Tax. Print DetailsAPS555

GLS195APS565

Voucher numberGLS200Recurring payments printoutAPS570

Details in general ledgerGLS210Payment register - selectAPS575

Transaction in general
ledger

GLS211Purchase Order. Print Rcvd/
Not invoiced

APS580

Balance fileGLS215Supplier invoice. Print
Invoicd/Not Rcvd

APS585

Period analysisGLS217Segment reportingAPS590

Balance file informationGLS218Purchase book - selectAPS610

GL. Display Stmnt of
Account

GLS220Settings - Supplier Invoice
Match

APS900

Contra Account Entry.
Accounts Payable

GLS221Settings - Accounts PayableAPS905

Contra Account Entry.
Accounts Receivable

GLS222Year-end routine for AP bal
file

APS910

Extra information numbersGLS250DelAPS915

GL extra info detailsGLS251AP Invoice Class. UpdateAPS920

Accounts allocation tableGLS470Reminding functionAPS998

General remove of recordsGLS471Interest ratesARS007

Specification of period
accounts

GLS475Payment cost tableARS015

Period accounting tableGLS480With reasons - debit notesARS016

Revision - selectGLS505Batch paymentsARS040

Balance listsGLS510Standard letters - textARS050

Specification of contra
accounting

GLS515Bill back typesARS052

Profit and loss reportGLS520Payment reminder stopARS055
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General ledger - selectGLS525Reserve for doubtful debts -
periods

ARS060

Account specification -
select

GLS535Reserve for doubtful debts -
rates

ARS065

Inventory Books. PrintGLS615Batch payment typesARS075

Daily LedgerGLS625Payment pattern interval
range

ARS090

Daily Ledger Official
Number

GLS630Payment toleranceARS098

Balance 8 Columns. PrintGLS635Customer invoice entryARS100

Structure analysisGLS680Payment documents entryARS105

Balance keysGLS690Delete records in work file
FAR106

ARS107

Filing to history ledgers -
select

GLS800Payment receipts Start pgmARS110

Filing templates, headerGLS820Payment receipts OOUIARS112

Filing typesGLS830Payment receipts: Cash
discount

ARS113

Interface DefinitionGLS840Payment receipts Full-screenARS118

MI program for GLS840GLS840MIManual customer invoice
entry

ARS120

Interface DefinitionGLS841Manual customer invoicing -
re-print

ARS122

FAM interface definitionGLS850Debit notesARS125

Reversing of journals - start
pgm

GLS900PropARS130

Year end routine for bal file
- start

GLS905Statement of acc - selectARS141

Tfr acc. am. to bal. file -
start program

GLS915Reminders - selectARS151

Tfr bud am.GLS920Interest invARS160

Delete records in bal file -
start pgm

GLS930Interest inv - selectARS161
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Fnc: Rebuild Voucher HeadGLS935Collection - selectARS171

Analyze GL balance fileGLS940Advices - selectARS181

Control of voucher number
- select

GLS960Group invoices - jobARS190

Balance control of journalGLS975Grouping of invoices - selectARS191

GL balance file control -
select

GLS980Customer invoiceARS200MI

Close Year DefinitivelyGLS985Change invoiceARS201

Period endingGLS990Invoice sequenceARS205

PropGLS995Statement of accountARS210

Suggestion for transfer to
Group company

GMS200Separate invoiceARS215

Group accounting, proposal
for trf

GMS210AR extra info for one
transaction

ARS216

Group accounting, proposal
for trf to FC

GMS220Payment reconciliationARS217

CSYPARMFS010Due datesARS220

Text to internal invoicingMFS015AR balance fileARS225

Division groupMFS020AR balance file - period
analysis

ARS226

Currency codes local
exceptions

MFS055AR balance file - customerARS227

Internal invoicesMFS100AR balance file - period
analysis

ARS228

Internal invoices - selectMFS101Revised due datesARS230

CSYPAR/Invoice numberingMFS167Stopped invoicesARS240

Customer local exceptionsMFS610Reconciliation numberARS245

Supplier local exceptionsMFS620Extra information numbersARS250

Filing - DOMMS185Extra information detailARS251

DivisionMNS100PayerARS260

ResponsibleMNS151Payment patternARS270
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Output server definitionMNS204Customer drafts inquiryARS280

Stream file definitionMNS205Bank remittance - SelectARS300

Output media selectionMNS205MIMI program for ARS300ARS300MI

Output media selectionMNS212Postdated check allocationARS320

Job definitionMNS220Postdated check create
proposal

ARS321

My Recent HistoryMNS600Postdated check proposalARS325

Print Work OrderMOS140MIPostdated check invoiceARS326

CCHKACD - Check access
authority for division

MTS070Customer risk cancellationARS330

Filing - deleted orders -
select

OIS085Unpaid checksARS340

Filing - orders - selectOIS090Validated remittancesARS350

Filing - invoices - selectOIS095Doubtful invoicesARS360

Invoice - selectOIS124Non accepted draft payment
- Open

ARS370

Invoice - Parameters selectOIS151Create invoices from
payment plan - selection

ARS380

Invoice - selectOIS180Create invoices from
payment plan - selection

ARS381

Transfer transactions to
FAM - select

OIS196Payment plansARS390

Cash sales - Open paymentOIS215Customer checks informationARS430

Cash sales - Cash desk
management

OIS217Direct debiting agreementARS450

Transfer transactions to
FAM - select

OIS218Parameters for mailARS452

Invoice header inquiryOIS350Direct debiting agreementARS460

Invoice account inquiryOIS360GRNI round proposalARS470

Price list - selectOIS530Sales ledger, cust no - selectARS500
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Order acknowledgement -
select

OIS605Sales ledger, invoice no -
select

ARS505

Letter of excuse - selectOIS610Statements list - selectARS510

Select order for invoiceOIS650Payment forecastARS515

Customer order overview -
select

OIS660AR balance reportARS520

Delivered not invoiced -
select

OIS670Credit limit - selectARS525

Copy invoice - selectOIS680Blocked invoices - selectARS540

Calc & update trade
statistics

OIS686Reconciliation number -
select

ARS545

Coding specificationOIS690Customer turnover - selectARS550

Update sales statisticOIS691Payment register - selectARS565

Copy invoice - selectOIS952Payment plans printoutARS570

Filing - sales ticket entry -
selec

OPS080Segment reportingARS590

Filing - sales ticket finance
- sel

OPS090Batch payments -
downloading of payments

ARS600

Batch sales ticket - selectOPS270AR Trial Balance PrintARS605

POS Sales Ticket. OpenOPS275Sales Book. PrintARS610

Sales ticket entry - selectOPS280Settings - Account
Receivable

ARS905

StoreOPS500Year end routine for AR bal
file

ARS910

Filing - sales statOSS080DelARS915

Statistics & budget data setsOSS401AR Invoice Class. UpdateARS920

Service levelOSS650AR bank quotasARS955

RD Rate. Transfer From
Resource Driver

PCS420Filing attributes - selectATS640

Financial transfer proposalPCS480Check authorityAUTCHKMI

Financial transfer proposalPCS490Budget calculation templateBUS001
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Budgeting maintenance
proposal

PCS495Budget calculation template
elements

BUS002

Filing configuration - selectPDS640Budget calculation template
element lines

BUS003

OpenPOS062MIDistribution templateBUS005

StartPOS063MIDistribution elementsBUS006

Archive project invoicesPOS095ActivitiesBUS010

Project structurePOS100MIConnection resource -
activity

BUS011

Project budgetPOS111MIResourcesBUS015

Budgeting maintenance
proposal/update

POS149Cost components per
resource

BUS016

Invoice - selectPOS180Budget officerBUS035

Time planning linesPOS211MIAvailable resourcesBUS036

Material budget - linesPOS291MIBudget definitionBUS100

Filing project - selectPOS400Budget definition InterfaceBUS100MI

Selective updates - selectPOS994Decentralized budgetBUS110

Order types EPRPPS098Activity planBUS160

FAM function connect to
supplier

PPS114Resource planBUS170

Self-billing logPPS118Details in budgetBUS200

Generate Supplier Claim
Invoice

PPS127Resource driver units versionCAS006

Parameters - Vendor
statistics

PPS430Resource driver rate versionCAS007

Creation of vendor statistics
- Select

PPS435Cost of capital table - selectCAS015

Vendor statisticsPPS440Stock valuation accounting
conversion

CAS020

Supplier Claim
Reconciliation. Print
Document

PPS520WIP valuation accounting
conversion

CAS030
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Supplier statistic - selectPPS860Resource Driver - Enter
Connection

CAS041

Commitments - selectPPS970Cost center modelCAS050

Stock reconciliationQQS500Order costing balance file
key

CAS060

Quotation Print ConfirmationQUS605Analytical Accounting
Aggregated Balance File key

CAS080

User for report distributionRGS010PropCAS110

Users for report distributionRGS220Internal allocation - selectCAS130

FAM report generatorRGS600Warranty fund valuation -
head

CAS150

Report generator - selectRGS650Create fixedCAS160

Action codeRMS010WIP valuation – headerCAS170

Letter of creditRMS100Stock valuation – headerCAS180

Future rate agreementsRMS120Stock valuation - detailCAS190

Letter of credit connected to
order

RMS200Cost center analysisCAS200

DSO calculation - selectRMS400Cost center analysisCAS201

Create credit manager
transaction - select

RMS410Resource driver - Enter unitsCAS210

Credit manager tool box -
header

RMS420Resource driver - Enter ratesCAS220

Credit manager tool box -
payer detail

RMS421Resource driver - Calculate
units

CAS250

Credit manager tool box -
invoice

RMS422Resource Driver. Calculate
rate

CAS260

Credit manager tool box -
global

RMS430Internal account entryCAS300

Credit manager tool box -
total

RMS431Various accounting
transactions

CAS303

Tickler notes IDRMS440Post calculation -
Maintenance

CAS305
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Cust insurance overdue in
time - select

RMS530Order Costing. DisplayCAS310

Cust insurance overdue
amount - select

RMS535Release for order costingCAS320

Currency exposure list ARRMS560OC balance fileCAS330

Currency exposure list GL -
select

RMS565Average Cost. RecalculateCAS375

Parameter - DSO
calculation

RMS900Work with model ID codesCAS390

Parameter - Credit manager
tool box

RMS905Batch invoiceCAS393

Archive delivery scheduleRSS190Historic actual price -
Calculate

CAS400

Update Direct Debiting
Agreements

S1SX01Historic actual price - LineCAS410

Activate agreements - selectSAS090Historic actual price - ResultCAS411

PropSAS160FIFO/LIFO Display
connected transactions

CAS413

Accounts allocation tableSAS170Internal account entryCAS420

Agreement type codesSAS410Create periodic account
entries

CAS450

Agreement rights itemsSAS450Internal accountings - selectCAS500

SAS490Control list, delivered not
invoiced - OINACC

CAS515

SAS495Reconc list, int del - del
division

CAS520

SecuritySES003Reconc list, int del - del
division

CAS521

SecuritySES010Reconc list, int del - receiving
div

CAS525

Activate orders - selectSOS090Reconc list, int del - receiving
div

CAS526

Filing - invoices - selectSOS095Stock reconciliationCAS530
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Invoice - selectSOS180Order CostingCAS535

InformationSOS270Order costingCAS550

Service batch-order
parameters

SOS388CSYPARCAS900

Service item identitySOS408Year end routine for bal file
- Order costing

CAS905

Error symptom codeSOS410Order Costing Bal File.
Update

CAS910

Error codeSOS411Analytic AC - Bal File.
Update w Outcome

CAS915

Measure codeSOS412Year end routine for bal file
- Analytical accounting

CAS920

Measure text codeSOS414Create internal accountingsCAS950

Zone codeSOS420MITTRA - Create internal
accountings and upd

CAS951

Service responsibleSOS422Transfer internal acc. to FAM
- select

CAS960

Order-kit-headerSOS450Order costing analysisCAS968

Popular numbersSOS465Filing of internal accountings
- select

CAS970

QualificationSOS490Filing of order costing -
select

CAS980

Geographic areaSOS491Check access authority for
divisions

CCHKACD

Connect technician to
geographic area

SOS492Cash flow conversion table,
header

CFS010

Connect qualificationSOS493Cash distribution table,
header

CFS015

Technician competenceSOS495Create cash flow budget
from budget - select

CFS100

Parts warrantySOS580Cash flow model versionsCFS200

Machine warrantySOS585Cash flow model versionCFS205
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Revenue accruals -
Proposal

STS380Cash flow model version -
Line and date

CFS206

Daily flash report - selectSTS390Cash flow model version -
Opening balances

CFS210

Order kit headerSTS450Cash flow model version -
Op bal.... acc level

CFS211

STR Package Structure
Header

STS455Cash flow model version -
General disp detail

CFS220

Create rental statistics
utilization

STS652Cash flow model version -
Disp overdue inv

CFS230

Update rental statistics
utilization

STS655Cash flow model version -
Blocked inv

CFS235

Update rental statistics
utilization

STS672Information BrowserCMMNGXML

Create STR invoice
proposal - select

STS800Business processCMS065

ProjectTAS001Information BrowserCMS100

Project activityTAS002Information Browser MICMS100MI

Connect activity projectTAS003Browse with searchCMS990

Labor codeTAS005Check and Approve MCO
line

COMNGAPPR

Prices, headerTAS010Invoice - selectCOS180

Labor code templates,
header

TAS015COS180MI

Labor code groupTAS020Transfer transactions to FAM
- select *

COS196

Personal categoryTAS025Credit - selectCOS370

Labor code categoryTAS030Order confirmationCOS605MI

AreaTAS040Copy Invoice - selectCOS680

Approval identityTAS045Preliminary Invoice - selectCOS685

Authorization identityTAS050Quotation - selectCOS690
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Column template for dsp of
balance file TA

TAS055Update sales statisticCOS691

Entry of timesheetsTAS100Manage credit card
transactions

CRCCINMI

Approval – headerTAS110FacilityCRS008

Approval - linesTAS111VAT codeCRS030

Approval - linesTAS115VAT code percentageCRS031

Prop/upd Time acc. Recs.
To GL - select

TAS120Currency codeCRS055MI

Prop/upd Invoice - selectTAS130Exchange rate typeCRS056

Prop/upd Time acc. Recs.
To PA - select

TAS140Currency ratesCRS057

Complete internal
transactions - select

TAS150Report number seriesCRS167

Balance values from
OTSALD

TAS200EC transaction codesCRS240

Detailed time transactionsTAS210Object value translationsCRS388

Time reports - selectTAS500Accounting ruleCRS395

Employee list - selectTAS510Accounting setup - SelectCRS397

Project list - selectTAS520FAM functionCRS405

Cost center list - selectTAS525FAM function connect to
order type

CRS407

Time rep./ voucher - selectTAS530Accounting booksCRS408

Time rep. HeldTAS540Invoice Class. OpenCRS409

Filing time reports - selectTAS800Voucher number seriesCRS410

CSYPAR/Installation
parameters

TAS900Petty cash parametersCRS411

Invoice level/ customerTAS901FAM Function exceptionsCRS412

Delete/ transfer bal. file -
start pgm

TAS910CSYTAB/Labels for
GLS516PF report type 3

CRS416
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VAT Reporting. Connect MI
Transactions

TXS001Program Problem. SolveCRS418

Trade codeTXS010Monetary union statusCRS431

Business type per countryTXS015Monetary union currenciesCRS432

VAT exemptionsTXS020Counter-value printoutCRS433

Simulate VAT decisionTXS025Credit card captureCRS436

Fiscal representativeTXS030Allocation masksCRS450

Electronic EU sales/purcase
report

TXS035Reference groupsCRS455

Tax code exemptionTXS050EmployeesCRS530

VAT report generatorTXS100PCM Integration, parametersCRS587

Create VAT on payment
voucher

TXS115Trade Statistics - selectCRS600

EU sales/purchase proposal
- update

TXS130Chart of accounts fileCRS630

EU SALES/Purchase
balance file

TXS132Accounting identities -
language

CRS632

EU SALES/Purchase
proposal

TXS136Account groupsCRS633

EU SALES/Purchase
proposal Detail

TXS137Pseudo identitiesCRS635

Annual VAT report proposal
- update

TXS140Pseudo code - selectCRS636

Annual VAT report proposal
- line

TXS145Accounting item - selectCRS640

Annual VAT report proposal
- lines

TXS146Structure definitions - selectCRS648

Annual VAT report proposal
- detail

TXS147GL parametersCRS650MI

Trade statisticsTXS300Approval code - selectCRS655

Freight adjustment factorTXS305Related service codeCRS663
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Subcontracting dist. order
types

TXS320Connect related service codeCRS664

Calc & update Intrastat on
goods movements

TXS330Withholding Percentage.
Define per Date

CRS667

Calc & update Intrastat on
purchase orders

TXS340BanksCRS690

Calc & update Intrastat on
distribution

TXS350BanksCRS690MI

Sales tax reports - sTXS500Bank branchesCRS691

Check Access Authority for Facilities – CCHKACF
CCHKACF uses parameter list cPLCHKAF. cPLCHKAF is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgramDescriptionProgram

Bonus substitution hierarchyOIS409Supplier Invoice. Receive
Goods

APS352

Bonus agreementsOIS412Purchase Order. Reconcile
Recd/Not Invd

APS370

Bonus payoutOIS415Check AuthorityAUTCHKMI

Order acknowledgement -
select

OIS605WIP valuation - headerCAS170

Letter of excuse - selectOIS610Resource driver - Calculate
units

CAS250

Select order for invoiceOIS650Internal Account EntryCAS300

Planning itemsOIS850Order Costing. DisplayCAS310

Cust agreement linesOIS855MO OperationsCAS315

Delete customer order lineOIS909Release for Order CostingCAS320

Customer order header
procedure interface

OOHEADPIAverage Cost. Enter per
Item/Facility

CAS370

Customer order lines
procedure interface

OOLINEPIAverage Cost. Display/
Update History

CAS371
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Item replication trigger
settings

OPS010Average Cost. Enter per
Attribute

CAS380

Batch sales ticket - selectOPS270Historic Average Cost.
Display History

CAS412

Sales ticket batch entryOPS275Internal Account EntryCAS420

Sales ticket entry - selectOPS280Order CostingCAS550

POS item batch - selectOPS610Average cost print historyCAS570

POS customer batch -
select

OPS615Filing of stock transaction
history

CAS975

POS price batch - selectOPS616Available TechnicianCBS120

POS promotion batch -
select

OPS617Check access authority for
Facilities

CCHKACF

POS user batch - selectOPS618Information BrowserCMMNGXML

POS tables batch - selectOPS619Information BrowserCMS100

Print labelOPS650MIInformation Browser MICMS100MI

Forecast calculationOSS401MIBrowse with searchCMS990

Lost salesOSS450Check and Approve MCO
line

COMNGAPPR

Service levelOSS650Work Center PricesCOS014

Component dataPCS011Maint COCOS100

Cost center amountPCS012Block code on customer
order

COS120

Element dataPCS016MCO Quick EntryCOS130

Work centers - Costing dataPCS100Report MCO ExpensesCOS150

Tools - Cost dataPCS105Invoice - selectCOS180

MaterialPCS115MI TemplateCOS180MI

Product overheadPCS120Batch order selectCOS270

Basic costing dataPCS145Customer batch order -
header

COS275

Warning exceptionsPCS150Maint CO - Report
Component Receipt

COS300
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Costing textsPCS155Add operations to work
order

COS343

Target costing dataPCS160Invoice headerCOS350

Target costing - Mass
update PCS315

PCS165Maint AgmntCOS410

Product costing calculation
- select

PCS200Maintenance agreement -
WC prices

COS414

Product costing calculation
- total

PCS210Create MCO for Invoicing
- select

COS610

Product costing calculation
- where used

PCS220Reset Created MCO -
select

COS620

Product costing calculation-
Variants

PCS230Print Monitoring ReportCOS650

Product costing calculation
- Services

PCS235Preliminary Invoice - selectCOS685

Product costing calculation
- Manufact orders

PCS240Create CRP - selectCPS050

Product costing calculation
- Mainten. orders

PCS245LoadCPS100

Product Costing - Manual
update

PCS260Pegged load requirementCPS105

Actual cost update/displayPCS265Product load profileCPS110

Delete product costing
calculations

PCS270Over/under loadCPS115

Copy product costing
calculations

PCS275Over/under loadCPS120

Calculate purchase costingPCS280Person LoadCPS160

Update standard price in
item

PCS290Capacity and load survey
- select

CPS600

Item costingPCS300Department cost report -
select

CPS610

Item costing - Materials and
operations

PCS301Tool requirement planning
report - select

CPS615
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Item costing modelPCS303Recreate workload - selectCPS990

Cost difference analyzePCS304FacilityCRS008

Sales/Costing simulationPCS306EmployeesCRS530

Item costing with attributesPCS310AuthorityCRS545

Currency analysisPCS315Warehouse distribution
relation table

DPS001

Costing warningsPCS325Distribution order proposalDPS170

Target costing follow upPCS330Planned distribution order
report - select

DPS600

Product costing analysis -
select

PCS410Distribution planning report
- select

DPS610

RD Rate. Transfer From
Resource Driver

PCS420ShipmentDRS100

Calculation of material
overheads

PCS440CAD integration - headerECS001

Cost driver units - ToolsPCS460CAD integration - headerECS001BE

Cost driver units - ProductPCS470Service/facilityECS301

Product structuresPDS001BEEngineering change order
detail

ECS422

Planning groupsPDS010Engineering change order
detail

ECS422BE

Resource relationsPDS011Stock LocationsEDS001

Work center - shiftPDS014ForecastingFCS001

Planning groups capacityPDS015Forecasting alarmFCS010

Transport time tablePDS020Manual adjustmentFCS020

Sequential setup timesPDS022Forecast in graphicFCS040

ShiftsPDS030Create forecast - start pgmFCS100

Shift modelsPDS031Forecast Competition -
select

FCS105

Shift model linesPDS032Forecasting alarm - selectFCS200

Shift patternsPDS033Forecasting items - selectFCS210
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Shift pattern linesPDS034Daily forecast distribution
table

FCS330

Alternate operation identityPDS035Forecast distribution table
interface

FCS330MI

Shift pattern adjustmentsPDS036Daily forecast distributionFCS331

Work center - DisturbancePDS038Planning entityFCS366MI

Work center - itemPDS045Family items detailsFCS410

Variance numbersPDS060Budget transfer to item
forecast -select

FCS425

Contain of analysisPDS100Manual forecasts - selectFCS430

Summarized bill-of-materialPDS103Update comparing
forecasts - select

FCS450

Lead time analyse totalPDS105Comparing forecasts -
select

FCS460

Where used analysesPDS110Retrieve historyFCS480

Lead timePDS120Delete period forecast and/
or weekly forecast

FCS490

Lead time calc, sel products
- select

PDS200Specification headsLIS100

Renumber sel structure -
select

PDS210Specification language partLIS105

Calc and update the BOM
with option - select

PDS350Inspection lot report headsLIS200

Planning groups - selectPDS500Inspection lot report
language part

LIS205

Contain of analysis - selectPDS520Stock LocationsLIS220

Summary contain of
analysis - select

PDS525Specifications - selectLIS610

Product database structure
- select

PDS530Inspection lot reportLIS650

ConfigPDS540CertificateLIS660

Difference between configPDS550Leasing Agreement -
header

LTS100
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Create MPDSUM - selectPDS560API interface Leasing
Agreement Head

LTS100MI

Lead time analysis total -
select

PDS570FundingLTS200

Configuration headerPDS605Leasing FundingLTS200MI

Where usedPDS630Invoices inquiryLTS350

Generate capacity records
- select

PDS960Agreements documentsLTS610

Register work ordersPMS001Post calculationLTS670

Register work ordersPMS001BECreate Leasing invoice
proposals - Select

LTS800

Change work order date
and quantity

PMS010Leasing proposals -
headers

LTS810

Change work order date
and quantity

PMS010BECreate performance
measurement

MCS300

MO summary document -
select

PMS012Operation deviationsMCS330

Work order headerPMS016Material usage deviationsMCS340

Change work order
operation Date and quantity

PMS020Material issue service levelMCS610

Delete of work orderPMS030Internal invoices - selectMFS101

Component availability
check

PMS040Item toolboxMHS200

Report manufacturing stock
entrance

PMS050Expected receipt downloadMHS800MI

Report manufacturing stock
entrance

PMS050BECopy item statisticsMMCPYSTA

Manufact Order. Report
Receipt

PMS050MIManage location
movement

MMMNGMOV

MO splitPMS055Manage external sales
transaction

MMMNGPOS

PMS055MIReclassificationMMMNGRCL
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MO reporting - IssuesPMS060Manage inventory
transactions

MMMNGTRA

Manufact Order. Report
Issue

PMS060MIItemsMMS002

MO reporting - OperationsPMS070ItemsMMS003

MO Operation. ReportPMS070MIWarehousesMMS005

Report by-products
manufacturing order

PMS080Stock locationsMMS010

Report by-products
manufacturing order

PMS080MIPreferred buffer locationMMS011

Inspection resultsPMS085Stock location statisticsMMS012

MO report inspection resultsPMS085MIStock areaMMS040

Inspection resultsPMS086Weight limitsMMS045

Report co-products
manufacturing order

PMS090Stock location typeMMS057

API for report co-productPMS090MIDetailed item balancesMMS060

Operation transactionsPMS095Item locationMMS065

Manufacturing orderPMS100Stock transaction historyMMS071

WO material and operationPMS101Material planMMS080

MO material scrap reportingPMS105Availability for all
warehouses

MMS081

Work order headerPMS140Simulate availability for
material

MMS085

Work order proposalPMS170Material Plan. Display
Delayed Issues

MMS087

Filing - work order - selectPMS190Item statisticsMMS090

Work center schedulingPMS230Safety stock control tableMMS093

Tool requirementsPMS233Stock transactionsMMS100

Work order documents -
select

PMS240Stock transactionsMMS100BE
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Work order document one
by one

PMS250Stock transactions linesMMS101

Update MO for changed
product structure

PMS280Stock transactions linesMMS101BE

Create performance
measurement

PMS300Container movementMMS105

Production statistics printoutPMS312Crt GST fr location
replenishments - select

MMS125

Production statistics printoutPMS317Location replenishmentsMMS170

Scrap analysis - selectPMS320Movement. Change Loc -
Item

MMS175

Operation deviationsPMS330Movement. Change Loc -
Item

MMS175BE

MO operation average
statistics

PMS338Move all between locationsMMS180

Material usage deviationsPMS340Item toolboxMMS200

MO material average
statistics

PMS348Can be required itemsMMS215

Production statistics printoutPMS352SimulationMMS220

Selection - MO Operation
Statistics

PMS354Serial numberMMS240

MO Material StatisticsPMS356External ownerMMS245

Operations reportPMS400Item statistics summaryMMS290

MO costingPMS600Stocktake – headerMMS300

WIP calculationPMS605Stocktake - detailMMS301

Run schedule - selectPMS610Stocktake - detailMMS306

Work order survey - selectPMS620Quick inventory countingMMS310

Work center scheduling -
select

PMS625Mass update planning
values MITBAL - select

MMS350

Mass deletion of work
orders - select

PMS640Calculate planning time
fence

MMS355
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Planned manufacturing
order report - select

PMS670Reclassification - CWMMS360

Update material check on
planned MO - select

PMS680Item - Picking timesMMS405

Quality control taskPPS080Order line completion
control

MMS425

Create self-billing invoice -
select

PPS116Excess calculation - selectMMS515

Purchase order proposalPPS170Delete calculation - selectMMS520

PO requisitionPPS180Excess materials - selectMMS525

Purchase order headerPPS200Calculation - Item statusMMS530

Purchase order linesPPS201Update order quantityMMS595

PO linesPPS220ABC volume - selectMMS600

Procurement costing calc.PPS290Stock turnover - selectMMS610

Procurement cost modelPPS295Safety-stock and order -
point - select

MMS615

Goods receiptPPS300Max-stock and EOQ -
select

MMS620

Quality inspectionPPS310Stock location - selectMMS625

Stock receiptPPS320Qty on hand total - selectMMS635

PPS320FncQty on hand detail - selectMMS640

PO transactionsPPS330GST status report - selectMMS645

Delivery notesPPS360Stock transaction history -
select

MMS655

Delivery note files checkPPS365Item date analysis - selectMMS665

Receiving claimPPS390ABC contribution analysis
- select

MMS670

Receiving claim InterfacePPS390MIABC frequency analysis -
select

MMS675

Purchase statisticsPPS450Item statistics - selectMMS680

Delivery time detailPPS460Availability survey - selectMMS685
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Delivery time summaryPPS461Calc location
replenishment values -
select

MMS690

Purchase order - selectPPS600Kanban cards - selectMMS695

Purchase order inquiry -
select

PPS605Item statistic, period calc -
select

MMS805

Delivery schedules - selectPPS615Change item single stock
location

MMS820

Purchase order status
report - select

PPS620Changes of container
management

MMS824

PO inquiry status report -
select

PPS635Update fixed annual
demand - select

MMS830

PO follow-up report - selectPPS640Remove planned orders -
select

MMS917

Exp follow-up - selectPPS650Register work ordersMOS001

Del follow-up - selectPPS660Change WO date and
quantity

MOS010

Purchase delivery
remainder - select

PPS665Change work order
operation Date and QTY

MOS020

Purchase confirmation
remainder - select

PPS670Delete WOMOS030

Purchase inquiry remainder
- select

PPS675Change facility on WOMOS031

Internal lead time follow up
- select

PPS680Material shortage analysis
& allocation

MOS040

Transport lead time follow
up - select

PPS685Report WO closureMOS050

Receiving claim notes -
select

PPS820Work Order. CloseMOS050BE

Price evaluation - selectPPS865WO splitMOS055

Delivery time - selectPPS870MO Reporting - IssuesMOS060

Quality inspection analysis
- select

PPS875WO operation reportingMOS070
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Quality inspection statistics
- select

PPS880Maintenance time reportMOS070MI

Claim report - selectPPS885Report byproducts
maintenance order

MOS080

Mass update of agreement
data - select

PPS950Inspection resultsMOS085

PO update from
agreements - select

PPS955InspectionsMOS085MI

Certificate of analysisQMS600Inspection resultsMOS086

Certificate of analysisQMS610Permit reportMOS087

Lab order requestQMS620PermitsMOS087MI

Quotation informationQPS115Operation transactionsMOS095

Quotation order document
- select

QPS600Work orderMOS100

Resource structure headerRCS030WO structureMOS110

Create RCCP - selectRCS050WO individualsMOS115

Create RCCP - selectRCS060Work order schedulingMOS130

Rough-cut loadRCS100Tool requirementsMOS133

Pegged load requirementRCS105Planned work order
scheduling

MOS137

Product load profileRCS110Work order documents -
select

MOS140

Product group load profileRCS115Print work orderMOS140MI

Over/under loadRCS120Work order documents -
select

MOS146

Create resource profile -
select

RCS300Work order document one
by one

MOS150

Capacity and load survey -
select

RCS600Planned work orderMOS170

ItemRPS001Released planned WOMOS180

ItemRPS002Defer serviceMOS189
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ItemRPS005Filing - work order - selectMOS190

Production ratesRPS030W/C schedulingMOS195

Inventory build-upRPS040Transfer planned work
order

MOS196

Planning itemsRPS045W/C schedulingMOS197

Planning entityRPS045MIGantt scheduleMOS199

Point of time tableRPS080Serialized item updateMOS290

Sourcing rulesRPS090ServiceMOS301

Line planningRPS110Service pricesMOS306

Material plan - several itemsRPS115Equipment Srl Item Meter
Reading

MOS306MI

Start up supply chain orderRPS250Service costing calculationMOS345

Preallocate Existing OrderRPS260Costing related servicesMOS355

Macro Order. OpenRPS300Create op plan from order
proposal - select

MOS370

Transfer macro orders to
fashion

RPS300MIWO costingMOS600

Recreate connections to
macro

RPS370WIP calculationMOS605

Generate details for macro
orders

RPS390Run schedule - selectMOS615

Master schedule report -
select

RPS600Work order survey - selectMOS620

Material requirement
summary report - select

RPS605Planned schedule - selectMOS625

Master schedule report total
- select

RPS610Equipment printoutMOS630

Stock projection report -
select

RPS615Mass deletion of work
orders - select

MOS640

Update annual demand and
item statistics

RPS620Manage Blanket
workorders - select

MOS642
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Move proposals from MRP-
version to real dbase

RPS650Planned maintenance
order report - select

MOS670

Recreate inventory build-upRPS660Maintenance order report
- select

MOS675

Surplus inventory return
facility

RPS676Manage Blanket
workorders - select

MOS722

Surplus inventory return
warehouse

RPS677Operations reportMOS800

ERP calculation - selectRPS999Regenerate master
schedule

MOS999

Agreement headerSAS100Retrieve forecastMPS100

API for agreement headerSAS100MICopy MDS versionsMPS110

Meter price schedule -
agreement

SAS121Copy MDS version to
forecast

MPS130

Meter price schedule details
- agreement

SAS122Deletion of MDS versionMPS140

Create records in SPMACT
from SPMINF

SAS132Master demand plan -
select

MPS400

Create agreement proposal
- select

SAS270Forecast differences -
select

MPS410

Agreement headerSAS520CCHKACF - Check access
authority for facility

MTS071

Agreement locationsSAS525CCHKACF - Check access
authority for facility

MTS080

Agreement item linesSAS530Default pickerMWS030

Agreement - selectSAS550Balance ID toolboxMWS060

Create agreement SO -
select

SAS600Stock transaction historyMWS070

Create SO from preventive
service

SAS610Cross-dock transaction
history

MWS075

Create SO from prev
service - print

SAS611Pre-allocationMWS120
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Recreate agreement -
select

SAS620Pre-allocationMWS121

UpdateSAS630Cross-dock put-away
selection table

MWS130

Planned Work OrderSIS170Outbound loading platform
- Define

MWS140

Update pricelist - selectSOS026Setting of picking
guidelines

MWS170

Service orderSOS100Picking list capacityMWS175

Individual itemsSOS101Picking sequenceMWS178

Customer sitesSOS105Cartonization selection
table

MWS185

Customer sitesSOS106Req/Distr Order. Open
Toolbox

MWS300

Service orderSOS110Req/Distr Order. Open
Line Toolbox

MWS301

Service order linesSOS120Unpack of packagesMWS360

Exchange handlingSOS170Delivery toolboxMWS410

Invoice - selectSOS180Picking List. Plan PickersMWS415

Quotation informationSOS250Picking List. ReportMWS420

Individual meter value
report - header

SOS330Picking ListMWS420MI

Meter transactions -
Individual item

SOS340Packing openMWS423

Invoice headerSOS350Matrix. ReportMWS424

Service batch-order headerSOS375Goods receipt DOMWS440

Service batch-order
parameters

SOS388Goods receipt DOMWS440MI

Planning of service order
job number

SOS475Inbound delivery toolboxMWS442

Gantt scheduleSOS485Inbound packages DOMWS443
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Individual transaction
history

SOS500Inbound package details
DO

MWS444

Service order headerSOS520Pending Put-away.
Perform

MWS460

Service order jobSOS525Item statistic, recreate inv
stats from history

MWS805

Service order linesSOS530Select deliveries for
download

MYS410

Service order - selectSOS610Customer order LinesOIS101

Service order - feedbackSOS650Customer order addressOIS102

Service order - feedback jobSOS660Customer order chargesOIS103

Service Order. Print
Documents

SOS820Order approvalsOIS115

Create service order headerSOS950Block code on customer
order

OIS120

Service order header
procedure interface

SSHEADPIRescheduling of CO linesOIS130

Service order assignment
API

SSJOBHPIShortage management -
alternative warehouses

OIS143

Service order line APISSLINEPIProcurement of CO linesOIS145

Rental agreement APISTAGHEPIDeliveriesOIS150

STR Generic itemSTS045Invoice - selectOIS180

Generic Item - RentalSTS046MIOIS209

Archive agreementSTS090Cash deskOIS210

Agreement header – Short-
term rental

STS100Cash Desk. Connect
Payment Method

OIS211

Short term rental agreement
head

STS100MICash Desk. Connect UsersOIS212

Agreement line short termSTS101Cash sales - Open
payment

OIS215

Book in - RentalSTS130Cash sales - Cash desk
management

OIS217
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Book out - RentalSTS135Unpaid cash invoice -
Select

OIS221

Rental Logistic toolboxSTS140Payment - SelectOIS223

Rental line detail openSTS220BO entry customer order
address

OIS269

Rental invoicesSTS350Batch order - selectOIS270

Revenue accruals -
Proposal

STS380Customer order charges
batch order

OIS273

Daily flash report - selectSTS390Customer batch order
header

OIS275

Rental Equipment Planning
board. Open

STS495Batch order parametersOIS278

Agreement documentSTS610Customer order header
inquiry

OIS300

Short term rental statisticsSTS650Customer order line inquiryOIS301

Create statistics utilizationSTS652Price Margin. Simulate CO
Line

OIS345

Create statistics utilizationSTS672Price Margin. Simulate CO
Line

OIS345MI

Create Rental invoice
proposal - select

STS800Invoice header inquiryOIS350

Rental invoice proposals -
headers

STS810Delivery header inquiryOIS355

Customer returnsOIS390

Check Access Authority for FAM Functions – CCHKACG
CCHKACG uses parameter list cPLCHKAG. cPLCHKAG is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgram name

Record supplier invoiceAPS100

Enter manual supplier paymentAPS120

Splitting invoicesAPS202
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Batch paymentsARS040

Customer invoice entryARS100

Payment documents entryARS105

Payment receipts Start pgmARS110

Manual customer invoice entryARS120

Grouping of invoicesARS191

Splitting invoicesARS202

Manually customer invoice groupingARS203

Create invoices from payment plan - selectionARS380

Check access authority for FAM functionCCHKACG

CSYPAR/Invoice parametersCRS722

PropFAS100

MACRS proposal/update depreciationFAS105

Transfer to derogatoryFAS701

Error jobsGLS038

Error transactionsGLS039

Petty cash entryGLS095

Journal entriesGLS100

Voucher numberGLS200

Details in general ledgerGLS210

Check Access Authority for Resource Driver – CCHKACR
CCHKACR uses parameter list cPLCHKAR. cPLCHKAR is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgram name

Resource driver - Calculate unitsCAS250

Resource driver - Calculate rateCAS260

Check access authority for resource driverCCHKACR
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Check Access Authority for OA Group - CCHKAOA
CCHKAOA uses parameter list cPLCHKAO. cPLCHKAO is used by the following programs:

DescriptionProgram name

Sales price simulationOIS325

Bulk Order Batch. Open ToolboxOIS370

Bonus status per recipientOIS410

Bonus agreementsOIS412

Bonus allocation %OIS414

Pricelist - selectOIS530

Price list report selection fieldOIS532

Price list report columnOIS534

Price list reportOIS535

Price list reportOIS537

Delete price list report informationOIS545

Discount campaign scaleOIS812

Discount campaignsOIS820

Discount campaign descriptionOIS821

PromotionsOIS840

Promotions linesOIS841

Supplier rebate agreementOIS860

Supplier rebate agreementOIS860MI

Supplier rebate agreements linesOIS861

Sales price calc. elements ratesOIS864

AgreementPPS100

Agreement linesPPS101

Procurement cost IDPPS285

Purchase costing model and elementsPPS285MI

Display/simulate costing modelPPS295

Agreement doc - printoutPPS531
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See also
"Create Object Access Group" on page 251

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252

Create and Configure User Defined Menu

This document describes how to create and configure user specific menu in 'Menu Version. Open'
(MNS080).

Introduction
Whenever a user open M3 functionality in Infor Smart Office, the menu is displayed based on the
settings in MNS111MI. These settings are user specific and depend on the security settings for the
user in M3 Business Engine and also which menu version the user is connected to in 'User.Open'
(MNS150/E).

Follow these steps
A user, by default, is connected to a blank menu version in 'Function. Open' (MNS110). To create User
Defined Menu, follow these steps.

Create a new Menu Version

1 Start 'Menu Version. Open' (MNS080).

2 Enter a Menu version and choose Options > Create

3 Enter the name for the new Menu version on the E panel. Click Next.

The new menu version is created.

Create a new Menu

To create a new Menu for the created Menu version, you can copy and connect existing Menu(s) (and
their submenus) used in the default (or any other) menu version.

1 Start 'Menu Version. Open' (MNS080).

2 To copy a menu, right click a record and select Copy.

3 Enter the Menu version you want to copy to and click Next until you are back on the B panel again.

4 Repeat these steps until all submenus and menus are connected to the new Menu version you
created.

Connect a Menu Version to a User

1 Start 'User. Open' (MNS150).

2 Select the current user and open the F panel.
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3 Select the menu version you created.

Menu version is what will be shown in the menu.

4 Press Next and close 'User. Open' (MNS150).

Depending on security settings in 'Function. Connect Authority by Role' (SES400), your menu version
display the functions your user is connected to.

Display the new Menu

Log off and log on to Infor Smart Office. After logging in, the new menu items (with connected functionality
are available.

See also
"Company and Division Security" on page 207

"Function Security" on page 210

Create a User

This document explains how to define a user. A user record is set up to establish access to files and
records in M3.

Outcome
One or more users are created and it is now possible to connect users to a user group that has been
defined. Users are able to access and work with the M3 system based on the settings established.

Follow these steps

1 Start 'User. Open' (MNS150) and the B panel is displayed.

2 Specify an identifier for the user you are creating.

3 Select the Create option.

4 On the E panel, fill in the desired fields. These fields are required:

• Name

• User type

• Date format

• System language

5 Click Next.

6 On the F panel, enter the desired menu settings for the user.

7 Click Next to save the record.
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See also
"Create a User Group" on page 248

"Object Access Control" on page 250

"Connect User to User Group" on page 248

"Defining Access to Information in M3" on page 246

"Create Object Access Group" on page 251

"Connect User Group to Object Access Group" on page 252
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5Output Management

Define Basic Data for Document Output Management

This document explains how you define basic data for document output management. Basic data
includes media codes and how they are related to the technical format of the printer file, output server,
output service and its type.

The relationships between the other basic settings are:

• The media code defines a certain format and way to distribute a document, such as via e mail.
Examples of the technical format of the printer file are, *STREAM or *XMLOUT.

• An output server is the physical server that hosts an output service function.

• The output service type is a piece of software that can perform one or several output services. For
example Forms Output Management (FOM) or Infor Enterprise Collaborator (IEC). The media code
is connected to the output service type.

• The output service definition connects the output server and output service type to a specific output
service ID. The output service definition pinpoints, for example, a specific installation of FOM via
a specific port number.

Outcome
Basic settings for document output management are defined.

The basic settings for document output management are stored in the following physical files:

COSRVR (MNS218)

CSYTAB, where the constant value STCO = MEDC (CRS116)

COSITY (MNS217)

COSIME (MNS214)

COSRVI (MNS216)
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CSYDOC (CRS928)

ODEDOC (CRS027)

CSYDME (CRS928)

CSYTAB

CTSTCO = 'DEV'

After defining the relationship between M3 and the output services, the media support for each and
every service must be defined. The media code must be unique but can be supported by multiple output
services.

Before You Start
• To produce output for the *STREAM interface, you must have a Streamserve server installed.

• To produce output for the *XMLOUT interface, you must have IEC installed.

• To produce output for the *XMLOUTMVX (FOM) interface, you must have a Streamserve server
installed.

Follow These Steps
Define M3 Business Documents

1 Start 'M3 Document. Open' (CRS928).

2 Enter a document number and document variant. Press Create.

A full set of documents can be generated by using F14. A simple way to define documents to be
used is to generate all documents and then remove those that will not be used.

Document variants refer to the variants of document content structures. A dispatch advice document
contains a particular content describing delivery, but by using another document variant, you can
restructure the content (for example, with details that are package, item or order-oriented).

3 Press Enter to finish.

Define Media Code

1 Start 'Document Media. Open' (CRS116).

2 Enter a media code and press Create.

By pressing F14 you can generate all standard media codes in M3.

3 Enter a name, description and interface.

Interface means the technical format the media code should generate.

4 Enter a media category.
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Media categories define which output will be delivered by the output server.

5 Press Enter to finish.

Define Output Server

1 Start 'Output Server. Open' (MNS218/B).

2 Enter the identity of the server and press Create.

3 Enter a description, server address and server location.

4 Press Enter to finish.

Define Output Service Type and Connect to Media Code

1 Start 'Output Service Type. Open' (MNS217/B).

2 Enter a name of the output service type and press Create.

3 Enter a description and select an interface format. Press Enter.

'Output Service Type. Connect Media' (MNS214/B) is displayed.

4 Enter the media code that should be connected to the output service type and press Create.

5 Press Enter to finish.

Define Service Identity

1 Start 'Output Service. Open' (MNS216/B).

2 Enter the identity of the service and press Create.

3 Enter the service type.

By doing this you connect the service type to the service identity.

4 Enter the server ID.

5 Enter the port number.

6 Press Enter to finish.

Define Business Documents for the Installation

1 Start 'Standard Document. Open' (CRS027).

2 To define business documents one by one, go to step 3.

To define business documents in a full set, go to step 6.

3 Enter a document number and press Create.

4 Select the check box if the document is to be printed automatically.

5 Select one or several check boxes if the document is included in one or several document classes.
Go to step 8

6 Press F14 to generate a full set of business documents defined in M3.

7 Select the unwanted documents and press Delete.
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8 Press Enter to finish.

Define Media Support for M3 Business Documents

1 Start 'M3 Document. Connect Media' (CRS929).

2 Select the 'Document number' and 'Media Code' fields and press Create.

By connecting a document number to a media code, you state that the combination is valid for the
installation.

3 Press Enter to finish.

Define Available Printers

1 Start 'Printer. Open' (CRS290).

2 Enter a printer name and press Create.

3 Enter a name and description.

4 Select a printer priority.

5 Select to which queue the printout is to be sent.

6 Press Enter to finish.

Parameters to Set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the unique ID of a document.Document number(CRS928/B)

… the variants of a standard document as defined in
(CRS027). Standard documents available in M3 normally
use a blank variant.

Document variant(CRS928/B)

… the name of the current identity.Name(CRS928/E)

… whether object selection for media control is used for the
current document.

Media control
object used for
selection

(CRS928/E)

The valid alternatives are:

0 = No

1 = Yes

2 = Yes, selection in (CRS029).
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… whether the media profile should be used as a key for
partner referencing of documents.

Media profile(CRS928/E)

The valid alternatives are:

0 = Media profile should not be used.

1 = Media profile should be used as a key.

… the name of the file to be replaced temporarily with data
from the printer file definition.

Printer file(CRS928/E)

… the object value used for partner reference selection.Object value for
partner reference

(CRS928/E)

… whether the document is internal.External/internal
document

(CRS928/E)

The valid alternatives are:

0 = No, external

1 = Yes, internal.

When printing internal documents the local language is used.
When printing external documents the language of the
customer is used.

For invoice documents in the customer order system, the
document is printed according to the payer's language.

… the document category that is specified for each standard
document.

Document category(CRS928/E)

The valid categories are:

0 = Confirmation document (order confirmation, quotation,
and so on)

1 = Picking document (picking list)

2 = Delivery document (delivery note, waybill, and so on)

3 = Invoicing document (invoice, credit note, and so on)

4 = Basic data (item list, and so on)

5 = Finance

6 = Work order

7 = Purchasing

8 = Personnel administration

The document category is used to control printouts, etc.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the number of print files used for the delivery document.Number of different
print files

(CRS928/E)

The information is updated automatically for every M3
standard document, but can be useful for additional
documents added to M3 in an implementation project.

Note that these added print files must be named according
to M3 standard, as follows:

MWSxxxPF First file MWSxxxP1 Second file MWSxxxP2
Third file. See also (MWS616) for examples.

… whether the document data created is saved in separate
files for the documents.

Save document
data

(CRS928/E)

The valid alternatives are:

0 = No

1 = Yes.

This is updated automatically in every M3 standard document,
but is also useful for additional documents created for
enhancements in a M3 implementation project.

… the program used to maintain information in the header
of each delivery document.

Program—document
header

(CRS928/E)

The information is updated automatically for M3 standard
documents, but is useful for documents added as
enhancements in M3 implementation projects.

… the program used to maintain line information entered in
each delivery document.

Program—document
line

(CRS928/E)

The information is updated automatically in M3 standard
documents, but is useful for documents added as
enhancements in the M3 implementation projects.

… the purpose of each number series. If a number series is
marked with an asterisk (*), it is optional. In this case, more

Number series type(CRS928/E)

than one number series may be used for each number series
type.

… the number series. The same ID may be used by other
series if they belong to other types. For example, there may

Number series(CRS928/E)

be a series A for order numbers as well as for invoice
numbers, although they have separate number ranges and
start values.

… the physical attributes of the server.Server identity(MNS218/B)
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the IP address of the server.Server address(MNS218/E)

… the physical location of the OUT server.Server location(MNS218/E)

… a media code as defined in (CRS116). Each medium is
connected to a media type that defines which type of output

Media(CRS116/B)

the medium should generate. Media defined in (CRS116)
are connected to M3 documents in (CRS929) and out data
service types in (MNS214).

… the valid interfaces.Interface - media(CRS116/E)

The valid alternatives are:

*STREAM

*XMLOUT

*XMLOUTMVX (FOM)

… a media type that is set for the media code to define the
output that will be delivered by the output server.

Media type(CRS116/E)

The valid alternatives are:

01 = Fax

02 = File

03 = Printer

04 = e Mail

05 = EDI via EDI enable

06 = MBM initiator

07 = Net file via OS400

… the software that supplies the different types of services.
Every service type has a specific interface that describes
how the software and M3 are interfaced.

Service type(MNS217)

… the software that supplies the different types of services.
Every service type has a specific interface that describes
how the software and M3 are interfaced.

Service type(MNS214/B)

…a media code as defined in (CRS116). Each medium is
connected to a media type that defines which type of output

Media(MNS214/B)

the medium should generate. Media defined in (CRS116)
are connected to M3 documents in (CRS929) and out data
service types in (MNS214).
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… a common object that describes a service provider for
output from M3.

Service identity(MNS216/B)

…the port number used by the OUT server.Port number(MNS216/E)

See Also
"Enabling Document Output Management" on page 338

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

Define Configurable Views and Reports

Functional solution
This chapter describes the new output and view solution, managing configurable views, and reports.
The following chapters include how to define and manage the programs.

Configuring views and generating standards
Configurations for configurable views are set in the program 'List and Printer programs. Configure'
(CMS005). By using the function key F14='Generate standard', (CMS005) is populated with a list
of all programs that support the configurable view standard.

Configurable views is a standard for list panels in M3 Business Engine. Programs adhering to this
standard support a number of features and have the same look and feel.

The following configurations are possible for configurable views in (CMS005):

• Manage related tables: Use related option 11='Related tables'.

For more information, see specific chapter on managing related tables.

• Manage virtual fields: Use related option 12='Virtual fields'.
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For more information, see specific chapter on managing virtual fields.

• Manage available fields: Use related option 21='Field group'.

For more information, see specific chapter on field group.

• Manage views: Use related option 22='View/Report layout'.

For more information, see specific chapter on view layout.

• Manage sorting orders: Use related option 23='Sorting order'.

For more information, see specific chapter on sorting order.

• Run program: Use related option 24='Run function'.

• The list and printer programs can be run from (CMS005). Use the related option 'Run Function'
(Ctrl+24) in (CMS005) to start the designated program. After running the function, the program
works as normal. See the correlating REQ document for more information on each specific
program.

• Reset metadata to standard: Use related option 25='Reset to standard'.

There is a possibility to reset the metadata back to the configured standard metadata. Use the
related option 'Reset to standard' (Ctrl+25). A popup is displayed with the options OK and
Cancel.

Note: When using 'Reset to standard', all program settings will be reset to the standard setup
and all prior changes will be lost, so it must be used with caution.

• Manage program start values: Use related option 26='Program start values'.

To manage the start values of programs, the Select option must be set to 1-'All' or 2-'List
Programs', since it is not possible to manage program start values from a printer file (i.e. option
3).

• Export configuration: Use the related option 27='Export Configuration'.

By exporting the configuration it is possible to save or transfer the settings of a printer file or
list program. Use the related option 'Export Configuration' (Ctrl+27) and then specify the file
name and version number of the configuration.

• Update metadata to standard: Use related option 28='Update standard'.

The difference between updating and resetting the metadata is that the update does not remove
any of the customizations of a file or program. The update fills out any missing data retrieved
from the standard setup, while still keeping the customizations.

Information browser categories
The information browser category controls which data that will be displayed in the information
browser in 'Information Browser. Open'. (CMS100)

Information browser categories are defined in (CMS010). The actual data to display is retrieved
from the master table selected for the information browser category in this program. To use an
information browser category in (CMS100), it must first be activated in this program by selecting
'Activate' or pressing Ctrl+7.
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The following may be defined for the information browser categories:

• Activate an information browser category: Use related option 7='Activate'.

• Deactivate an information browser category: Use related option 8='Deactivate'.

• Create virtual fields: Use related option 11='Virtual fields'.

For more information, see specific chapter on virtual fields.

• Manage related options and set up a related option for each information category: Use related
option 13 ='Related options'.

For more information, see specific chapter on related options.

• Manage available fields: Use related option 21='Field group'.

For more information, see specific chapter on field group.

• Manage views: Use related option 22='View'.

For more information, see specific chapter on view layout.

• Manage sorting orders: Use related option 23='Sorting Order'.

For more information, see specific chapter on sorting order.

• Design and simulate the list: Use related option 24='Simulate list'.

• When selecting 'Simulate list', the program for customer list design is opened. This offers a
preview of the selected list and design throughout (CMS100).

• Export configuration: Use related option 27=' Export Configuration'.

By exporting the configuration, it is possible to save or transfer the settings of a printer file or
list program. Use the related option 'Export Configuration' (Ctrl+27) and then specify the file
name and version number of the configuration.

Managing ad hoc report group
Creating, changing, and managing ad hoc reports is performed in the program 'Ad Hoc Report Group.
Open' (AHS100). The report group is the base for which file the ad hoc report will use. Every file has
a default view that controls which fields to display when creating an ad hoc report, although this is
highly configurable by using related tables and virtual fields in order to create customized reports.

The following related options are available in (AHS100):

• Create and manage ad hoc reports: Use related option 11 ='Ad hoc report'.

For more information, see specific chapter on ad hoc report.

• Manage related tables: Use related option 20='Related tables'.

For more information, see specific chapter on managing related tables.

• Manage virtual fields: Use related option 21='Virtual fields'.

For more information, see specific chapter on managing virtual fields.

• Manage available fields: Use related option 22='Field group'.
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For more information, see specific chapter on field group.

• Manage views: Use related option 23='View'.

For more information, see specific chapter on view layout.

• Manage sorting order: Use related option 24='Sorting order'.

For more information, see specific chapter on sorting order.

• Design and simulate a list: Use related option 24='Simulate list'.

• When selecting 'Simulate list', the program for customer list design is opened. This offers a preview
of the selected list and design throughout (CMS100).

• Export configuration: Use related option 26=' Export Configuration'.

By exporting the configuration, it is possible to save or transfer the settings of a printer file or list
program. Use the related option 'Export Configuration' (Ctrl+26) and then specify the file name and
version number of the configuration.

Manage report layout selection
The report layout per printer file is defined in 'Report Layout Selection' (MNS210). In order to select
which report layout to use per printer file, the printer files must be defined in 'List and Printer
Programs. Configure' (CMS005). A report layout should also be defined in 'Report Layout. Open'
(CMS025).

View printer files XML variants
One printer file can generate different kinds of variants, for example a normal invoice or a credit
note. By choosing the different XML variants, you can get different kinds of printouts from the same
printer file. Use 'Printer Files XML Variants. Open' (CMS004) to open these.

Browse, change and open the report layouts
The different report layouts are sorted per printer file and show the report layout name, a description,
and which XML structure (see separate chapter for more information on XML structures) that is
used for the said report layout. The XML structure is set up in 'XML Structure. Open' (CMS006).
Apart from that, it is also possible to select some different options for the XML content such as
information on cover, formatting, label, and media.

Browse, change and open the XML structures
In order to define and set up the XML structure per printer file, the user may use 'XML Structure. Open'
(CMS006). An XML Structure defines how and in which order the elements are set up. XML documents
are formed as element trees. An XML tree starts at a root element and branches from the root to child
elements. All elements may have sub elements (child elements). The terms parent, child, and sibling
are used to describe the relationships between elements in the structure. Parents have children. Children
have parents. Siblings are children at the same level (brothers and sisters). All elements may have
text content and attributes.

The program has two related options. See related chapters on what each related option does.

• XML Structure. Open Section - Ctrl+11
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• XML Structure Section. Open Element - Ctrl+12.

When creating a new XML structure, it is possible to set three different formats:

• M3 Standard.

• Open

• In order to create a customized XML structure, the format must be open so that it is possible to
define the elements and other parts such as root elements and namespaces (see below for a full
description of these fields).

Root elements
The XML document must contain one root element that is the parent of all other elements. The root
element is the first and last tag in the XML document.

For example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<note>
  <to>Tove</to>
  <from>Jani</from>
  <heading>Reminder</heading> 
  <body>Don't forget me this weekend!</body>
</note>

where <note> is the root element.

Dft namespace
XML Namespace provide a method to avoid element name conflicts. In XML, element names are
defined by the developer. This often results in a conflict when trying to mix XML documents from
different XML applications.

Name conflicts in XML can easily be avoided using a name prefix. When using prefixes in XML, a
namespace for the prefix must be defined.

The namespace can be defined by an xmlns attribute in the start tag of an element. The namespace
declaration has the following syntax: xmlns:prefix="URI".

Defining a default namespace for an element saves us from using prefixes in all the child elements.
It has the following syntax: xmlns="namespaceURI".

Pr for namesp1
The field indicates the prefix for the alternate namespace 1.

Schema namespace
Since several vocabularies can be used to describe different elements and attributes in XML
documents, the use of namespaces and prefixes is recommended to remove any ambiguity for
element and attribute declarations. Distinguishing between element and attribute names for each
namespace is essential when using schemas from more than one namespace.
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Schema
The XML schema describes the structure of an XML document. The purpose of an XML schema
is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document:

• the elements and attributes that can be displayed in a document

• the number of (and order of) child elements

• data types for elements and attributes

• default and fixed values for elements and attributes

Element name
The element name is what defines the name of the tag. If the element name is Item, the tag will be
<item>.

Browse, change, and open the XML structure sections
The program 'XML Structure. Open Section' (CMS007) is used in order to structure and define how
the XML will look and operate. It is sorted by printer file and an XML structure. Each row is a section
of elements on different levels in order to create subsections when needed. The different sections
contain certain base files and fields, but additions can be made to this by the use of the 'Related
tables' or 'Virtual fields' option. It is possible to change the name of the sections and define whether
it should output an attribute or not. It is also possible to select whether the section should be active
or not by setting the status to 10-'Not active' or 20-'Active'.

There are three related options:

• 'XML Structure Section. Open Element' (Ctrl+11)

• 'Create Custom Section' (Ctrl+20)

• 'Delete Custom Section' (Ctrl+21)

Browse, change, and open the XML structure section elements
The program 'XML Structure Section. Open Element' (CMS009) contains a list of the elements and a
description of each element and which field and file that is used to retrieve the data. There are no
specific related options but the E and F panels contain some unique functions. To create an element,
source of data must be entered. Based on this, the E panel will change. As of now, there are different
sources of data but the most commonly used are probably 'Field' or 'Specific value'. The 'Field' option
is used when retrieving data from other files, in order to extract data from M3 BE. If the field does not
exist as a default field, it is possible to create a field by using the 'Related tables' option and then add
the new field.

When selecting 'Specific value' it is possible to enter any value. This may be used if the information is
static or if the value is collected externally to M3 BE, such as a role description or a signature. The
checkbox 'Upd at rep run' lets the user enter the specific value every time a printer file is run.

After entering an element name, the user can give this element attributes on the F panel by entering
attribute names and link a source of data as well as specific values to the attributes.
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Manage related tables
Fields from other BE tables that are related to the master table can be displayed by defining 'Related
tables' in the program 'Related Tables. Connect' (CMS011). Use the related option "Related tables
(Ctrl+11) in the following programs to open (CMS011):

• (CMS005)

• (CMS009)

• (CMS010)

Define a related table by following these steps in (CMS011/B):

Sorting option
The 'Sorting' option indicates an index connected to the table. An index is a unique sorting
order of a table. The sorting is controlled by the selected fields and by their relation to each
other. System-defined indexes (00-99) or user-defined indexes (U1-U9, V1-V9, or X1-X9) may
be used.

Read option
The 'Read' option indicates how to set the key fields in the related table according to the selected
'Sorting' option. On the N panel, select if all or only specific fields should be added to the 'Field'
group. Press Enter to activate the related table and update the 'Field' group. In the list program,
now fields from the related table can be selected as fields (columns) in the list.

The read option indicates how to set the key fields in the related table.

Alternatives:

Key field set to value from the field 'Object' or 'Value'=1

Key field set to blank=2

First record found according to key fields with a lower
number

=3

Last record found according to key fields with a lower
number

=4

Key field set to user's current division=5

Key field set to user's current language=6

Mixed division=7

Active date=8

If you select alternative 3, 4, or 8, all subsequent key fields must have the same read option.

If you select alternative 7, the program first reads with the current division. If no record is found,
a second read is performed with a blank division. This alternative is used for tables having both
blank and local division data, for example accounting identities.
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Trim zeros
The field indicates if leading zeros should be removed. The field is only used if the 'Master
table' field is numeric and the 'Related table' field is a text string.

Shortcut
There is a shortcut for defining a related table. Press the button 'Create New' in (CMS011/B),
specify the table name, and press OK.

If the join conditions between the related and master table can be determined automatically,
the N panel is displayed. If the join conditions cannot be determined automatically, the E panel
is displayed.

Functional limitations
Up to 30 related tables may be defined.

Manage virtual fields
Fields that do not exist in any BE table can be displayed in the list by defining virtual fields in the program
'Virtual Fields. Connect' (CMS012). Use the related option 'Virtual fields' (Ctrl+12) in the following
programs to open (CMS011):

• (CMS005)

• (CMS009)

• (CMS010)

The following types of virtual fields can be defined:

1 - Value calculated by a formula

2 - Value retrieved by a function program

3 - Value from a description field in CSYTAB

4 - Value from a name field in CSYTAB

5 - Value from a currency conversion

6 - Value from a logical formula

7 - Date conversion

8 - Merge data

You may define an unlimited number of virtual fields. When created, the virtual fields can be selected
as fields (columns) in the list. The naming convention for a virtual field is &XXXX.

The name for a virtual field is specified by entering either the description or a message ID. If you specify
a description, it can also be defined per language by clicking the 'Language' button. If you specify a
message ID, the column heading is automatically displayed in the end user's M3 language.

The calculation sequence is used if other virtual fields are used as objects in the calculation formula.
The current virtual field must have a higher calculation sequence than the virtual fields used as objects.
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The number of decimal places is controlled either by specifying the number of decimal places (04) or
selecting a field information code.

Value calculated by a formula
The value is calculated based on fields from the master table, related tables, or other virtual fields.

Specify the calculation formula by entering a value for Operator (+, -, /, *), Object (field from master
table, related table or other virtual field) and Factor.

Value from description or name field in CSYTAB

DescriptionField

Read option for the 'Key' field CTDIVI ('Division'). Normally, this should
be set to 'Blank'.

Key 2 field

Read option for the 'Key' field CTSTCO ('Constant' value). Normally,
this should be set to 'Equal to'. The value is normally the last 4 positions
of the field.

Key 3 field

Read option for the 'Key' field CTSTKY ('Key' value). Normally, this
should be set to 'Equal to'. Object is normally the field.

Key 4 field

Read option for the 'Key' field CTLNCD ('Language'). Normally, this
should be set to 'Blank'.

Key 5 field

The value is retrieved from the 'Description' or 'Name' field in the system table CSYTAB.

Value from a currency conversion
The value is retrieved from a currency conversion.

DescriptionField

Read option for 'Base value'. This is the value to convert .Base value

Read option for 'Base division'. The division can either be set 'Equal
to' a division object, or be searched for via a facility or warehouse
field.

Base division

Read option for 'Rate type'. If a blank value is set, rate type 01 is
used.

Rate type

Read option for 'From currency'. This is the currency of the base
value prior to the conversion.

From currency

Read option for 'To currency'. This is the currency of the base value
after the conversion.

To currency
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Value from a logical formula
Values are displayed (or not) based on a logical formula.

DescriptionField

Specify the logical type for the condition (alphanumeric or
numeric).

Logical type

Specify the first operand (always a field from the field group).First operand

Specify the condition.Condition

Specify how to set the second operand (field from field group,
specific value, or blank).

Second operand

Specify how to combine 2 or 3 different conditions.Combine

Specify how to set the value if a condition is true (field from
field group, specific value, or blank)

Value if condition is true

Specify how to set the value if a condition is false (field from
field group, specific value, or blank).

Value if condition is false

Date conversion
Convert a date to a unique serial number. The serial number starts by 1 on the first day in the system
calendar. By using two virtual fields for a date in a virtual field for calculation, it is possible to calculate
the difference between two dates. It is also possible to decide whether the unique sequence number
should include all days, only working days, or only bank days.

DescriptionField

The base date (1-Current date, 2-Object, 3-Specific date).Base date

The output date (3-Working day number).Output date

Merge data
The value is merged from different fields into one field, for example to display an order number and
an order line number in the same field like this: 3953987-0020. Up to 5 different sections may be
merged into the new virtual field. For every section, a number of parameters are specified.

DescriptionField

Specify if data for the section is retrieved from a field or if a manually
entered value is used.

Base date
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DescriptionField

Specify a fixed length for the section. If no length is specified, this
is set dynamically based on the value retrieved.

Length

Field ID if data should be retrieved from a field.Field

Specify if data is entered manually.Value field

Specify the separator to be used last in a section.Separator

Select this to add one blank space after the separator.Add blank

Specify the decimal format to use for numeric values retrieved from
the database. If left blank, the user's decimal format is used.

Decimal format

Select if leading zeros should be removed. The setting is only used
if the field is numeric and a fixed length has been specified.

Trim zeros

Specify the data format that should be used for date fields.Date format

Specify the character to separate different parts of a date.Date editing

Select this if values of zero should not be displayed (zero is then
displayed as a blank value).

Zero suppression

Manage available fields
The available fields to use in a list or report is managed in the program 'Field Group. Display Permitted
Fields' (CRS109). Use the related option 'Field Group' (Ctrl+21) in the following programs to open
(CRS109):

• (CMS005)

• (CMS009)

• (CMS010)

Label
The label for a specific field is controlled by the 'Label method' field using the following methods:

1 = Standard message ID (default value)

2 = Overriding message ID = Overriding name

For alternative 1, the standard M3 message ID is retrieved from the file where the field originates.
The label text is retrieved from the message file MVXCON in the end user's M3 language.

For alternative 2, an overriding M3 message ID and a message file are specified. The label text is
retrieved from the specified message file in the end user's M3 language. If no message file is
specified, MVXCON is used.
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For alternative 3, an overriding label text is specified. Any translations must be manually specified
by using the button 'Language'. The overriding label text can be 1-15 characters long.

Field security
To control which content a specific user can see, the field security function is used. The field security
function is activated for a specific field by entering a field security group in (CRS109). If a field
security group is specified in (CRS109), the content for the field is displayed/editable depending
on the settings in (SES100) and (SES010).

Note: The connection between the field security group and the field in (SES102) is NOT used.

Manage views
The view controls which information (field) that will be displayed in the list, as well as in which
column specific information is displayed. Views are defined in the program 'View. Open' (CRS020)
and is either defined per sorting order or for all sorting orders. Use the related option 'View/Report
Layout' (Ctrl+22) in the following programs to open (CRS020):

• (CMS005)

• (CMS009)

• (CMS010)

A view can be shared or personal. Shared views can be used by all users. This is managed by the
PAVR field and stored in CSYSPV with RESP = *Blank.

Personal views can only be used by the user who created the views. This is managed by the UPVR
field and stored in CSYSPV with RESP = User ID.

Both fields PAVR and UPVR are defined in the view definition, but the UI will hide UPVR and merge
the dropdown values into the PAVR field.

Subfile length
The maximum subfile length is hard coded per program and can include 150-300 positions.

Functional limitations
The number of columns is hard coded to 30.

Manage sorting orders
The sorting order controls the sorting and filtering. The sorting order is always user-defined (the
user defines the sorting and filter). Use the related option 'Sorting Order' in the following programs
to open (CRS022):

• (CMS005)

• (CMS009)

• (CMS010)

File
The main table for the program.
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Sorting option
The ID of a logical view connected to the table. The logical view can either be system-defined
(0099) or user-defined (U1-U9, V1-V9, or X1-X9).

Number of filters
The number of key fields, in the selected sorting option, that should act as filters. The fields are
selected starting from the first key field and then field by field throughout the key definition.

A filter is used to make field selections. A value must be entered in the filter when a sorting order
is used. Only records containing a value are displayed.

Change filter
This defines whether the number of filters should be changeable in the very program.

Max number of records
The maximum number of database records (database reads) that will be performed. If the maximum
number is reached, the subfield build is stopped and an error message is displayed.

The field is used to ensure that the computer has the capacity to manage a large number of records.
If no value is entered in this field, the number of records will be maximized to 1,000. Normally, the
value is greater than 1,000 and less than 10,000. 'Records' refer to the number of items, customers,
etc.

Single division
This controls whether the sorting order should only display records for a single division. If the field
is selected, division must be selected as the first filter. Users that are working in a single division
(local users) can only use sorting orders that have the 'Single division' field selected. Users that
are working in all divisions (central users) can use all sorting orders regardless of the setting in the
'Single division' field.

Selection field 1-3
The ID of the three fields that should be used as 'From' and 'To' selection fields in the program.

Aggregation
Aggregation is used to accumulate several records into one record. Aggregation levels are used
to indicate how records in the list will be aggregated. Key fields that are not included in the
aggregation level will be aggregated. The presentation of aggregated fields is defined per view and
field in the aggregation display rule. The number of aggregated records is always stored in the
S0NAGG field. This field can be used to find out if a subfile record is aggregated. The virtual field
&NAGG is automatically added to the field group and can be used for the view to display the number
of aggregated lines.

Change aggregation
This controls whether aggregation should be changeable in the very program.
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Subtotal 1-3
Subtotals are used to insert a subtotal record when the value in a specific key field is updated. Any
key field, in the selected sorting option, can be used as a break level for the subtotal. The
presentation of the subtotal record is defined per view and field in the subtotal rule.

Translate description
For programs supporting Configurable Views, a new check box "Translate description" has been
added in program "Sorting Order. Open" (CRS022/E).

If the check box is selected, a sorting order description is generated automatically per language in
program (CRS830) the first time this is required. An automatically generated description is always
based on the Sorting option.

The automatic generation is triggered from CRS022/B or CRS022/E. It is also triggered from some
Configurable View programs at startup.

If the check box is not selected, a description must be maintained manually in (CRS022) or per
language in (CRS8300).

Standard values
To every sorting order, 6 standard views may be connected. The user can toggle between the
available standard views by selecting 'Actions' = 'Next view' (F10) in the list program. It is possible
to define both shared standard views and personal standard views. Personal standard views will
always override the shared standard views.

View 1 is sometimes used as a start value.

Manage program start values
The start value of programs can be controlled by defining options like sorting order, viewing panel
sequence, opening panel, and listing records in the program 'Program Start Values. Open' (CRS014).

To pgm
The field indicates the started program for which the setup is valid.

From pgm
The field indicates the starting program for which the setup is valid. If this information is blank, the
setup is valid when the To-program is started from the menu.

User
The field indicates the user for which the setup is valid. If this information is left blank, the setup is
valid for all users.

Option
The field indicates how objects displayed on the panel should be processed. An option can be
specified for several objects at the same time.
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Sorting order
The field indicates which sorting order to use for the called program. If this value is zero, M3 will
retrieve the same sorting order that was used the last time the ''To'' program was called.

View
The field indicates the view. The view controls the information (field) that is displayed in the list and
the columns in which the information is displayed. The sorting order and filtering capabilities are
determined by the value in the 'Sorting Order' field. Views are shared (can be used by everyone)
or personal (can only be used by the user creating the view). Views are edited by using Smart
Office (using personalized views) or by using 'View. Open' (CRS020). The user may toggle between
the available views by selecting the 'Next View' action or by pressing F10.

Panel Sequence
The field indicates which panels will be displayed when making changes and inquiries, as well as
the sequence in which they are displayed. For programs with user-defined sorting orders, the panel
sequence used in the started program will be the one connected to the sorting order in the program.

For example:

Sorting order 1 and panel sequence E are connected in 'Item. Open Toolbox' (MMS200). In 'Program
Start Values. Open' (CRS014), sorting order 1 and panel sequence EF are connected for 'Item.
Open Toolbox' (MMS200). The panel sequence displayed in 'Item. Open Toolbox' (MMS200) will
be E.

Opening panel
The field indicates which panel will be displayed when the program is opened.

List records
The field indicates whether the starting program (the 'To' program) should prevent an automatic
listing of qualified records on the B panel when opened, or when the sorting order is changed
manually by the user.

Alternatives

Blank = All qualified records list (default)

*NODSP = Records not listed

When *NODSP is selected, the user must refresh the B panel before any records are displayed.
This enables the user to fill out the actual filter values before reading the database, and thereby
avoid unnecessary reads in order to increase performance.

No validations are made on this field to enable future enhancements and customized modifications.

Related options
Related options are used to create a customized related option for an information category based
on a selected program. Open (CMS013) by using the related option (Ctrl+13).
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See also
"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Enabling Document Output Management" on page 338

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output

This document explains how you define settings for document output that is controlled by object (values
from the document content). More or less all objects in the transaction control the output making
object-controlled output very flexible. Object-controlled document output is intended for output processes
that are used in-house, but must to be controlled by document data.

Note: Media selections for object-controlled and partner-controlled output cannot be used for the same
document number. For this reason, object-controlled document output only works for some documents
and partner-controlled for others. (See definition in (CRS928)).

Object-controlled output only works for JIT call off documents.

Outcome
You have defined settings for object-controlled document output.

Object-controlled output is used for instance when you print item labels in production, which you want
to direct to the printer closest to your workstation. Then the workstation and/or the item are the objects
to use for controlling the output.

Before you start
You have to define settings for user-controlled document output.

Follow These Steps
Connect media control object

1 Start 'Generic Object Control Table. Open' (CMS017).
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2 Select a document connected to (CRS029).

3 Specify (CRS029) and press Create to proceed to the E panel.

4 Enter the attribute ID.

5 Enter the priority and the objects to control the output.

Max 10 priorities can be added with up to four controlling objects for each priority. Thereby you can
add several combinations. If the first, most qualified, combination does not work then the second
one is tested and so on.

The available controlling objects are defined by document number.

You can reach the object value settings by selecting option=Object table detail lines.

Define media control object

1 Start 'Output Control Selection Table. Open' (CRS029).

2 Select a document number.

Note that object-controlled output only works for JIT call off documents.

3 Enter, if necessary, the document variant.

4 Enter the priority.

The available objects to control the output of the current document will be displayed in the list.

5 Enter customer number, address number and, if necessary, delivery specification and press Create.

6 Select whether you want to use the departure selection method.

7 Enter, if necessary, the printer file and workstation.

8 Press Enter to finish.
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Parameters to Set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the first valid value to be compared with the contents of a control
object. If the contents are greater than or equal to this start value,
the record will be accepted.

Attribute ID(CMS017/E)

If there are several start values, the one that is the closest lowest
value is valid.

Example: You have item number as the control object, and have set
start value = A100, A200 and A300. If the content of the control object
is A150, the record with start value = A100 will be accepted. If the
content of the control object is A375, the record with start value =
A300 will be accepted.

… The field indicates a priority for the selected fields.Priority(CMS017/E)

The object lookup is always performed in priority order. If no qualified
objects are found according to priority one, M3 will try to find matching
objects according to priority two, etc.

… This information refers to a field or data element from a specific
file.

Field(CMS017/E)

It is used to create keys or search paths for user-defined tables, and
also to create the contents of user-defined files.

See Also
"Enabling Document Output Management" on page 338

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341
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Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output

This document explains how you define settings for partner-controlled document output. 'Partner' refers
to the planned receiver of the document. Partner-controlled settings always override the settings for
user-controlled document output.

Some forms of media are only available to partner-controlled output since they are directly connected
to partners. An example is EDI, where the invoice receiver is the company/partner.

Outcome
You have defined settings for partner-controlled document output.

Partner-controlled settings are used for sending information directly to a document receiver (as opposed
to object-controlled settings that are used for integrating output data with another in-house application).

Example: A customer invoice printout job is running meaning that the delivery of the document output
is controlled by how the media settings are defined. These media settings include all invoice printouts.
But when you have performed the override actions, you can deliver a certain invoice printout in the
form of an e-mail or fax to one customer while delivering it as an EDI message to another customer.
Consequently, you can deliver copies of an invoice printout to different receivers.

Before you start
You have to define settings for user-controlled document output.

Follow These Steps
Define Media Profile

1 Start Media Profile. Open (CRS033).

Note! Currently, the usage of media profile is restricted to purchasing documents.

A media profile is used to control the media selection based on a business transaction, such as a
purchase order. The media profile specifies the form of media to be used for the output of the
transaction. It works as a filter in the partner media selection enabling you to have multiple
combinations of partner media settings with or without different media profiles. The media profile
can control the selection of media on its own or in collaboration with other objects.

2 Enter the media profile code and press Create to proceed to the E panel.

3 Enter a description and name.

4 Press Enter to finish.

Connect Media Control Object

1 Start 'Standard Document. Open' (CRS027).

By pressing F14 you can generate all standard documents in M3.
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2 Select Std document and press option 12=Media to proceed to 'Std Document. Connect Media Ctrl
Object' (CRS945/B1).

3 Enter a media control object and press Create to proceed to the E panel.

4 Enter a name and description.

5 Press Enter to finish and return to (CRS945/B1).

6 Press option 12=Media to proceed to 'Doc Media Control Object. Connect Media' (CRS949/B1).

7 Enter the media code by pressing F4 and selecting a form of media valid for the document. Press
Create.

Depending on which form of media you are defining, the E, F, G, H, or J panels will be displayed.

8 Select one of the following alternatives:

• If the E panel is displayed, go to Define Media Print (E Panel)

• If the F panel is displayed, go to Define Media E-mail (F Panel)

• If the G panel is displayed, go to Define Media Fax (G Panel)

• If the H panel is displayed, go to Define Media File (H Panel)

• If the J panel is displayed, go to Define Media EDI and MBM (J Panel)

Define Media Print (E Panel)

1 Enter the service provider to be used for the output from M3.

2 Enter the printer to be used for the printout.

You can enter a printer name or *SYSVAL (the printer to be used according to the system value)
or *JOB (the printer associated with the job creating the printout).

3 Enter overlay, tray, bin and number of copies.

These parameters depend on the technical infrastructure. If they are not supported by the
infrastructure, they will be disabled.

4 Enter the paper size.

5 Enter the number of copies that you want of the printout.

6 Enter, if necessary, the country code and modification.

7 Enter whether you want copies of previously printed documents to be printed.

8 Press Enter to finish and return to (CRS949/B1).

Define Media E-mail (F Panel)

1 Enter the service provider to be used for the output from M3.

2 Enter the to and from e-mail addresses and, if necessary, a cc e-mail address.

3 Enter the subject, note, mail text and attached file.

4 Enter, if necessary, the size, country code and modification to control document layout.
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5 Enter whether you want copies of previously printed documents to be printed.

6 Press Enter to finish and return to (CRS949/B1).

Define Media Fax (G Panel)

1 Enter the service provider to be used for the output from M3.

2 Enter a fax number for a customer, supplier or address.

If you are using automatic fax transmission, enter the number without any blank spaces.

3 Enter the priority the printout should have in the queue to which it is sent.

4 Enter, if necessary, an internal comment. This will make it easier to differentiate the printouts in the
printout queue.

5 Enter the time when the selected fax machine should try to send the document.

6 Enter the directory in which the document is to be stored if the fax could not be sent. The directory
must be recognized by the output server.

7 Enter the subject of the fax.

8 Enter, if necessary, a note to the receiver.

9 Enter the paper size.

10 Enter, if necessary, the country code and modification to control the document layout.

11 Enter whether you want copies of previously printed documents to be printed.

12 Press Enter to finish and return to (CRS949/B1).

Define Media File (H Panel)

1 Enter the service provider to be used for the output from M3.

2 Enter the file system path to the destination in which the file is to be stored.

3 Enter the file type for the resulting file.

4 Enter, if necessary, a file suffix that is added to the destination file name.

If nothing is entered, 'PDF' will be the file suffix.

5 Enter the generic name method.

Note: If method 0 is selected, the file name will not be unique and thus there is a risk that a second
file will overwrite the first one.

6 Enter, if necessary, the country code and modification to control the document layout.

7 Press Enter to finish and return to (CRS949/B1).

Define Media EDI and MBM (J Panel)

1 Enter the service provider to be used for the output from M3.

2 Enter the identity of the receiver.
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3 Enter whether you want to use a test message (also known as a test flag).

4 Enter whether you want copies of previously printed documents to be printed.

5 Press Enter to finish and return to (CRS949/B1).

Parameters to Set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/Panel

… a media-controlling object that is used as a filter in the
media control table (CRS945).

Media profile(CRS033/B)

The media profile can be set in a M3 transaction, a purchase
order for example, to be one of the media-controlling
components of a printout.

… a description of the current identity.Description(CRS033/E)

… the name of the current identity.Name(CRS033/E)

… the object that controls the media for the document, such
as a customer or a supplier.

Media control
object

(CRS945/B)

… a code for the media used for output from M3.Media(CRS949/B)

… whether copies of previously printed documents should be
printed.

Copy(CRS949/E/F/G/H)

The valid alternatives are:

0 = No. Only documents not previously printed should be
printed.

1 = Yes. Only copies of previously printed documents should
be printed.

2 = Both original documents and copies should be printed.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/Panel

… the printer to be used for the printout. Enter a printer name
or one of the following alternatives:

Printer(CRS949/E)

*SYSVAL=The printer to be used according to the system
value.

*JOB=The printer associated with the job that is creating the
printout.

Note that the printer may be changed for an individual printout
before printing starts under the condition that you have entered
*YES in the 'Hold printout' field in 'Output Server Definition.
Open' (MNS204/E).

… the name of the overlay to be printed on the front page. If
this field is filled in, all field headings will be retrieved from the

Overlay front
page

(CRS949/E)

overlay providing that the 'Overlay front page library' field is
also filled in.

… the tray to be used for the selected printer. The valid
alternatives are:

Tray(CRS949/E)

1 = Tray no. 1

2 = Tray no. 2

3 = Tray no. 3

*E1 = Envelopes

… the form type to be used. If the 'Paper size' field is left blank,
the standard size (*STD) of the output server will be used.

Paper size(CRS949/E)

Bin(CRS949/E)

See Also
"Enabling Document Output Management" on page 338

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

"Document Output Management" on page 336
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"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output

This document explains how you define media settings for user-controlled document output. The output
can be distributed as a printout, PDF file, fax or email.

Outcome
The settings for how to control media by user are defined. These settings determine the type of media
to create as well as how and where to distribute the document output.

You are able to control the type of media when creating document output, such as a customer order
invoice or an on-hand balance list.

In 'Output Media Selection. Open' (MNS212), you can check the settings defined in 'Output Server
Definition. Open (MNS204) and 'Output Definition. Open' (MNS205). You can change and confirm the
settings before creating the output. This can be done for each output job, but note that the 'Confirm
output' field in (MNS204/E) must be selected.

You can also define output settings controlled by partner or object. Partner and object-controlled output
settings will override user-controlled output settings.

The following files are updated:

CSFDEF

COUTSV

Before you start
You must have registered basic settings for document output management.

Follow These Steps
Define Output Server

1 Start 'Output Server Definition. Open' (MNS204).

2 Select one of the following alternatives:

• For the output service to be valid for a whole area in M3, specify the first two letters of the
component group in the 'Printer file' field. Press Create.

If the field is left blank, the setup will be valid for all printer files.
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If you want to enable all printer files to use the same server, you should leave both the 'User'
and the 'Printer file' fields blank.

If you want to define settings without Division, you must log on and enter the program as a
company user. You are then allowed to define values for division.

• To control the output service by user, prompt and select the user. Press Create.

• To control the output service by location, prompt and select the location. Press Create.

3 Enter the service ID.

4 Select whether the output is to be held and not distributed to the output server.

This is useful in tests of new output services.

The output is always distributed to (MNS206).

5 Select whether the output is to be saved after being sent to the output service.

6 Select whether you want to confirm and possibly override the media settings for an output process.

7 Press Enter to finish.

Select Media for the Printer File

1 Start 'Output Definition. Open (MNS205/B)'.

2 Select one of the following alternatives:

• For the output service to be valid for a whole area in M3, specify the first two letters of the
component group in the 'Printer file' field. Press Create.

If the field is left blank, the setup will be valid for all printer files.

If you want to enable all printer files to use the same server, you should leave both the 'User'
and the 'Printer file' fields blank.

If you want to define settings without division, you must log on and enter the program as a
company user. You are then allowed to define values for division.

• To control the output service by user, prompt and select the user. Press Create.

• To control the output selection by location, prompt and select the location. Press Create.

3 Select a media code.

Multiple media records can be set for one output selection.

4 Depending on the media you have selected for the printer file, one of the E, F, G or H panels, will
be displayed. Choose one of the following alternatives:

• If the E panel is displayed (printer), continue with Connect Printer File to Printer.

• If the F panel is displayed (email), continue with Connect Printer File to eMail.

• If the G panel is displayed (fax), continue with Connect Printer File to Fax.

• If the H panel is displayed (file), continue with Connect Printer File to File.

Connect Printer File to Printer
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1 Enter the printer file and default printer names.

2 Select whether you want the field heading and contents to be displayed.

3 Enter the overlay, tray on the printer, bin and number of copies.

These parameters depend on the technical infrastructure. If they are not supported by the
infrastructure, they will be disabled.

4 Enter the paper size.

5 Select whether the document is to be sent to the archive.

6 Enter, if necessary, the country code and modification to control the document layout.

7 Press Enter to finish

Connect Printer File to eMail

1 Enter the to/from e-mail addresses and, if necessary, to the cc e-mail address.

2 Select whether you want the field heading and contents to be displayed.

3 Enter the subject, note, mail text and attached file.

4 Enter the subject, note, mail text and attached file.

5 Enter, if necessary, the size, country code and modification to control the document layout.

6 Press Enter to finish.

Connect Printer File to Fax

1 Enter the receiver's fax number.

2 Select whether you want the field heading and contents to be displayed.

3 Enter the priority of the fax.

4 Enter the send time for the document.

5 Select whether the document is to be sent to the archive.

6 Enter, if necessary, the size, country code and modification to control the document layout.

7 Press Enter to finish.

Connect Printer File to File

1 Enter the printer file and location.

2 Enter the path and destination files.

3 Enter the file suffix.

If nothing is entered, 'PDF' is used as the file suffix.

4 Enter the generic name method.

Note: If method 0 is selected, there is a risk that the file name will not be unique and therefore a
second file may overwrite the first one generated.
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5 Select whether the document should be sent to the archive.

6 Enter, if necessary, the size, country code and modification to control the document layout.

7 Press Enter to finish.

Parameters to Set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the name of the file to temporarily be replaced by data from
the definition.

Printer file(MNS204/B)

… the user ID that controls printouts or batch jobs.User(MNS204/B)

Note that if the field is left blank, the setup will be valid for all
users.

… the media as defined in (CRS116). Each media is connected
to a media type that defines the type of output the media is to

Media(MNS204/B)

generate. Media defined in (CRS116) are connected to M3
documents in (CRS929) and output data service types in
(MNS214).

… the common object that describes a service provider for
output from M3.

Service identity(MNS204/E)

… the IP-address to the output server. For example: 10.10.10.
10.

Server address(MNS204/E)

The server's IP address can be found by checking the IP
configuration for the output.

… the port number used by the output server.Port number(MNS204/E)

If the field is left blank, port number 20102 is used by default.

The port number can be found in the output server's command
window.

Note that if both the service ID and IP address/port number are
entered in (MNS204/E), then the IP address/port number will
be used when creating the stream file.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… whether the printout should be held in the out queue for later
release and printout.

Hold output(MNS204/E)

*YES = Hold the printout.

*NO = Immediate printout.

… whether the printout should be saved in the printout queue
after being printed.

Save output(MNS204/E)

The valid alternatives are:

*YES = The printout will be saved.

*NO = The printout will not be saved.

… whether settings for M3 output should be confirmed when
output is initiated in (MNS212).

Confirm output(MNS204/E)

The valid alternatives are:

*YES = Configuration is shown.

*NO = Configuration is not shown.

… the output media. The valid alternatives are:Media(MNS205/B)

*PRT = Printer

*FILE = File

*FAX = Fax

*MAIL = eMail
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… whether the field heading and contents are displayed and if
the latter can be changed. The valid alternatives are:

Field selection(MNS205/E)

(MNS205/F)
0 = Do not display field heading or content.

(MNS205/G)
1 = Display field heading and content, but changes cannot be
made.(MNS205/H)

2 = Display field heading and content and contents can be
changed.

... the name of the default printer. The printer must be known
to the output server.

Printer(MNS205/E)

Mapping of M3 and the network printer name is done in the
queue alias file on the output server.

... the name of the overlay to be used.Overlay(MNS205/E)

... the tray to be used for the selected printer.Tray(MNS205/E)

... the desired paper size. If the field is left blank, the standard
paper size of the printer will be used.

Paper size(MNS205/E)

... the bin where the selected printer will store printouts.Bin(MNS205/E)

... the number of copies to be printed.Number of
copies

(MNS205/E)

... the printer file name if the function you have selected
produces a printout. This information is used for inquiries

Printer file(MNS205/F)

regarding printer files, for example in (MNS200), in order to
connect the printer name to the function name.

... the body text of an email.Mail text(MNS205/F)

Note that a maximum of 39 characters is allowed.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… the name of the file attached. Enter the full path to the file
to be attached. The path must be known by the output server.

Attached file(MNS205/F)

For example: C:\attachments\attachement.txt

or

\\<server name>\attachements\attachment.txt

... a fax number for a customer, supplier or address. When
using automatic fax transmission, enter the number without any
blank spaces:

Facsimile
transmission
number

(MNS205/G)

Example:

00947 (Country: Norway)

66 (Area code: Oslo)

121314 (Client: Hansen A/S)

Example of a fax transmission number as it should be entered:
0094766121314

... the priority of the fax.Priority(MNS205/G)

When several documents have been queued in the output file,
a higher value in the priority field may result in an earlier sending
time.

... a comment. Maximum 10 characters are allowed.Comments(MNS205/G)

... the time when the selected fax machine should try to send
the document.

Send time – fax(MNS205/G)
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

... the directory in which to store the document if the fax could
not be sent. The directory must be entered in the output server's
queue alias file.

Alternative
destination

(MNS205/G)

For example: C:\savedfaxes points to a directory in the output
server, or to a mapped drive on the AS/400, or any server on
the network.

\\<server name>\savedfaxes points back to the AS/400, or any
server on the network.

… the system path to the file in which the destination file should
be stored by Streamserve.

Path file(MNS205/H)

Note that the signs in the path are dependent on the operating
system of the Streamserve platform, as well as on the CCSID
(the code for the signs) that is used.

Example: C:\M3output\

... the directory in which to store the document. Also enter the
file type for the resulting file. The directory and file type must
be known by the output server.

Destination file(MNS205/H)

For example: C:\MvxFormattedOutput\*.pdf points to a directory
in the output server, or to a mapped drive on the AS/400, or
any server on the network. The resulting file type will be PDF.

\\<server name>\MvxFormattedOutput\*.pdf points back to the
AS/400 or any server on the network.

... the file suffix that is added to the destination file name.File suffix(MNS205/H)

Example: 'TXT'

If nothing is entered, "PDF" is used as the file suffix.
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

... how the file name is generated.Generic name(MNS205/H)

The valid alternatives are:

0 = Entered file name (without suffix)

1 = Generated file name (file name + date + time + job number)

2 = Entered file name + generated file name

Note that if method 0 is selected, there is a risk that the file
name will not be unique and therefore a second file may
overwrite the first one generated.

See Also
"Enabling Document Output Management" on page 338

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

Document Output Management

This document explains how you manage document output in M3. The process enables you to send
document output via different kinds of media, such as a printer, e-mail, fax or electronic data interchange
(EDI).

Outcome
• You have defined all basic settings for document output management.

• You can process, monitor and maintain a document output.
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You can control the output from M3 in the form of business documents and its different media.

Before you start
For starting conditions specific to particular processes or activities, refer to each respective document.

Follow These Steps

1 Enabling Document Output

Define the basic data for document output, such as:

• the available media

• the output infrastructure of M3

• which business documents your company will use.

Then you define how the individual business document will be processed when ordered. You can
use a number of selection criteria to control the output of documents.

You can override the definitions made above (if any) for certain business documents and control
them so they are processed according to the receiver of the document (by partner) or the content
in the document (by object). Partner or object settings always override user settings.

2 Processing Document Output

The infrastructure for M3 document output is based on that the output of documents is initiated in
the M3 Business Engine, but finalized in an output server via a software service. This service is
called output service. M3OUT and IEC are examples of these. Document output can be ordered
manually or automatically.

Normal document output is initiated when a user that is logged in in M3 manually orders it.

Automatic document output is ordered by so-called auto jobs. How the output is initiated is determined
by the media settings that have been defined by the user. The auto job user is the ordering user.
The user and its data function as the key values for the output definition selection search when the
auto job initiates output.

Document output can be controlled by users, partners or objects. Partner-controlled output takes
place within a user-controlled output job.

A new document file is created when output is controlled by a partner. Sometimes a new file is also
created for each document and each media used.

Object-controlled output is managed in the same way as user-controlled since object selection uses
the settings for user–controlled output.

3 Monitoring Document Output

You use 'Output. Manage per Job' (MNS206) and 'Output. Manage per Partner' (MNS207) to monitor
document output. This means, for example, to search for certain documents and track document
output errors.

4 Maintaining Document Output
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In order to manage and maintain document output you can resend or delete output files. You can
resend files automatically or manually. You can delete obsolete files manually or in batch.

See Also
"Enabling Document Output Management" on page 338

"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

Enabling Document Output Management

This document explains how you define document output, which controls a company's document output.
Media management enables you to send the document output via different kinds of media, such as
printer, email, fax or EDI, in order to meet with the needs and wishes of the document receiver.

You perform this process when you set up media management or when you want to change previously
defined media management settings.

Outcome
A document output is sent according to the wishes of the user, a customer for example.

Media management is used for different kinds of user-defined business communication via M3
documents.

Before you start
• To produce output for the *STREAM interface, you must have a Streamserve server installed.

• To produce output for the *XMLOUT interface, you must have IEC installed.

• To produce output for the *XMLOUTMVX (FOM) interface, you must have a Streamserve server
installed.

Follow These Steps
Activity Description
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1 Define Basic Data for Document Output

First, you must define the basic data for document output management. This will enable you to
control the processing of the business documents. You must define the following:

• The available media for the installation - fax, print, email, stream file and M3 business messages
are examples of different media. The types of media are defined in 'Document Media. Open'
(CRS116).

• The output infrastructure of M3 meaning all available output servers (generally speaking
addresses via an IP address), as well as the output service types. This is done in a number of
programs.

• The business documents to be used by your company and the media in which they are available.
This is also done in a number of programs (for example (CRS027) and (CRS929)).

2 Defining Settings for Document Output by User

Once the basic settings mentioned above are made, you define how the individual business
documents will be processed when ordered.

You set up rules for media in 'Output Definition. Open' (MNS205) for a certain combination, and
then define the output service to be used in 'Output Server Definitions. Open' (MNS204). When
output for a business document is ordered, the applicable media rules and output service settings
will control the output of the document.

The settings mentioned above can be done in a variety of ways and combinations. When it comes
to the media rules, for example, you can specify that for a particular user, the same media rule
should apply for all business documents, or that a media rule apply for a specific group of business
documents but only when the documents are ordered from a specific location.

The media is selected in 'Output Definition. Open' (MNS205). The media contains settings that
control the output. When you define media, you can set a number of parameters. For example, you
can specify that the setup will be valid for a whole area of M3 regardless of business document,
that the setup will be valid for a certain user regardless of the business document, or that it will be
valid only for that individual document.

You can use a number of selection criteria to control the output of documents in (MNS205), (MNS204).

3 Defining Settings for Document Output – Controlled by Partner

Note: If you define partner-controlled settings you will not be able to define object-controlled settings.

You can override user-controlled settings for certain business documents so that they are processed
according to the planned receiver of the document (the partner). This normally means that the
document is sent to the planned receiver (a customer, supplier or legal unit, for example). A practical
example is a customer invoice to be sent to a supplier by email.

Partner-controlled functionality can be used for certain business documents. Note that some business
documents, for example those that only use business messages as media, must be defined using
partner-controlled settings.

4 Define Settings for Document Output – Controlled by Object

You can override any user and partner-controlled settings made above for certain business document
so that they are processed according to the content of the document. You then need to specify
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which object (such as item or warehouse) in the document will control how the document is processed.
It is actually the values specified for this object that control how the document is processed. A
practical example is an item label, which must be printed on different printers because of where the
item is stored.

See Also
"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

"Document Output Management" on page 336

Maintaining Document Output

This document explains how you manage and maintain document output. The maintenance process
includes resending output files manually and automatically as well as deleting batches of output files
and obsolete output files.

Outcome
Obsolete files have been deleted or output files have been resent.

Before you start
You must have registered basic settings for document output management.

Description

Purpose
Administrators often manage incorrect output for multiple users and therefore, central management
provided by M3 is beneficial.

Note: If you want to receive alerts when the sending of an output file to an output server failed, you
must make some settings in 'Output Service Selection. Open' (MNS204). By specifying a user in
the 'Error message receiver' field, a message will be sent to 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420)
for each output file whose transfer has failed (first time only). You can then choose to reroute the
message, for example, to email or SMS.

How

1 Manual Resending of Output Files
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Output files can be resent to the server in 'Manage. Output per Job' (MNS206). By selecting
'Send', the file is resent to the output server. (You can also change the service ID before you
resend the file.)

2 Automatic Resending of Output Files

To automatically resend output files (for example, when the output server cannot be reached
for some reason), you have to set up the (MNS950) auto job in 'Subsystem Job. Open' (MNS050).
The (MNS950) job will, in each run, try to resend each output file having status 'MSG' in (MNS206)
for a maximum of three days.

3 Manual Deletion of Output Files

You delete output files manually in (MNS206). By selecting 'Delete', you remove the control
record, the output file and the related records and files.

4 Delete Obsolete Files in Batch

You delete obsolete output files in batch via 'Output Data. Delete' (MNS906). You submit the
delete job by pressing F10. The delete function can be controlled on a regular basis if the job
is controlled in the M3 scheduler.

See Also
"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

Monitoring Document Output

This document explains how you monitor user-controlled and partner-controlled document output. You
track and monitor user-controlled output in 'Output. Manage per Job (MNS206)' and partner-controlled
output in 'Output. Manage per Partner' (MNS207). These programs contain the processing status and
processing control information.

All output files, which can consist of one or several documents, normally have the same identity as that
of the job. This identity is unique for this M3 installation and is used for the physical files when they are
distributed to output servers.
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Outcome
You can manage document output. If the 'Save output from' control setting in 'Output Server Definition.
Open' (MNS204) is activated, then the correctly processed output will save the record, otherwise it will
be automatically removed and only faulty records will be stored in (MNS206) or (MNS207).

If the 'Hold output' setting is activated, the output will end up in either (MNS206) or (MNS207) but will
not be distributed to the output server until it is manually sent.

You can search for a particular document based on its output status, or the user or time it was ordered.
Refer to Maintaining Document Output.

You can also monitor and manage document output errors.

Before you start
You must have registered basic settings for document output management.

Description

Purpose
You can track the output you have ordered within the M3 framework and confirm that it has been
delivered to the correct output server.

How

1 User-Controlled Output

'Output. Manage per Job' (MNS206) contains many views for managing user-controlled output.
The record in (MNS206) acts as the control record for the output. This record contains the
process status, process control and information about technical addresses as well as any
messages received from the output server.

You can view the output according to the following:

• 1 = Job number and printer file

• 2 = User, job number and print file

• 3 = User, print file and job number

• 4 = User, user data, job number and print file

• 5 = User, print file, entry date and entry time

• 6 = Status, entry date, entry time, print file and responsible

• 7 = Print file, entry date, entry time and user

2 Partner-Controlled Output

'Output. Manage per Partner' (MNS207) contains views for managing partner-controlled output.
Partner-controlled document output always overrides user-controlled output. A new document
file is created when partner-controlled output overrides user-controlled output. Sometimes this
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results in one file per document and one per media being created. The document data is, in this
case, saved in the new partner-controlled file (with its media control settings) rather than in the
user-controlled file.

You can view the output according to the following:

• 1 = Partner and job number.

• 2 = Document ID and print file. (If the document has been distributed for output more than
once, multiple records will be displayed.)

You can only search for document identities, such as purchase order number, if the
documents are partner-controlled.

• 3 = Print file, media control object 1, media control object 2 and document ID.

In view 3 you can see the documents that have been distributed to a particular partner.

Since media codes can cause a document to be sent to several output servers, the document
may have to be multiplied in order to be distributed to each server. Each document receives a
new identity number, which has the same features as the one for user-controlled output. Then,
all user-controlled document output ends up in one file and the overriding partner-controlled
output ends up in multiple files.

There is a record for each output file in (MNS206), though all partner-controlled files are
connected by a single record in (MNS206), namely the one connected to the user-controlled
output. The user-controlled records containing output jobs that have partner-related files are
marked with an exclamation mark (!). Partner records that are created will also contain
'*AUTOCRT' in the 'User data' field. The partner-controlled files can be reached via option
11=Partner.

3 Object-Controlled Output

Object-controlled documents are managed in the same way as user–controlled documents,
since the object selection uses the settings for user-controlled documents.

4 Document Output Status

Use view 6 in (MNS206) to monitor document output errors.

The valid document output statuses are:

• OPN = The stream file is not ready and is still open. It cannot be received by a printer yet.

• PND = The stream file has been created and is waiting to be sent to an output service.

• HLD = The stream file is on hold.

• SND = The stream file is being sent to an output service.

• SAV = The stream file has been sent to an output service and has been saved on the hard
disk.

• MSG = An error has occurred.

If you position your cursor on the 'MSG' status, all incorrect document outputs will be shown.
You can also limit your search for errors by setting the date and time as well as by specifying
the printer file and user. Select 'Display' to view the cause of a particular error message.
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Example - Partner-Controlled Output
You print a selection of five purchase orders, which you will direct to a printer. Two of these orders
have overriding partner-control. The first contains *edi and *fax in its settings and the second
contains *mail. The first one will receive the purchase orders as an EDI message with a fax copy,
probably for control purposes. The second will receive the order via e-mail.

When the print job is running, three purchase orders will end up in the user-controlled output file
to be sent to the printer via the output server. The EDI/ fax document will be multiplied into two files
to be distributed via IEC for the EDI version and via FOM for the fax version. The e-mail will remain
a single document file that is distributed to the e-mail server via FOM.

This results in one user-controlled output record (with partner-controlled output) marked with an
exclamation mark (!) in (MNS206). There will then be three partner-controlled output files connected
to the user record in (MNS207), one for EDI, one for fax and one for e-mail.

See Also
"Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output" on page 344

"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320

Processing Manually or Automatically Initiated Document Output

This document explains how you initiate document output either manually or automatically.

Outcome
You have initiated a document output. All output files (which can consist of one or more documents)
normally have the same identity as the job.

You can track and monitor the output you have initiated throughout the M3 framework and confirm that
it has been delivered to the correct output server. Refer to Monitoring Document Output.

Before You Start
You must have registered basic settings for document output management.
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Description

Purpose
When

Document output is generally ordered manually by a logged on M3 user. The order can be initiated
in several ways, for example, by selecting an option or using a function key for a business transaction
or simply invoking a printout program.

You can also initiate document output automatically (by so-called Auto jobs, which automatically
initiate the output).

How
Technical View

Depending on the type of output that is created, all document information is sent to the output
service from the M3 Business Engine (BE).

You can also send a document creation initiator (BMI) to the output service. The output service
retrieves content information from M3 BE using APIs and then creates the document. Content and
format are managed according to the rules of the output service.

When output is sent from M3 BE, the document is formatted according to the rules of the output
service and then distributed via the appropriate media channel. When sent from a BMI, both content
and format are handled according to the rules of the output service.

You may need additional software if the output software cannot handle the required format and/or
communication. For instance, fax software and an EDI syntax server is needed in addition to FOM
and IEC for fax and EDI formats.

User View

• Manually Ordered Document Output

The manual ordering of output normally starts with a selection screen on which you select the
'from and to' business object values. The transactions that meet the selection criteria will be
made into documents. In some cases, you can specify whether only original (first time) outputs
or copies (transactions that have already been output) are to be included in the selection.

All output ordering has a report header panel where you can add information about a particular
output. The information specified in this header will be printed on the cover page, if any.

If the 'Confirm output' field has been selected in 'Output Service Definition. Open (MNS204),
the panel for confirming output, 'Output. Select Media' (MNS212), will be displayed when the
selected output is complete.

In (MNS212) you can override the user-controlled settings made in 'Output Definition. Open'
(MNS205) to object-controlled settings.

• Automatically Ordered Document Output

Some documents can also be ordered by so-called auto jobs, which automatically initiate output.
This is done through the user-controlled media settings where the ordering user is the auto job
user. This user and its data are the basis for the output definition search when output is initiated
by an auto job.
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Logic Read in the Database for Finding Records

When output is ordered manually or automatically, it uses attributes to find the media settings in
(MNS205) and the output services to be used in (MNS204). The following attributes are used:
company, division, user, printer file and workstation, and location.

To enable flexible setup, the following read logic is applied until a record is found in (MNS205):

Workstation/
Location

Printer FileUserDivisionSequence

FilledFilledFilledFilled1

BlankFilledFilledFilled2

BlankFilledBlankFilled3

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

FilledFilled4

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

BlankFilled5

BlankBlankFilledFilled6

BlankBlankBlankFilled7

While the above loop is running, another loop is taking place on the company level, that is, Division
is left blank in all instances:

Workstation/
Location

Printer FileUserDivisionSequence

FilledFilledFilledBlank1

BlankFilledFilledBlank2

BlankFilledBlankBlank3

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

FilledBlank4

Blank2 first positions of printer
file name

BlankBlank5

BlankBlankFilledBlank6

BlankBlankBlankBlank7

When one or several records are found in (MNS205) the process restarts in order to find the output
service to use. The media and output selections that have been found are then used in the output
process.
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If the 'Confirm' setting is selected in (MNS204), you are also allowed to change the media settings
for the current output.

You can control whether the output is to be sent to 'Output. Manage per Job' (MNS206) and then
held there (distribution is cancelled). This is useful when testing new output services. You can also
control whether the output is saved after being sent to the output service (useful for archiving).

See Also
"Document Output Management" on page 336

"Monitoring Document Output" on page 341

"Maintaining Document Output" on page 340

"Define Basic Data for Document Output Management" on page 298

"Define Settings for User-Controlled Document Output" on page 328

"Define Settings for Partner-Controlled Document Output" on page 323

"Define Settings for Object-Controlled Document Output" on page 320
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6Display Management

Create Sorting Orders

This document explains how to create user-defined sorting orders in different programs. The sorting
order determines the sorting order of the fields and the search capabilities displayed on the panel.

Outcome
A user-defined sorting order will be created. One or several views will have been connected to the
sorting order.

Sorting orders are stored in the CSYVIU table. Sorting orders are connected to sorting options, views
and selection tables.

Using sorting orders, you can display only that piece of information that you will need.

Before you start
A view must have been created. See "Create Views" on page 351.

Follow these steps
When creating a sorting order, you can choose whether you want to start it in any program or directly
in 'Sorting order. Open' (CRS022).

In some programs, you have the possibility of creating selection tables in 'General Selection Table.
Open' (CRS023) and 'Selection Table. Define Fields' (CRS026).

1 To create a sorting order, start 'Sorting order. Open' (CRS022/B).

Another way of starting (CRS022) is to press F4 twice in the 'Sorting order' field of the program with
which you are working, such as 'Delivery. Open Toolbox' (MWS410).

2 If you have started on the (CRS022/B) panel, you fill in the Program field and press Enter.

3 Define a sorting order in the 'Sorting order' field. Press Enter.
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4 Fill in the Description and Name fields on the (CRS022/E) panel.

5 In the 'Sorting Option' field on the (CRS022/E) panel, press F4 twice to start 'Sorting Option. Open'
(CRS021/B).

In order to create a user-defined sorting order, you need to create (or select) sorting options in
'Sorting Options' (CRS021). In addition, you select the number of filters in (CRS022) and the views
in 'View. Open' (CRS020).

To create a sorting option, go to step 9.

6 On the (CRS022/E) panel, fill in the 'Number of filters' field.

This field indicates the number of key fields that will act as filters in the selected sorting option. The
fields are selected starting from the first field and then field by field throughout the key definition.

Important: A value must be entered in fields that work as filters if the record should be displayed.

7 In the 'View' field on the E panel, you select the views you want for your sorting order by pressing
F4 twice. This starts 'View. Open' (CRS020/B). Make your choice and then press Enter.

8 Pressing Enter opens the (CRS022/E) panel and your chosen view will be displayed. Continue to
the next view field if you want to have several views from which to choose. You may choose up to
six views for your sorting order.

If you want to create a view of your own, see "Create Views" on page 351.

9 To create a sorting option, click in the 'Sorting Option' field on the (CRS022/E) panel and press F4
twice to start 'Sorting Option. Open' (CRS021/B).

10 On the (CRS021/B) panel, define a sorting option in the 'Sorting option' field and then press Enter.

11 Fill in the Description and Name fields on the (CRS021/E) panel.

12 In the Key field, press F4 twice. In 'Field Group. Display Permitted Fields' (CRS109/B), select the
fields you want to be sorting fields.

13 On the E panel, there could also be Descending fields or Aggregation fields, depending on which
file you make sorting options for.

The Descending field controls whether or not sorting of the field's values should be descending.

The Aggregation field is displayed for indicates whether to aggregate the records in the list view.
The valid alternatives are:

0 = No. Display detailed.

1 = Yes. Aggregate if the information in the selected fields agrees.

Note that times and quantities are totaled during aggregation.

14 In the Field column on the (CRS021/F) panel, define which database fields should be in use. Press
F4 twice and choose from between the fields in 'Field Group. Display Permitted Fields' (CRS109/B).
In the Value field, you specify the values to test and 'Select/Omit' shows whether these values should
be included or omitted.

By limiting the fields and values in this way, the record will be displayed faster than it would have
been if no selection had been made.
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15 Raise the status of your recently created sorting option by choosing option 20=Activate on the
(CRS021/B) panel. Press F5= Refresh to get the new status displayed.

16 On the (CRS021/B) panel, select the sorting option you have created. Press Enter and the
(CRS022/E) panel will be redisplayed.

Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

….the current selected sorting order in use. Each sorting order
contains a suggested column layout and sorting sequence,

Sorting order(CRS022/B)

plus an optional setup of selections. Press F4=Browse to
browse the available sorting orders. User-defined sorting
orders can be defined in addition to the standard sorting orders.

…the program in which the sorting order is used. See the field
help for valid programs.

Program(CRS022/B)

….the ID of a unique setup used to sort a file. Sorting options
can be used to create user-defined sorting orders. The sorting

Sorting option(CRS022/E)

is controlled by selected sorting fields and by how they are
related to each other.

….the fields that are used to create search paths for user-
defined tables. These fields are also used to create the
contents of user-defined files.

Key field(CRS109/B)

….whether sorting of the key field should be descending.Descending(CRS021/E)

….the number of key fields in the selected sorting option that
should act as filters. The fields are selected starting from the

Number of filters(CRS022/E)

first key field and then field by field throughout the key
definition.

A filter is used to make field selections. If the record should
be displayed, a value must be entered in the filter.

…the view that is in use. Views are user defined and determine
the sorting order and the column layout.

View 1-6(CRS022/F)

See also
"Create Views" on page 351

"Create Selection Tables" on page 357

"Create Sorting Order Displayed in Browse Windows" on page 360
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Create Views

This document explains how to create user-defined views in different programs. The view controls the
information (the fields) displayed on the panel.

Outcome
A user-defined view will be created which helps displaying only that piece of information that the user
needs.

The information is stored in the following files:

• View (CSYSTP)

• Key (CSYSTR)

Before you start
You must generate the following:

• A field group in 'Field Group. Open' (CRS108)

• Fields in 'Field Group. Display Permitted Fields' (CRS109)

Follow these steps

1 To create a view, start 'View. Open' (CRS020/B).

2 Fill in the Program field on the (CRS020/B) panel. The field indicates the program in which the view
is used.

3 Create a name for 'your' view in the 'View' field.

4 Open the (CRS020/E) panel and fill in the Field column by pressing F4 and then choosing from
between the database fields in 'Field Group. Display Permitted Fields' (CRS109/B). The database
field selection is dependent upon the given program.

5 Fill in 'Field sequence number' on the (CRS020/E) panel. Here you may change the order in which
the database fields should be displayed. To change the order, just switch the numbers.

6 In the 'Field length' column, you may enter a value in order to shorten unnecessarily long fields in
M3. If the field is left empty, the field length will follow the M3 standard.

7 Open the F panel and fill in the Description and Name fields. When you press Enter, your new view
will be displayed on the (CRS020/B) panel.

Additional Fields on the (CRS020/E) panel

Depending on what program the view is connected to, the fields displayed on the (CRS020/E) panel
may vary. In some programs you will find the following fields on the E panel:

• The 'Sorting sequence' field indicates in which order the record should be sorted in a certain view.
The sorting order given here will overrule the sorting order defined as the sorting option in use.
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• In the 'Maximum value' field, fill in the cumulated maximum value that you want for the record. All
values beyond this limit will be highlighted when displayed.

• If you are creating a view for the program 'Delivery. Open Toolbox' (MWS410), the 'Override max
value' field will be displayed.

Here you indicate whether the maximum value entered in the view should be replaced by the
corresponding value on the current shipment, when present. Choose from between the following
values:

• 0 = No, do not replace

• 1 = Yes, replace with the shipment's gross capacity, if present - this alternative is relevant when
comparing the maximum capacity of a shipment to the totals of assigned deliveries to it.

• 2 = Yes, replace with the shipment's remaining capacity, if present - this alternative is relevant
when comparing a collection of planned deliveries to what is left of capacity on a shipment.

Note: This option only applies to columns that contain information relating to the shipment
capacity units: weight, volume and the freely defined unit.

Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

…the program in which the view is used. Refer to the field
help for valid programs.

Program(CRS020/B)

…the view that is in use. Views are user defined and
determine the sorting order and the column layout.

View(CRS020/B)

….the information from the file to be displayed. These fields
are also used to create the contents of user-defined files.

Field(CRS020/E)

…the field length, which also determines the column width.
If the field is left empty, the field length will follow the M3
standard.

Field length(CRS020/E)

….the order in which each key field should be displayed.Field sequence
numbers

(CRS020/E)

….how the records in the view should be sorted. The
information given in this field will overrule the sorting order
of the sorting option in use.

Sorting sequence(CRS020/E)

….the cumulated maximum value for the records that should
be displayed without being highlighted.

Maximum value(CRS020/E)
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

…the value that should be valid instead of the maximum
value. This parameter is only relevant when browsing
deliveries that are not connected to a shipment.

Override max
value

(CRS020/E)

… the number of decimal places displayed in numerical
fields containing decimals. You may specify 0 to 6 decimal

Number of decimal
places

(CRS020/E)

places. If nothing is entered, the number of decimal places
defined in the database is displayed.

Note that fields for price, amount, and quantity are often
regulated by settings in the system. These settings override
the number specified here.

… an edit code. You can select a pre-defined edit code to
manage how numeric fields should be displayed, for
example whether decimal point or comma should be used.

Edit code(CRS020/E)

See also
"Create Sorting Orders" on page 348

"Create Selection Tables" on page 357

Sorting Options: Select/Omit

When you create sorting options, you can choose whether a certain field value should be selected or
omitted when the sorting order is displayed.

This document describes the rules, valid combinations, and invalid combinations for the ‘Select/Omit’
field on the (CRS021/F) panel.

Outcome
Combinations for the Select/Omit and Operator fields are described.

Sorting options are stored in the CSYSOR table.

Sorting Options: Select/Omit allows you to display records faster when you make selections than when
no selections are made. Also, it allows easier search options for relevant information.

Description
• Valid Alternatives for Select/Omit
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The valid alternatives for the Select/Omit field are:

• O = Omit these fields and their values to display

• S = Select these fields and their values to display

• Blank = This record will have the same value as the record above (O or S)

Important: It is strongly recommended not to use O = Omit.

• Valid Alternatives for Operator

The alternatives are:

• EQ = Equal to

• NE = Not equal to

• LT = Less than

• LE = Less than or equal to

• GT = Greater than

• GE = Greater than or equal to.

Important: Avoid using alternative NE.

Rules when S (Select) is used
If you use only Select (S), then selected records and their selected values will be displayed. No other
records and values will be displayed.

Note: Only operator EQ is used in these examples.

• One Select

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQCustomer noOACUNOS

Result:

Only records that contain customer 1000 are displayed.

• Repetitive Select
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ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQCustomer noOACUNOS

1001EQCustomer noOACUNOS

Result:

Only records that contain customer 1000 and 1001 are displayed

Note: Avoid using different fields when you have repetitive S. Technically it works, but it can be
difficult to logically understand the results.

• Select and Blank

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQCustomer noOACUNOS

FFOEQCO typeOAORTP

Result:

Records that contain customer 1000 with order type FFO are displayed. Blank is the same as ‘and’,
referring to the row above.

• Repetitive Select and Blank

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQcustomer numberOACUNOS

FFOEQcustomer orderOAORTP

1001EQcustomer numberOACUNOS

FFOEQcustomer orderOAORTP

Result:

Records that contain customer 1000 with order type FFO, and customer 1001 with order type FFO,
are selected.
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Rules when O (Omit) is used
If you use only Omit (O), then omitted records and their omitted values will not be displayed. All other
records and values will be displayed.

Important: It is strongly recommended not to use O = Omit.

Note: Only operator EQ is used in these examples.

• One Omit

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQCustomer noOACUNOO

Result:

Records that do not contain customer 1000 are selected.

• Repetitive Omit

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQCustomer noOACUNOO

1001EQCustomer noOACUNOO

Result:

Records that do not contain customer 1000 and 1001 are selected.

Important:  Avoid using different fields when you have repetitive O. Technically it works, but it can
be difficult to logically understand the results.

• Omit and Blank

You are not allowed to have blanks after O. M3 will ignore blanks after O.

Rules when Select and Omit are used
Basic Rules

• You cannot have O after S.

• You cannot have O after S.

Note: Only operator EQ is used in these examples.
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• One O, One S

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQcustomer numberOACUNOO

FFOEQcustomer orderOAORTPS

Result:

Except for customer 1000, records that contain order type FFO are selected.

• Repetitive O, One S

ValueOpFieldS/O

1000EQcustomer numberOACUNOO

1001EQcustomer numberOACUNOO

FFOEQcustomer orderOAORTPO

Result:

Except for customer 1000 and 1001, records that contain order type FFO are selected.

See also
"Create Sorting Orders" on page 348

Create Selection Tables

This document explains how to create user-defined selection tables in different programs. A selection
table makes it possible to select the information displayed on the panel.

Outcome
A user-defined selection table connected to a sorting order will have been created.

With a selection table connected to your sorting order, you will limit the information displayed on the
panel even more, and in that way exclude data that is irrelevant for your purposes.

Before you start
A view and a sorting order must have been created. Refer to documents in See Also section.
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Follow these steps
You can create sorting order from any program or directly in 'Sorting order. Open' (CRS022).

In order to create a user-defined sorting order, you need to create (or select) sorting options in 'Sorting
Options' (CRS021). In addition, you select the number of filters in (CRS022) and the views in 'View.
Open' (CRS020).

In some programs, you have the possibility of creating selection tables in 'General Selection Table.
Open' (CRS023) and 'Selection Table. Define Fields (CRS026).

Create Selection Tables

In some programs, you may create selection tables from the (CRS022/F) panel. A selection table makes
it possible to choose from and to values in different fields and in that way select the information displayed
on the panel.

The programs where you can create selection tables are the following:

• 'Item. Open Toolbox' (MMS200)

• 'Delivery. Open Toolbox' (MWS410)

• 'Delivery. Open Line Toolbox' (MWS411)

• 'Delivery. Connect Package' (MWS412)

• 'Goods Receiving DO/RO. Open Toolbox' (MWS442).

1 Start 'Sorting order. Open' (CRS022). The B panel will be displayed.

2 Fill in the Program field and press Enter.

3 Choose option 2=Change in front of your earlier created sorting order and press Enter.

Note: You cannot open the F panel with option 1=Create/Select.

4 In the Table field on the (CRS022/F) panel, you press F4 twice to start 'General Selection Table.
Open' (CRS023).

5 In the Table field on the (CRS023/B) panel, you give the table a name and choose 1=Create. Press
Enter.

6 On the E panel, you fill in the Description and Name fields and then press Enter.

7 Pressing Enter opens 'Selection Table. Select Fields' (CRS026/B), which is used to create keys or
search paths for user-defined tables. Fill in the Field column by pressing F4 twice to start 'Field
Group. Display Permitted Fields' (CRS109/B).

8 Select the key fields you want for your user-defined table. Fill in the 'From Value' and 'To Value'
fields.

9 Press F3=End to return to (CRS023/B). Select the table you have created and press Enter. Your
selected table will be displayed on the (CRS022/F) panel.

10 There is nothing to enter on the T and E panels. Press Enter.

11 The sorting order you have created will be displayed on the (CRS022/B) panel.
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If you have opened (CRS022) from another program, such as (MWS410), you will automatically
return to this program where you can select the sorting order you have created. Otherwise, you
need to open the program where you want to use the new sorting order.

Note: You can also create selection tables from 'Delivery. Open Toolbox' (MWS410). Use F17= Select
to open 'M3 File. Select Fields' (CRS170)

In 'Delivery. Open Toolbox' (MWS410) you may choose whether you want to create a selection table
from (CRS170) or from (CRS026). If you have set up a selection table in (CRS026), F17 will work as
a quick entry to the selection table.

Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/ Panel

….the current selected sorting order in use. Each sorting
order contains a suggested column layout and sorting

Sorting order(CRS022/B)

sequence, plus an optional setup of selections. Press
F4=Browse to browse the present available sorting orders.

…the view that is in use. Views are user-defined and
determine the sorting order and the column layout.

View(CRS022/E)

…the program in which the selection table is used. See the
field help for valid programs.

Program(CRS022/B)

….the fields that are used to create search paths for user-
defined tables. These fields are also used to create the
contents of user-defined files.

Field(CRS026/B)

…the from and to values for the specified field.From Value/ To
Value

(CRS026/B)

….the identity of a selection table. Such a table is used to
describe which field values in a file should be fulfilled to
qualify a record for different purposes.

Table(CRS022/F)

See also
"Create Views" on page 351

"Create Sorting Orders" on page 348
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Create Sorting Order Displayed in Browse Windows

This document explains how to create a user defined sorting order, displayed in browse windows (when
you press F4=Prompt for searching).

In some browse windows, you can select sorting order. In 'Sorting Order in Browse Window. Open'
(MNS180) you create user defined sorting orders to be displayed in browse windows..

Note: This function requires a good knowledge of M3 tables and logical views.

Outcome
User defined sorting order for browse windows is created.

The user defined sorting orders are stored in the CMNUQL table.

Use this process in browse windows where it is possible to select sorting order.

Before you start
This function requires a good knowledge of M3 tables and logical views.

Follow these steps

1 Start 'Sorting Order in Browse Window. Open' (MNS180).

2 Enter the Object field with MITMAS. Define an ID for the sorting order

3 Open the E panel and fill in name. In the File field you fill in the logical view/file you want to be
displayed. This is the master file in this sorting order.

4 If you want more than one logical view to be displayed you can fill a secondary file in the 'Join file'
field.

5 Open the F panel. The key fields in the selected master file are displayed here.

6 The Key type fields indicate how the key fields in the file are to be processed when the file is read.
EQ = The field should always be read "equal to" depending on where the inquiry is made.

7 Fill in the Join From/To fields.

Note: Fields that will be joined must contain the same number of positions and be of the same type
(for example, numeric).

8 Open the G panel. Here is all fields displayed. Fields with 1/xx is in the master file. Fields with 2/xx
is in the secondary file. Select which fields to be displayed and in which sequence by entering 10,
20, 30 in the 'Sequence number' field.

9 Open the H panel, continue to the I panel.

10 The field headings are suggested in the 'Column heading 1 and 2' fields. You can change the content
in the field headings in Column 1.
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11 The 'Field length' field is used to enter the field length for alphanumeric fields. If left blank, the field
length in the database is displayed.

12 Press Next and the sorting order is created.

Parameters to set

This field indicates...FieldProgram

...the table/file for which the browse windows search. Example:
the 'Item no' field is browsing for MITMAS records.

Object(MNS180/B)

...the user defined identity of the sorting orderSorting order(MNS180/B)

...the user which is allowed to use this sorting order. User 'blank'
means all users are allowed.

User(MNS180/B)

...the logical view (the master view) from where records should
be selected

File(MNS180/E)

...the logical view(the secondary view) from where records
should be selected.

Join to File(MNS180/E)

This is used if you want records to be selected from more than
one table

The key fields included in the view (the master view) that you
selected

Key field(MNS180/F)

...how the key fields in the file are to be processed when the
file is read.

Key type(MNS180/F)

The valid alternatives are:

EQ = The field should always be read "equal to" depending on
where the inquiry is made using F4 = Prompt.

SE = The field is opened to allow specification of different
values in the window where the result of an F4 = Prompt inquiry
is displayed. These values are then read "equal to."
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This field indicates...FieldProgram

...how the template retrieves information located in more than
one table.

Join type(MNS180/F)

These fields are not displayed if you not select 'Join file' on th
E panel.

The valid alternatives are:

1 = Matching records. Only selects records that are found in
all tables.

2 = Records that match the master file. Selects all records in
the master table and the matching records from the secondary
table.

3 = Records that do not match the master table. Only selects
the records in the master table that are unique, that is, the ones
that do not have matching records in the secondary table.

...how the different fields are to be combined.Join from/ Join to(MNS180/F)

The field name should begin with 'x' (where x = 1, 2 or 3) to
indicate from which file the field is retrieved.

Note: Fields that will be joined must contain the same number
of positions and be of the same type (for example, numeric).

Where the field should be displayed in the browse window.
From left to right.

Sequence
number

(MNS180/G)

This field is used to enter the field length for alphanumeric
fields. If left blank, the field length in the database is displayed.

Field length(MNS180/I)

...the number of decimal places that the field should contain.Number of
decimal places

(MNS180/I)

The information is only relevant for numerical fields (type S or
P).

...the contents of the heading line.Column heading
1 and 2

(MNS180/I)

You can change the default content and fill in a user defined
content.

See also
"Create Sorting Orders" on page 348
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Connect Information Views from Different Programs

This document explains how you create a connection between information views from different programs.
When working in a certain program that starts another program, you will be able to go directly to a
specific information view in the started program.

Outcome
A connection between information views in different programs are created.

Sorting orders are stored in the (CSYSVIU) table and views in (CSYSPV). The connections created in
(CRS014) are stored in the (CRINPA) table.

You choose the information views that will be displayed when you start a specified program from another
(also specified) program. In this way you will get exactly the information you need.

Before you start
Make sure that it is possible to connect information views between the programs. This information will
be displayed if you press F4 =Prompt, on the (CRS014/B) panel, in the field 'To Program'.

Follow these steps
Connect Information Views from Different Programs

1 Start 'Information View Program Connection. Open' (CRS014). The B panel is the opening panel.

Depending on what sorting order you choose on the B panel, the order of the fields displayed will
vary. The valid alternatives for the sorting order are:

1=To program, From program, Responsible

2= From program, To program, Responsible

3= Responsible, To program, From program.

2 Choose option 1=Create/Select.

3 On the (CRS014/B) panel in the 'To program' field, you fill in the program that you will reach via the
created connection.

4 In the 'From program' field, you fill in the program where you start.

5 Enter your user name in the Responsible field. Press Enter:

6 The E panel is displayed. In the 'Sorting order' field, you choose an sorting order for the started
program. Press F4 once to choose an already existing sorting order.

If you want to create a new sorting order, press F4 once more and you will get to 'Sorting order.
Open' (CRS022). See "Create Sorting Orders" on page 348.

If you do not set a value, M3 will retrieve the same sorting order that was used the last time the To
program was started.
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7 On the (CRS014/E) panel, fill in the 'View' field for the started program. Press F4 once if you want
to select an already existing view.

If you press F4 once more, you will get to 'View. Open' (CRS020) where you can create a new view.
See "Create Views" on page 351.

For programs with user-defined sorting orders, the view used in the started program will be the one
connected to the sorting order.

8 In the 'Panel sequence' field on the E panel, you specify which panels you want to be displayed, as
well as the sequence in which they should appear.

For programs with user-defined sorting orders, the panel sequence used in the started program will
be the one connected to the sorting order specified in (CRS014).

9 In the 'Opening panel' field, specify the first panel to be displayed. This panel is valid until changed
by the user.

Note that the valid opening panels can differ between programs.

10 The 'List records' field is very important when you have the To program set as (MMS200), (MWS410),
etc. Select *NODSP to gain performance.

11 Press Next to display the B panel. Press F14 to activate the connection.

Parameters to set

The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

… for which started program the setup is valid.To program(CRS014/B)

… for which starting program the setup is valid. If this
information is blank, the setup is valid when the To program is
started from the menu.

From program(CRS014/B)

… the user for whom the setup is valid. If this information is left
blank, the setup will be valid for all users.

Responsible(CRS014/B)

Note:  If 'User defined field' is set to *NODSP=Not list initial
records, then Responsible should be left blank=valid for all
users.

… which sorting order should be used for the started program.
If this value is zero, M3 will retrieve the same sorting order that
was used the last time the To program was started.

Sorting order(CRS014/E)

… the view in use. Views are user defined and determine what
fields are to be displayed, as well as how the data is to be
calculated.

View(CRS014/E)
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The field indicates …FieldProgram ID/
Panel

…which panels should be displayed, as well as the sequence
in which they appear.

Panel sequence(CRS014/E)

… the panel in the started program that will be the opening
panel.

Opening panel(CRS014/E)

… whether the displayed program should prevent an automatic
listing of qualified records on the B panel when called from

List records(CRS014/E)

another program, from the menu, or when changing the sorting
order.

The valid alternatives are:

blank = All records listed (standard)

*NODSP = Records not listed initially (to gain performance).

When *NODSP is activated, the user must refresh the B panel
before any records are displayed. The purpose of this is to
enable the user to fill in the actual filter values before reading
the database, and thereby avoid unnecessary reads in order
to gain performance.

See also
"Create Sorting Orders" on page 348

"Create Views" on page 351
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7Enabling Application Messages

Application Messages and Detailed Messages

This document explains what application messages are and how they are used to facilitate and automate
your daily work in M3 Business Engine (BE).

It also describes how detailed messages that are connected to an application message can be used
to gain in-depth knowledge about the errors that triggered the application message. Note that though
application messages are used in all parts of M3 BE, detailed messages are only used in some M3 BE
applications.

Before You Start
For information about how the application message functionality is set up, refer to the following document:

Note: The detailed messages are predefined in M3 BE.

Description

Purpose
Application Messages

Application messages are used to notify a responsible person that an incident has occurred that
requires attention. The application message can be informational or it can indicate an error or a
disruption from the normal work flow. Whatever the nature of the application message, the
responsible person must often perform a task in response to the message.

An application message can be used as in the following examples:

• An authorizer is notified that an automatic matching of invoices was not approved, since the
price variances between the invoices were outside the tolerance range.

• A person responsible for a work order is notified that work on the order has started.

• A person responsible for a work order is notified that work on the order has started.
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• A person responsible for a purchase order is notified that the delivery of goods is delayed.

Application messages are used throughout M3 BE.

Detailed Messages

The incidents that create application messages often result in errors or information that requires
action. For example, when a planned manufacturing order will be released, errors can prevent the
order from being released.

In such cases the application message can be vague, for example "planned order not released".
However, detailed messages can explain in detail each error or incident that occurred when the
release of the order failed. These detailed messages are easy to overview, since they are grouped
together and are connected to the application message.

When and How
Application Messages

The application message is generated automatically and is displayed for the responsible person
in 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420) every time the incident occurs.

The person who is responsible for taking action depends on the type of message. Usually it is the
person set as the responsible person, the planner, the approver, or the authorizer for the record
that the message refers to, the activity or the workflow in M3 BE.

The application message can also be sent as an e-mail. The responsible person is then notified
automatically when the incident occurs and does not have to open (CRS420) to check if any new
messages were generated. The message is sent by e-mail if the person's e-mail address is entered
in 'e-Mail Address. Open' (CRS111), and the e-mail functionality is activated for the message type
in 'Settings – Application Messages' (CRS424).

Detailed Messages

In some cases the detailed messages are generated together with the application message. The
detailed messages are displayed in 'Detailed Mail Message. Open' (CMS421). This program can
be accessed in the following ways:

• From the menu.

• From the application message by selecting an option in (CRS420).

• From different programs related to the creation of the detailed messages. For example, detailed
messages can be generated when you work with the implementation of action logs in M3
Manufacturing if the implementation fails. The detailed messages can then be accessed from
the action log in 'Action Log. Open' (CMS050) and from a single action in 'Actions. Open'
(CMS051).

When (CMS421) is opened, the detailed message displayed at the top of the list is the first one
connected to the application message (except when the program is accessed from the menu). The
reference to the application message is the field 'Data ID'. All detailed messages connected to the
same application message have the same data ID. Note that while an application message is only
displayed for the person who is responsible for it, all detailed messages are displayed for all users.

To avoid spam, the detailed messages are not sent as e-mails.

Also note that when a job is rerun, all detailed messages that were generated when the job was
performed the first time are automatically deleted. A practical example of this is when the
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implementation of an action log in M3 Manufacturing failed. When the action log is implemented
again, all detailed messages that were generated earlier are deleted regardless of whether they
are set as corrected.

Temporary Authorization
Application Messages

If the responsible person is away from work, for example due to sickness or vacation, another
person can obtain access to process or view the application messages that are generated. This is
useful since many application messages demand immediate attention.

When you grant another person authorization, you set up a valid date range and a level of
authorization. The available levels are as follows:

• Process the responsible person's application messages. For this level you specify what the
person can and cannot do, for example change the status of the application message or grant
yet another user temporary authorization.

• Receive and review the responsible person's application messages.

• Receive and review a copy of the responsible person's application message.

You can limit these levels for the user to apply only for a specific application message type.

You set up the temporary authorization in 'Application Message. Connect Authority' (CRS422).
This program is accessed by selecting a function key in (CRS420).

Detailed Messages

It is not possible to grant temporary authorization to detailed messages, since these messages are
not connected to a specific person.

How to Process the Messages
The messages usually indicate an error that must be corrected or a task that should be performed.
You can often access the program where you take action by selecting the option Open (11) for the
message in (CRS420) or (CMS421).

By directly accessing the program, the work flow is considerably automated; you do not have to
spend time finding out which program to start.

Application Messages

After you have read an application message you can, for example, do the following:

• Plan when to perform the task. If you do not want to take any action immediately, you can set
an end date when the message should be dealt with in the 'Action date' field in (CRS420/E).
This is used to keep track of the application message. Later during searching, you can sort
application messages by action date.

• Perform the task. If there is no detailed message functionality connected to the application
message, you can often access the program where you perform the task by selecting the option
Open (11) for the message in (CRS420). After the task is performed, you can set the application
message as completed by entering a date in 'Completed date' in (CRS420/E).

• If there are detailed messages connected to the application message, you can open these to
further investigate what triggered the application message and then correct the detailed
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messages one by one. When all of them are corrected, you set the application message as
completed as described above. The section Detailed Messages describes how to process
detailed messages.

• File the application message if no further action needs to be taken. This can be the case when
the application message has status 50=Completed, or if it is only a copy and therefore has
status 80=Copy. You file a message by selecting the option File (24) in (CRS420).

Status for Application Messages

You can use status codes to manage application messages. You can also search for and display
only the application messages that you are interested in.

The following status codes are available:

• 10=New. The applications message is generated but not opened.

• 20=Opened. The application message is opened in (CRS420).

• 30=Forwarded. The application message is forwarded to the person who has temporary
authorization.

• 40=Replied.

• 50=Completed action. The application message has a completed action. A task is completed
and a completion date is entered.

• 80=Saved copy of message is sent. The application message has been sent to a person who
has temporary authorization. The message that has status 80 is the original message.

• 90=Filed. The application message is filed.

Detailed Messages

After you have read a detailed message you can perform the task needed to correct the message.
You access the program where you perform the task by selecting option (11) for the message in
(CMS421).

After you are finished, you set the status of the detailed message to 90 (Blocked/expired) to indicate
that it is completed. If all detailed messages are corrected, you can set the application message
to completed, as described above.

Status for Detailed Message

You can use status codes to manage detailed messages.

• 20=Definite. The detailed message is not corrected.

• 90=Blocked/Expired. The detailed message is corrected and completed.
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See Also

Set Up the M3 Application Message System

This document explains how you set up the internal M3 Business Engine (BE) application message
functionality.

Application messages are used to automatically notify a responsible person that an incident has occurred
in M3 BE that requires attention.

For a detailed description of the concept of application messages, see "Application Messages and
Detailed Messages" on page 366.

Outcome
The application messages are generated according to your needs.

• Application messages are stored in the CMAILB table.

• Temporary authorizations are stored in the CMAILA table.

Before you start
The users must be defined in 'User. Open' (MNS150).

Follow these steps

1 Select one of the following alternatives:

• Generate all available application message types and activate them

• Set up the display of application messages in 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420)

• Activate the e-mail functionality for a user

• Give another user temporary authorization

Generate and Activate Application Message Types

1 Start 'Settings – Application Messages' (CRS424).

2 On the B panel, select the option 'Create Message types' (F14) to generate all available application
message types.

3 To activate an application message type, select Change for the type.

4 On the E panel, select the 'Activity code' check box. Press Enter.

5 Repeat the steps above to activate more application message types. Press Enter.
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Set Up the Display of Application Messages in (CRS420)

1 Start 'Application Message. Open' (CRS420).

2 On the B panel, select action Settings (F13).

3 On the P panel, select B as the opening panel.

4 Select the date format to use for the application message dates.

5 Enter the number of days that each application message will remain in the system before it is
automatically deleted.

The deletion date is calculated automatically for each application message as the number of days
in this field plus the date when the message is created. The message is deleted when (CRS420) is
started and the deletion date is equal to or earlier than the current date.

Note that only application messages that have a status lower than 80 are deleted.

6 Enter a maximum number of application messages that should be displayed on the B panel. Press
Next.

This field is used to maintain high system performance. If the maximum number of application
messages is exceeded, a warning is displayed on the B panel. Normally, the value entered here is
greater than 1,000 and less than 10,000. If no value is entered in this field and a large number of
application messages are managed, the response time might be unacceptable long.

Activate E-Mail

1 Start 'e-mail Address. Open' (CRS111).

2 On the B panel, enter e-mail type Users (4) to indicate that the e-mail refers to a user.

3 On the B panel, enter e-mail type Users (4) to indicate that the e-mail refers to a user.

4 On the E panel, enter the e-mail address. Press Enter.

5 Repeat the steps above to activate e-mails for other users. Press Enter.

See also
"Application Messages and Detailed Messages" on page 366
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